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n December leaders from around the world
will meet in Copenhagen to try to agree on
cutting back greenhouse gas emissions for
decades to come. The most effective step to implement that goal would be a massive shift away
from fossil fuels to clean, renewable energy
sources. If leaders can have confidence that such
a transformation is possible, they might commit
to an historic agreement. We think they can.
A year ago former vice president Al Gore
threw down a gauntlet: to repower America
with 100 percent carbon-free electricity within
10 years. As the two of us started to evaluate the
feasibility of such a change, we took on an even
larger challenge: to determine how 100 percent
of the world’s energy, for all purposes, could be
supplied by wind, water and solar resources, by
as early as 2030. Our plan is presented here.
Scientists have been building to this moment

for at least a decade, analyzing various pieces of
the challenge. Most recently, a 2009 Stanford
University study ranked energy systems according to their impacts on global warming, pollution, water supply, land use, wildlife and other
concerns. The very best options were wind, solar, geothermal, tidal and hydroelectric power— all of which are driven by wind, water or
sunlight (referred to as WWS). Nuclear power,
coal with carbon capture, and ethanol were all
poorer options, as were oil and natural gas. The
study also found that battery-electric vehicles
and hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles recharged by
WWS options would largely eliminate pollution
from the transportation sector.
Our plan calls for millions of wind turbines,
water machines and solar installations. The
numbers are large, but the scale is not an insurmountable hurdle; society has achieved massive
November 20 09
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Wind, water and
solar technologies
can provide
100 percent of the
world’s energy,
eliminating all
fossil fuels.
HERE’S HOW

BY 2030

transformations before. During World War II,
the U.S. retooled automobile factories to produce 300,000 aircraft, and other countries produced 486,000 more. In 1956 the U.S. began
building the Interstate Highway System, which
after 35 years extended for 47,000 miles, changing commerce and society.
Is it feasible to transform the world’s energy
systems? Could it be accomplished in two decades? The answers depend on the technologies
chosen, the availability of critical materials, and
economic and political factors.

HO/REUTERS/CORBIS (solar panels)

Clean Technologies Only
Renewable energy comes from enticing sources:
wind, which also produces waves; water, which
includes hydroelectric, tidal and geothermal energy (water heated by hot underground rock); and
sun, which includes photovoltaics and solar power plants that focus sunlight to heat a fluid that
drives a turbine to generate electricity. Our plan
includes only technologies that work or are close
to working today on a large scale, rather than
those that may exist 20 or 30 years from now.
To ensure that our system remains clean, we
consider only technologies that have near-zero
emissions of greenhouse gases and air pollutants
over their entire life cycle, including construcw w w. S c i e n t i f i c A m e r i c a n . c o m

tion, operation and decommissioning. For example, when burned in vehicles, even the most
ecologically acceptable sources of ethanol create
air pollution that will cause the same mortality
level as when gasoline is burned. Nuclear power
results in up to 25 times more carbon emissions
than wind energy, when reactor construction
and uranium refining and transport are considered. Carbon capture and sequestration technology can reduce carbon dioxide emissions from
coal-fired power plants but will increase air pollutants and will extend all the other deleterious
effects of coal mining, transport and processing,
because more coal must be burned to power the
capture and storage steps. Similarly, we consider
only technologies that do not present significant
waste disposal or terrorism risks.
In our plan, WWS will supply electric power
for heating and transportation— industries that
will have to revamp if the world has any hope of
slowing climate change. We have assumed that
most fossil-fuel heating (as well as ovens and
stoves) can be replaced by electric systems and
that most fossil-fuel transportation can be replaced by battery and fuel-cell vehicles. Hydrogen, produced by using WWS electricity to split
water (electrolysis), would power fuel cells and
be burned in airplanes and by industry.

KEY CONCEPTS
■

■

■

■

Supplies of wind and solar
energy on accessible land
dwarf the energy consumed by people around
the globe.
The authors’ plan calls
for 3.8 million large wind
turbines, 90,000 solar
plants, and numerous
geothermal, tidal and
rooftop photovoltaic
installations worldwide.
The cost of generating
and transmitting power
would be less than the
projected cost per
kilowatt-hour for fossilfuel and nuclear power.
Shortages of a few
specialty materials,
along with lack of
political will, loom as
the greatest obstacles.
—The

Editors
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Plenty of Supply
Today the maximum power consumed worldwide at any given moment is about 12.5 trillion
watts (terawatts, or TW), according to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration. The agency projects that in 2030 the world will require
16.9 TW of power as global population and living standards rise, with about 2.8 TW in the
U.S. The mix of sources is similar to today’s,
heavily dependent on fossil fuels. If, however,
the planet were powered entirely by WWS, with
no fossil-fuel or biomass combustion, an intriguing savings would occur. Global power demand
would be only 11.5 TW, and U.S. demand would
be 1.8 TW. That decline occurs because, in most
cases, electrification is a more efficient way to
use energy. For example, only 17 to 20 percent
of the energy in gasoline is used to move a vehicle (the rest is wasted as heat), whereas 75 to 86
percent of the electricity delivered to an electric
vehicle goes into motion.
Even if demand did rise to 16.9 TW, WWS
sources could provide far more power. Detailed
studies by us and others indicate that energy
from the wind, worldwide, is about 1,700 TW.
Solar, alone, offers 6,500 TW. Of course, wind
and sun out in the open seas, over high mountains and across protected regions would not be
available. If we subtract these and low-wind areas not likely to be developed, we are still left
with 40 to 85 TW for wind and 580 TW for solar, each far beyond future human demand. Yet
currently we generate only 0.02 TW of wind
power and 0.008 TW of solar. These sources hold
an incredible amount of untapped potential.
The other WWS technologies will help create
a flexible range of options. Although all the
sources can expand greatly, for practical reasons, wave power can be extracted only near
coastal areas. Many geothermal sources are too
deep to be tapped economically. And even though
hydroelectric power now exceeds all other WWS
sources, most of the suitable large reservoirs are
already in use.

MW – MEGAWAT T = 1 MILLION WAT TS
GW – GIGAWAT T = 1 BILLION WAT TS
T W – TERAWAT T = 1 TRILLION WAT TS

➥
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RENEWABLE POWER AVAILABLE
IN READILY ACCESSIBLE LOCATIONS

POWER NEEDED
WORLDWIDE IN 2030

WATER 2 TW

WIND 40 –85 TW

IF CONVENTIONAL
SUPPLY 16.9 TW

OR

IF RENEWABLE
SUPPLY (MORE
EFFICIENT)
11.5 TW

SOLAR 580 TW

The Editors welcome responses to this article. To comment and to see more detailed calculations, go to www.ScientificAmerican.com/sustainable-energy
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RENEWABLE INSTALLATIONS
REQUIRED WORLDWIDE
WATER 1.1 TW
(9% OF SUPPLY)

490,000
TIDAL TURBINES – 1 MW* – < 1% IN PLACE
*size of unit

5,350

GEOTHERMAL PLANTS – 100 MW – 2% IN PLACE

900

The Plan: Power Plants Required

HYDROELECTRIC PLANTS – 1,300 MW – 70% IN PLACE

3,800,000
WIND TURBINES – 5 MW – 1% IN PLACE

WIND 5.8 TW
(51% OF SUPPLY)

720,000

WAVE CONVERTERS* – 0.75 MW – < 1% IN PLACE
*wind drives waves

1,700,000,000
ROOFTOP PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS* – 0.003 MW – < 1% IN PLACE
*sized for a modest house; a commercial roof might have dozens of systems

49,000
SOLAR 4.6 TW
(40% OF SUPPLY)

40,000

PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER PLANTS – 300 MW – < 1% IN PLACE

w w w. S c i e n t i f i c A m e r i c a n . c o m

CATALOGTREE (illustrations); NICHOLAS EVELEIGH Getty Images (plug)

CONCENTRATED SOLAR POWER PLANTS – 300 MW – < 1% IN PLACE

Clearly, enough renewable energy exists. How,
then, would we transition to a new infrastructure to provide the world with 11.5 TW? We
have chosen a mix of technologies emphasizing
wind and solar, with about 9 percent of demand
met by mature water-related methods. (Other
combinations of wind and solar could be as
successful.)
Wind supplies 51 percent of the demand, provided by 3.8 million large wind turbines (each
rated at five megawatts) worldwide. Although
that quantity may sound enormous, it is interesting to note that the world manufactures 73 million cars and light trucks every year. Another
40 percent of the power comes from photovoltaics and concentrated solar plants, with about
30 percent of the photovoltaic output from rooftop panels on homes and commercial buildings.
About 89,000 photovoltaic and concentrated
solar power plants, averaging 300 megawatts
apiece, would be needed. Our mix also includes
900 hydroelectric stations worldwide, 70 percent of which are already in place.
Only about 0.8 percent of the wind base is installed today. The worldwide footprint of the
3.8 million turbines would be less than 50 square
kilometers (smaller than Manhattan). When the
needed spacing between them is figured, they
would occupy about 1 percent of the earth’s
land, but the empty space among turbines could
be used for agriculture or ranching or as open
land or ocean. The nonrooftop photovoltaics
and concentrated solar plants would occupy
about 0.33 percent of the planet’s land. Building
such an extensive infrastructure will take time.
But so did the current power plant network. And
remember that if we stick with fossil fuels, demand by 2030 will rise to 16.9 TW, requiring
about 13,000 large new coal plants, which themselves would occupy a lot more land, as would
the mining to supply them.
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
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POSSIBLE MATERIALS SHORTAGES

SILVER
APPLICATION: ALL SOLAR CELLS
SOLUTION: REDUCE OR RECYCLE
SILVER CONTENT

TELLURIUM
APPLICATION: THIN-FILM SOLAR CELLS
SOLUTION: OPTIMIZE OTHER
CELL TYPES

NEODYMIUM
APPLICATION: WIND TURBINE GEARBOXES
SOLUTION: IMPROVE GEARLESS
TURBINES
SILVER

TELLURIUM

PLATINUM
APPLICATION: HYDROGEN CAR FUEL CELL
SOLUTION: DESIGN FUEL CELLS
FOR EASY RECYCLING

NEODYMIUM

LITHIUM
APPLICATION: ELECTRIC CAR BATTERY
SOLUTION: DESIGN BATTERIES
FOR EASY RECYCLING

INDIUM
APPLICATION: THIN-FILM SOLAR CELLS
SOLUTION: OPTIMIZE OTHER
CELL TYPES

PLATINUM
INDIUM

LITHIUM

[THE AUTHORS]
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of energy technologies and their
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of Transportation Studies at the
University of California, Davis.
He focuses on energy, environmental and economic analyses of
advanced, sustainable transportation fuels, vehicles and systems.
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The scale of the WWS infrastructure is not a barrier. But a few materials needed to build it could
be scarce or subject to price manipulation.
Enough concrete and steel exist for the millions of wind turbines, and both those commodities are fully recyclable. The most problematic
materials may be rare-earth metals such as neodymium used in turbine gearboxes. Although the
metals are not in short supply, the low-cost sources are concentrated in China, so countries such
as the U.S. could be trading dependence on Middle Eastern oil for dependence on Far Eastern
metals. Manufacturers are moving toward gearless turbines, however, so that limitation may become moot.
Photovoltaic cells rely on amorphous or crystalline silicon, cadmium telluride, or copper indium selenide and sulfide. Limited supplies of
tellurium and indium could reduce the prospects
for some types of thin-film solar cells, though
not for all; the other types might be able to take
up the slack. Large-scale production could be restricted by the silver that cells require, but find-

ing ways to reduce the silver content could tackle
that hurdle. Recycling parts from old cells could
ameliorate material difficulties as well.
Three components could pose challenges for
building millions of electric vehicles: rare-earth
metals for electric motors, lithium for lithiumion batteries and platinum for fuel cells. More
than half the world’s lithium reserves lie in Bolivia and Chile. That concentration, combined
with rapidly growing demand, could raise prices
significantly. More problematic is the claim by
Meridian International Research that not enough
economically recoverable lithium exists to build
anywhere near the number of batteries needed in
a global electric-vehicle economy. Recycling
could change the equation, but the economics of
recycling depend in part on whether batteries are
made with easy recyclability in mind, an issue the
industry is aware of. The long-term use of platinum also depends on recycling; current available
reserves would sustain annual production of 20
million fuel-cell vehicles, along with existing industrial uses, for fewer than 100 years.
November 20 09
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The Materials Hurdle

AVERAGE DOWNTIME FOR ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
DAYS PER YEAR

COAL PLANT 12.5% (46 DAYS)

WIND TURBINE 2% (7 DAYS)

Smart Mix for Reliability
A new infrastructure must provide energy on
demand at least as reliably as the existing infrastructure. WWS technologies generally suffer
less downtime than traditional sources. The
average U.S. coal plant is offline 12.5 percent of
the year for scheduled and unscheduled maintenance. Modern wind turbines have a down time
of less than 2 percent on land and less than 5 percent at sea. Photovoltaic systems are also at less
than 2 percent. Moreover, when an individual
wind, solar or wave device is down, only a small
fraction of production is affected; when a coal,
nuclear or natural gas plant goes offline, a large
chunk of generation is lost.
The main WWS challenge is that the wind
does not always blow and the sun does not always shine in a given location. Intermittency
problems can be mitigated by a smart balance of
sources, such as generating a base supply from
steady geothermal or tidal power, relying on

PHOTOVOLTAIC PLANT 2% (7 DAYS)

wind at night when it is often plentiful, using solar by day and turning to a reliable source such
as hydroelectric that can be turned on and off
quickly to smooth out supply or meet peak demand. For example, interconnecting wind farms
that are only 100 to 200 miles apart can compensate for hours of zero power at any one farm
should the wind not be blowing there. Also helpful is interconnecting geographically dispersed
sources so they can back up one another, installing smart electric meters in homes that automatically recharge electric vehicles when demand is
low and building facilities that store power for
later use.
Because the wind often blows during stormy
conditions when the sun does not shine and the
sun often shines on calm days with little wind,
combining wind and solar can go a long way toward meeting demand, especially when geothermal provides a steady base and hydroelectric can
be called on to fill in the gaps.

CLEAN ELECTRICITY 24/7

CALIFORNIA CASE STUDY: To
show the power of combining
resources, Graeme Hoste of Stanford University recently calculated
how a mix of four renewable
sources, in 2020, could generate
100 percent of California’s
electricity around the clock, on a
typical July day. The hydroelectric
capacity needed is already in place.
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The mix of WWS sources in our plan can reliably supply the residential, commercial, industrial and transportation sectors. The logical next
question is whether the power would be affordable. For each technology, we calculated how
much it would cost a producer to generate power and transmit it across the grid. We included
the annualized cost of capital, land, operations,
maintenance, energy storage to help offset intermittent supply, and transmission. Today the cost
of wind, geothermal and hydroelectric are all
less than seven cents a kilowatt-hour (¢/kWh);
wave and solar are higher. But by 2020 and
beyond wind, wave and hydro are expected to
be 4¢/kWh or less.
For comparison, the average cost in the U.S.

COST TO GENERATE AND TRANSMIT POWER IN 2020
CENTS PER KILOWATT-HOUR, IN 2007 DOLLARS
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in 2007 of conventional power generation and
transmission was about 7¢/kWh, and it is projected to be 8¢/kWh in 2020. Power from wind
turbines, for example, already costs about the
same or less than it does from a new coal or natural gas plant, and in the future wind power is
expected to be the least costly of all options. The
competitive cost of wind has made it the secondlargest source of new electric power generation
in the U.S. for the past three years, behind natural gas and ahead of coal.
Solar power is relatively expensive now but
should be competitive as early as 2020. A careful analysis by Vasilis Fthenakis of Brookhaven
National Laboratory indicates that within 10
years, photovoltaic system costs could drop to
about 10¢/kWh, including long-distance transmission and the cost of compressed-air storage
of power for use at night. The same analysis estimates that concentrated solar power systems
with enough thermal storage to generate electricity 24 hours a day in spring, summer and fall
could deliver electricity at 10¢/kWh or less.
Transportation in a WWS world will be driven by batteries or fuel cells, so we should compare the economics of these electric vehicles with
that of internal-combustion-engine vehicles. Detailed analyses by one of us (Delucchi) and Tim
Lipman of the University of California, Berkeley,
have indicated that mass-produced electric vehicles with advanced lithium-ion or nickel metalhydride batteries could have a full lifetime cost
per mile (including battery replacements) that is
comparable with that of a gasoline vehicle, when
gasoline sells for more than $2 a gallon.
When the so-called externality costs (the
monetary value of damages to human health,
the environment and climate) of fossil-fuel generation are taken into account, WWS technologies become even more cost-competitive.
Overall construction cost for a WWS system
might be on the order of $100 trillion worldwide,
over 20 years, not including transmission. But
this is not money handed out by governments or
consumers. It is investment that is paid back
through the sale of electricity and energy. And
again, relying on traditional sources would raise
output from 12.5 to 16.9 TW, requiring thousands more of those plants, costing roughly $10
trillion, not to mention tens of trillions of dollars
more in health, environmental and security costs.
The WWS plan gives the world a new, clean, efficient energy system rather than an old, dirty, inefficient one.
November 20 09
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As Cheap as Coal
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Political Will
Our analyses strongly suggest that the costs of
WWS will become competitive with traditional
sources. In the interim, however, certain forms
of WWS power will be significantly more costly
than fossil power. Some combination of WWS
subsidies and carbon taxes would thus be needed for a time. A feed-in tariff (FIT) program to
cover the difference between generation cost and
wholesale electricity prices is especially effective
at scaling-up new technologies. Combining FITs
with a so-called declining clock auction, in
which the right to sell power to the grid goes to
the lowest bidders, provides continuing incentive for WWS developers to lower costs. As that
happens, FITs can be phased out. FITs have been
implemented in a number of European countries
and a few U.S. states and have been quite successful in stimulating solar power in Germany.
Taxing fossil fuels or their use to reflect their
environmental damages also makes sense. But at
a minimum, existing subsidies for fossil energy,
such as tax benefits for exploration and extraction, should be eliminated to level the playing
field. Misguided promotion of alternatives that
are less desirable than WWS power, such as farm
and production subsidies for biofuels, should
also be ended, because it delays deployment of
cleaner systems. For their part, legislators crafting policy must fi nd ways to resist lobbying by
the entrenched energy industries.
Finally, each nation needs to be willing to invest in a robust, long-distance
transmission system that can carry
large quantities of WWS power from
remote regions where it is often greatest— such as the Great Plains for wind
and the desert Southwest for solar in
w w w. S c i e n t i f i c A m e r i c a n . c o m

the U.S.— to centers of consumption, typically
cities. Reducing consumer demand during peak
usage periods also requires a smart grid that
gives generators and consumers much more control over electricity usage hour by hour.
A large-scale wind, water and solar energy
system can reliably supply the world’s needs, significantly benefiting climate, air quality, water
quality, ecology and energy security. As we have
shown, the obstacles are primarily political, not
technical. A combination of feed-in tariffs plus
incentives for providers to reduce costs, elimination of fossil subsidies and an intelligently expanded grid could be enough to ensure rapid deployment. Of course, changes in the real-world
power and transportation industries will have to
overcome sunk investments in existing infrastructure. But with sensible policies, nations
could set a goal of generating 25 percent of their
new energy supply with WWS sources in 10 to
15 years and almost 100 percent of new supply
in 20 to 30 years. With extremely aggressive policies, all existing fossil-fuel capacity could theoretically be retired and replaced in the same period, but with more modest and likely policies
full replacement may take 40 to 50 years. Either
way, clear leadership is needed, or else nations
will keep trying technologies promoted by industries rather than vetted by scientists.
A decade ago it was not clear that a global
WWS system would be technically or economically feasible. Having shown that it
is, we hope global leaders can figure out
how to make WWS power politically
feasible as well. They can start by committing to meaningful climate and renewable energy goals now.
■

COAL MINERS and other fossilfuel workers, unions and lobbyists are likely to resist a transformation to clean energy;
political leaders will have to
champion the cause.
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Climate change, pollution, and energy insecurity are among the greatest problems of our time. Addressing
them requires major changes in our energy infrastructure. Here, we analyze the feasibility of providing
worldwide energy for all purposes (electric power, transportation, heating/cooling, etc.) from wind,
water, and sunlight (WWS). In Part I, we discuss WWS energy system characteristics, current and future
energy demand, availability of WWS resources, numbers of WWS devices, and area and material
requirements. In Part II, we address variability, economics, and policy of WWS energy. We estimate that
! 3,800,000 5 MW wind turbines, ! 49,000 300 MW concentrated solar plants, ! 40,000 300 MW solar
PV power plants, ! 1.7 billion 3 kW rooftop PV systems, ! 5350 100 MW geothermal power plants, ! 270
new 1300 MW hydroelectric power plants, ! 720,000 0.75 MW wave devices, and ! 490,000 1 MW tidal
turbines can power a 2030 WWS world that uses electricity and electrolytic hydrogen for all purposes.
Such a WWS infrastructure reduces world power demand by 30% and requires only ! 0.41% and ! 0.59%
more of the world’s land for footprint and spacing, respectively. We suggest producing all new energy
with WWS by 2030 and replacing the pre-existing energy by 2050. Barriers to the plan are primarily social
and political, not technological or economic. The energy cost in a WWS world should be similar to
that today.
& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords:
Wind power
Solar power
Water power

1. Introduction
A solution to the problems of climate change, air pollution, water
pollution, and energy insecurity requires a large-scale conversion to
clean, perpetual, and reliable energy at low cost together with an
increase in energy efficiency. Over the past decade, a number of studies
have proposed large-scale renewable energy plans. Jacobson and
Masters (2001) suggested that the U.S. could satisfy its Kyoto Protocol
requirement for reducing carbon dioxide emissions by replacing 60% of
its coal generation with 214,000–236,000 wind turbines rated at
1.5 MW (million watts). Also in 2001, Czisch (2006) suggested that a
totally renewable electricity supply system, with intercontinental
transmission lines linking dispersed wind sites with hydropower
backup, could supply Europe, North Africa, and East Asia at total costs
per kWh comparable with the costs of the current system. Hoffert et al.
(2002) suggested a portfolio of solutions for stabilizing atmospheric
CO2, including increasing the use of renewable energy and nuclear
energy, decarbonizing fossil fuels and sequestering carbon, and
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improving energy efficiency. Pacala and Socolow (2004) suggested a
similar portfolio, but expanded it to include reductions in deforestation
and conservation tillage and greater use of hydrogen in vehicles.
More recently, Fthenakis et al. (2009) analyzed the technical,
geographical, and economic feasibility for solar energy to supply
the energy needs of the U.S. and concluded (p. 397) that ‘‘it is clearly
feasible to replace the present fossil fuel energy infrastructure in
the U.S. with solar power and other renewables, and reduce CO2
emissions to a level commensurate with the most aggressive
climate-change goals’’. Jacobson (2009) evaluated several longterm energy systems according to environmental and other
criteria, and found WWS systems to be superior to nuclear,
fossil-fuel, and biofuel systems (see further discussion in Section 2).
He proposed to address the hourly and seasonal variability of
WWS power by interconnecting geographically disperse renewable energy sources to smooth out loads, using hydroelectric power
to fill in gaps in supply. He also proposed using battery-electric
vehicles (BEVs) together with utility controls of electricity dispatch
to them through smart meters, and storing electricity in hydrogen
or solar-thermal storage media. Cleetus et al. (2009) subsequently
presented a ‘‘blueprint’’ for a clean-energy economy to reduce
CO2-equivalent GHG emissions in the U.S. by 56% compared
with the 2005 levels. That study featured an economy-wide CO2
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Table 1
Recent studies of rapid, large-scale development of renewable energy.
Study

Energy mix by sector

This study and Jacobson and Delucchi (2009)

Electricity transport heat/cool

100% WWS

Alliance for Climate Protection (2009)
Parsons-Brinckerhoff (2009)
Price-Waterhouse-Coopers (2010)
Beyond Zero Emissions (2010)
European Climate Foundation (ECF) (2010)
European Renewable Energy Council (EREC) (April (2010)

Electricity
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity
Electricity

100% WWS+ Bm
80% WWS+ NCBmBf
100% WWS+ Bm
100% WWS+ Bm
80% WWS+ NCBm
100% WWS+ BmBf

transport
transport heat/cool
transport heat/cool
transport heat/cool
transport heat/cool

Time frame

Geographic scope

All new energy: 2030.
All energy: 2050
2020
2050
2050
2020
2050
2050

World
U.S.
UK
Europe & North Africa
Australia
Europe
Europe

WWS¼ wind, water, solar power; FF ¼ fossil fuels; Bm ¼biomass; Bf ¼liquid biofuels; N ¼ nuclear; C ¼ coal-CCS. Cleetus et al. (2009) is not included only because its focus is
mainly on efficiency and demand management, with only modest increases in renewable energy.

cap-and-trade program and policies to increase energy efficiency
and the use of renewable energy in industry, buildings, electricity,
and transportation. Sovacool and Watts (2009) suggested that a
completely renewable electricity sector for New Zealand and the
United States is feasible.
In Jacobson and Delucchi (2009), we outlined a large-scale plan
to power the world for all purposes with WWS (no biofuels, nuclear
power, or coal with carbon capture). The study found that it was
technically feasible to power the world with WWS by 2030 but
such a conversion would almost certainly take longer due to the
difficulty in implementing all necessary policies by then. However,
we suggested, and this study reinforces, the concept that all new
energy could be supplied by WWS by 2030 and all existing energy
could be converted to WWS by 2050. The analysis presented here is
an extension of that work.
Table 1 compares and summarizes several other recent largescale plans. While all plans are ambitious, forward thinking, and
detailed, they differ from our plan, in that they are for limited world
regions and none relies completely on WWS. However, some come
close in the electric power sector, relying on only small amounts of
non-WWS energy in the form of biomass for electric power
production. Those studies, however, address only electricity and/
or transport, but not heating/cooling.
More well known to the public than the scientific studies,
perhaps, are the ‘‘Repower America’’ plan of former Vice-President
and Nobel-Peace Prize winner Al Gore, and a similar proposal by
businessman T. Boone Pickens. Mr. Gore’s proposal calls for
improvements in energy efficiency, expansion of renewable
energy generation, modernization of the transmission grid, and the
conversion of motor vehicles to electric power. The ultimate (and
ambitious) goal is to provide America ‘‘with 100% clean electricity
within 10 years,’’ which Mr. Gore proposes to achieve by increasing
the use of wind and concentrated solar and improving energy
efficiency (Alliance for Climate Protection, 2009). In Gore’s plan,
solar PV, geothermal, and biomass electricity would grow only
modestly, and nuclear power and hydroelectricity would not grow.
Mr. Pickens’ plan is to obtain up to 22% of the U.S. electricity from
wind, add solar capacity to that, improve the electric grid, increase
energy efficiency, and use natural gas instead of oil as a transitional
fuel (Pickens, 2009).
There is little doubt that the large-scale use of renewable energy
envisaged in these plans and studies would greatly mitigate or
eliminate a wide range of environmental and human health
impacts of energy use (e.g., Jacobson, 2009; Sovacool and
Sovacool, 2009; Colby et al., 2009; Weisser, 2007; Fthenakis and
Kim, 2007). But, is a large-scale transformation of the world’s
energy systems feasible? In this paper and in Part II, we address this
question by examining the characteristics and benefits of wind,
water, and solar (WWS)-energy systems, the availability of WWS
resources, supplies of critical materials, methods of addressing the
variability of WWS energy to ensure that power supply reliably

matches demand, the economics of WWS generation and transmission, the economics of the use of WWS power in transportation, and
policy issues. Although we recognize that a comprehensive plan to
address global environmental problems must also address other
sectors, including agriculture (Horrigan et al., 2002; Wall and Smit,
2005) and forestry (Niles et al., 2002), we do not address those
issues here.

2. Clean, low-risk, sustainable energy systems
2.1. Evaluation of long-term energy systems: why we choose WWS
power
Because climate change (particularly loss of the Arctic sea ice
cap), air pollution, and energy insecurity are the current and
growing problems, but it takes several decades for new technologies to become fully adopted, we consider only options that have
been demonstrated in at least pilot projects and that can be scaled
up as part of a global energy system without further major
technology development. We avoid options that require substantial further technological development and that will not be ready to
begin the scale-up process for several decades. Note that we select
technologies based on the state of development of the technology
only rather than whether industrial capacity is currently ramped
up to produce the technologies on a massive scale or whether
society is motivated to change to the technologies. In this paper and
in Part II, we do consider the feasibility of implementing the chosen
technologies based on estimated costs, necessary policies, and
available materials as well as other factors.
In order to ensure that our energy system remains clean even
with large increases in population and economic activity in the long
run, we consider only those technologies that have essentially zero
emissions of greenhouse gases and air pollutants per unit of output
over the whole ‘‘lifecycle’’ of the system. Similarly, we consider only
those technologies that have low impacts on wildlife, water
pollution, and land, do not have significant waste-disposal or
terrorism risks associated with them, and are based on primary
resources that are indefinitely renewable or recyclable.
The previous work by Jacobson (2009) indicates that WWS
power satisfies all of these criteria. He ranked several long-term
energy systems with respect to their impacts on global warming,
air pollution, water supply, land use, wildlife, thermal pollution,
water–chemical pollution, and nuclear weapons proliferation. The
ranking of electricity options, starting with the highest, included:
wind power, concentrated solar, geothermal, tidal, solar photovoltaic, wave, and hydroelectric power, all of which are powered by
wind, water, or sunlight (WWS). He also found that the use of BEVs
and hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles (HFCVs) powered by the WWS
options would largely eliminate pollution from the transportation
sector. Here, we consider these technologies and other existing
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technologies for the heating/cooling sectors, discussed in Section 2.
Although other clean WWS electric power sources, such as ocean or
river current power, could be deployed in the short term, these are
not examined here simply because we could not cover every
technology. Nevertheless, we do cover related although slightly
different power sources (e.g., wave, tidal, and hydroelectric power).
Finally, Jacobson (2009) concluded that coal with carbon
capture, corn ethanol, cellulosic ethanol, and nuclear power were
all moderately or significantly worse than WWS options with
respect to environmental and land use impacts. Similarly, here we
do not consider any combustion sources, such as coal with carbon
capture, corn ethanol, cellulosic ethanol, soy biodiesel, algae
biodiesel, biomass for electricity, other biofuels, or natural gas,
because none of these technologies can reduce GHG and
air-pollutant emissions to near zero, and all can have significant
problems in terms of land use, water use, or resource availability
(See Delucchi (2010) for a review of land-use, climate-change, and
water-use impacts of biofuels.) For example, even the most
climate-friendly and ecologically acceptable sources of ethanol,
such as unmanaged, mixed grasses restored to their native (nonagricultural) habitat (Tilman et al., 2006), will cause air pollution
mortality on the same order as gasoline (Jacobson, 2007; Anderson,
2009; Ginnebaugh et al., 2010). The use of carbon capture and
sequestration (CCS) can reduce CO2 emissions from the stacks of
coal power plants by 85–90% or more, but it has no effect on CO2
emissions due to the mining and transport of coal; in fact it will
increase such emissions and of air pollutants per unit of net
delivered power and will increase all ecological, land-use,
air-pollution, and water-pollution impacts from coal mining,
transport, and processing, because the CCS system requires 25%
more energy, thus 25% more coal combustion, than does a system
without CCS (IPCC, 2005).
For several reasons we do not consider nuclear energy
(conventional fission, breeder reactors, or fusion) as a long-term
global energy source. First, the growth of nuclear energy has
historically increased the ability of nations to obtain or enrich
uranium for nuclear weapons (Ullom, 1994), and a large-scale
worldwide increase in nuclear energy facilities would exacerbate
this problem, putting the world at greater risk of a nuclear war or
terrorism catastrophe (Kessides, 2010; Feiveson, 2009; Miller and
Sagan, 2009; Macfarlane and Miller, 2007; Harding, 2007). The
historic link between energy facilities and weapons is evidenced by
the development or attempted development of weapons capabilities secretly in nuclear energy facilities in Pakistan, India
(Federation of American Scientists, 2010), Iraq (prior to 1981), Iran
(e.g., Adamantiades and Kessides, 2009, p. 16), and to some extent
North Korea. Feiveson (2009) writes that ‘‘it is well understood that
one of the factors leading several countries now without nuclear
power programs to express interest in nuclear power is the
foundation that such programs could give them to develop
weapons’’ (p. 65). Kessides (2010) asserts, ‘‘a robust global expansion of civilian nuclear power will significantly increase proliferation risks unless the current non-proliferation regime is
substantially strengthened by technical and institutional measures
and its international safeguards system adequately meets the new
challenges associated with a geographic spread and an increase in
the number of nuclear facilities’’ (p. 3860). Similarly, Miller and
Sagan (2009) write, ‘‘it seems almost certain that some new
entrants to nuclear power will emerge in the coming decades
and that the organizational and political challenges to ensure the
safe and secure spread of nuclear technology into the developing
world will be substantial and potentially grave’’ (p. 12).
If the world were converted to electricity and electrolytic
hydrogen by 2030, the 11.5 TW in resulting power demand would
require !15,800 850 MW nuclear power plants, or one installed
every day for the next 43 years. Even if only 5% of these were

installed, that would double the current installations of nuclear
power worldwide. Many more countries would possess nuclear
facilities, increasing the likelihood that these countries would use
the facilities to hide the development of nuclear weapons as has
occurred historically.
Second, nuclear energy results in 9–25 times more carbon
emissions than wind energy, in part due to emissions from uranium
refining and transport and reactor construction (e.g., Lenzen, 2008;
Sovacool, 2008), in part due to the longer time required to site,
permit, and construct a nuclear plant compared with a wind farm
(resulting in greater emissions from the fossil-fuel electricity sector
during this period; Jacobson, 2009), and in part due to the greater
loss of soil carbon due to the greater loss in vegetation resulting
from covering the ground with nuclear facilities relative to wind
turbine towers, which cover little ground. Although recent construction times worldwide are shorter than the 9-year median
construction times in the U.S. since 1970 (Koomey and Hultman,
2007), they still averaged 6.5 years worldwide in 2007 (Ramana,
2009), and this time must be added to the site permit time
(!3 years in the U.S.) and construction permit and issue time
(!3 years). The overall historic and present range of nuclear planning-to-operation times for new nuclear plants has been 11–19 years,
compared with an average of 2–5 years for wind and solar installations
(Jacobson, 2009). Feiveson (2009) observes that ‘‘because wind turbines can be installed much faster than could nuclear, the cumulative
greenhouse gas savings per capital invested appear likely to be greater
for wind’’ (p. 67). The long time required between planning and
operation of a nuclear power plant poses a significant risk to the Arctic
sea ice. Sea ice records indicate a 32% loss in the August 2010 sea ice
area relative to the 1979–2008 mean (Cryosphere Today, 2010). Such
rapid loss indicates that solutions to global warming must be
implemented quickly. Technologies with long lead times will allow
the high-albedo Arctic ice to disappear, triggering more rapid positive
feedbacks to warmer temperatures by uncovering the low-albedo
ocean below.
Third, conventional nuclear fission relies on finite stores of
uranium that a large-scale nuclear program with a ‘‘once through’’
fuel cycle would exhaust in roughly a century (e.g., Macfarlane and
Miller, 2007; Adamantiades and Kessides, 2009). In addition,
accidents at nuclear power plants have been either catastrophic
(Chernobyl) or damaging (Three-Mile Island), and although
the nuclear industry has improved the safety and performance
of reactors, and has proposed new (but generally untested)
‘‘inherently’’ safe reactor designs (Piera, 2010; Penner et al.,
2008; Adamantiades and Kessides, 2009; Mourogov et al., 2002;
Mourogov, 2000), there is no guarantee that the reactors will be
designed, built, and operated correctly. For example, Pacific Gas
and Electric Company had to redo some modifications it made to its
Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant after the original work was
done backwards (Energy Net, 2010), and French nuclear regulators
recently told the firm Areva to correct a safety design flaw in its
latest-generation reactor (Nuclear Power Daily, 2009). Further,
catastrophic scenarios involving terrorist attacks are still conceivable (Feiveson, 2009). Even if the risks of catastrophe are very
small, they are not zero (Feiveson, 2009), whereas with wind and
solar power, the risk of catastrophe is zero. Finally, conventional
nuclear power produces radioactive waste, which must be stored
for thousands of years, raising technical and long-term cost
questions (Barré, 1999; von Hippel, 2008; Adamantiades and
Kessides, 2009).
‘‘Breeder’’ nuclear reactors have similar problems as conventional fission reactors, except that they produce less low-level
radioactive waste than do conventional reactors and re-use the
spent fuel, thereby extending uranium reserves, perhaps indefinitely (Penner et al., 2008; Purushotham et al., 2000; Till et al.,
1997). However, they produce nuclear material closer to weapons
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grade that can be reprocessed more readily into nuclear weapons
(Kessides, 2010; Adamantiades and Kessides, 2009; Macfarlane
and Miller, 2007; Glaser and Ramana, 2007), although some
technologies have technical features that make diversion and
reprocessing especially difficult—albeit not impossible (Hannum
et al., 1997; Kessides, 2010; Penner et al., 2008). Kessides (2010)
writes, ‘‘analyses of various reactor cycles have shown that all have
some potential for diversion, i.e., there is no proliferation-proof
nuclear power cycle’’ (p. 3861).
A related proposal is to use thorium as a nuclear fuel, which is
less likely to lead to nuclear weapons proliferation than the use of
uranium, produces less long-lived radioactive waste, and greatly
extends uranium resources (Macfarlane and Miller, 2007).
However, thorium reactors require the same significant time lag
between planning and operation as conventional uranium reactors
and most likely longer because few developers and scientists have
experience with constructing or running thorium reactors. As such,
this technology will result in greater emissions from the background electric grid compared with WWS technologies, which have
a shorter time lag. In addition, lifecycle emissions of carbon from a
thorium reactor are on the same order as those from a uranium
reactor. Further, thorium still produces radioactive waste containing 231Pa, which has a half-life of 32,760 years. It also produces 233U,
which can be used in fission weapons, such as in one nuclear bomb
core during the Operation Teapot nuclear tests in 1955. Weaponization, though, is made more difficult by the presence of 232U.
Fusion of light atomic nuclei (e.g., protium, deuterium, or tritium)
theoretically could supply power indefinitely without long-lived
radioactive wastes as the products are isotopes of helium (Ongena
and Van Oost, 2006; Tokimatsu et al., 2003); however, it would
produce short-lived waste that needs to be removed from the reactor
core to avoid interference with operations, and it is unlikely to be
commercially available for at least another 50–100 years (Tokimatsu
et al., 2003; Barré, 1999; Hammond, 1996), long after we will have
needed to transition to alternative energy sources. By contrast, wind
and solar power are available today, will last indefinitely, and pose
no serious risks. Note that our reasons for excluding nuclear are not
economic. A brief discussion of the economics of nuclear power is
given in Appendix A.
For these reasons, we focus on WWS technologies. We assume
that WWS will supply electric power for the transportation, heating
(including high-temperature heating and cooking)/cooling sectors,
which traditionally have relied mainly on the direct use of oil or gas
rather than electricity, as well as for traditional electricity-consuming end uses such as lighting, cooling, manufacturing, motors,
electronics, and telecommunications. Although we focus mainly on
energy supply, we acknowledge and indeed emphasize the importance of demand-side energy conservation measures to reduce the
requirements and impacts of energy supply. Demand-side energyconservation measures include improving the energy-out/energyin efficiency of end uses (e.g., with more efficient vehicles, more
efficient lighting, better insulation in homes, and the use of heatexchange and filtration systems), directing demand to low-energyuse modes (e.g., using public transit or telecommuting instead of
driving), large-scale planning to reduce energy demand without
compromising economic activity or comfort (e.g., designing cities
to facilitate greater use of non-motorized transport and to have
better matching of origins and destinations, thereby reducing the
need for travel), and designing buildings to use solar energy directly
(e.g., with more daylighting, solar hot water heating, and improved
passive solar heating in winter and cooling in summer). For a
general discussion of the potential to reduce energy use in
transportation and buildings, see the American Physical Society
(2008). For a classification scheme that facilitates analyses of the
potential gains from energy efficiency, see Cullen and Allwood
(2009).
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2.2. Characteristics of electricity-generating WWS technologies
2.2.1. Wind
Wind turbines convert the energy of the wind into electricity.
Generally, a gearbox turns the slow-moving turbine rotor into
faster-rotating gears, which convert mechanical energy to electricity in a generator. Some modern turbines are gearless. Although
less efficient, small turbines can be used in homes or buildings.
Wind farms today appear on land and offshore, with individual
turbines ranging in size up to 7 MW, with 10 MW planned.
High-altitude wind energy capture is also being pursued today
by several companies.
2.2.2. Wave
Winds passing over water create surface waves. The faster the
wind speed, the longer the wind is sustained, the greater the
distance the wind travels, the greater the wave height, and the
greater the wave energy produced. Wave power devices capture
energy from ocean surface waves to produce electricity. One type of
device is a buoy that rises and falls with a wave. Another type is a
surface-following device, whose up-and-down motion increases
the pressure on oil to drive a hydraulic motor.
2.2.3. Geothermal
Steam and hot water from below the Earth’s surface have been
used historically to provide heat for buildings, industrial processes,
and domestic water and to generate electricity in geothermal
power plants. In power plants, two boreholes are drilled—one for
steam alone or liquid water plus steam to flow up, and the second
for condensed water to return after it passes through the plant. In
some plants, steam drives a turbine; in others, hot water heats
another fluid that evaporates and drives the turbine.
2.2.4. Hydroelectricity
Water generates electricity when it drops gravitationally, driving a turbine and generator. While most hydroelectricity is
produced by water falling from dams, some is produced by water
flowing down rivers (run-of-the-river electricity).
2.2.5. Tidal
A tidal turbine is similar to a wind turbine in that it consists of a
rotor that turns due to its interaction with water during the ebb and
flow of a tide. Tidal turbines are generally mounted on the sea floor.
Since tides run about 6 h in one direction before switching
directions for 6 h, tidal turbines can provide a predictable energy
source. O’Rourke et al. (2010) provide an excellent overview of the
technology of tidal energy.
2.2.6. Solar PV
Solar photovoltaics (PVs) are arrays of cells containing a
material, such as silicon, that converts solar radiation into electricity. Today, solar PVs are used in a wide range of applications,
from residential rooftop power generation to medium-scale utilitylevel power generation.
2.2.7. CSP
Concentrated solar power (CSP) systems use mirrors or reflective lenses to focus sunlight on a fluid to heat it to a high
temperature. The heated fluid flows from the collector to a heat
engine where a portion of the heat is converted to electricity. Some
types of CSP allow the heat to be stored for many hours so that
electricity can be produced at night.
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2.3. Use of WWS power for transportation

2.4. Use of WWS power for heating and cooling

Transportation technologies that must be deployed on a large
scale to use WWS-power include primarily battery-electric vehicles (BEVs), hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles (HFCVs), and hybrid
BEV-HFCVs. For ships, we propose the use of hybrid hydrogen fuel
cell-battery systems, and for aircraft, liquefied hydrogen combustion (Appendix A).
BEVs store electricity in and draw power from batteries to run an
electric motor that drives the vehicle. So long as the electricity source
is clean, the BEV system will have zero emissions of air pollutants and
greenhouse gases over the entire energy lifecycle—something that
internal-combustion-engine vehicles (ICEVs) using liquid fuels cannot
achieve. Moreover, BEVs provide up to 5 times more work in distance
traveled per unit of input energy than do ICEVs (km/kWh-outlet
versus km/kWh-gasoline). BEVs have existed for decades in small
levels of production, but today most major automobile companies are
developing BEVs. The latest generation of vehicles uses lithium-ion
batteries, which do not use the toxic chemicals associated with leadacid or the nickel-cadmium batteries.
Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (HFCVs) use a fuel cell to convert
hydrogen fuel and oxygen from the air into electricity that is used to
run an electric motor. HFCVs are truly clean only if the hydrogen is
produced by passing WWS-derived electricity through water
(electrolysis). Thus, we propose producing hydrogen only in this
way. Several companies have prototype HFCVs, and California had
about 200 HFCVs on the road in 2009 (California Fuel Cell
Partnership, 2009). Hydrogen fueling stations, though, are practically non-existent and most hydrogen today is produced by steamreforming of natural gas, which is not so clean as hydrogen
produced by WWS-electrolysis.

For building water and air heating using WWS power, we
propose the use of air- and ground-source heat-pump water and air
heaters and electric resistance water and air heaters. Heat pump air
heaters also can be used in reverse for air conditioning. These
technologies exist today although in most places they satisfy less
demand than do natural gas or oil-fired heaters. The use of
electricity for heating and cooking, like the use of electricity for
transportation, is most beneficial when the electricity comes from
WWS. For high-temperature industrial processes, we propose that
energy be obtained by combustion of electrolytic hydrogen
(Appendix A).

3. Energy resources needed and available
The power required today to satisfy all end uses worldwide is
about 12.5 trillion watts (TW) (EIA, 2008a; end-use energy only,
excludes losses in production and transmission). In terms of
primary energy, about 35% is from oil, 27% from coal, 23% from
natural gas, 6% from nuclear, and the rest from biomass, sunlight,
wind, and geothermal. Delivered electricity is a little over 2 TW of
the end-use total.
The EIA (2008a) projects that in the year 2030, the world will
require almost 17 TW in end-use power, and the U.S. almost 3 TW
(Table 2). They also project that the breakdown in terms of primary
energy in 2030 will be similar to that today—heavily dependent on
fossil fuels, and hence almost certainly unsustainable. What would
world power demand look like if instead a sustainable WWS
system supplied all end-use energy needs?

Table 2
Projected end-use power in 2030, by sector, U.S. and the world, conventional fossil-fuel case, and replacing 100% of fossil fuel and wood combustion with WWS.
Energy sector, by EIA
energy-use categories

TW power in 2030 (conventional
fossil fuels)
World

U.S.

Residential
Liquids
Natural gas
Coal
Electricity
Renewables
Total

0.37
0.84
0.11
0.92
0.02
2.26

0.04
0.18
0.00
0.20
0.01
0.43

Commercial
Liquids
Natural gas
Coal
Electricity
Renewables
Total

0.18
0.32
0.03
0.78
0.01
1.32

Industrial
Liquids
Natural gas
Coal
Electricity
Renewables
Total
Transportation
Liquids
Natural gas
Coal
Electricity
Total
Total end uses
Notes: see Appendix A.2.

Elect. fract.

End-use energy/work w.r.t.
fossil fuel

Upstream
factor

Electric

e-H2

0.95
0.95
1.00
1.00
0.50

0.82
0.82
0.82
1.00
0.82

1.43
1.43
1.43
1.00
1.43

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.02
0.13
0.00
0.22
0.00
0.38

0.90
0.90
0.90
1.00
0.90

0.82
0.82
0.82
1.00
0.82

1.43
1.43
1.43
1.00
1.43

2.41
2.35
2.15
1.75
0.15
8.80

0.31
0.28
0.08
0.12
0.14
0.92

0.60
0.60
0.60
1.00
0.90

0.82
0.82
0.82
1.00
0.82

4.44
0.05
–
0.04
4.53
16.92

1.07
0.03
0.00
0.00
1.10
2.83

0.73
0.90
0.90
1.00

0.19
0.82
0.82
1.00

EHCM
factor

TW power in 2030 replacing
all fossil fuels with WWS
World

U.S.

0.90
0.90
0.90
0.95
0.90

0.29
0.61
0.08
0.83
0.02
1.83

0.03
0.13
0.18
0.01
0.35

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.95
0.95
0.95
1.00
0.95

0.15
0.26
0.03
0.78
0.01
1.22

0.02
0.10
0.00
0.22
0.00
0.35

1.43
1.43
1.43
1.00
1.43

0.72
0.82
0.73
0.93
1.00

0.95
0.95
0.95
1.00
0.95

1.76
1.95
1.59
1.62
0.13
7.05

0.22
0.23
0.06
0.11
0.12
0.74

0.64
1.43
1.43
1.00

1.18
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.85
0.85
0.85
0.95

1.30
0.04
–
0.03
1.37
11.47

0.31
0.02
–
–
0.33
1.78
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Table 2 shows our estimates of global and U.S. end-use energy
demand, by sector, in a world powered entirely by WWS, with zero
fossil-fuel and biomass combustion. We have assumed that all end
uses that feasibly can be electrified use WWS power directly, and
that the remaining end uses use WWS power indirectly in the form
of electrolytic hydrogen (hydrogen produced by splitting water
with WWS power). As explained in Section 2 we assume that most
uses of fossil fuels for heating/cooling can be replaced by electric
heat pumps, and that most uses of liquid fuels for transportation
can be replaced by BEVs. The remaining, non-electric uses can be
supplied by hydrogen, which we assume would be compressed for
use in fuel cells in remaining non-aviation transportation, liquefied
and combusted in aviation, and combusted to provide heat directly
in the industrial sector. The hydrogen would be produced using
WWS power to split water; thus, directly or indirectly, WWS
powers the world.
As shown in Table 2, the direct use of electricity, for example, for
heating or electric motors, is considerably more efficient than is
fuel combustion in the same application. The use of electrolytic
hydrogen is less efficient than is the use of fossil fuels for direct
heating but more efficient for transportation when fuel cells are
used; the efficiency difference between direct use of electricity and
electrolytic hydrogen is due to the energy losses of electrolysis, and
in the case of most transportation uses, the energy requirements of
compression and the greater inefficiencies of fuel cells than
batteries. Assuming that some additional modest energy-conservation measures are implemented (see the list of demand-side
conservation measures in Section 2) and subtracting the energy
requirements of petroleum refining, we estimate that an all-WWS
world would require !30% less end-use power than the EIA
projects for the conventional fossil-fuel scenario (Table 1).
How do the energy requirements of a WWS world, shown in
Table 2, compare with the availability of WWS power? Table 3 gives
the estimated power available worldwide from renewable energy,
in terms of raw resources, resources available in high-energy
locations, resources that can feasibly be extracted in the near term
considering cost and location, and the current resources used. The
table indicates that only solar and wind can provide more power on
their own than energy demand worldwide. Wind in developable
locations can power the world about 3–5 times over and solar,
about 15–20 times over.
Fig. 1 shows the modeled world wind resources at 100 m, in the
range of the hub height of modern wind turbines. Globally,
!1700 TW of wind energy are available over the world’s land

plus ocean surfaces at 100 m if all wind at all speeds were used to
power wind turbines (Table 3); however, the wind power over land
in locations over land and near shore where the wind speed is 7 m/s
or faster (the speed necessary for cost-competitive wind energy) is
around 72–170 TW (Archer and Jacobson, 2005; Lu et al., 2009;
Fig. 1). Over half of this power is in locations that could practically
be developed. Large regions of fast winds worldwide include the
Great Plains of the U.S. and Canada, Northern Europe, the Gobi
and Sahara Deserts, much of the Australian desert areas, and
parts of South Africa and Southern South America and South Africa.
In the U.S., wind from the Great Plains and offshore the East
Coast (Kempton et al., 2007) could supply all U.S. energy needs.
Other windy offshore regions include the North Sea, the West Coast
of the U.S. (Dvorak et al., 2010), and the East Coast of Asia among
others.
Extraction from the wind of 100% of the power needed for the
world in 2030 (11.5 TW from Table 2) would reduce the overall
power in the wind at 100 m by o1% (Santa Maria and Jacobson,
2009). Such extracted power is eventually dissipated to heat, a
portion of which is cycled back to produce more potential energy,
which produces kinetic energy, regenerating some of the wind.
The remaining heat goes toward slightly increasing air and ground
temperature, but this addition is very small. For example, the
maximum additional radiative forcing due to powering the world
with wind is !11.5 TW/5.106 # 1014 m2 (area of the Earth)¼ 0.022
W/m2, which is only ! 0.7% of the ! 3 W/m2 forcing due to all
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Fig. 1. Map of the yearly averaged world wind speed (m/s) at 100 m above sea level
at 1.5 # 1.51 resolution, generated with the GATOR-GCMOM 3-D global model
(Jacobson, 2010).

Table 3
Power available in energy resource worldwide if the energy is used in conversion devices, in locations where the energy resource is high, in likely-developable locations, and in
delivered electricity in 2005 or 2007 (for wind and solar PV).
Energy technology

Power worldwide (TW)

Power in high-energy
locations (TW)

Power in likelydevelopable locations (TW)

Current power delivered
as electricity (TW)

Wind
Wave
Geothermal
Hydroelectric
Tidal
Solar PV
CSP

1700a
42.7d
45f
1.9d
3.7d
6500h
4600j

72–170b
2.7e
2g
o 1.9d
0.8d
1300i
920j

40–85c
0.5d
0.07-0.14d
1.6d
0.02d
340d
240j

0.02d
0.000002d
0.0065d
0.32d
0.00006d
0.0013d
000046d

a

Fig. 1 here; accounts for all wind speeds at 100 m over land and ocean.
Locations over land or near the coast where the mean wind speed Z7 m/s at 80 m (Archer and Jacobson, 2005) and at 100 m (Lu et al, 2009; Fig. 1 here).
c
Eliminating remote locations.
d
Jacobson (2009) and references therein.
e
Wave power in coastal areas.
f
Fridleifsson et al. (2008).
g
Includes estimates of undiscovered reservoirs over land.
h
Fig. 2 here, assuming use of 160 W solar panels and areas determined in Jacobson (2009), over all latitudes, land, and ocean.
i
Same as (h) but locations over land between 50S and 50N.
j
Scaling solar PV resource with relative land area requirements from Jacobson (2009).
b
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greenhouse gases. Since wind turbines replace other electricity
sources that also produce heat in this manner (Santa Maria and
Jacobson, 2009), wind turbines (and other renewable electricity
sources) replacing current infrastructure cause no net heat addition
to the atmosphere. They serve only to reduce global-warming
pollutants and heath-affecting air pollutants that current electricity and energy sources produce.
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of solar energy at the Earth’s
surface. Globally, 6500 TW of solar energy are available over the
world’s land plus ocean surfaces if all sunlight is used to power
photovoltaics (Table 3); however, the deliverable solar power over
land in locations where solar PV could practically be developed is
about 340 TW. Alternatively CSP could provide about 240 TW of the
world’s power output, less than PV since the land area required for
CSP without storage is about one-third greater than is that for PV.
With thermal storage, the land area for CSP increases since more
solar collectors are needed to provide energy for storage, but
energy output does not change and the energy can be used at night.
However, water-cooled CSP plants can require water for cooling
during operation (about 8 gal/kWh—much more than PVs and
wind ( !0 gal/kWh), but less than nuclear and coal ( ! 40 gal/kWh)
(Sovacool and Sovacool, 2009)), and this might be a constraint in
some areas. This constraint is not accounted for in the estimates of
Table 3. However, air-cooled CSP plants require over 90% less
water than water-cooled plants at the cost of only about 5% less
electric power and 2–9% higher electricity rates (USDOE, 2008b),

Surface downward solar radiation (W/m2)
(global avg: 193; land: 183)
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Fig. 2. Map of the yearly averaged downward surface solar radiation reaching the
surface (W/m2) at 1.5 # 1.51 resolution, generated with the GATOR-GCMOM 3-D
global model (Jacobson, 2010).

suggesting air-cooled plants may be a viable alternative in waterlimited locations.
The other WWS technologies have much less resource availability than do wind, CSP, and PV (Table 3), yet can still contribute
beneficially to the WWS solution. Wave power can be extracted
practically only near coastal areas, which limits its worldwide
potential. Although the Earth has a very large reservoir of geothermal energy below the surface, most of it is too deep to extract
practically. Even though hydroelectric power today exceeds all
other sources of WWS power, its future potential is limited because
most of the large reservoirs suitable for generating hydropower are
already in use.
Further, although there is enough feasibly developable wind
and solar power to supply the world, other WWS resources will be
more abundant and more economical than wind and solar in many
locations. Finally, wind and solar power are variable, so geothermal
and tidal power, which provide relatively constant power, and
hydroelectric, which fills in gaps, will be important for providing a
stable electric power supply.
See a detailed discussion of this in Part II of this work, Delucchi
and Jacobson (this issue).

4. Quantities and areas of plants and devices required
How many WWS power plants or devices are required to power
the world and U.S.? Table 4 provides an estimate for 2030,
assuming a given fractionation of the demand (from Table 2)
among technologies. Wind and solar together are assumed to
comprise 90% of the future supply based on their relative abundances (Table 3). Although 4% of the proposed future supply is
hydro, most of this amount (70%) is already in place. Solar PV is
divided into 30% rooftop, based on an analysis of likely available
rooftop area (Jacobson, 2009) and 70% power plant. Rooftop PV has
three major advantages over power-plant PV: rooftop PV does not
require an electricity transmission and distribution network, it can
be integrated into a hybrid solar system that produces heat, light,
and electricity for use on site (Chow, 2010), and it does not require
new land area. Table 4 suggests that almost 4 million 5 MW wind
turbines (over land or water) and about 90,000 300 MW PV plus
CSP power plants are needed to help power the world. Already,
about 0.8% of the wind is installed.
The total footprint on the ground (for the turbine tubular tower
and base) for the 4 million wind turbines required to power 50% of
the world’s energy is only ! 48 km2, smaller than Manhattan
(59.5 km2) whereas the spacing needed between turbines to

Table 4
Number of WWS power plants or devices needed to power the world and U.S. total energy demand in 2030 (11.5 and 1.8 TW, respectively, from Table 2), assuming a given
partitioning of the demand among plants or devices. Also shown are the footprint and spacing areas required to power the world, as a percentage of the global land area,
1.446 # 108 km2. Derived from appendix A of Jacobson (2009).
Energy technology

Rated power of
one plant or
device (MW)

Percent of 2030 power Number of plants or Footprint area (% of Spacing area (% of
global land area)
global land area)
demand met by plant/ devices needed
World
device

Number of plants or
devices needed U.S.

Wind turbine
Wave device
Geothermal plant
Hydroelectric plant
Tidal turbine
Roof PV system
Solar PV plant
CSP plant
Total
Total new land

5
0.75
100
1300
1
0.003
300
300

50
1
4
4
1
6
14
20
100

590,000
110,000
830
140a
7600
265 million
6200
7600

a
b
c

3.8 million
720,000
5350
900a
490,000
1.7 billion
40,000
49,000

0.000033
0.00026
0.0013
0.407a
0.000098
0.042b
0.097
0.192
0.74
0.41c

1.17
0.013
0
0
0.0013
0
0
0
1.18
0.59c

About 70% of the hydroelectric plants are already in place. See Jacobson (2009) for a discussion of apportioning the hydroelectric footprint area by use of the reservoir.
The footprint area for rooftop solar PV does not represent an increase in land since the rooftops already exist and are not used for other purposes.
Assumes 50% of the wind is over water, wave and tidal are in water, 70% of hydroelectric is already in place, and rooftop solar does not require new land.
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minimize the effects of one turbine reducing energy to other
turbines is ! 1.17% of the global land area. The spacing can be used
for agriculture, rangeland, open space, or can be open water.
Whereas, wind turbines have foundations under the ground larger
than their base on the ground, such underground foundation areas
are not footprint, which is defined as the area of a device or plant
touching the top surface of the soil, since such foundations are
covered with dirt, allowing vegetation to grow and wildlife to
flourish on top of them. The footprint area for wind also does not
need to include temporary or unpaved dirt access roads, as most
large-scale wind will go over areas such as the Great Plains and
some desert regions, where photographs of several farms indicate
unpaved access roads blend into the natural environment and are
often overgrown by vegetation. Offshore wind does not require
roads at all. In farmland locations, most access roads have dual
purposes, serving agricultural fields as well as turbines. In cases
where paved access roads are needed, 1 km2 of land provides
!200 km (124 miles) of linear roadway 5 m wide, so access roads
would not increase the footprint requirements of wind farms more
than a small amount. The footprint area also does not include
transmission, since the actual footprint area of a transmission
tower is smaller than the footprint area of a wind turbine. This is
because a transmission tower consists of four narrow metal
support rods separated by distance, penetrating the soil to an
underground foundation. Many photographs of transmission
towers indicate more vegetation growing under the towers than
around the towers since areas around that towers are often
agricultural or otherwise used land whereas the area under the
tower is vegetated soil. Since the land under transmission towers
supports vegetation and wildlife, it is not considered footprint
beyond the small area of the support axess roads.
For non-rooftop solar PV plus CSP, the areas required are
considered here to be entirely footprint although technically a
walking space, included here as footprint, is required between solar
panels (Jacobson, 2009). Powering 34% of the world with nonrooftop solar PV plus CSP requires about one-quarter of the land
area for footprint plus spacing as does powering 50% of the world
with wind but a much larger footprint area alone than does wind
(Table 4). The footprint area required for rooftop solar PV has
already been developed, as rooftops already exist. As such, these
areas do not require further increases in land requirements.
Geothermal power requires a smaller footprint than does solar
but a larger footprint than does wind per unit energy generated.
The footprint area required for hydroelectric is large due to the
large area required to store water in a reservoir, but 70% of the
needed hydroelectric power for a WWS system is already in place.
Together, the entire WWS solution would require the equivalent
of ! 0.74% of the global land surface area for footprint and 1.18% for
spacing (or 1.9% for footprint plus spacing). Up to 61% of the
footprint plus spacing area could be over the ocean if all wind were
placed over the ocean although a more likely scenario is that
30–60% of wind may ultimately be placed over the ocean given the
strong wind speeds there (Fig. 1). If 50% of wind energy were over
the ocean, and since wave and tidal are over the ocean, and if we
consider that 70% of hydroelectric power is already in place and
that rooftop solar does not require new land, the additional
footprint and spacing areas required for all WWS power for all
purposes worldwide would be only ! 0.41% and ! 0.59%, respectively, of all land worldwide (or 1.0% of all land for footprint plus
spacing).

5. Material resources
In a global all-WWS-power system, the new technologies
produced in the greatest abundance will be wind turbines, solar
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PVs, CSP systems, BEVs, and electrolytic-HFCVs. In this section, we
examine whether any of these technologies use materials that
either are scarce or else concentrated in a few countries and hence
subject to price and supply manipulation.

5.1. Wind power
The primary materials needed for wind turbines include steel
(for towers, nacelles, rotors, etc.), pre-stressed concrete (for
towers), magnetic materials (for gearboxes), aluminum (nacelles),
copper (nacelles), wood epoxy (rotor blades), glassfiber reinforced
plastic (GRP) (for rotor blades), and carbon-filament reinforced
plastic (CFRP) (for rotor blades). In the future, use of composites of
GFRP, CFRP, and steel will likely increase.
The manufacture of four million 5 MW or larger wind turbines
will require large amounts of bulk materials such as steel and
concrete (USDOE, 2008a). However, there do not appear to be
significant environmental or economic constraints on expanded
production of these bulk materials. The major components of
concrete – gravel, sand, and limestone – are widely abundant, and
concrete can be recycled and re-used. The Earth does have a
somewhat limited reserves of economically recoverable iron ore
(on the order of 100–200 years at current production rates (USGS,
2009, p. 81)), but the steel used to make towers, nacelles, and rotors
for wind turbines should be virtually 100% recyclable (for example,
in the U.S. in 2007, 98% of steel construction beams and plates were
recycled (USGS, 2009, p. 84)). The USDOE (2008a) concludes that
the development of 20% wind energy by 2030 is not likely to be
constrained by the availability of bulk materials for wind turbines.
For wind power, the most problematic materials may be rare
earth elements (REEs) like neodymium (Nd) used in permanent
magnets (PMs) in generators (Margonelli, 2009; Gorman, 2009;
Lifton, 2009). In some wind-power development scenarios,
demand for REEs might strain supplies or lead to dependence on
potentially insecure supplies. (e.g., Margonelli, 2009; Hurst, 2010).
One estimate suggests that current PM generators in large wind
turbines use 0.2 kg Nd/kWh, or one-third the 0.6 kg/kWh of an
Nd-based permanent magnet (Hatch, 2009). Building the 19
million installed MW of wind power needed to power 50% of
world energy in 2030 (Table 4) would require 3.8 million metric
tonnes of Nd, or about 4.4 million metric tonnes of Nd oxide (based
on Nd2O3), which would amount to approximately 100,000 metric
tons of Nd oxide per year over a 40–50 year period. In 2008, the
world produced 124,000 metric tonnes of rare-earth oxide equivalent, which included about 22,000 metric tonnes of Nd oxide
(Table 5). Annual world production of Nd therefore would have to
increase by a factor of more than five to accommodate the demand
for Nd for production of PMs for wind-turbine generators for our
global WWS scenario.
The global Nd reserve or resource base could support 122,000
metric tonnes of Nd oxide production per year (the amount needed
for wind generators in our scenario, plus the amount needed to
supply other demand in 2008) for at least 100 years, and perhaps
for several hundred years, depending on whether one considers the
known global economically available reserves or the more speculative potential global resource (Table 5). Thus, if Nd is to be used
beyond a few hundred years, it will have to be recycled from
magnet scrap, a possibility that has been demonstrated (Takeda
et al., 2006; Horikawa et al., 2006), albeit at unknown cost.
However, even if the resource base and recycling could sustain
high levels of Nd use indefinitely, it is not likely that actual global
production will be able to increase by a factor of five for many years,
because of political or environmental limitations on expanding
supply (Lifton, 2009; Reisman, 2009). Therefore, it seems likely
that a rapid global expansion of wind power will require many
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Table 5
Rare earth oxide and neodymium oxide (in parentheses)a production, reserves, and
resources worldwide (million metric tonnes of rare earth oxide).
Source: USGS (2009, p. 131).
Country

Mine production
2008

Reserves

Reserve Base

Resources

United States
Australia
China
CIS
India
Others
World total

0 (0.000)
0 (0.000)
0.120 (0.022)
n.a.
0.003 (0.001)
0.001 (0.000)
0.124 (0.022)

13 (2.0)
5.2 (0.9)
27 (4.9)
19 (3.4)
1.1 (0.2)
22 (4.0)
88 (15.3)

14 (2.1)
5.8 (1.0)
89 (16.0)
21 (3.8)
1.3 (0.2)
23 (4.1)
150 (27.3)

n.r.
n.r.
n.r.
n.r.
n.r.
‘‘very large’’b

CIS¼ Commonwealth of Independent States. n.a. ¼not available. ‘‘Reserves’’ are
‘‘that part of the reserve base which could be economically extracted or produced at
the time of determination. The term reserves need not signify that extraction
facilities are in place and operative’’ (USGS, 2009, p. 192). The ‘‘Reserve Base’’
comprises reserves (as defined above), plus marginally economic resources, plus
currently sub-economic resources. ‘‘Resources’’ comprise the reserve base (as
defined above) plus commodities that may be economically extractable in the
future (USGS, 2009, p. 191).
a
Assumes that the Nd oxide content of total rare earth oxides is 15% in the U.S.
and 18% in China, Australia, and all other countries (based on Table 2 of Hedrick,
2009).
b
The USGS (2009) writes that ‘‘undiscovered resources are thought to be very
large relative to expected demand’’ (p. 131).

generators that do not use Nd (or other REE) PMs or a rapid
transition into recycling. There are at least two kinds of
alternatives:
(i) generators that perform at least as well as PM generators but
don’t have scarce REEs (e.g., switched-reluctance motors
(Lovins and Howe, 1992)), new high-torque motors with
inexpensive ferrite magnets, and possibly high-temperature
super-conducting generators (Hatch, 2009);
(ii) generators that don’t use REEs but have higher mass per unit of
power than do PM generators (the greater mass will require
greater structural support if the generator is in the tower).
Morcos (2009) presents the most cogent summary of the
implications of any limitation in the supply of Nd for permanent
magnets:
A possible dwindling of the permanent magnet supply caused
by the wind turbine market will be self-limiting for the
following reasons: large electric generators can employ a wide
variety of magnetic circuit topologies, such as surface permanent magnet, interior permanent magnet, wound field,
switched reluctance, induction and combinations of any of
the above. All of these designs employ large amounts of iron
(typically in the form of silicon steel) and copper wire, but not all
require permanent magnets. Electric generator manufacturers
will pursue parallel design and development paths to hedge
against raw material pricing, with certain designs making the
best economic sense depending upon the pricing of copper, steel
and permanent magnets. Considering the recent volatility of
sintered NdFeB pricing, there will be a strong economic
motivation to develop generator designs either avoiding permanent magnets or using ferrite magnets with much lower and
more stable pricing than NdFeB.
5.2. Solar power
Solar PVs use amorphous silicon, polycrystalline silicon, microcrystalline silicon, cadmium telluride, copper indium selenide/sulfide,
and other materials. According to a recent review of materials issues for

terawatt-level development of photovoltaics, the power production of
silicon PV technologies is limited not by crystalline silicon (because
silicon is widely abundant) but by reserves of silver, which is used as an
electrode (Feltrin and Freundlich, 2008). That review notes that ‘‘if the
use of silver as top electrode can be reduced in the future, there are no
other significant limitations for c-Si solar cells’’ with respect to reaching
multi-terawatt production levels (Feltrin and Freundlich, 2008, p. 182).
For thin-film PVs, substituting ZnO electrodes for indium thin oxide
allows multi-terawatt production, but thin-film technologies require
much more surface area. The limited availability of tellurium (Te) and
indium (In) reduces the prospects of cadmium telluride (CdTe) and
copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) thin cells.
For multi-junction concentrator cells, the limiting material is
germanium (Ge), but substitution of more abundant gallium (Ga)
would allow terawatt expansion.
Wadia et al. (2009) estimate the annual electricity production
that would be provided by each of 23 different PV technologies if
either one year of total current global production or alternatively
the total economic reserves (as estimated by the USGS) of the
limiting material for each technology were used to make PVs. They
also estimate the minimum $/W cost of the materials for each of the
23 PV technologies. They conclude that there is a ‘‘major opportunity for fruitful new research and development based on low cost
and commonly available materials’’ (Wadia et al., 2009, p. 2076),
such as FeS2, CuO, Cu2S, and Zn3P2.
On the basis of this limited review, we conclude that the
development of a large global PV system is not likely to be limited
by the scarcity or cost of raw materials.

5.3. Electric vehicles
For electric vehicles there are three materials that are of most
concern: rare-earth elements (REEs) for electric motors, lithium for
lithium-ion batteries, and platinum for fuel cells. Some permanentmagnet ac motors, such as in the Toyota Prius hybrid electric vehicle
(Toyota, 2010), can use significant amounts of REEs. For example, the
motor in the Prius uses 0.2–1 kg of Nd or 3.6–16.7 kg/MW (Maximum
EV, 2009; Gorman, 2009). The low estimate is based on the
assumption that the Prius’ permanent magnet motors are 55 kW,
with NDFeB magnet containing 31% Nd by mass (Maximum EV,
2009). The high kg/MW estimate assumes 60 kW motors (Toyota,
2010). Although this is an order of magnitude less than is used in
some wind-turbine generators (see discussion above), the total
potential demand for Nd in a worldwide fleet of BEVs with
permanent-magnet motors would still be large enough to be of
concern. However, there are a number of electric motors that do not
use REEs, and at least one of these, the switched reluctance motor,
currently under development for electric vehicles (e.g., Goto et al.,
2005), is economical, efficient, robust, and high-performing (Lovins
and Howe, 1992). Given this, we do not expect that the scarcity of
REEs will appreciably affect the development of electric vehicles.
Next we consider lithium and platinum supply issues. To see
how lithium supply might affect the production and price of
battery-electric vehicles, we examine global lithium supplies,
lithium prices, and lithium use in batteries for electric vehicles.
Table 6 shows the most recent estimates of lithium production,
reserves, and resources from USGS (2009).
Note that Table 6 does not include the recently discovered,
potentially large lithium reserves in Afghanistan (Risen, 2010).
Roughly half of the global lithium reserve base known in 2009 is in
one country, Bolivia, which has been called ‘‘the Saudi Arabia of
lithium’’ (Friedman-Rudovsky, 2009). However, Bolivia does not
yet have any economically recoverable reserves or lithium production infrastructure (Ritter, 2009; Wright, 2010), and to date has not
produced any lithium (Table 6). About 75% of the world’s known
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Table 6
Lithium production, reserve,s and resources worldwide as of 2009 (metric tonnes).
Source: USGS 2009.
Country

Mine production Reserves
2008

Reserve Base Resources

United States
Argentina
Australia
Bolivia
Chile
China
World total

n.r.
3200
6900
0
12,000
3500
27,400

410,000
n.r.
220,000
5,400,000a
3,000,000
1,100,000
11,000,000

38,000
n.r.
170,000
0
3,000,000
540,000
4,100,000

n.r.
n.r.
n.r.
n.r.
n.r.
n.r.
413,000,000

n.r.¼ not reported. For explanation of terms, see notes to Table 5.
a
Wright (2010, p. 58) reports that the head of the Bolivian scientific committee
charged with developing Bolivia’s lithium resources estimates that there are about
100,000,000 metric tonnes of metallic lithium in Bolivia.

economically recoverable reserves are in Chile, which is also the
world’s leading producer (Table 6). Both Bolivia and Chile recognize
the importance of lithium to battery and car makers, and are hoping
to extract as much value from it as possible (Wright, 2010). This
concentration of lithium in a few countries, combined with rapidly
growing demand, could increase the price of lithium upon
expanded BEV production. Currently, lithium carbonate (Li2CO3)
costs ! $6–7/kg, and lithium hydroxide (LiOH), ! $10/kg (Jaskula,
2008), which correspond to about $35/kg Li. Lithium is ! 1–2% of
the mass of a lithium-ion battery (Gaines and Nelson, 2009;
Wilburn, 2009, Table A-9); in a pure BEV with a relatively long
range (about 100 miles), the battery might contain on the order of
10 kg of lithium (Gaines and Nelson, 2009). At current prices this
adds ! $350 to the manufacturing cost of a vehicle battery, but if
lithium prices were to double or triple, the lithium raw material
cost could approach $1000, which would increase vehicle costs
further.
At 10 kg per vehicle, the production of 26 million EVs per year –
more than half of the 48 million passenger cars produced in the
world in 2009 (OICA, 2010) – would require 260,000 metric tonnesLi per year, which in the absence of recycling lithium batteries
(which currently is negligible) would exhaust the current reserve
base (Table 6) in less than 50 years. If one considers an even larger
EV share of a growing, future world car market, and includes other
demands for lithium, it is likely that the current reserve base would
be exhausted in less than 20 years, in the absence of recycling. This
is the conclusion of the recent analysis by Meridian International
Research (2008).
However, the world will not consume lithium reserves in an
uncontrolled manner until, one day, the supply of lithium is
exhausted. As demand grows the price will rise and this will spur
the hunt for new sources of lithium, most likely from recycling.
Another potential source of lithium is the oceans, which contain
240 million tonnes, far more than all the known land reserves.
However, currently the cost of extracting such lithium is high and
energy intensive, so alternatives are strongly preferred. According
to an expert, recycling lithium currently is more expensive than is
mining virgin material (Ritter, 2009), but as the price of lithium
rises, at some point recycling will become economical. The
economics of recycling depend in part on the extent to which
batteries are made with recyclability in mind, an issue that the
major industries already are aware of: according to a recent report,
‘‘lithium mining companies, battery producers, and automakers
have been working together to thoroughly analyze lithium availability and future recyclability before adopting new lithium-ion
chemistries’’ (Ritter, 2009, p. 5). Gaines and Nelson (2010) discuss
recycling processes for lithium-ion batteries, and write that
‘‘recovery of battery-grade material has been demonstrated’’ (p. 7).
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Ultimately, then, the issue of how the supply of lithium affects
the viability of lithium-ion-battery EVs in an all-WWS world boils
down to the price of lithium with sustainable recycling. As noted
above, it does make some difference to EV economics if that price is
$35/kg-Li or $100/kg-Li.
Finally we consider the use of platinum in fuel cells. The
production of millions of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (HFCVs)
would increase demand for Pt substantially. Indeed, the production
of 20 million 50 kW HFCVs annually might require on the order of
250,000 kg of Pt—more than the total current world annual
production of Pt (Yang, 2009; USGS, 2009, p. 123). How long this
output can be sustained, and at what platinum prices, depends
on several factors: (1) the technological, economic, and institutional ability of the major supply countries to respond to changes
in demand; (2) the ratio of recoverable reserves to total production;
(3) improvements in technology that reduce the cost of
recovery; and (4) the cost of recycling as a function of quantity
recycled.
Regarding the first factor, it does not seem likely that the current
production problems in South Africa, mentioned by Yang (2009),
will be permanent. Rather, it seems reasonable to assume that in
the long run, output can be increased in response to large changes
in demand and price. In support of this, the U.K. Department of
Transport (UKDOT, 2006) cites a study that concludes that
‘‘production in South Africa could be expanded at a rate of 5%
per year for at least another 50 years’’. TIAX (2030) finds that ‘‘the
platinum industry has the potential to meet a scenario where FCVs
achieve 50% market penetration by 2050, while an 80% scenario
could exceed the expansion capabilities of the industry’’ (p. 7).
Regarding the second factor, Spiegel (2004) writes that the
International Platinum Association concludes that ‘‘there are
sufficient available reserves to increase supplies by up to 5–6%
per year for the next 50 years,’’ (p. 364), but does not indicate what
the impact on prices might be. Gordon et al. (2006) estimate that 29
million kg of platinum-group metals are available for future use,
and state that ‘‘geologists consider it unlikely that significant new
platinum resources will be found’’ (p. 1213). This will sustain
annual production of at least 20 million HFCVs, plus production of
conventional catalyst-equipped vehicles, plus all other current
non-automotive uses, for less than 100 years, without any
recycling.
Regarding the third factor, TIAX (2003) argues that in the long
run the price of platinum is stable because the extra cost of
recovering deeper and more diffuse reserves is balanced by
technological improvements that reduce recovery costs. It is not
clear, however, that this improvement can be expected to continue
indefinitely. Thus, the prospects for very long term use of platinum,
and the long-term price behavior of platinum, depend in large part
on the prospects for recycling (TIAX, 2003).
According to an expert in the precious-metal recycling industry,
the full cost of recycled platinum in a large-scale, international
recycling system is likely to be much less than the cost of producing
virgin platinum metal (Hagelüken, 2009). Consistent with this,
UKDOT (2006) cites an analysis that indicates that platinum
recycling will be economical even if platinum loadings on fuelcell catalysts are greatly reduced from current levels. Thus, the
more the recycling, the less the production of high-cost virgin
material, and hence the lower the price of platinum, since the price
will be equal to the long-run marginal cost of producing virgin
metal. The effect of recycling on platinum price, therefore, depends
on the extent of recycling.
The prospects for recycling are difficult to quantify, because
they depend more on institutional and logistical factors than on
technical factors. The current rate of recycling autocatalysts is
between 10% and 25%, if expressed as the ratio {Pt recovered from
catalysts in year X}:{Pt used in new catalysts in year X} (Carlson and
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Thijssen, 2002; Hagelüken et al., 2009; Hagelüken, 2009), but is
around 50% if expressed as the ratio {Pt recovered from catalysts in
year X}:{Pt used in new catalysts in the year in which the currently
recycled products were made} (Hagelüken, 2009 (also quoted in
Ritter, 2009, p. 4)). This second ratio, representing the ‘‘dynamic
recycling rate,’’ is more meaningful because it is based on the
lifecycle of a particular product (e.g., Schaik and Reuter, 2004).
Technically, there appears to be ample room to increase dynamic
recycling rates. Hagelüken et al. (2009) believe that ‘‘a progressive
conversion of existing open loop recycling systems to more
efficient closed loopsywould more than double the recovery of
PGMs from used autocatalysts by 2020’’ (p. 342). (Hagelüken et al.
(2009) and UKDOT (2006) also note that emissions from recycling
PGMs are significantly lower than emissions from mine production
of PGMs.) Spiegel (2004) states that ‘‘technology exists to profitably
recover 90% of the platinum from catalytic converters’’ (p. 360), and
in his own analysis of the impact of HFCV platinum on world
platinum production, he assumes that 98% of the Pt in HFCVs will be
recoverable. Similarly, Hagelüken, 2009 asserts that the technology
is available to recover more than 90% of the platinum from fuel
cells, although he believes that 98% recovery will be difficult to
achieve. Finally, in their separate analyses of the impact of the
introduction of hydrogen HFCVs on platinum supply and prices,
UKDOT (2006) and TIAX (2003) assume that 95% of the platinum in
fuel cells will be recovered and recycled. (UKDOT (2006) cites two
sources, one of them a catalyst manufacturer, in support of its
assumption.)
It seems likely that a 90% + recycling rate will keep platinum
prices lower than will a 50% recycling rate. The main barriers to
achieving a 90%+ recycling rate are institutional rather than
technical or economic: a global recycling system requires international agreement on standards, protocols, infrastructure, management, and enforcement (Hagelüken, 2009). We cannot predict
when and to what extent a successful system will be developed.
Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assume that enough
platinum will be recycled to supply a large and continuous
fuel-cell vehicle market with only moderate increases in the price
of platinum, until new, less costly, more abundant catalysts or
fuel cell technologies are found. Indeed, catalysts based on
inexpensive, abundant non-platinum materials may be available
soon (e.g., Lefe! vre et al., 2009). Preliminary work by Sun et al.
(2010) supports this conclusion. They developed an integrated
model of HFCV production, platinum loading per HFCV (a function
of HFCV production), platinum demand (a function of HFCV
production, platinum loading, and other factors), and platinum
prices (a function of platinum demand and recycling), and found
that in a scenario in which HFCV production was increased to 40%
of new LDV output globally in the year 2050, the average platinum
cost per HFCV was $400, or about 10% of the cost of the fuel-cell
system.

6. Summary of technical findings and conclusions
This is Part I of a study to examine the feasibility of providing all
energy for all purposes (electric power, transportation, heating/
cooling, etc.) worldwide from wind, water, and the sun (WWS). The
main technical findings of this analysis are as follows:
Converting to a WWS energy infrastructure will reduce 2030
world power demand by 30%, primarily due to the efficiency of
electricity compared with internal combustion. The amount of
wind power plus solar power available in likely developable
locations over land outside of Antarctica worldwide to power
the world for all purposes exceeds projected world power demand
by more than an order of magnitude.

One scenario for powering the world with a WWS system
includes 3.8 million 5 MW wind turbines (supplying 50% of
projected total global power demand in 2030), 49,000 300 MW
CSP power plants (supplying 20% of demand), 40,000 solar PV
power plants (14%), 1.7 3 kW rooftop PV systems (6%), 5350
100 MW geothermal power plants (4%), 900 1300 MW hydroelectric power plants, of which 70% are already in place (4%),
720,000 0.75 MW wave devices (1%), and 490,000 1 MW tidal
turbines (1%).
The equivalent footprint area on the ground for the sum of WWS
devices needed to power the world is ! 0.74% of global land area;
the spacing area is ! 1.16% of global land area. Spacing area can be
used for multiple purposes, including agriculture, ranching, and
open space. However, if one-half of the wind devices are placed
over water, if we consider wave and tidal devices are in water, and if
we consider that 70% of hydroelectric is already developed and
rooftop solar areas are already developed, the additional footprint
and spacing of devices on land required are only ! 0.41% and
! 0.59% of the world land area, respectively.
The development of WWS power systems is not likely to be
constrained by the availability of bulk materials, such as steel and
concrete. In a global WWS system, some of the rarer materials, such
as neodymium (in electric motors and generators), platinum
(in fuel cells), and lithium (in batteries), will have to be recycled
or eventually replaced with less-scarce materials unless additional
resources are located. The cost of recycling or replacing neodymium or platinum is not likely to affect noticeably the economics of
WWS systems, but the cost of large-scale recycling of lithium
batteries is unknown.
In Part II of this study (Delucchi and Jacobson, this issue), we
examine reliability, system and transmission costs, and policies
needed for a worldwide WWS infrastructure.
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Appendix A
A.1. The economics of nuclear power
The economics of nuclear power are discussed in Kessides
(2010), Grubler (2010), Joskow and Parsons (2009), Feiveson
(2009), Koomey and Hultman (2007), Hultman et al. (2007),
Hultman and Koomey (2007), Harding (2007), and Deutch et al.
(2003, 2009). Kessides (2010) and Joskow and Parsons (2009)
discuss at length the issues that affect the economics of nuclear
power. Feiveson (2009) reviews recent escalation in capital costs.
Grubler (2010) argues that the real costs of nuclear power can
increase with an expansion of capacity (and in fact did increase in
France) because of ever-increasing complexity in the design,
construction, operation, management, and regulatory oversight
of nuclear systems. Koomey and Hultman (2007) estimate that the
total levelized busbar costs of 99 US reactors, including capital costs
amortized at 6%/year, range from $0.03/kWh to $0.14/kWh (2004
USD), with the 50% percentile falling between $0.05/kWh and
$0.06/kWh. Hultman et al. (2007) argue that costs at the upper end
of the $0.03–0.14/kWh range are driven in part by unanticipated
factors, and Hultman and Koomey (2007) argue that the possibility
of such ‘‘cost surprises’’ should be incorporated formally into cost
estimates for nuclear power. Koomey and Hultman (2007) argue
that standardization of design, improvements in construction
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management, computer-assisted design, and other factors might
tend to drive costs down, but that the special conditions that attend
each nuclear job site, and the possibility of cost ‘‘surprises,’’ tend to
drive costs up. Deutch et al. (2003) estimate that the real levelized
cost of nuclear power using an ‘‘open’’ or ‘‘once-through’’ fuel cycle
(in which spent fuel is treated as waste, rather than recycled back to
the reactor) ranges from $0.04 to $0.08/kWh (2002 USD) (with an
effective interest rate of 11.5%), depending on assumptions regarding the capacity factor, the plant lifetime, construction costs, and
construction time. Deutch et al. (2009) and Du and Parsons (2009)
estimate that since the Deutch et al. (2003) report, construction
costs have escalated substantially, resulting in a doubling of capital
costs and an increase in the estimated median levelized cost from
$0.067/kWh in the 2003 study (2002 USD) to $0.084/kWh in the
2009 update (2007 USD) (see also Joskow and Parsons, 2009).
Harding (2007) estimates even higher levelized costs of
$0.09–0.12/kWh (2007 USD).
In summary, the costs of nuclear power are estimated to cover a
very wide range, depending on a number of variables that are
difficult to project: the costs of new, untested designs; construction
times; interest rates; the impact of unforeseen events; regulatory
requirements; the potential for economies of scale; site- and
job-specific design and construction requirements; the availability
of specialty labor and materials; bottlenecks in the supply chains;
the potential for standardization; and so on.
A.2. Notes to Table 2
A.2.1. TW power in 2030 (fossil-fuel case)
This is the projected total world and total U.S. power for all
energy end uses in the year 2030, in the conventional or businessas-usual scenario relying primarily on fossil fuels. The projections
are from EIA (2008a); we converted from BTUs per year to Watts.
The breakdown here is by type of energy in end use; thus,
‘‘renewables’’ here refers, for example, to end-use combustion of
biomass, such as wood used for heating.
A.2.2. Electrified fraction
This is the fraction of energy service demand in each sector that
can be satisfied feasibly by direct electric power. For example, gas
water heating and space heating can readily be converted to
air- and ground-source heat-pump water heaters and air heaters
and electric resistance heaters. Liquid-fuel internal-combustionengine vehicles can be replaced by battery electric vehicles. Indeed,
direct electricity can, technically, provide almost any energy
service that fuel combustion can, with the likely exception of
transportation by air. However, in other cases, even if it is
technically feasible, it may be relatively expensive or difficult for
electricity to provide exactly the same service that fuel combustion
does: for example, some cooking and heating applications where a
flame is preferred, some large-scale direct uses of process heat,
some applications of combined heat and power production, and
some forms of heavy freight transportation. As explained below, we
assume that energy services that are not electrified are provided by
combustion of electrolytic hydrogen. Our assumptions regarding
the directly electrified fraction in each sector are as follows:
A.2.3. Residential sector
We assume that 5% of fuel use for space heating and 20% of fuel use
for ‘‘appliances’’ (mainly cooking) are not electrified, and then use the
data from Table 2.5 of EIA (2008b) to calculate a weighted-average
electrifiable fraction by type of fuel. We assume that renewables are
mainly fuelwood, which will not be replaced with electricity. We
assume that the estimates calculated on the basis of U.S. data apply to
the world.
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A.2.4. Commercial sector
We assume that the fraction of energy-end use that can be
electrified is slightly less than we estimated for the residential
sector, except in the case of renewables.
A.2.5. Industrial sector
We assume that 50% of direct-process heat end use, 50% of
cogeneration and combined heat-and-power end use, and 25% of
conventional boiler fuel use are not electrified, and then use data on
manufacturing consumption of energy in the U.S. (Table 2.3 of EIA
(2008b)) to calculate a weighted-average electrified fraction by
type of fuel. We assume that the estimates calculated on the basis of
U.S. data apply to the world.
A.2.6. Transport sector
We assume that 5% of motor-gasoline use, 30% of highway
diesel-fuel use, 50% of off-road diesel fuel use, 100% of military fuel
use, 20% of train fuel use, and 100% of airplane and ship fuel use are
not electrified. We use data on transport energy consumption
from the IEA (2008, p. 464, 508), data on transport fuel use in the
U.S. (EIA, 2008b, Table 5.14c), and data on diesel fuel use in the U.S.
(EIA, 2008b, Table 5.15) to estimate a weighted-average electrified
fraction by type of fuel. We assume that estimates calculated on the
basis of U.S. data apply to the world.
A.2.7. Non-electrified energy services
We assume that the remaining (non-electrified) energy service
demands are met by hydrogen derived from electrolysis of water
using WWS power. For analytical simplicity we assume that WWS
power is delivered to the site of hydrogen use or refueling and
used there to produce hydrogen electrolytically. (This is a useful
simplification because it obviates the need to analyze a hydrogen
transmission system.) We assume that in all sectors except
transportation (e.g., in many industrial processes) the electrolytically produced hydrogen is burned directly to provide heat. In the
transportation sector except aviation, we assume that hydrogen is
compressed and then used in a fuel cell.
For aviation, we assume that hydrogen is liquefied and burned in jet
engines. Coenen (2009), Nojoumi et al. (2009), Janic (2008), Maniaci
(2006), Mital et al. (2006), Corchero and Montañes (2005), Koroneos
et al. (2005), and Westenberger (2003) discuss various aspects of
liquid-hydrogen-powered aircraft. Westenberger (2003), reporting on
a European analysis of liquid-hydrogen aircraft systems (the
CRYOPLANE project), concludes that hydrogen is a ‘‘suitable alternative
fuel for future aviation’’ (p. 2), and could be implemented within 15–20
years (of 2003) with continued research and development of engines,
materials, storage, and other components. Corchero and Montañes
(2005) also discuss the CRYOPLANE project and conclude that ‘‘evolving
a conventional engine from burning kerosene to burning hydrogen,
without implementing large-scale hardware changes, does not seem to
be an insurmountable task’’ (p. 42). Whereas, liquefied hydrogen
aircraft would require about four times more volume to store their fuel,
they would require three times less mass, since hydrogen is
one-twelfth the density of jet fuel. Coenen (2009) asserts that ‘‘LH2
fueled aircraft are lighter, cleaner, quieter, safer, more efficient and have
greater payload and range for equivalent weight of Jet A fuel,’’ and that
‘‘there are no critical technical barriers to LH2 air transport’’ (p. 8452).
Koroneos et al. (2005) perform a lifecycle assessment of the environmental impacts of jet fuel and hydrogen made from various feedstocks,
and find that hydrogen made from water and wind power has the
lowest impacts across all dimensions. For a discussion of liquid jet fuels
made from biomass, see Hileman et al. (2009).
Thus, in transportation, all vehicles, ships, trains, and planes are
either battery-powered or hydrogen powered. In this way, WWS
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power meets all energy needs, either directly as electricity or
indirectly via electrolytic hydrogen.
A.2.8. End-use energy/work w.r.t. to fossil fuel
This is the ratio of BTUs-electric/unit-work to BTUs-fossil-fuel/
unit-work. For example, it is the ratio of BTUs of electricity (at 3412
BTUs/kWh) input to an electric vehicle from the outlet, per mile of
travel provided, to BTUs of gasoline input to a conventional vehicle
from the pump, per mile of travel provided. In the case of electrified
end uses, BTUs-electric are measured at the point of end use, and do
not include any upstream or ‘‘indirect’’ electricity uses. In the
case of electrolytic hydrogen (eH2), BTUs-electric are measured
at the input to the electrolyzer, which for simplicity is assumed to
be at the site of end use, and again do not include any upstream or
indirect electricity uses such as for hydrogen compression.
(We treat compression and liquefaction separately, in the
‘‘upstream factor’’ column.) Thus, the figures shown for eH2 include
losses during electrolysis. Our estimates are based on results or
assumptions from the Advanced Vehicle Cost and Energy Use Model
(AVCEM) (Delucchi, 2005), the Lifecycle Emissions Model (LEM)
(Delucchi, 2003), and other sources, as listed in Table A1.
A.2.9. Upstream factor
The upstream factor accounts for changes, in a WWS world
compared with the base-case fossil-fuel world, in sectoral energy
use in activities that are ‘‘upstream’’ of final end use by consumers.
We first discuss these changes qualitatively, and then provide
quantitative estimates of the changes in upstream fuel processing
activities, which we believe are the largest of the upstream
changes.
In a WWS world some of the energy-generation technologies
(such as wind turbines), forms of energy (such as compressed
hydrogen), and energy-use technologies (such as electric vehicles)
will be different from those in a conventional fossil-fuel world.
These differences will give rise to differences in energy use in the
sectors that manufacture energy technologies and process energy.
Qualitatively these differences are described in Table A2.
Table 2 has upstream adjustment factors for fuel use in the
industrial sector and liquid fuel use in the transportation sector.
The factors shown in Table 2 for the industrial sector account for the
elimination of energy use in petroleum refining. The factor shown
for liquid fuel in transportation accounts for electricity use for

hydrogen compression or liquefaction. Our estimation of these
factors is based on the data in Table A1.
Although 5–10% of the volumetric output of refineries is nonfuel product such as lubricants, petrochemical feedstocks,
road asphalt, and petroleum coke (EIA, 2010), these products
require much less than 5–10% of refinery energy, because refinery
energy is used disproportionately to produce highly refined
transportation fuels (Delucchi, 2003). Moreover, some of these
non-fuel products would be eliminated in a WWS world (e.g., some
kinds of lubricants), and some could be replaced at very low energy
cost, for example, by recycling. For these reasons, we do not
attempt to estimate the very small amount of refinery energy
(probably on the order of 2%) that still would be required in a
WWS world.

A.2.10. EHCM factor
EHCM stands for ‘‘electricity and hydrogen conservation measure.’’ This is the ratio of demand for end-use energy after EHCMs
have been instituted to the demand for end-use energy before the
EHCMs. Demand-side energy-conservation measures include
improving the energy-out/energy-in efficiency of end uses
(e.g., with more efficient vehicles, more efficient lighting, better
insulation in homes, and the use of heat-exchange and filtration
systems), directing demand to low-energy-use modes (e.g., using
public transit or telecommuting in place of driving), large-scale
planning to reduce overall energy demand without compromising
economic activity or comfort (e.g., designing cities to facilitate
greater use of non-motorized transport and to have better matching of origins and destinations (thereby reducing the need for
travel)), and designing buildings to use solar energy directly (e.g.,
with more daylighting, solar hot water heating, and improved
passive solar heating in winter and cooling in summer). We assume
that EHCMs can achieve modest reductions in energy demand, on
the order of 5–15% in most cases.

A.2.11. TW power in 2030 (WWS case)
These are the world and the U.S. power in the year 2030 when
wind, water, and solar power provide all energy services, and thus
replace 100% of fossil-fuel use and biomass combustion. It is
calculated from the other values in the table.

Table A1
Parameters values used to derive results in Table 2.
Value

Parameter

Data source

0.80
0.97
0.80
0.70

Efficiency of fossil-fuel heating (BTUs-work/BTUs-input-energy)
Efficiency of electric resistance heating (BTUs-work/BTUs-power)
Efficiency of hydrogen heating (BTUs-work/BTUs-input-energy)
Efficiency of electrolytic hydrogen production on site (BTUs-H2/BTUs-electricity,
higher heating value)
Work/energy ratio of hydrogen combustion in engines (mainly jet engines) relative to
ratio for petroleum fuel
Of total liquid fuel use in transportation, the fraction that is replaced with liquefied H2
rather than compressed H2, on an energy basis
Ratio of mi/BTU for EVs to mi/BTU ICEVs
Ratio of mi/BTU for HFCVs to mi/BTU ICEVs
Multiplier for electricity requirements of H2 compression for transportation
(10,000 psi) (BTUs-electricity plus BTUs-H2/BTU-H2)
Multiplier for electricity requirements of H2 liquefaction for transportation, mainly air
transport (includes boil-off losses) (BTUs-electricity plus BTUs-H2/BTU-H2)
Petroleum energy in oil refining as a fraction of total petroleum use in industrial sector
NG energy in oil refining as a fraction of total NG use in industrial sector
Coal energy in oil refining as a fraction of total coal use in industrial sector
Electricity in oil refining as a fraction of total electricity use in industrial sector

LEM (Delucchi, 2003)
LEM (Delucchi, 2003)
Assume same as fossil fuel
AVCEM, LEM (Delucchi, 2003, 2005; Aguado et al., 2009,
assume 75%)
LH2 in vehicles is more efficient than gasoline

1.10
0.15
5.30
2.70
1.12
1.32
0.28
0.18
0.27
0.07

Assume LH2 used by airplanes and some ships (EIA, 2008b,
Table 5.14c)
AVCEM (Delucchi, 2005)
AVCEM (Delucchi, 2005)
AVCEM (Delucchi, 2005)
AVCEM (Delucchi, 2005)
Projections for the U.S. for the year 2030 (EIA, 2009,
Projections for the U.S. for the year 2030 (EIA, 2009,
Projections for the U.S. for the year 2030 (EIA, 2009,
Projections for the U.S. for the year 2030 (EIA, 2009,

Table 6)
Table 6)
Table 6)
Table 6)
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Table A2
Qualitative differences between a fossil-fuel and a WWS world.
Sector

Fossil-fuel world

WWS world

Difference

Our treatment

Mining—oil, gas, and
coal

Energy use in this sector typically
is 1–4% of final fuel energy
(Delucchi, 2003).

Energy use for mining for nonfuel products only.

Small reduction in energy use in a
WWS world.

Not estimated.

Mining—other
metals and
minerals

Energy use in mining of metals
and minerals for the production
of power plants, motors, engines,
vehicles, equipment, etc.;
probably very small fraction of
total energy use.

Energy use in mining of metals
and minerals for the production
of power plants, motors, engines,
vehicles, equipment, etc. Because
the types of equipment (etc.)
produced will be different than in
the fossil-fuel world, mining
energy use will be different.

A WWS world will require more
bulk materials (e.g., steel,
concrete, etc.) per unit of power
output than does a fossil-fuel
world, and hence probably will
require more energy in mining
raw materials. This increase in
energy use likely is small.

Not estimated.

Manufacturing—materials production
and assembly for
energy generationand usetechnologies

Energy use to make and assemble
finished materials for power
plants, motors, engines, vehicles,
equipment, etc. For reference,
direct and indirect energy in the
manufacture of motor vehicles is
5–15% of the lifetime fuel energy
(Delucchi, 2003).

Energy use to make and assemble
finished materials for power
plants, motors, engines, vehicles,
equipment, etc. Because the
types of equipment (etc.)
produced will be different than in
the fossil-fuel world,
manufacturing energy use will be
different.

To the extent that WWS
technologies have greater mass
per unit of power output (e.g.,
battery-electric vehicles versus
gasoline vehicles), the
manufacturing energy use will be
greater.

Not estimated.

Manufacturing—materials production
and assembly for
energy delivery
infrastructure

Energy use to make pipelines,
tankers, trucks, trains, and power
lines that carry energy, energy
feedstocks, vehicles, and
materials for the energy system.

Energy use to make pipelines,
tankers, trucks, trains, and power
lines that carry energy, energy
feedstocks, vehicles, and
materials for the energy system.

A WWS world will not have
pipelines, tankers, trucks, or
trains delivering fuel or fuel
feedstocks, but will have more
power lines, on balance, small
reduction in energy use in WWS
world?

Not estimated.

Manufacturing—fuel
process

Petroleum refining and naturalgas processing.

Compression and liquefaction of
hydrogen.

Significant net energy reduction
in WWS world.

Estimated; see Table 2
and Section A.2.9.
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This is Part II of two papers evaluating the feasibility of providing all energy for all purposes (electric
power, transportation, and heating/cooling), everywhere in the world, from wind, water, and the sun
(WWS). In Part I, we described the prominent renewable energy plans that have been proposed and
discussed the characteristics of WWS energy systems, the global demand for and availability of WWS
energy, quantities and areas required for WWS infrastructure, and supplies of critical materials. Here, we
discuss methods of addressing the variability of WWS energy to ensure that power supply reliably
matches demand (including interconnecting geographically dispersed resources, using hydroelectricity,
using demand-response management, storing electric power on site, over-sizing peak generation
capacity and producing hydrogen with the excess, storing electric power in vehicle batteries, and
forecasting weather to project energy supplies), the economics of WWS generation and transmission, the
economics of WWS use in transportation, and policy measures needed to enhance the viability of a WWS
system. We find that the cost of energy in a 100% WWS will be similar to the cost today. We conclude that
barriers to a 100% conversion to WWS power worldwide are primarily social and political, not
technological or even economic.
& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Variability and reliability in a 100% WWS energy system in all
regions of the world
One of the major concerns with the use of energy supplies, such
as wind, solar, and wave power, which produce variable output is
whether such supplies can provide reliable sources of electric
power second-by-second, daily, seasonally, and yearly. A new
WWS energy infrastructure must be able to provide energy on
demand at least as reliably as does the current infrastructure (e.g.,
De Carolis and Keith, 2005). In general, any electricity system must
be able to respond to changes in demand over seconds, minutes,
hours, seasons, and years, and must be able to accommodate
unanticipated changes in the availability of generation. With the
current system, electricity-system operators use ‘‘automatic generation control’’ (AGC) (or frequency regulation) to respond to
variation on the order of seconds to a few minutes; spinning
reserves to respond to variation on the order of minutes to an hour;
and peak-power generation to respond to hourly variation (De
Carolis and Keith, 2005; Kempton and Tomic, 2005a; Electric Power
Research Institute, 1997). AGC and spinning reserves have very low
n
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cost, typically less than 10% of the total cost of electricity (Kempton
and Tomic, 2005a), and are likely to remain this inexpensive even
with large amounts of wind power (EnerNex, 2010; DeCesaro et al.,
2009), but peak-power generation can be very expensive.
The main challenge for the current electricity system is that
electric power demand varies during the day and during the year,
while most supply (coal, nuclear, and geothermal) is constant
during the day, which means that there is a difference to be made
up by peak- and gap-filling resources such as natural gas and
hydropower. Another challenge to the current system is that
extreme events and unplanned maintenance can shut down plants
unexpectedly. For example, unplanned maintenance can shut
down coal plants, extreme heat waves can cause cooling water
to warm sufficiently to shut down nuclear plants, supply disruptions can curtail the availability of natural gas, and droughts can
reduce the availability of hydroelectricity.
A WWS electricity system offers new challenges but also new
opportunities with respect to reliably meeting energy demands. On
the positive side, WWS technologies generally suffer less downtime than do current electric power technologies. For example, the
average coal plant in the US from 2000 to 2004 was down 6.5% of
the year for unscheduled maintenance and 6.0% of the year for
scheduled maintenance (North American Electric Reliability
Corporation, 2009a), but modern wind turbines have a down time
of only 0–2% over land and 0–5% over the ocean (Dong Energy et al.,
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2006, p. 133). Similarly, commercial solar projects are expected to
have downtimes of ! 1% on average, although some have experienced zero downtime during a year and some have experienced
downtimes of up to 10% (Banke, 2010). Moreover, there is an
important difference between outages of centralized power plants
(coal, nuclear, and natural gas) and outages of distributed plants
(wind, solar, and wave): when individual solar panels or wind
turbines are down, only a small fraction of electrical production is
affected, whereas when a centralized plant is down, a large fraction
of the grid is affected. And when more than one large, centralized
plant is offline at the same time, due to a common problem, the
entire national grid can be affected. For example, the Nuclear Power
Daily reported that on November 2, 2009, one-third of France’s
nuclear power plants were shut down ‘‘due to a maintenance and
refueling backlog,’’ and that as a consequence France’s power
distribution firm stated ‘‘that it could be forced to import energy
from neighboring markets for two months from mid-November’’
(Nuclear Power Daily, 2009).
The main new challenge is the maximum solar or wind power
available at a single location varies over minutes, hours, and days,
and this variation generally does not match the demand pattern
over the same time scales (North American Electric Reliability
Corporation, 2009b). (Of course, other WWS technologies are not so
variable over these time scales: tidal power is relatively reliable
because of the predictability of the tides; geothermal energy supply
is generally constant; and hydroelectric power can be turned on
and off quickly and currently is used to provide peaking and gapfilling power [although available hydropower varies seasonally and
annually].) As a result, there will be times when a single installation
cannot supply enough power to meet demand and when the
installation can produce more power than is needed, which can
be an economic waste of generating capacity (but see item E in the
list below). However, there are at least seven ways to design and
operate a WWS energy system so that it will reliably satisfy
demand and not have a large amount of capacity that is rarely
used: (A) interconnect geographically dispersed naturally variable
energy sources (e.g., wind, solar, wave, and tidal), (B) use a nonvariable energy source, such as hydroelectric power, to fill temporary gaps between demand and wind or solar generation, (C) use
‘‘smart’’ demand-response management to shift flexible loads to
better match the availability of WWS power, (D) store electric
power, at the site of generation, for later use, (E) over-size WWS
peak generation capacity to minimize the times when available
WWS power is less than demand and to provide spare power to
produce hydrogen for flexible transportation and heat uses, (F)
store electric power in electric-vehicle batteries, and (G) forecast
the weather to plan for energy supply needs better. (See Holttinen
et al. (2005), for a related list, and Denholm et al. (2010), for a
similar discussion.)2
1.1. Interconnect dispersed generators
Interconnecting geographically disperse wind, solar, or wave
farms to a common transmission grid smoothes out electricity
supply – and demand – significantly (Kahn, 1979; Palutikof et al.,
1990; Milligan and Factor, 2000; De Carolis and Keith, 2006; Archer
and Jacobson, 2003, 2007; US DOE, 2008; North American Electric
Reliability Corporation, 2009b; Kempton et al., 2010; EnerNex,
2

Note that the issue we discuss here – variability in a 100% WWS power system
– differs in some ways from the more commonly discussed issue of integrating wind
power into conventional electricity systems that retain a very large fraction of
thermal generation. Regarding the latter, see the special section on integration of
large-scale wind power in electricity markets, in Energy Policy volume 38, issue 7,
2010, the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (2009b), DeCesaro et al.
(2009), and Denholm et al. (2010).
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2010; GE Energy, 2010; Katzenstein et al., 2010). Similarly, the
combined energy from co-located wind and wave farms reduces
variability of wind and wave power individually (Stoutenburg et al.,
2010).
For wind, interconnection over regions as small as a few
hundred kilometers apart can eliminate hours of zero power,
accumulated over all wind farms. Palutikof et al. (1990) simulated
the effects of geographical dispersion on wind turbine performance
in England, using hourly wind data on four widely dispersed sites in
England. When the sites were considered individually, output
changed by 100% of rated capacity in zero to 4.2 h per 1000 h,
and by at least 50% of rated capacity in 5.7–39 h per 1000 h.
However, when three dispersed sites were considered together,
there were no hours when the output changed by 100%, and only
zero to 1.9 h per 1000 h when the output changed by at least 50%. In
another study, when 19 geographically disperse wind sites in the
Midwest, over a region 850 km " 850 km, were hypothetically
interconnected, about 33% of yearly averaged wind power was
calculated to be usable at the same reliability as a coal-fired power
plant (Archer and Jacobson, 2007). The amount of power guaranteed by having the wind farms dispersed over 19 sites was 4 times
greater than the amount of power guaranteed by having the wind
farms at one site. Having more sites would guarantee even more
power, but with diminishing marginal benefits (each additional site
provides less benefit than the last). Archer and Jacobson (2007) also
note that portion of the generation that remains variable can be
used to charge batteries or make hydrogen.
It is interesting to note that the longer term (monthly or annual)
variability in output potential of interconnected wind sites can be
much less than the long-term variability of output potential of
hydropower. Katzenstein et al. (2010) estimated annual production
from 16 modeled (not actual) 1.5 MW turbines located throughout
the Central and Southern Great Plains of the US, for 1973–2008, and
compared this with observed hydropower in the US over the same
period. The standard deviation for the estimated wind production
was 6% of the annual mean wind energy production over the
period; for hydropower, the standard deviation was 12% of the
annual mean production. The greatest single-year deviations from
the mean were +14% and # 10% for modeled wind power, and + 26%
and # 23% for hydropower. Thus, the predicted long-term variations in output from interconnected wind sites in the US were
about half of the national variations in hydropower output.
Finally, we note that interconnection of dispersed photovoltaic
sites also reduces variability (Mills and Wiser, 2010; Mills et al.,
2009a). Mills et al. (2009a) report that the spatial separation
between PV plants required for changes in output to be uncorrelated over time scales of 15, 30, or 60 min is on the order of 20, 50,
and 150 km. Mills and Wiser (2010) review several studies of the
effect of dispersion on the variability of PV generation and state
that ‘‘the clear conclusion from this body of previous research is
that with ‘‘enough’’ geographic diversity the sub-hourly variability
due to passing clouds can be reduced to the point that it is
negligible relative to the more deterministic variability due to
the changing position of the sun in the sky’’ (p. 11).

1.2. Use complementary and non-variable sources to help supply
match demand
The complementary nature of different renewable energy
resources can also be taken advantage of to match minute-byminute and hourly power demand. For example, when the wind is
not blowing, the sun is often shining and vice versa (North
American Electric Reliability Corporation, 2009b). Some studies
that have examined combining WWS renewables to match demand
over time include those that have examined combining wind, solar,
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and geothermal (CWEC, 2003)); wind, solar, and wave (Lund, 2006),
wind, solar, and hydroelectric (Czisch, 2006; Czisch and Giebel,
2007); wind, solar, geothermal, and hydroelectric (Hoste et al.,
2009; Jacobson, 2009; Jacobson and Delucchi, 2009; Hart and
Jacobson, under review), and wind, solar, and battery storage
(Ekren and Ekren, 2010; Zhou et al, 2010).
Fig. 1 presents an example of the combined use of wind
(variable), solar rooftop PV (variable), concentrated solar power
(CSP, or solar thermal) with storage (variable), geothermal (baseload), and hydroelectric (dispatchable) to match hourly power
demand plus transmission and distribution losses on two days in

-

-

California in 2005. The geothermal power installed was increased
over 2005 levels but was limited by California’s geothermal
resources. The daily hydroelectric generation was determined by
estimating the historical generation on those days from reservoir
discharge data. Wind and solar capacities were increased substantially over current levels, but did not exceed maximum levels
determined by prior land and resource availability studies. The
figure illustrates the potential for matching power demand hour by
hour based on a Monte Carlo simulation that accounts for the
stochastic nature of each resource (20 potential realizations each
hour). Although results for only two days are shown, results for all
hours of all days of both 2005 and 2006 (730 days total) suggest
that 99.8% of delivered energy during these days could be produced
from WWS technology. For these scenarios, natural gas was held as
reserve backup and supplied energy for the few remaining hours.
However, it is expected that natural gas reserves can be eliminated
with the use of demand-response measures, storage beyond CSP,
electric vehicle charging and management, and increases in wind
and solar capacities beyond the inflexible power demand, which
would also allow the excess energy to produce hydrogen for
commercial processes, thereby reducing emissions from another
sector.
Czisch (2006; 2007) similarly calculated that electricity demand
for 1.1 billion people in Europe, North Africa, and near Asia could be
satisfied reliably and at low cost by interconnecting wind sites
dispersed over North Africa, Europe, Russia, and near Asia, and
using hydropower from Scandinavia as back up.
1.3. Use ‘‘smart’’ demand-response management to shift flexible loads
to better match available WWS generation

-

-

Fig. 1. Least-cost dispatch on 2 days in 2005 in which 100% of California’s electricity
demand plus transmission/distribution losses are met with load-matching renewables. Notes: System capacities: 73.5 GW of wind; 26.4 GW of CSP; 28.2 GW of
photovoltaics; 4.8 GW of geothermal; 20.8 GW of hydroelectric; and 24.8 GW of
natural Gas. Transmission and distribution losses are 7% of the demand. The leastcost optimization accounts for the day-ahead forecast of hourly resources, carbon
emissions, wind curtailment, and thermal storage at CSP facilities. The hydroelectric
supply is based on historical reservoir discharge data and currently imported
generation from the Pacific Northwest. The wind and solar supplies were obtained
by aggregating hourly wind and solar power at several sites in California estimated
from wind speed and solar irradiance data for those hours applied to a specific
turbine power curve, a specific concentrated solar plant configuration (parabolic
trough collectors on single-axis trackers), and specific rooftop PV characteristics.
The geothermal supply was limited by California’s developable resources. From Hart
and Jacobson (under review).

A third method of addressing the short-term variability of WWS
power is to manage demand so that flexible loads are shifted to
times when more WWS is available (Stadler, 2008; Everett, 2006;
GE Energy, 2010). Flexible loads are those that do not require power
in an immutable minute-by-minute pattern, but rather can be
supplied in adjustable patterns over several hours. Electricity
demand for computers and lighting might be an inflexible load;
electricity demand for electric vehicle charging, and for some kinds
of heating and cooling, are flexible loads. In our plan, electric
vehicles (EVs) create an additional demand for electric power
(compared with current systems, which use liquid fuels for
transportation), so it is especially important to manage this
demand intelligently. With EVs, the basic idea is to use smart
meters to provide electricity for EVs when wind power supply is
high and to reduce the power supplied to vehicles when wind
power is low. (See Pratt et al. (2010) for a detailed discussion of
‘‘smart’’ grids.) Utility customers would sign up their EVs under a
plan by which the utility controlled the nighttime (primarily) or
daytime supply of power to the vehicles. Since most electric
vehicles would be charged at night, this would provide a nighttime
method of smoothing out demand to meet supply. Similarly,
flexible heating and cooling demand can be shifted to better match
WWS supply (Stadler, 2008).
1.4. Store electric power at the site of generation
A fourth method of dealing with variability is to store excess
energy at the site of generation (Wilson et al., 2010; Denholm et al.,
2010), in batteries (e.g., Lee and Gushee, 2009), hydrogen gas (e.g.,
for use in HFCVs—see item E, next), pumped hydroelectric power,
compressed air (e.g., in underground caverns or turbine nacelles)
(e.g., Pickard et al., 2009), flywheels, or a thermal storage medium
(as is done with CSP). Benitez et al. (2008) use a nonlinear
mathematical optimization program to investigate the integration
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of wind and hydropower in Alberta, Canada, and find that with
pumped hydro storage or sufficiently large water reservoirs, the
combination of wind and hydropower could virtually eliminate
back-up generation from gas-fired plants. Ekren and Ekren (2010)
develop a method for optimizing the size of a hybrid PV/wind
energy system with battery storage.
1.5. Oversize WWS generation capacity to match demand better and
to produce H2
Sizing the peak capacity of wind and solar installations to
significantly exceed peak inflexible power demand can reduce the
time that available WWS power is below demand, thereby reducing
the need for other measures to meet demand. The spare capacity
available when WWS generation exceeds demand can be used to
produce H2 for heating processes and transportation, which must
be produced anyway as part of the WWS solution. The greater the
‘‘spare’’ WWS generation capacity (the difference between peak
generation and peak inflexible demand), the greater the benefit of
reducing times when generation is less than demand, but also the
greater the cost of hydrogen storage, because the hydrogen will be
produced when spare WWS power is available, which would not
necessarily coincide with times of hydrogen demand. The optimal
(lowest-cost) system configuration depends on the balance between
the demand-matching benefits of increasing WWS peak-generation
capacity, the benefits of producing needed hydrogen for transportation and heat, and the costs of increasing spare WWS capacity to
produce hydrogen and hydrogen storage. Some papers that have
examined the cost of wind-hydrogen systems, although not directly
for the application just described, include Jacobson et al. (2005) (for
transportation), Martin and Grasman (2009) (for transportation),
Aguado et al. (2009), Honnery and Moriarty (2009), and Clarke et al.
(2009). Aguado et al. (2009) use the simulation/optimization tool
‘‘WindHyGen’’ to analyze the economic feasibility of a wind-hydrogen energy system with a wind turbine, inverter, electrolyzer,
compressor, and hydrogen storage tank, and find that current
systems are relatively expensive, but expect that improvements
in technology eventually will make them cost-competitive. Honnery
and Moriarty (2009) provide an estimate of the technical potential
hydrogen production from wind globally, and Clarke et al. (2009)
analyze the benefits of coupling an electrolyzer to a PV system.

1.6. Store electric power at points of end use, in EV batteries
The use of EV batteries to store electrical energy, known as
‘‘vehicle-to-grid,’’ or V2G, is especially promising, albeit not
necessarily easy to implement (Sovacool and Hirsch, 2010). In
general, V2G systems are designed either to provide load-management services, such as peak-power supply, spinning reserves, or
power regulation, or to provide a longer-term, decentralized form
of electricity storage in a system (such as the one proposed here)
relying primarily on variable electricity supply. Kempton and
Tomic (2005a), Peterson et al. (2010a), and Andersson et al.
(2010) analyze the economics of V2G for load management in a
conventional electricity system, and describe the conditions under
which the benefits provided (e.g., displacing expensive alternative
sources of peak power or spinning reserves) exceed the costs of V2G
(degradation of battery capacity, extra electronics and wiring
infrastructure, and energy cycling or production losses). More
pertinent here are analyses of V2G systems that provide decentralized storage to enable better matching of variable renewable
electricity supply with demand (Lund and Kempton, 2008;
Kempton and Tomic, 2005b). Kempton and Tomic (2005b) calculate that in order for V2G systems to regulate power output to keep
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frequency and voltage steady over very short time intervals
(minutes) when wind power supplies 50% of current US electricity
demand, 3.2% of the US light-duty vehicle (LDV) fleet would have to
be battery-powered and be on V2G contract for regulation of wind
power. In order for V2G systems to provide operating reserves to
compensate for hourly variations in wind power (again when wind
power supplies 50% of US electricity demand), 38% of the US LDV
fleet would have to be battery-powered and be on V2G contract. (In
both cases, Kempton and Tomic (2005b) assume that only half of
the battery EVs would available for V2G at any time.) Finally, in
order for V2G systems to provide longer-term storage to compensate for daily variation in wind power to ensure that wind output
never drops below 20% of capacity, given the yearly wind profiles
from an interconnected wind system in the Midwest (based on
Archer and Jacobson, 2003), 23% of the US LDV fleet would have to
be fuel-cell powered and be on V2G contract.
1.7. Forecast weather to plan energy supply needs better
Forecasting the weather (winds, sunlight, waves, tides, and
precipitation) gives grid operators more time to plan ahead for a
backup energy supply when a variable energy source might produce
less than anticipated (e.g., Goodall, 2009; US DOE, 2008; Lange et al.,
2006; North American Electric Reliability Corporation, 2009b; GE
Energy, 2010). Forecasting is done with either a numerical weather
prediction model, the best of which can produce minute-by-minute
predictions 1–4 days in advance with good accuracy, or with
statistical analyses of local measurements (Lange et al., 2006). The
use of forecasting reduces uncertainty and makes planning more
dependable, thus reducing the impacts of variability. The impact of
forecasting can be significant: a detailed study of the integration of
30% wind and solar power into grids in the western US found that
state-of-the-art wind and solar forecasting reduces operating costs
by $0.01–$0.02/kWh, compared to no forecasting (GE Energy, 2010).
1.8. Summary
A 100% WWS world will employ most of the methods described
above for dealing with short-term variability in WWS generation
potential, to ensure that supply reliably matches demand. Three of
these methods – use of complementary and gap-filling WWS
resources, smart demand-response management, and better forecasting – require little additional cost (forecasting, demand management) or virtually no additional cost (hydropower), compared with a
conventional energy system, and hence will be employed as much as
is technically and socially feasible. However, it is likely that even with
the best forecasting, the full use of available gap-filling resources such
as hydropower, and the use of as much demand-response management as is socially and technically feasible (and even with as much
end-use energy efficiency improvement as is economically feasible),
available WWS power will still not match demand in some regions of
the world at some times. To ensure a reliable energy supply everywhere in the world at all times, even with efficient and intelligently
managed demand and hydropower gap-filling, a WWS system will
also need to interconnect resources over wide regions and use spare
WWS capacity to make electrolytic hydrogen, and might need to have
decentralized (V2G) or perhaps centralized energy storage. The
optimal 100% WWS system will have the lowest-cost combination
of long-distance interconnection/transmission, hydrogen production, and energy storage that reliably satisfies intelligently managed
(and economically efficient) demand (Denholm et al., 2010). Of
course, the optimal system design and operation will vary spatially
and temporally.
No such optimization analysis has been done for a 100% WWS
system in a major region of the world (let alone for all regions of the
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world), so this clearly is a critical area for new research. Although
we do not know exactly what the lowest-cost 100% WWS system
will look like in any particular region, we can provide a general
sense of the likely magnitude of costs of extra-long-distance
transmission and decentralized V2G storage. (We do not provide
our own estimates of centralized storage because generally it is
relatively costly, and will be the supply and demand balancing
method of last resort.) These cost estimates are included in Section
2, which discusses the cost of WWS electricity generation, transmission, and decentralized storage.

2. The cost of WWS electricity generation and ‘‘supergrid’’
transmission and decentralized V2G storage
An important criterion in the evaluation of WWS systems is the
full cost of delivered power, including annualized total capital and
land costs, operating and maintenance costs, storage costs, and
transmission costs, per unit of energy delivered with overall
reliability comparable with that of current systems. In this section,
we present estimates of the cost of WWS generation and of the
likely additional cost of ensuring that WWS generation reliably
matches demand by the use of V2G storage and a ‘‘supergrid’’ that
interconnects dispersed generators and load centers.

2.1. Cost of generation and conventional transmission
Table 1 presents estimates of current (2005–2010) and future
(2020 and beyond) $/kWh costs of power generation and conventional (i.e., not extra-long-distance) transmission for WWS systems, with average US delivered electricity prices based on
conventional (mostly fossil) generation (excluding electricity distribution) shown for comparison. For fossil-fuel generation, the
social cost, which includes the value of air pollution and climatechange damage costs, is also shown. The estimates of Table 1
indicate that onshore wind, hydroelectric, and geothermal systems
already can cost less than typical fossil and nuclear generation, and
that in the future onshore wind power is expected to cost less than
any other form of large-scale power generation.3 If alternatives are
compared on the basis of social cost, all WWS options, including
3
An important and uncertain variable in the estimation of the cost of wind is the
capacity factor—the ratio of actual energy generated over a period of time to the
amount of energy that would have been generated if the turbine operated
continuously at 100% of its rated power output. Capacity factor depends both on
wind speed and turbine characteristics: higher hub heights, greater rotor diameters,
more reliable technology, and better wind resources increase the capacity factor.
Capacity factors of newer-generation turbines have generally increased relative to
those of older turbines, primarily because of increasing hub height and rotor
diameter (Wiser and Bolinger, 2010). For example, Wiser and Bolinger (2009) found
that the 2008 average capacity factor increased from 22% for projects installed
before 1998 to 30-33% for projects installed from 1998-2003 to 35-37% for projects
installed from 2004 to 2007. (Wiser and Bolinger, 2010 report a drop in the samplewide capacity factor in 2009, but this was due to considerable voluntary curtailment
of wind power output, due mainly to inadequate transmission capacity, and to poor
wind resources in 2009 due to El Niño.) Boccard (2009) reported that the capacity
factor from 2003 to 2007 averaged only 21% in Europe and 26% in the US. By contrast,
Berry (2009) estimates that the capacity factor for 34 large wind farms in the US
averaged 35%, more consistent with Wiser and Bolinger (2009). The uncertainty in
the estimates of capacity factors is due to poor information regarding actual
generation, because the installed capacity is well known. Boccard’s (2009) estimates
are based mainly on reports from transmission system operators; Berry’s (2009)
estimate is based on utility reports of MWh of wind energy purchases filed with the
US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
The cost-per-kWh of wind energy is inversely proportional to the capacity factor;
hence, if actual capacity factors are 33% less than commonly assumed, generating
costs are 50% higher than commonly estimated. However, even if the long-term cost
of wind power is as high as $0.06/kWh, it still will be less than the projected cost of
fossil-fuel generation (Table 1), without including the value of any externalities.

solar PVs, are projected to cost less than conventional fossil-fuel
generation in 2030.
The cost ranges shown in Table 1 are based partly on our own
cost estimates, detailed in Tables A.1c and A.1d of Appendix A.1.
Appendix A.1 presents two sets of calculations: one with the
reference-case parameter values used by the by the Energy
Information Administration (EIA) in its Annual Energy Outlook
(our Tables A.1a and A.1b), and one with what we think are more
realistic values for some key parameters (Tables A.1c and A.1d). The
estimates based on the EIA reference-case are higher than the
estimates shown in Table 1 because of the relatively high discount
rate, relatively short amortization period, and (in some cases)
relatively high capital costs used by the EIA. However, when we use
what we believe are more realistic values for the discount rate and
the amortization period, and also use the EIA’s lower ‘‘falling cost’’
case estimates of $/kW capital costs, the resultant estimates of the
total $/kWh generating costs for wind, geothermal, hydro, and solar
thermal are lower, and comparable with the other estimates in
Table 1. This exercise gives us confidence in the estimates of
Table 1.
It is worth emphasizing that onshore wind power already can
cost less than fossil-fuel generation. This is exemplified by the fact
that in the United States, wind power was the second-largest
source of new electric power behind natural gas from 2006 to 2009.
In general, for the unsubsidized costs of land-based wind energy to
be similar to the costs of a new coal-fired power plant, the annualaverage wind speed at 80 m must be at least 6.9 m/s (15.4 mph)
(Jacobson and Masters, 2001). Data analyses indicate that 15% of
the data stations (and thus, statistically, land area) in the United
States (and 17% of land plus coastal offshore data stations) have
wind speeds above this threshold. Globally, 13% of stations are
above the threshold (Archer and Jacobson, 2005).
For tidal power, current speeds need to be at least 6.8 knots
(3.5 m/s) for tidal energy to be economical. Installed tidal power to
date is relatively expensive (Table 1)and one analysis suggests that
tidal power is not likely to be so economic as other WWS energy
technologies in the near future (Denny, 2009). However, another
analysis suggests relatively inexpensive tidal power in the future so
long as turbines are located in currents 3.5 m/s or faster (Table 1).
As shown in Table 1, solar power is relatively expensive today,
but is projected to be cost-competitive by as early as 2020. Because
solar PV systems can supply an enormous amount of power
(Jacobson and Delucchi, this issue), but presently are relatively
expensive (Table 1), it is important to understand the potential for
reducing costs. The fully annualized $/kWh cost of a PV system
depends on the manufacturing cost of the PV module, the efficiency
of the module, the intensity of solar radiation, the design of the
system, the balance-of-system costs, and other factors. The manufacturing cost, in turn, depends on the scale of production,
technological learning, profit structures, and other factors. A recent
careful analysis of the potential for reducing the cost of PV systems
concludes that within 10 years costs could drop to about $0.10/
kWh, including the cost of compressed-air storage and longdistance high-voltage dc transmission (Table 1, Fthenakis et al.,
2009). The same analysis estimated that CSP systems with sufficient thermal storage to enable them to generate electricity at full
capacity 24 h a day in spring, summer, and fall in sunny locations
could deliver electricity at $0.10/kWh or less.
Although this review and analysis suggests that WWS technologies will be economical by 2030, in the near term, some key WWS
technologies (especially PVs) will remain relatively expensive on a
private-cost basis (albeit not necessarily on a social-cost basis). To
the extent that WWS power is more costly than fossil power, some
combination of subsidies for WWS power and environmental taxes
on fossil power will be needed to make WWS power economically
feasible today. We turn to this issue in Section 4.
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Table 1
Approximate fully annualized generation and conventional transmission costs for WWS power.
Energy technology

Wind onshorea
Wind offshoreb
Wavec
Geothermald
Hydroelectrice
CSPf
Solar PVg
Tidalh
Conventional (mainly fossil) generation in USi

Annualized cost ( ! 2007 $/kWh-delivered)
Present (2005–2010)

Future (2020+ )

$0.04–0.07
$0.10–0.17
Z$0.11
$0.04–0.07
$0.04
$0.11–0.15
4$0.20
4$0.11
$0.07 (social cost: $0.12)

r $0.04
$0.08–0.13
$0.04
$0.04–0.07
$0.04
$0.08
$0.10
0.05–0.07
$0.08 (social cost: $0.14)

a
Present costs are from Sovacool and Watts (2009), Schilling and Esmundo (2009), Berry (2009), Benitez et al. (2008), Cavallo (2007), Greenblatt et al. (2007), De Carolis
and Keith (2006), Boccard (2010), and Table A.1c; wherever necessary we have added $0.01/kWh for typical (not extra-long-distance) electricity transmission (EIA, 2009a,
Table A8). Future costs are projections from Schilling and Esmundo (2009) and Table A.1d. Cavallo’s (2007) estimate of $0.05–0.06/kWh and Greenblatt et al.’s (2007) estimate
of $0.06/kWh include transmission cost and the cost of compressed air storage; De Carolis and Keith’s (2006) estimate of $0.05/kWh includes the cost of long-distance
transmission, and back-up. Berry’s (2009) estimate of $0.04/kWh for the generation cost of wind charged under long-term contracts in the US includes system integration
costs, which he defines as costs ‘‘incurred by the utility to maintain electric grid stability over periods as short as a few seconds, to deal with uncertainty in wind output over the
next few minutes to follow variations in load, and to schedule adequate resources for the next day given uncertainty about future wind production’’ (p. 4494).
b
Our estimates based on generation cost estimates in Tables A.1a–A.1d and capital cost estimates in Musial and Ram (2010) (discussed in notes of Tables A.1a and A.1b),
with $0.01/kWh added for conventional transmission.
c
Bedard et al. (2005) estimate a levelized production cost of about $0.10/kWh for ‘‘the first commercial scale wave plant’’ (we have added $0.01/kWh for transmission).
They then project cost as a function of installed generating capacity using a learning-curve model and estimate levelized production cost comparable to that for wind power.
Allan et al. (2011) report estimates of the capital cost, maintenance cost, and capacity factor for the first production models of wave-power plants; with these, using the
methods of Tables A.1a–A.1d, we calculate a levelized production cost of at least $0.16/kWh. The Allan et al. (2011) estimates include undersea cables and minor onshore
transmission and grid upgrade.
d
Present costs are from Sovacool and Watts (2009), Schilling and Esmundo (2009), and Table A.1c; we have added $0.01 for electricity transmission. For the future, we
assume that some trends increase costs (e.g., drilling deeper wells), but that other trends decrease costs (e.g., developing more cost-effective technology), with the overall
result that future costs are the same as present costs. See also Table A.1d.
e
Present costs are from Sovacool and Watts (2009); we have added $0.01 for electricity transmission. We assume that future costs are the same as present costs. In Tables
A.1c and A.1d we estimate slightly higher costs.
f
Present costs are from Sovacool and Watts (2009) and Schilling and Esmundo (2009); we have added $0.01 for electricity transmission. Future costs are from Fthenakis
et al. (2009), for a baseload plant, and include long-distance high-voltage dc transmission.
g
Present costs are from Fthenakis et al. (2009), Mondol et al. (2009), Sovacool and Watts (2009), and Schilling and Esmundo (2009). Future costs are from Fthenakis et al.
(2009) and include compressed air energy storage, which costs about $0.04/kWh, and long-distance high-voltage dc transmission, which in their work costs $0.007/kWh.
h
Current tidal costs are based on 240 MW La Rance station, France (http://www.global-greenhouse-warming.com/tidal.html), which indicates greater than $0.20/kWh,
and on the analysis of Allan et al. (2011), who report estimates of the capital cost, maintenance cost, and capacity factor for the first production models of tidal-power plants.
With the Allan et al. (2011) estimates, and using the methods of Tables A.1a–A.1d, we calculate a levelized production cost for near-term tidal-power projects of $0.10–0.26/
kWh. Future costs assume currents 43.5 m/s (Pure Energy Systems Wiki, 2010).
i
Average price (in 2007 dollars) of conventional (mainly fossil-fuel) electricity generation and transmission in all end-use sectors in the US in 2007, and projected for the
year 2030 (EIA, 2009a, Table A8). Excludes cost of electricity distribution ($0.024/kWh (EIA, 2009a, Table A8)), which is not included in the cost estimates for WWS and is the
same for all centralized power systems. (Note that rooftop PV systems would have no distribution-system costs.) The social cost of conventional generation is equal to the
generation and transmission cost plus the estimated mean or mid values of damages from air pollution and climate change due to emissions from coal and gas-fired plants
(Table 2). Air-pollution and climate-change damages from WWS power plants are zero.

2.2. Cost of extra-long-distance transmission
The estimates of Table 1 include the cost of electricity transmission in a conventionally configured system, over distances common
today. However, as discussed in Section 1, the more that dispersed
wind and solar generating sites are interconnected, the less the
variability in output of the whole interconnected system. A system
of interconnections between widely dispersed generators and load
centers has been called a ‘‘supergrid.’’ The configuration and length
of transmission lines in a supergrid will depend on the balance
between the cost of adding more transmission lines and the benefit
of reducing system output variability as a result of connecting more
dispersed generation sites. As mentioned above, no such costoptimization study has been performed for the type of WWS
system we propose, and as a result, the optimal transmission length
in a supergrid is unknown. It is almost certain, however, that the
average transmission distances from generators to load centers in a
supergrid will be longer – and perhaps much longer – than the
average transmission distance in the current system. The cost of
this extra transmission distance is an additional cost (compared
with the cost of the current conventional system) of ensuring that
WWS generation reliably matches demand.
Appendix A.2 presents our calculation of the additional $/kWh
cost of extra-long-distance transmission on land with high-voltage

direct-current (HVDC) lines. The $/kWh cost is a function of the cost
of the towers and lines per unit of wind capacity and per km of
transmission, the cost of equipment such as converters, transformers, filters, and switchgear, the distance of transmission, the
capacity factor for the wind farm, electricity losses in lines and
equipment, the life of the transmission line, maintenance costs, and
the discount rate. Table A.2a presents our low-cost, mid-cost, and
high-cost assumptions for these parameters. The most important
and uncertain cost component is the cost of lines and towers per km
and per MW. In Appendix A.2 we discuss several estimates of this
cost. The unit cost of lines and towers is uncertain because it depends
on factors that vary from project to project: the capacity of the wind
farm, the capacity of the transmission line relative to the capacity of
the wind farm, system design, right-of-way acquisition costs,
construction costs, and other factors. Construction costs and
right-of-way acquisition costs are especially variable because they
are related to highly variable site-specific characteristics of the land,
such as slope, accessibility, and the potential for alternative uses.
With the assumptions documented in Appendix A.2, we estimate that the additional cost of extra-long-distance transmission
on land, beyond the transmission costs of a conventional system,
range from $0.003/kWh to $0.03/kWh, with a best estimate of
about $0.01/kWh. A rough calculation in Appendix A.2 suggests
that a system with up to 25% undersea transmission, which is
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relatively expensive, would increase our best-estimate of the
additional long-distance transmission cost by less than 20%.
2.3. V2G decentralized storage
As discussed in Section 1, the use of EV batteries to store
electrical energy, known as ‘‘vehicle-to-grid,’’ or V2G, is an
especially promising method for matching WWS generation with
demand. V2G systems have three kinds of costs: they might
accelerate the battery’s loss of capacity, they require extra electronics for managing V2G operations, and they lose energy during
charge/discharge cycling. In Appendix A.3, we estimate all three
costs of a V2G scheme, and draw three conclusions:
(1) If Li-ion batteries have a cycle life 45000 and a calendar life
about equal to the life of a vehicle, then V2G cycling will not
change battery replacement frequency and will have a battery
replacement cost of zero and a total cost of only $0.01–$0.02
per kWh diverted to V2G. (We think that this case, or something close to it, is the most likely.)
(2) Otherwise, if the calendar life is very long (30 years), but if V2G
cycling can be managed so as to cause minimal degradation of
battery capacity, then the total cost of V2G cycling will be in the
range of $0.03/kWh to $0.11/kWh, depending on the type of vehicle
and the value of the other variables considered in Appendix A.3.
(3) Otherwise, if the calendar life is long and V2G cycling causes
the same degradation of capacity as does charging and
discharging during driving, then the cost of V2G cycling will
be in the range of $0.05–$0.26/kWh. (This case is unlikely,
because there is evidence that V2G cycling does not cause the
same battery degradation as does driving.)
Note that these cost estimates are per kWh diverted to V2G. To
get an estimate of the cost per kWh of all WWS generation, we
multiply the cost per kWh diverted by the ratio of kWhs diverted
to total kWhs of WWS generation. This ratio will depend on the
design and operation of an optimized system, which are not yet
known, but we speculate that the ratio is not likely to exceed 25%.
If so, then the cost of V2G storage is likely to be on the order of
$0.01/kWh-generated or less.
We conclude that in an intelligently designed and operated
WWS system, the system-wide average additional cost (relative to
the cost of a conventional system) of using a supergrid and V2G
storage (along with demand management, hydropower, and
weather forecasting) to ensure that WWS generation reliably
satisfies demand is not likely to exceed $0.02/kWh-generated.
Even with this additional cost, future wind power is likely to have a
lower private cost than future conventional fossil generation, and
all WWS alternatives are likely to have a lower social cost than
fossil-fuel generation (Table 1).

3. The economics of the use of WWS power in transportation
So far, we have compared alternatives in terms of the cost per
unit of energy delivered (i.e., $/kWh), but ideally we want to
compare alternatives on the basis of the cost per unit of service
provided, the difference between the two being in the cost of the
end-use technologies that use energy to provide services such as
heating and transportation. In the residential, commercial, and
industrial sectors the end-use technologies in a WWS world for the
most part will be the same as those in our current fossil-fuel world
(motors, heating and cooling devices, lights, appliances, and so on),
and hence in these sectors the economics of end-use will not be
different in a WWS world. However, the transportation sector in a
WWS world will be powered by batteries or fuel cells driving

electric motors rather than by liquid fuels burned in heat engines,
and so in the transportation sector we should compare the
economics of electric vehicles with the economics of combustion-engine vehicles. We address this in this section.
As detailed in Part I of this work (Jacobson and Delucchi,
this issue), our plan assumes that all of the liquid fuels and engines
used in transportation today are replaced by batteries, fuel cells, and
electric drives. In order to realize this transformation, electric transportation technologies must be commercializable in the next 20 years.
Several studies show that mass-produced, advanced, batteryand fuel-cell electric light-duty vehicles using WWS power can
deliver transportation services economically. Early detailed analyses indicated that mass-produced BEVs with advanced lithiumion or nickel metal-hydride batteries could have a full lifetime cost
per mile (including annualized initial costs and battery replacement costs) comparable with that of a gasoline vehicle when
gasoline sells for between $2.5 and $5 per gallon in the US (the
‘‘break-even’’ gasoline price) (Delucchi and Lipman, 2001). More
recent unpublished analyses using an updated and expanded
version of the same model indicate break-even prices at the lower
end of this range, around $3/gal (based on private cost). This is the
price of gasoline in the US in summer 2009, and less than the $4/gal
price projected by the EIA for 2030 (EIA, 2009a), Table A12).
Similarly, Offer et al. (2010) find that BEVs powered by wind
energy will have a lower private lifecycle cost than gasoline
vehicles in 2030, when gasoline is $3/gallon, and Hellgren (2007)
estimates that in Europe in 2020, Li-ion BEVs will have a much
lower private lifecycle cost than a conventional gasoline vehicle in
2020. Finally, recent analyses also show that with expected
technological development, mass-produced HFCVs can be economically competitive with gasoline vehicles before 2030, on a privatecost (Hellgren, 2007) or social-cost basis (Sun et al., 2010; Delucchi
and Lipman, 2010; Offer et al., 2010), even when hydrogen is made
from renewable resources (Offer et al., 2010).
There has been less work on the economics of battery or fuel-cell
power for trucks, buses, ships and trains. (For general overviews of the
use of hydrogen fuel cells for bus, rail and marine transport, see
Whitehouse et al. (2009), Miller, 2009, Winkler (2009) and the
‘‘Hydrail’’ organization and associated conferences [www.hydrail.
org].) Hellgren (2007) uses a computer model to estimate that in
Europe in 2020, a hydrogen-fuel cell bus will have a lower private
lifecycle cost than a diesel bus in intra-city use, and the same lifecycle
cost in inter-city use. Cockroft and Owen (2007) estimate that a windhydrogen fuel-cell bus has a significantly lower social lifetime cost
than does a diesel bus when oil costs $72/bbl (USD) and air pollution
costs are estimated for European conditions. Scott et al. (1993)
compare a diesel locomotive with hydrogen fuel-cell locomotive,
and estimate that the hydrogen fuel-cell system will have a lower
private lifetime cost when diesel fuel costs about $0.45/liter (1990
Canadian dollars—about $2/gallon in 2008 US dollars). Similarly,
Wancura (2010) expects that a hydrogen fuel-cell/battery locomotive
eventually will be ‘‘an economical choice,’’ even with hydrogen
produced from renewable resources. Finally, Glykas et al. (2010)
analyze a photovoltaic electrolytic hydrogen system for merchant
marine vessels, and find that the payback period for the investment is
in the range of 10–20 years for areas with the most intense solar
radiation, assuming that the price of fuel oil rises by at least 15%.
Note that the Hellgren (2007), Scott et al. (1993), and Glykas
et al. (2010) studies compare on the basis of private cost, not social
cost, which includes external costs as well as private costs. A
comparison on the basis of social cost would be more favorable to
hydrogen fuel-cell systems. To give a sense of the magnitude of the
external costs, we note that analyses in Sun et al. (2010) and
Chernyavs’ka and Gullı́ (in press) indicate that present value of the
stream of the external costs of a renewable-hydrogen fuel-cell car is
about $500–$10,000 less than the present value of the stream of the
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Table 2
Environmental external costs of electricity generation in the US (year 2007 US cents/kWh).
Air pollution 2005

Coala
Natural gasa
Coal/NG mixb
Wind, water, and solar powerc

Air pollution 2030

Climate change (2005/2030)

5th%

Mean

95th%

Mean

Low

Mid

High

0.19
0.0
n.a.
0.0

3.2
0.16
2.4
0.0

12.0
0.55
n.a.
0.0

1.7
0.13
1.3
0.0

1.0/1.6
0.5/0.8
0.9/1.4
0

3.0/4.8
1.5/2.4
2.6/4.2
0

10/16
5.0/8.0
8.8/14
!0

a
Estimates from the National Research Council (NRC, 2010). To estimate air-pollution costs, the NRC (2010) uses a standard three-step damage-function model (emissions
to air quality, air quality to physical impacts, physical impacts to monetary value) to quantify the value of the impacts of air pollution on human health, visibility, agriculture,
and other sectors. For natural gas and coal, the NRC (2010) estimates damages from the cleanest plants (5th percentile) and the dirtiest plants (95th percentile), and the
generation-weighted mean damages from all plants in 2005. For coal only, the NRC (2010) estimates the generation-weighted mean damages from all plants in 2030. We
assume that the generation-weighed mean damages from all natural gas plants in 2030 are 80% of the NRC-estimated mean in 2005, because current natural gas plants are
relatively clean. (By comparison the NRC estimates that the generation-weighted mean damages from coal plants in 2030 are about 50% of the 2005 damages. Because coal
plants are dirtier than NG plants, it is appropriate for us to assume a greater emissions reduction for coal plants.) To estimate climate-change costs, the NRC (2010) reviews
results from Integrated Assessment Models and then assumes that marginal climate-change damage costs are $10/CO2-equivalent (low), $30/CO2-equivalent (mid) or $100/
CO2-equivalent (high), for emissions in 2005. The NRC (2010) says that the marginal damage cost of emissions in 2030 could be 50–80% higher; we assume 60%. Note that
in the case of air pollution, the variation in damage costs per kWh is due primarily to variation in emission rates rather than to uncertainty regarding the other parameters in the
multi-step analysis, whereas in the case of climate change the wide range in damage costs per kWh is due primarily to uncertainty in estimates of marginal damages per ton of
CO2-equivalent emission rather than to uncertainty in estimates of emissions (NRC, 2010) n.a.¼ not applicable.
b
Our estimate of damages for the actual 73%/27% coal/NG proportions in 2005 (EIA, 2009e) and for the projected 75%/25% coal/NG proportions in 2030 (EIA, 2009a).
c
In an all-WWS world, there will be no emissions of air pollutants or greenhouse-gases related to energy use in any phase of the lifecycle, including construction and the
manufacture of materials, because the energy will be provided by zero-emission WWS. There will be some minor emissions related to construction dust and non-energy
processes such as in the making concrete, but these are tiny compared with direct and indirect energy-related emissions.

external costs of a gasoline ICEV. Thus, on the basis of these studies,
we conclude that by 2030, hydrogen fuel-cell buses, trains, and
ships could have a lifetime social cost comparable to that of
petroleum-fueled modes.
4. Policy issues and needs
Current energy markets, institutions, and policies have been
developed to support the production and use of fossil fuels. Because
fossil-fuel energy systems have different production, transmission, and
end-use costs and characteristics than do WWS energy systems, new
policies are needed to ensure that WWS systems develop as quickly
and broadly as is socially desirable. Schmalensee (2009) lists four kinds
of economic policies that have been adopted in the US and abroad to
stimulate production of renewable energy: feed-in tariffs, output
subsidies, investment subsidies, and output quotas (sometimes called
‘‘renewables portfolio standards’’—see e.g., Wiser et al., 2010).
Dusonchet and Telaretti (2010) analyze the economics of policies that
support the development of photovoltaic energy in Europe. Most
studies find that feed-in tariffs (FITs), which are subsidies to cover the
difference between generation cost (ideally including grid connection
costs (Swider et al., 2008)) and wholesale electricity prices, are
especially effective at stimulating generation from renewable fuels
(Fthenakis et al., 2009; Sovacool and Watts, 2009; Couture and Cory,
2009; Wei and Kammen, 2010). A recent survey of venture capitalists
investing in renewable energy technologies found that the investors
ranked FITs as the most effective policy for stimulating the market for
renewable energy (Bürer and Wüstenhagen, 2009). To encourage
innovation and economies of scale that can lower costs, FITs should
be reduced gradually (Couture and Cory, 2009 call this an ‘‘annual tariff
degression’’). An example of this is a ‘‘declining clock auction,’’ in which
the right to sell power to the grid goes to the bidders willing to do it at
the lowest price, providing continuing incentive for developers and
generators to lower costs (New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority, 2004). A risk of any auction, however, is that
the developer will underbid and be left unable to profitably develop the
proposed project (Macauley, 2008; KEMA, 2006; Wiser et al., 2005).
Regardless of the actual mechanism, the goal of ‘‘tariff degression’’ is
that as the cost of producing power from WWS technologies (particularly photovoltaics) declines, FITs can be reduced and eventually
phased out.

Other economic policies include eliminating subsidies for fossilfuel energy systems (for estimates of subsidies, see Koplow, 2004,
2009; Koplow and Dernbach, 2001; The Environmental Law
Institute, 2009; The Global Studies Initiative, 2010; and http://
subsidyscope.org/energy/) or taxing fossil-fuel production and use
to reflect its environmental damages, for example with ‘‘carbon’’
taxes that represent the expected cost of climate change due to CO2
emissions (for estimates of environmental damages, see National
Research Council (2010) (Table 2 here) and Krewitt, 2002). However, it appears that eliminating fossil-fuel subsidies and charging
environmental-damage taxes would compensate for the extra cost
of the currently most expensive WWS systems only if climatechange damage was valued at the upper end of the range of
estimates in the literature. For example. The Environmental Law
Institute (2009) estimates that US government subsidies to fossil
fuel energy amount to about $10 billion per year, which is less than
5% of the roughly $300 billion value of fossil-fuel production (EIA,
2010d)).4 Regarding environmental damages, the US National
Research Council (2010) estimates that the external costs of air
pollution and climate change from coal and natural-gas electricity
generation in the US total $0.03–$0.11/kWh for 2005 emissions,
and $0.03–$0.15/kWh for 2030 emissions (using the mean airpollution damages and the low and high climate change damages
from Table 2). Only the upper end of the 2005 range, which is driven
by assumed high climate-change damages, can begin to compensate for the more than $0.10/kWh higher current private cost of
solar PVs and tidal power (Table 1). Assuming that it is politically
infeasible to add to fossil-fuel generation carbon taxes that would
more than double the price of electricity, eliminating subsidies and
charging environmental damage taxes cannot by themselves make
the currently most expensive WWS options economical.
Two important non-economic programs that will help in the
development of WWS are reducing demand, and planning and
managing the development of the appropriate energy-system
infrastructure (Sovacool and Watts, 2009). Reducing demand by

4
However, subsidies to the biofuels industry may be much larger: Koplow
(2009) estimates that, absent changes in current policies, taxpayers will pay over
$400 billion in subsidies to the biofuels industry between 2008 and 2022. Koplow
also asserts that this subsidy ‘‘accelerates land conversion and exacerbates a wide
range of environmental problems’’ (p. 4), and we agree.
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improving the efficiency of end use or substituting low-energy
activities and technologies for high-energy ones, directly reduces
the pressure on energy supply, which means less need for higher
cost, less environmentally suitable resources.
Because a massive deployment of WWS technologies requires
an upgraded and expanded transmission grid and the smart
integration of the grid with BEVs and HFCVs as decentralized
electricity storage and generation components, governments need
to carefully fund, plan and manage the long-term, large scale
restructuring of the electricity transmission and distribution
system. In much of the world, international cooperation in planning
and building ‘‘supergrids’’ that span across multiple countries, is
needed. Some supergrids will span large countries alone. A supergrid has been proposed to link Europe and North Africa (e.g., Czisch,
2006; www.desertec.org), and ten northern European countries are
beginning to plan a North Sea supergrid for offshore wind power
(Macilwain, 2010; www.offshoregrid.eu). Supergrids are needed
for Australia/Tasmania (e.g., Beyond Zero Emissions, 2010); North
America, South America, Africa, Russia (The Union for the
Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity (2008) has studied
the feasibility of a supergrid linking Russia, the Baltic States, and all
of Europe), China, Southeastern and Eastern Asia, and the Middle
East. Thus, a high priority for national and international governing
bodies will be to cooperate and help to organize extra-longdistance transmission and interconnections, particularly across
international boundaries.
Another policy issue is how to encourage end users to adopt
WWS systems or end-use technologies (e.g., residential solar
panels, and electric vehicles) different from conventional (fossilfuel) systems. Municipal financing for residential energy-efficiency
retrofits or solar installations can help end users overcome the
financial barrier of the high upfront cost of these systems (Fuller
et al., 2009). Purchase incentives and rebates and public support of
infrastructure development can help stimulate the market for
electric vehicles (Åhman, 2006). Recent comprehensive analyses
have indicated that government support of a large-scale transition
to hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles is likely to cost just a few tens of
billions of dollars—a tiny fraction of the total cost of transportation
(National Research Council, 2008; Greene et al., 2007, 2008).
Finally, we note that a successful rapid transition to a WWS
world may require more than targeted economic policies: it may
require a broad-based action on a number of fronts to overcome
what Sovacool (2009) refers to as the ‘‘socio-technical impediments to renewable energy:’’
Extensive interviews of public utility commissioners, utility
managers, system operators, manufacturers, researchers, business owners, and ordinary consumers reveal that it is these
socio-technical barriers that often explain why wind, solar,
biomass, geothermal, and hydroelectric power sources are not
embraced. Utility operators reject renewable resources because
they are trained to think only in terms of big, conventional
power plants. Consumers practically ignore renewable power
systems because they are not given accurate price signals about
electricity consumption. Intentional market distortions (such as
subsidies), and unintentional market distortions (such as split
incentives) prevent consumers from becoming fully invested in
their electricity choices. As a result, newer and cleaner technologies that may offer social and environmental benefits but
are not consistent with the dominant paradigm of the electricity
industry continue to face comparative rejection (p. 4500).
Changing this ‘‘dominant paradigm’’ may require concerted
social and political efforts beyond the traditional sorts of economic
incentives outlined here.

5. Technical findings and conclusions
A large-scale wind, water, and solar energy system can reliably
supply all of the world’s energy needs, with significant benefit to
climate, air quality, water quality, ecological systems, and energy
security, at reasonable cost. To accomplish this, we need about 4
million 5-MW wind turbines, 90,000 300-MW solar PV plus CSP
power plants, 1.9 billion 3 kW solar PV rooftop systems, and lesser
amounts of geothermal, tidal, wave, and hydroelectric plants and
devices (see Part I of this work, Jacobson and Delucchi, this issue).
In addition, we need to expand greatly the transmission infrastructure to accommodate the new power systems and expand
production of battery-electric and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, ships
that run on hydrogen fuel-cell and battery combinations, liquefied
hydrogen aircraft, air- and ground-source heat pumps, electric
resistance heating, and hydrogen production for high-temperature
processes.
A 100% WWS world can employ several methods of dealing
with short-term variability in WWS generation potential, to
ensure that supply reliably matches demand. Complementary
and gap-filling WWS resources (such as hydropower), smart
demand-response management, and better forecasting have little
or no additional cost and hence will be employed as much as is
technically and socially feasible. A WWS system also will need to
interconnect resources over wide regions, and might need to have
decentralized (V2G) or perhaps centralized energy storage.
Finally, it will be advantageous for WWS generation capacity
to significantly exceed peak inflexible power demand in order to
minimize the times when available WWS power is less than
demand and, when generation capacity does exceed inflexible
supply, to provide power to produce hydrogen for flexible
transportation and heating/cooling uses. The optimal system
design and operation will vary spatially and temporally, but in
general will have the lowest-cost combination of long-distance
interconnection/transmission, energy storage, and hydrogen
production that reliably satisfies intelligently managed (and
economically efficient) demand.
The private cost of generating electricity from onshore wind
power is less than the private cost of conventional, fossil-fuel
generation, and is likely to be even lower in the future. By 2030, the
social cost of generating electricity from any WWS power source,
including solar photovoltaics, is likely to be less than the social cost
of conventional fossil-fuel generation, even when the additional
cost of a supergrid and V2G storage (probably on the order of
$0.02/kWh, for both) is included. The social cost of electric
transportation, based either on batteries or hydrogen fuel cells,
is likely to be comparable to or less than the social cost of
transportation based on liquid fossil fuels.
Of course, the complete transformation of the energy sector
would not be the first large-scale project undertaken in US or world
history. During World War II, the US transformed motor vehicle
production facilities to produce over 300,000 aircraft, and the rest
of the world was able to produce an additional 486,000 aircraft
(http://www.taphilo.com/history/WWII/Production-Figures-W
WII.shtml). In the US, production increased from about 2000 units
in 1939 to almost 100,000 units in 1944. In 1956, the US began work
on the Interstate Highway System, which now extends for 47,000
miles and is considered one of the largest public works project in
history (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interstate_Highway_System).
The iconic Apollo Program, widely considered one of the greatest
engineering and technological accomplishments ever, put a man on
the moon in less than 10 years. Although these projects obviously
differ in important economic, political, and technical ways from the
project we discuss, they do suggest that the large scale of a
complete transformation of the energy system is not, in itself, an
insurmountable barrier.
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We recognize that historically, changes to the energy system,
driven at least partly by market forces, have occurred more slowly
than we are envisioning here (e.g., Kramer and Haigh, 2009).
However, our plan is for governments to implement policies to
mobilize infrastructure changes more rapidly than would occur if
development were left mainly to the private market. We believe
that manpower, materials, and energy resources do not constrain
the development of WWS power to historical rates of growth for
the energy sector, and that government subsidies and support can
be redirected to accelerate the growth of WWS industries. A
concerted international effort can lead to scale-up and conversion
of manufacturing capabilities such that by around 2030, the world
no longer will be building new fossil-fuel or nuclear electricitygeneration power plants or new transportation equipment using
internal-combustion engines, but rather will be manufacturing
new wind turbines and solar power plants and new electric and
fuel-cell vehicles (excepting aviation, which will use liquid hydrogen in jet engines). Once this WWS power-plant and electricvehicle manufacturing and distribution infrastructure is in place,
the remaining stock of fossil-fuel and nuclear power plants and
internal-combustion-engine vehicles can be retired and replaced
with WWS-power-based systems gradually, so that by 2050, the
world is powered by WWS.
To improve the efficiency and reliability of a WWS infrastructure, advance planning is needed. Ideally, good wind, solar, wave,
and geothermal sites would be identified in advance and sites
would be developed simultaneously with an updated interconnected transmission system. Interconnecting geographically dispersed variable energy resources is important both for smoothing
out supplies and reducing transmission requirements.
The obstacles to realizing this transformation of the energy
sector are primarily social and political, not technological. As
discussed herein, a combination of feed-in tariffs, other incentives,
and an intelligently expanded and re-organized transmission
system may be necessary but not sufficient to enough ensure rapid
deployment of WWS technologies. With sensible broad-based
policies and social changes, it may be possible to convert 25% of
the current energy system to WWS in 10–15 years and 85% in
20–30 years, and 100% by 2050. Absent that clear direction, the
conversion will take longer.

Appendix A.1. Estimates of $/kw capital costs and total amortized
+ operating $/kwh costs for various generating technologies
A.1.a. Discussion of estimates based on the EIA reference-case
parameters
To validate our cost-calculation method, we can compare our
estimates of generation costs based on the EIA’s parameter values,
in Tables A.1a and A.1b, with what the EIA actually calculates in the
National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) (Table A.1e).
The estimates in Table A.1e are based on the EIA’s NEMS full internal
calculation of the average generation costs for all plants in the given
year, whereas the estimates Table A.1a are based on our calculations
using EIA’s reported parameters for new power plants in the given year.
For three reasons, we cannot (easily) calculate average generation costs
to check against EIA’s results: we do not have data for all of the
generation types in NEMS; we do not have data on plants that are not
new; and we do not know the EIA’s complete calculation methodology.
Nevertheless, we can show that our estimates of generation costs based
on EIA parameters are consistent with the EIA’s calculated average
generation costs for 2008, but not with the average generation costs in
2030 (Tables A.1a and A.1b versus Table A.1e).
In Table A.1a, we estimate that according to EIA’s cost parameters,
new coal-fired generation in the year 2008 costs 6.5 cents/kWh, new
hydro costs 5.2 cents/kWh, and new advanced gas costs 9.6 cents/
kWh. Allowing that older gas and coal plants have slightly higher fuel
costs than do new plants because they are less efficient, but also have
lower capital costs, and assuming 5.0 cents/kWh for nuclear, we
estimate an approximate average generation cost in 2008 of 6.7 cents/
kWh, based on the actual generation by fuel type reported by the EIA
(2009a). This is close to the estimate calculated by NEMS (Table A.1e).
However, we cannot reproduce the EIA results for 2030. On the
one hand, the EIA parameter values shown in Table A.1b indicate
that capital costs decline from 2008 to 2030, and that fuel prices
remain roughly constant but efficiency increases, which means that
the fuel cost component also decreases. Thus, the EIA parameter
values indicate declining total generation costs, which is what we
have calculated in of Table A.1b (compare Table A.1b results with
Table A.1a results). Yet the EIA’s actual cost calculations in NEMS,
shown in Table A.1e, indicate that average costs rise from 2008 to
2030. We cannot explain this discrepancy.
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In this appendix we estimate the cost of electricity transmission
on land, in dollars per kWh of electricity into the local electricity

Table A.1a
Estimates of generation costs using EIA (2009a, 2009b, 2009c, 2009d) parameter values, for 2008 (year 2007 $/kWh).
Technology

New coal
scrubbed
IGCC coal
IGCC coal/CCS
NG advanced CC
NG adv. CC/CCS
Geothermal
Hydropower
Wind onshore
Wind offshore
Solar thermal
Solar PV

Input parameters

Calculated results
Fixed
O&M
($/kW/year)

Fuel
($/106-BTU)

Capital
cost
($/kW)

Cap.
factor (%)

Life
(years)

Variable
O&M
($/kWh)

2058

74

20

0.0046

27.53

1.93

2378
3496
948
1890
1711
2242
1923
3851
5021
6038

74
74
42
42
90
65
38
40
31
21

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

0.0029
0.0044
0.0020
0.0029
0.0000
0.0024
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

38.67
46.12
11.70
19.90
164.64
13.63
30.30
89.48
56.78
11.68

1.93
1.93
8.87
8.87
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Levelized
initial cost
($/kWh)

Periodic
costs
($/kWh)

Total
cost
($/kWh)

37

$0.038

$0.027

$0.065

39
32
51
40
100
100
100
100
100
100

$0.044
$0.065
$0.031
$0.062
$0.026
$0.047
$0.069
$0.132
$0.222
$0.393

$0.026
$0.032
$0.065
$0.085
$0.021
$0.005
$0.009
$0.026
$0.021
$0.006

$0.070
$0.097
$0.096
$0.146
$0.047
$0.052
$0.078
$0.157
$0.243
$0.400

Fuel effic.
(%)
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Table A.1b
Estimates of generation costs using EIA (2009a, 2009b, 2009c, 2009d) parameter values, for 2030 (year 2007 $/kWh).
Technology

Input parameters

Calculated results

Capital
Cap.
Life (years) Variable
Fixed
Fuel
Fuel effic. Levelized initial Periodic costs Total cost
cost ($/kW) factor (%)
O&M ($/kWh) O&M ($/kW/year) ($/106-BTU) (%)
cost ($/kWh)
($/kWh)
($/kWh)
New coal scrubbed
IGCC coal
IGCC coal/CCS
NG advanced CC
NG adv. CC/CCS
Geothermal
Hydropower
Wind onshore
Wind offshore
Solar thermal
Solar PV

1654
1804
2533
717
1340
3942
1920
1615
2859
3082
3823

78
78
78
46
46
90
55
46
40
31
21

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

0.0046
0.0029
0.0044
0.0020
0.0029
0.0000
0.0024
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

27.53
38.67
46.12
11.70
19.90
164.64
13.63
30.30
89.48
56.78
11.68

2.04
2.04
2.04
8.34
8.34
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

39
46
41
54
46
100
100
100
100
100
100

$0.029
$0.032
$0.045
$0.021
$0.040
$0.061
$0.048
$0.048
$0.098
$0.136
$0.249

$0.026
$0.024
$0.028
$0.058
$0.070
$0.021
$0.005
$0.008
$0.026
$0.021
$0.006

$0.056
$0.056
$0.073
$0.079
$0.110
$0.081
$0.053
$0.056
$0.123
$0.157
$0.255

Notes for Tables A.1a and A.1b: Cap. factor¼ capacity factor; Fuel effic.¼fuel efficiency; IGCC ¼integrated gasification combined cycle; CCS ¼carbon capture and sequestration;
CC¼ combined cycle; PV ¼photovoltaic.
Capital costs in 2008 and 2030 are from Table 8.13 of the EIA’s Assumptions to the Annual Energy Outlook 2009 EIA (2009b). The capital costs are ’’total overnight costs,’’ and
include project contingency, technological optimism factors, and learning factors. Costs pertain to projects online in the given year. In year-2007 dollars. (The 2010 edition of
the EIA’s Assumptions to the Annual Energy Outlook (EIA, 2010c)) – which came out after we completed our analysis – does not have a Table 8.13, and also reports values for
different time periods than is done in the 2009 edition, so a direct comparison with the 2009-edition values shown here is not possible. However, the overnight costs for WWS
technologies shown in Table 8.2 of the 2010 edition of the EIA’s Assumptions to the Annual Energy Outlook (EIA, 2010c) are approximately the same, in real dollars, as the
overnight costs shown in Table 8.2 of the 2009 edition.)
For comparison, Johnson and Solomon (2010) report that it costs $3.4 million to purchase, transport, and install a 1.65 MW Vestas wind turbine at a small college in the US. This
is $2060/kW, very close to the EIA estimate for wind in 2008 shown in Table A.1a.
Wiser and Bollinger (2008, 2009, 2010) show that capacity-weighted average installed wind-power project costs, including turbine purchase and installation, balance of plant,
and any expenses for interconnections and collecting substations, have increased from about $1550/kW in 2002 to $1950/kW in 2008 and $2120/kW in 2009, due mainly to a
near doubling of turbine prices over the period. Wiser and Bollinger (2008, 2010) state that turbine prices have increased because of increased material and energy prices, the
declining value of the dollar relative to the Euro, more sophisticated designs, shortages in certain components, and greater manufacturer profit. Of these, only higher energy
prices are likely to continue to put significant upward pressure on turbine costs in the long run. As Wiser and Bolinger (2010) note: ‘‘Some of the cost pressures facing the
industry in recent years (e.g., rising materials costs, the weak dollar, and turbine and component shortages) have eased since late 2008. As a result, there are expectations that
average installed costs will decline over time’’ (p. 45).
The US DOE (2008a) study of 20% wind power in the US uses a consultant report that estimates that estimates that wind costs $1650/kW in 2010 and $1480/kW in 2030
(2006 USD).
Musial and Ram (2010) report that total capital costs of offshore wind plants commissioned between 1991 and 2006 ranged from $1300 to $2800/kW, with a capacityweighted average of $2273/kW. (The capital cost includes the turbine, the electrical infrastructure including cables to onshore substations, support structures, logistics and
installation, project development and permitting, regularly scheduled maintenance, and other costs.) Between 2007 and 2009 capital costs rose to average of $3544/kW, and
projects proposed for 2010–2015 have an estimated capacity-weighted average cost of $4259/kW (US 2008$). Most of the reasons for the increase in the capital costs of
offshore wind plants are the same as the reasons, discussed above, for the increase in the capital costs of onshore wind plants: fluctuations in exchange rates, supply-chain
bottlenecks, higher profit margins, and higher raw material prices, but also increased awareness of technical risks, and increasing complexity of projects. However, Musial and
Ram (2010) write that ‘‘significant cost declines are plausible based on the historical behavior of other new industries, including land-based wind’’ (p. 122). We thus expect that
with progress in technological development and under normal market conditions, capital costs for offshore wind will decline in the future.
Boccard (2010) estimates investment costs of $3080/kW for nuclear, $2100/kW for coal (similar to the EIA value in Table A.1a), $840/kW for gas (comparable to EIA’s estimate
in Table A.1a), and $1540/kW for onshore wind (somewhat lower than EIA’s estimate for onshore wind in Table A.1a) (converting his Euros to US dollars at 1.4 dollars/Euro).
Wiser et al. (2009) report that the installed cost of large (500–750 kW) PV systems in the US in 2008 was $6500/kW, just slightly higher than the EIA’s estimate. The average
cost in Germany for all systems (including small systems) was $6100/kW, the same as the EIA’s estimate.
Capacity factors for renewables are from Table 13.2 of the EIA’s Assumptions to the Annual Energy Outlook 2009 EIA 2009b). The EIA shows values for the year 2012 (which we use
for 2008) and the year 2030. Here, capacity factor for coal and natural gas for 2008 are assumed to be equal to actual average capacity factors for coal and NG in 2007, as
reported in Table A6 of the EIA’s Electric Power Annual 2007 (2009d). Capacity factors for coal and natural gas for 2030 assumed to be 5% (coal) or 10% (NG) higher than in 2007,
because the EIA (2009d) data indicate that the capacity factor is increasing over time. (In the 2010 edition of the EIA’s Assumptions to the Annual Energy Outlook (EIA, 2010c), the
capacity factors for geothermal, photovoltaic, and solar thermal are the same as in the 2009 edition; the capacity factors for hydropower are lower in the out years than in the
2009 edition; and the capacity factors for onshore and offshore wind are slightly higher than in the 2009 edition.)
Lifetime based on this statement in EIA’s NEMS documentation: ’’Technologies are compared on the basis of total capital and operating costs incurred over a 20-year period’’
(EIA, 2009c, p. 5).
Variable O&M and fixed O&M are from Table 8.2 of the EIA (2009b). The EIA shows only one set of values; we assume these are the same in 2030 and 2008. In year-2007 dollars.
Note that Table 8.2 reports ‘‘fixed O&M,’’ in units of $/kW, but according to private communications from EIA staff, the correct units are $/kW/year. (The O&M values in the 2010
edition of the EIA’s Assumptions to the Annual Energy Outlook (EIA, 2010c) are approximately the same, in real dollars, as the 2009-edition values, except that the fixed O&M cost
for offshore wind is about 5% lower than the 2009 value shown here.)
For comparison, Johnson and Solomon (2010) report that a typical price for a new maintenance contract for their 1.65 MW Vestas turbine is $50,000 per year, or $30.3/kW/year,
which is exactly the figure used by the EIA in Tables A.1a and A.1b, suggesting that the EIA used the same source of information. Wiser and Bollinger (2008, 2009) report that
large wind projects installed after 2000 have an O&M cost of $0.009/kWh, the same as the EIA estimate. The US DOE (2008a) study of 20% wind power in the US uses a
consultant report that estimates that estimates that wind has a fixed O&M cost of $11.5/kW-year, and a variable cost of $0.0055/kWh in 2010 and $0.0044/kWh in 2030;
together, these amount to about $0.008/kWh, close to the EIA estimate. Boccard (2010) assumes that O&M costs are 2% of investment costs for coal, gas, oil, and onshore wind;
the EIA estimates of ‘‘fixed’’ O&M costs in Table A.1a are slightly lower, around 1.5% of investment costs.
Musial and Ram (2010) state that O&M costs for offshore wind are two to three times higher than those of land-based systems (p. 116); the EIA estimates here are that the O&M
costs for offshore wind are three times higher than those of land-based systems.
Fuel costs for coal and natural gas used in the electricity sector are from Table 3 of EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook (EIA, 2009a).
Combustion efficiency is calculated from heat rates shown in Table 8.2 of the EIA (2009b). (The heat rates in the 2010 edition of the EIA’s Assumptions to the Annual Energy
Outlook (EIA, 2010c) are the same.) That Table shows the rate in 2008 and the rate for the ’’nth-of-a-kind plant,’’ which we assume applies to the year 2030. (Elsewhere in that
report, the EIA states that ’’heat rates for fossil-fueled technologies are assumed to decline linearly through 2025’’ (EIA 2009b, p. 88).) We assume that BTUs are based on higher
heating values, which is the EIA’s usual convention.
Discount rate estimate is based on the EIA’s estimate of the weighted average cost of capital (WACC). In Fig. 9 of the documentation for the electricity module of the National
Energy Modeling System (NEMS), the estimated WACC is shown to be about 10.4% in 2008 and 10.2% in 2030 (EIA, 2009c). We assume a value of 10.3%.
Periodic costs comprise variable O&M, fixed O&M, and fuel cost.
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Table A.1c
Estimates of generation costs using alternative values for lifetime and discount rate, for 2008 (year 2007 US$/kWh).
Technology

New coal scrubbed
IGCC coal
IGCC coal/CCS
NG advanced CC
NG adv. CC/CCS
Geothermal
Hydropower
Wind onshore
Wind offshore
Solar thermal
Solar PV

Input parameters

Calculated results

Capital
cost ($/kW)

Cap. factor
(%)

Life
(years)

Variable
O&M ($/kWh)

Fixed
O&M ($/kW)

Fuel
($/106-BTU)

Fuel effic.
(%)

Levelized initial
cost ($/kWh)

Periodic
costs ($/kWh)

Total
cost ($/kWh)

2058
2378
3496
948
1890
1711
2242
1923
3851
5021
6038

74
74
74
42
42
90
65
38
40
31
21

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

0.0046
0.0029
0.0044
0.0020
0.0029
0.0000
0.0024
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

27.53
38.67
46.12
11.70
19.90
164.64
13.63
30.30
89.48
56.78
11.68

1.93
1.93
1.93
8.87
8.87
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

37
39
32
51
40
100
100
100
100
100
100

$0.026
$0.030
$0.044
$0.021
$0.042
$0.018
$0.032
$0.047
$0.089
$0.149
$0.265

$0.027
$0.026
$0.032
$0.065
$0.085
$0.021
$0.005
$0.009
$0.026
$0.021
$0.006

$0.052
$0.055
$0.076
$0.086
$0.126
$0.038
$0.037
$0.056
$0.114
$0.170
$0.271

Table A.1d
Estimates of generation costs using alternative values for lifetime, discount rate, and WWS capital cost, for 2030 (year 2007 US$/kWh).
Technology

New coal scrubbed
IGCC coal
IGCC coal/CCS
NG advanced CC
NG adv. CC/CCS
Geothermal
Hydropower
Wind onshore
Wind offshore
Solar thermal
Solar PV

Input parameters

Calculated results

Capital
cost ($/kW)

Cap. factor
(%)

Life
(years)

Variable
O&M ($/kWh)

Fixed
O&M ($/kW)

Fuel
($/106-BTU)

Fuel effic.
(%)

Levelized initial
cost ($/kWh)

Periodic
costs ($/kWh)

Total cost
($/kWh)

1654
1804
2533
717
1340
3942
1920
1143
2023
2181
2705

78
78
78
46
46
90
55
46
40
31
21

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

0.0046
0.0029
0.0044
0.0020
0.0029
0.0000
0.0024
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

27.53
38.67
46.12
11.70
19.90
164.64
13.63
30.30
89.48
56.78
11.68

2.04
2.04
2.04
8.34
8.34
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

39
46%
41
54
46
100
100
100
100
100
100

$0.020
$0.022
$0.030
$0.014
$0.027
$0.040
$0.032
$0.023
$0.047
$0.065
$0.118

$0.026
$0.024
$0.028
$0.058
$0.070
$0.021
$0.005
$0.008
$0.026
$0.021
$0.006

$0.046
$0.045
$0.058
$0.072
$0.097
$0.061
$0.037
$0.030
$0.072
$0.086
$0.125

Notes for Tables A.1c and A.1d. All parameter values the same as in Tables A.1a and A.1b, except that the discount rate is 7% (rate recommended by OMB (2003) and used here in
V2G analysis (Appendix A.3); similar to the value used in Fthenakis et al. (2009), the lifetime is 30 years (as assumed in Fthenakis et al., 2009; Johnson and Solomon, 2010, and
in the most recent version of the EIA’s AEO (EIA, 2010b)), and, in the 2030 case, the capital costs for wind and solar are about 30% lower, following the EIA’s ‘‘falling costs’’ case
(EIA, 2009b, Table 8.13). See the US DOE (2008a) and Cohen et al. (2008) for discussions of potential technological improvements and cost reductions for wind turbines.

Table A.1e
EIA (2009a) NEMS breakdown of electricity prices (year-2007 cents/kWh).

Generation
Transmission
Distribution

Year 2008

Year 2030

6.5
0.7
2.3

6.9
0.9
2.3

distribution system. Table A.2a shows the parameters in our
calculation and our low-cost, mid-cost, and high-cost assumptions.
Table A.2a also explains the bases of our assumptions, except in the
case of the $/MWTS-km unit transmission cost, which is the most
important and uncertain parameter and which we discuss in
detail next.
We estimate costs for long-distance, high voltage ( ! 500 +kV)
DC transmission, for a system with 100% WWS power.

A.2.a. Separate estimates of the cost of the transmission lines and the
cost of station equipment
In our analysis, presented in Table A.2a, the main cost parameters are the cost of the transmission lines, towers, and land, in
dollars per MW of transmission-system (not wind-farm) capacity,
per km of transmission distance ($/MWTS-km), and the cost of the
station equipment (transformers, power conditioners, converters,

filters, switches, etc.) per MW of transmission-system capacity ($/
MWTS). In this section, we review estimates of these costs. In the
next section, we review estimates of the cost of the entire system –
lines, towers, station equipment – and use these to calibrate our
parameter estimates.
Table A.2b presents detailed estimates of transmission-system
cost parameters from Bahrman (2006). By comparison, Cavallo
(2007) reports that an HVDC line in Canada cost $680/kV-km, or
$0.34 million/km for 500 kV, with converter stations and filter
banks costing $320 million. Hauth et al. (1997) (cited by De Carolis
and Keith, 2006; Greenblatt et al., 2007) assume a value of $0.33
million/km for 408 kV HVDC transmission, including land and
construction cost but not including engineering, legal, and other
costs, which they claim could double the line cost (although this
seems unlikely to us), and $452 million for a converter station for a
500 kV, 3000 MW station (costs in about 1995 USD). Weigt et al.
(2010) write that overhead transmission lines – apparently they
mean 500 kV HVDC lines—typically cost 0.25–0.45 million Euro per
km, or about $0.3–$0.6 million USD per km, and that converter
stations cost about $200 million (USD). These estimates of line costs
($0.3—$0.6 million/km) are substantially lower than Bahrman’s;
the estimates of station-equipment costs ($200–$452 million) are
somewhat lower than but overlapping with Bahrman’s (2006)
(Table A.2b). On the other hand, in their recent detailed assessment
of the costs of integrating 20–30% wind power in the Eastern
Interconnection region of the US (basically the eastern half of the
country), EnerNex (2010) assumed a total cost of $3.7 million/km
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Table A.2a
The cost of electricity transmission (year 2007 US$).
Component

Low

Mid

High

Source of estimate and notes

Transmission-line cost ($/MWTS-km)

200

280

340

1200

1600

2000

125,000

150,000

Table A.2b and discussion in the appendix text. This is the cost per MW of
transmission system capacity. Includes land, towers, and lines, but no
station equipment.
Our assumptions. Note that this is the distance beyond what is typical in
a conventional electricity transmission system.
Table A.2b and discussion in Appendix A.2 text.

4000

4000

Extra transmission distance in supergrid (km)

Reference cost for station equipment (transformers, 100,000
power conditioners, converters, etc.), at reference
power ($/MWTS,REF)
Reference transmission-system power (for
4000
reference station-equipment cost) (MWTS,REF)
Exponent b on power in station-equipment cost
0.75
function

0.75

0.75

Power capacity of transmission system (MWTS)
Ratio of MW capacity of transmission system to MW
capacity of served wind farms (MWTS/MWWC)

5000
70%

5000
80%

5000
90%

Wind capacity factor (%)
Electricity loss in transmission line (%/1000-km, at
rated line capacity)

45%
3%

38%
4%

33%
6%

Average transmission current (fraction of current at
rated capacity)

40%

40%

40%

Electricity loss in station equipment (% of average
power)

1.3%

1.5%

1.8%

Lifetime until replacement or major
overhaul—transmission towers and lines (years)

70

60

50

Lifetime—station equipment (years)

30

30

30

Maintenance cost (percent of capital cost, per year)

Discount rate (%/year)

1.0

1.0

1.5

3%

7%

10%

Capital cost of line, land, and tower ($/MWTS)
240,000
Capital cost of station equipment ($/MWTS)
118,000
Capital cost of transmission system ($/MWTS-km)
299

448,000
148,000
372

680,000
177,000
429

Total cost of extra transmission ($/kWh)

0.003

0.012

for 800 kv HDVC and $2.4 million/km for 400 kV HVDC, including
converter terminals and communications (2004 USD). If the line
cost is 74% of this, it is $2.8 and $1.7 million/km, roughly twice the
figures estimated by Bahrman (Table A.2b).
Bresesti et al. (2007) estimate that converters cost 0.11 million
Euros per MW, or about $430 million for a 3000-MW system, which
is similar to Bahrman’s (2006) estimate (Table A.2b). (Bahrman’s

Table A.2b and discussion in Appendix A.2 text.
The station-equipment cost function is $/MWTS ¼$/MWTS,REF.(MWTS/
MWTS,REF)b. De Alegrı́a et al. (2009) show that the cost of transformers,
switchgear, and underwater cables do increase with increasing power,
but not quite linearly. For example, in their work the cost of
transformers, in million Euros, is equal to the 0.003227P0.75, where P is
power.
Our assumptions.
In a study of adding up to 35% wind and solar power in the western
interconnection region of the US, GE Energy (2010) assumed that only
0.7 MW of new transmission was added for each 1.0 MW of remote
generation, on the grounds that ‘‘that all remote renewable generation
sites would rarely be at maximum output simultaneously’’ (p. 32).
See Table A.1 and endnote.
According to Siemens (2010), the losses from a 6.4 GW, 800 kV DC line
are 3.5%/1000-km, and the losses from a 3 GW, 500 kV DC line are 6.6%/
1000-km. Bahrman (2006) estimates slightly lower losses (Table A.2b).
Because the main transmission losses are proportional to the square of
the load current (Nourai et al., 2008), the actual losses are calculated
here by multiplying the loss at the rated-capacity current by the square
of the actual current as a percent of rated (Negra et al., 2006). The actual
current fraction depends on the capacity of the line relative to the
capacity of the generators, the fraction of zero-current time, and other
factors.
Bahrman (2006) says that converter station losses are 0.75% per station,
and assumes that total substation (transformer, reactors) losses are 0.5%
of rated power. Hauth et al. (1997) assume that converter losses for
HVDC are 1% of the converter rating, but this is based on older
technology. Bresesti et al. (2007) assume that converter losses are 1.8% at
full power. De Alegrı́a et al. (2009) write that converter losses are 1–2%.
Negra et al.’s (2006) detailed evaluation of HVDC transmission losses for
wind systems finds that converter station losses are 1.4–1.6% of the
annual output of the connected wind farm. (The converter station
includes converters, transformers, filters, smoothers, auxiliary and
protection equipment.)
Information from Chan (2010), the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) (2010), Quest Reliability (2010), and Rimmer (2010) suggest a life
of at least 50 years for towers and lines.
Energy Resources International (1999) states that ‘‘the lifetime of HVDC
components (rectifiers, invertors, thyristors and DC circuit breakers) is
about 30 years’’.
Chan (2010) says that in his experience, 1% is typical, but 2% would be
ideal. We assume this applies to lines and station equipment. Bresesti
et al. (2009) assume that the yearly maintenance costs for substations
are 0.4% of investment costs.
The OMB (2003) recommends a range of 3–7% (see Table A.3a). As
discussed in notes to Table A.1, the EIA’s NEMS estimates a weightedaverage cost of capital power-plant construction of about 10%
(EIA, 2009c)).

This quantity is calculated for comparison with estimates of total
transmission-system capital cost in other studies

0.032

estimates of station costs include transformer, filters, and other
equipment as well as converters, but converters probably account
for more than 90% of the total (de Alegrı́a et al., 2009).) In summary,
estimates of transmission-line costs for ! 500 KV, ! 3000 MW HVDC
systems span a wide range, from about $0.3 million/km to about $2.0
million/km, and estimates of station-equipment costs for the same
size system range from about $200 million to about $500 million.
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Table A.2b
Cost of HVDC transmission (based on Bahrman, 2006).
500 kV bipole

2–500 kV bipoles

600 kV bipole

800 kV bipole

Inputs (from Bahrman, 2006)

3000
$0.99
$420
1207
193

4000
$0.99
$680
2414
134

3000
$1.12
$465
1207
148

3000
$1.21
$510
1207
103

$331
$140,000
$1200
$1620
$447
74%
5.3%

$249
$170,000
$2400
$3080
$319
78%
1.4%

$373
$155,000
$1350
$1815
$501
74%
4.1%

$404
$170,000
$1463
$1973
$545
74%
2.8%

Rated power (MW)
Transmission line cost (million $/km)
Total station cost (million $)
Transmission distance (km)
Losses at full load (MW)
Calculated results (our calculations)
Transmission line cost ($/MW-km)
Station equipment cost ($/MW)
Transmission line cost (million $)
Total cost including station equipment (million $)
Total cost including station equipment($/MW-km)
Transmission line cost as a percentage of totala
Losses (% of power per 1000 km/at rated capacity)

a
The percentage is slightly higher for AC lines. Bahrman’s (206) estimates indicate 82% for 500 kV AC and 87% for 765 kV AC. American Electric Power (2010) assumes 83%
for 765 kV AC lines.

A.2.b. Estimates of the total transmission-system cost
There are several comprehensive estimates of the total $/MW-km
cost of transmission systems (including station equipment as well as
lines, towers, and land). We can compare these estimates with the
total cost that results from our assumed line cost and our assumed
station-equipment cost. As a starting point, we note that the total
transmission-system costs that result from Bahrman’s assumptions
(2006) are $320/MWTS-km to $550/MWTS-km (Table A.2b).
Denholm and Sioshansi (2009) collected historical transmission
cost data from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, and
plotted the cost per MW-km (in 2008 USD) versus the MW line
capacity for about 40 AC and DC transmission-line projects. For all
projects the costs ranged from $200/MW-km to $1400/MW-km,
with most below $1000/MW-km. Cost decreased with increasing
line capacity, which is expected, because higher voltage (higher
capacity) lines generally have a lower cost per unit of capacity. The
six projects with a line capacity of 3 GW or greater (corresponding
to 500 KV DC or 765 kV AC, according to Siemens, 2010) cost
between $200 and $400/MW-km. It is not clear whether the MWkm unit in the denominator refers to MW of wind capacity or MW
of line capacity, but assuming that the two are roughly equal
(following Mills et al., 2009b assumption that ‘‘new transmission is
sized to exactly the size required by the incremental generation
added in a particular scenario’’ (p. 28)), these figures correspond to
$200 and $400/MWTS-km.
The EIA’s (2009f) documentation of the renewable fuels module
of the National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) assumes ‘‘an
increment to capital cost to account for the cost of maintaining and
expanding the transmission network’’ (p. 49) to connect wind
turbines to the grid: about $130/kWWC in 7 ‘‘electric power’’
regions of the US, $150/kWWC in 3 regions, and $230–$320/kWWC
in 3 regions. (The subscript WC refers to wind-farm capacity.) The
costly regions are all in the Western US: the Northwest Power Pool,
the Rocky Mountain Area, and California and Nevada. If one
assumes that these figures correspond to 500–1000-km transmission, and that in the EIA work the transmission-system capacity is
equal to the wind-farm capacity, then the cost range is $130/
MWTS-km to $640/ MWTS-km.
The US DOE (2008) study of 20% wind power in the US in 2030
used the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s WinDS model to
estimate the extent and cost of new transmission lines needed to
support 233 GW of new wind power (another 60 GW of new wind
power was assigned to existing transmission lines) (p. 161). For the
WinDS analysis the US DOE assumed that new transmission
line capacity cost $1600/MW-mile in most areas of the US, and
$1920–$2240/MW-mile (20–40% higher) in a few high-cost regions

(p. 147). (It appears that this cost estimate refers to MW of wind
capacity, as opposed to MW of transmission-system capacity.) The
US DOE (2008) also assumed that the ‘‘typical line is a 200-mile,
230-kV line rated at 170 MV A’’ (p. 188), or 170 MW (ignoring here
the difference between real power and apparent power for AC
transmission). This assumption – $1000/MWWC-km for 170 MWTS
transmission-system capacity – is roughly consistent with the
trends in Denholm and Sioshansi (2009), which indicate $300/MWkm for 3000 MWTS, about $600/MW-km for 1500 MWTS, and about
$800/MW-km for 500 MWTS.
The GE Energy (2010) study of up to 35% wind and solar power in
the western interconnection region of the US also assumed a total
transmission-system cost of $1600/MW-mile.
The US DOE’s (2008) WindDS simulation estimated that 33
million MWWC-miles (p. 161) (53 million MWWC-km) of wind
transmission on 12,650 miles of new transmission lines costing $60
billion (p. 98) would be needed for the 233 GW of new wind power
not using existing transmission lines. This amounts to $258/kWWC
and $1132/MWWC-km. The result of $1132/MWWC-km is consistent with their stated assumption of a cost of $1000/MWWC-km in
most regions and a cost 20–40% higher in a few regions (see the
previous paragraph).
In a ‘‘derivative effort associated with the’’ US DOE (2008) study
of 205 wind power in 2030, American Electric Power (AEP, 2010;
Smith and Parsons, 2007) estimates that 19,000 miles (30,600 km)
of 765 kV AC lines supporting 200–400 GW of new wind capacity
in the US would cost $60 billion (2007 USD), including station
integration, DC connections, and other related costs. This amounts
to $150/kWWC to $300/kWWC, which is consistent with estimates in
Mills et al. (2009b) and the EIA (2009f). AEP (2010) assumed a total
cost of $3.1 million/mile ($1.9 million/km) (including station
cost, etc.) for 765 kV AC lines with a load of at 3600–7200 MW,
which indicates a cost of $260/MWTS-km (at 7200 MW capacity) to
$530/MWTS-km (at 3600 MW capacity). This is only slightly higher
than the figures from Denholm and Sioshansi (2009), which
indicate that three 3800–4000-MW-capacity AC lines have a cost
of $400/MW-km, and one has a cost of $200/MW-km.
In the WinDS model, the ‘‘base case’’ assumption is that new
transmission lines cost $1000/MW-mile (National Renewable
Energy Laboratory, 2010a), or about $600/MW-km. It appears that
the MW in the MW-km term in the denominator refers to the
capacity of the transmission line itself.
Parsons et al. (2008) review wind integration studies in Europe,
and find that the cost of ‘‘reinforcing’’ the grid to accommodate new
wind power ranged from 35–160h/kW (in 2008 Euros), or about
$50–$250/kW. (Presumably, the kW in the denominator refer to
kW of wind.) If transmission distances in Europe are half of those in
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the US – say, 250–500 km – then these figures correspond to $100/
MWWC-km to $1000/MWWC-km.
Mills et al. (2009b) provide the most comprehensive analysis of the
cost of transmission for wind power. Mills et al. (2009b) reviewed 40
detailed transmission studies, and divided the total transmission cost
estimated in the study by the total amount of incremental generation
capacity served by the transmission. The estimated cost ranges from 0
to $1500/MW, but most of the studies have a cost below $500/kW, and
the median cost is $300/kW. They also found that ‘‘the studies with
the largest additions of wind energy tend to have relatively low unit
costs of transmission, indicating that the economies of scale effect
may contribute to lower costs among our study sample’’ (Mills et al.,
2009b, p. ix). (The economies-of-scale effect is the decrease in unit
cost as the transmission voltage increases.)
Table 2 of Mills et al. (2009b) shows the length of new transmission in each study, along with the total cost of the transmission, the
voltage, and the total incremental GW added. Dividing the total cost
by the total incremental generation and the length of new transmission yields a range of $8–$1800/MW-km. However, as noted above, it
is likely that in most cases the actual average transmission length per
MW is less than the total length of new transmission, in which case
the calculated $/MW-km figure is less than what would be calculated
on the basis of the average transmission length.
These studies indicate that HVDC transmission at 500 kV and at
least 3500 MWTS or more costs in the range of $200/MW-km to
$500/MW-km. Note that this includes the cost of station equipment.

A.2.c. Discussion of results
The results of our analysis are shown in Table A.2a. For comparison, the EIA (2009a), Table A8) estimates $0.009/kWh average

transmission cost for all generation in the US. NREL’s WinDS model
interactive database estimates that the full levelized cost of new
transmission segments dedicated to connecting wind sites to the
existing grid (at the point where the grid has adequate capacity)
ranges from $0.001/kWh to about $0.03/kWh, depending mainly on
the wind-output capacity factor and the distance from the wind farm
to the grid (National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2010b). The rough
average appears to be on the order of $0.01/kWh. The levelized costs
in WinDS are calculated from a detailed GIS database, as follows
(National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2010a).
‘‘The GIS analysis begins with more than 400,000 wind resource
sites and more than 15,000 transmission lines of 69 kV or larger.
The size and length of the existing transmission lines are used to
estimate their full capacity in MW considering thermal and
stability limits. The GIS optimization then minimizes the total
cost (including both generation and the construction of transmission line segments connecting the wind site to the grid) of filling
the remaining capacity (after conventional generation use of the
lines is considered) of the existing lines with wind generation.
The results of the GIS-based optimization are used to construct
the supply curves shown in our interactive database. In these
curves, the cost is only the levelized cost of building the
transmission segment from the wind site to the grid (i.e., the
cost of generation has been subtracted from the total levelized
cost used in the optimization)’’.
Our results in Table A.2a are consistent with the WinDS results.
Finally, note that when we add our estimate of transmission cost
to our estimate of wind-farm-installation cost, we have a complete
estimate of the cost of electricity into the distribution system, with
no double counting or omission. As mentioned in Appendix A.1,

Table A.3a
Calculation of the $/kWh Cost of V2G cycling of EV Batteries (Year 2007 US$).
BEV

PHEV

Part 1: inputs
30
10

200/300
5.0
10,000

300/400
4.5
5000
1.6/2.1

5500/3500
15/30
80%
250
20%/10%
50
0.2/0.8
7.0/3.0

90.0%,
94.4%,
96.0%,
99.5%
0.04/0.11

150
20

Parameter

Basis

Discharge capacity of the battery to 100% DoD (kWh discharged)

Lund and Kempton (2008) assume a 30-kWh battery in their
analysis of V2G for Denmark. 10 kWh is a typical size for a PHEV
battery
Estimates in and discussion of Table A.3b
Based on AVCEM, Kromer and Heywood (2007), for a mid-size BEV
Our assumptions
Low is based on ratio of retail to OEM cost in Santini (2010); high is
from AVCEM
Table A.3b
Table A.3b
Standard DoD for measuring cycle life
We assume 5 h total labor at $50/h

Low/high estimate of OEM cost of replacement battery ($/kWh)
Efficiency of vehicle on battery (mi/kWh-battery-discharge)
Annual distance on battery (miles/year).
Low-cost/high-cost ratio of retail cost to manufacturing cost
Low-cost/high-cost cycle life (to 80% DoD)
Low-cost/high-cost calendar life (years)
DoD in battery cycle life tests (%)
Service cost of installing new battery and removing old battery and
deploying it in non-automotive applications ($)
Low-cost/high-cost estimate of value of old battery in NAAs after end
of useful life as a motor-vehicle battery (% of total retail cost)
Hedonic cost of battery replacement ($)
V2G cycling by utility: average fraction of a standard cycle to 80%
DoD, per day*.
Low-cost/high-cost discount rate with respect to battery costs and
V2G electronics and infrastructure (%/year)
Charger efficiency, battery charge/discharge efficiency, inverter
(battery-to-grid) efficiency, electricity distribution efficiency

Low/high estimate of cost of electricity delivered to residential
sector to make up for electricity lost by V2G cycling ($/kWh)
Cost of extra electronics and infrastructure to manage V2G system,
per vehicle ($).
Life of V2G electronics, infrastructure (years)

There are several potential NAAs for old Li-ion batteries (Burke,
2009), but it is not clear how long they will last in secondary uses
Our assumption
Our assumption
Range recommended by OMB (2003). The high end is the
opportunity cost of capital in the US private sector; the low end is
an estimate of the ‘‘social’’ discount rate
Values from AVCEM except distribution efficiency, which is our
assumption

Low assumes only some generation costs are affected; high
assumes the long-run marginal cost of electricity to residential
sector (EIA, 2010a))
Our assumption, based on the discussion in Kempton and Tomic
(2005b)
Our assumption

*In the PHEV case, high-cost case also is 80%. AVCEM ¼ Advanced Vehicle Cost and Energy-Use Model (Delucchi, 2005). OMB¼ Office of Management and Budget; NAA¼nonautomotive application. DoD ¼ depth of discharge.
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supergrid increases from 1.2 to 1.4 cents/kWh. This does not materially
affect our conclusions.
Note that the cost of connecting offshore wind farms to onshore
substations is included in estimates of the capital cost of offshore
wind projects (Musial and Ram, 2010).

Wiser and Bolinger (2008) report that estimates of wind-farminstallation cost typically include expenses for interconnections
and collecting substations at the wind farm. According to Mills et al.
(2009b), estimates of transmission-system costs generally include,
or are assumed to include, the cost of power conditioners, DC
inverters, and substations along or at the end of the transmission
line, as well as the cost of the transmission line itself. Thus, our
estimates combined account for all major equipment costs up to
the point where the high-voltage transmission system ties into the
distribution network.

Appendix A.3. The cost of using electric-vehicle batteries for
distributed electricity storage (‘‘vehicle-to-grid’’)
In this appendix, we present a simple but robust calculation of
the cost of allowing an electric utility to use the consumer’s
electric-vehicle (EV) battery as a form of distributed electricity
storage. With this system, known as ‘‘vehicle-to-grid,’’ or V2G, the
utility charges EV batteries with low-cost WWS power generation
in excess of end-use demand, and then withdraws the power from
the batteries when WWS generation is less than end-use demand.
We estimate the cost of this V2G system as the difference
between the total annualized-cost stream in a world in which there
is V2G and the total annualized-cost stream in a world in which
there is not V2G, with all else the same. We will divide this
difference in annualized cost by the amount of electricity sent to
the battery charger for V2G cycling rather than to actual end use, to
produce an estimate of dollars of cost difference due to V2G cycling
per kWh of electricity diverted to V2G.
With this method, we must identify the cost streams that are
different in a V2G world compared with a no-V2G world, and choose
the discount rate appropriate for annualizing costs in this context.
In general, four cost streams will be different in a V2G world
compared with a no-V2G world. First, the extra V2G chargedischarge cycling of the vehicle battery may hasten the depletion
of the discharge capacity of the battery and shorten the period
between battery replacements, which will increase the frequency
of expenditures on new batteries and on disposal or redeployment
of old batteries. Second, if batteries that have lost too much
discharge capacity for vehicle use can be deployed in non-automotive applications (NAAs) at lower cost than can other alternatives, then these batteries still will have value at the end of their
automotive life, and the change in the frequency of vehicle battery
replacement due to V2G cycling will change the frequency of

A.2.d. Note on cost of undersea transmission
Some plans for ‘‘supergrids,’’ particularly in Europe, involve highvoltage transmission undersea (Jah, 2010).To make a rough estimate
of the cost of undersea transmission, we assume that only the
transmission line cost ($/MWTS-km) and the transmission distance
(km) are different for undersea transmission compared with landbased transmission, and that all of the other parameters in the
analysis of Table A.2a are the same as for land-based transmission.
Hauth et al. (1997) estimate that a 500-MW, 400-kV HVDC
submarine cable costs $0.63 million/km, including installation, or
$1260/MW-km, and that a 408 kV dc cable on land costs $0.538
million/mi, or $334/MW-km assuming 1000 MW. Thus, in Hauth
et al., undersea cables cost about 4 times as much as land cables.
Consistent with this, Weigt et al. (2010) report that land transmission lines typically cost 250–450 million Euros per 1000 km – but
they assume 600 million because of ‘‘NIMBY problems – and state
that sea cables cancost ‘‘up to’’ 2500 million Euros per 1000 km. If the
lower end of the cost range of sea cables is half of this, then sea cables
can cost 2 times to 10 times as much as land lines.
With these considerations, we assume that sea cables cost 2 times
(low-cost case), 4 times (mid-cost case), or 6 times (high-cost case) as
much per MW-km as land lines. Based on Weigt et al (2010), we
assume that undersea transmission distances are half those of landtransmission. The calculated undersea transmission-system costs are
$0.003/kWh (low-cost case), $0.021/kWh (mid-cost case), and $0.082/
kWh (high-cost case). If up to 25% of long-distance transmission in a
supergrid is undersea, the mid-range total extra transmission cost in a

Table A.3a
Calculation of the $/kWh Cost of V2G cycling of EV batteries.
BEV

PHEV

No V2G
Low

V2G
High

Low

No V2G

V2G

High

Low

High

Low

High

Part 2: calculated values
9600
18,900
9600
15.0
30.0
15.0

18,900
9.3

4,800
15.0

8400
25.2

4800
15.0

8400
8.1

7980

17,310

7980

17,310

4140

7860

4140

7860

176%
0

143%
0

176%
2062

32%
8249

56%
0

111%
0

56%
687

27%
2750

n.a.

n.a.

0.000

0.154

n.a.

n.a.

0.000

0.238

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

0.007
0.008
0.014

0.001
0.021
0.176

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

0.015
0.008
0.022

0.004
0.021
0.263

Cost of replacement battery ($)
Lifetime of battery in vehicle use (based on calendar life or cycling to 80%
DoD) (years)
Cost of battery replacement, including new battery cost with installation,
removal of old battery, net of value of old battery in NAAs
Discount rate for the period of time equal to the battery life (%/period)
Electricity diverted to V2G cycling, measured at input to battery charger, per
year (based on cycling normalized to 80% DoD) (kWh-sent-to-batterycharger/year)
Components of the cost of V2G cycling, per kWh diverted to V2G cycling
($/kWh-sent-to-battery-charger)
Annualized cost of present value of change in battery-replacement and
disposal frequency, due to V2G cycling*
Annualized cost of extra electronic and infrastructure
Cost of replacing electricity lost in charge/discharge cycling
Total cost per kWh diverted to V2G cycling

V2G¼ vehicle-to-grid, OEM ¼original equipment manufacturer, DoD ¼depth of discharge, n.a. ¼ not applicable.
*See the discussion in Appendix A.3.
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redeployment of vehicle batteries in NAAs and hence change the
associated stream of benefits.
Third, a V2G world may have more electronics and infrastructure
for managing V2G operations than is needed just for charging
batteries in a no-V2G world. Finally, a small amount of electrical
energy is lost during V2G charge-discharge cycling, which means
that if final demand is the same in a V2G world as in a no-V2G world,
then in the V2G world a bit more electricity must be generated to
make up for the V2G losses and meet the same demand.
We estimate all four costs. We combine the first (battery
replacement cost) and the second (benefit of redeployment in
NAAs) because the benefit of redeploying the battery in NAAs
occurs at about the same time as does the cost of buying a new
battery, and so can be treated as a negative cost that reduces the net
cost of battery replacement.
We adopt the perspective of a utility or similar entity that is
responsible for installing and maintaining the V2G electronics and
infrastructure, for redeploying to NAAs batteries that are too
depleted for further automotive use, and for transferring to other
vehicles batteries that have adequate capacity at the end of life of
the original vehicle. We assume that at the end of the life of the
vehicle, the battery will be removed and used either in another
vehicle or in NAAs, in the V2G scenario and the no-V2G scenario,
and that the cost of this will be the same in both scenarios and
hence can be ignored in our analysis (which is concerned only with
cost differences between the scenarios).

Table A.3a shows all of the parameters we specify to estimate the
four cost streams, the bases of our assumptions regarding parameter
values, and the calculated results. Because the results depend on the
size of the battery, we present two cases: one for a relatively small
battery, as might be used in a plug-in hybrid EV (PHEV), and one for a
relatively large battery for an all-electric battery EV. For each case,
we show low-cost and high-cost assumptions for battery costs,
battery calendar life, battery cycle life, battery value in NAAs, V2G
cycling, the discount rate, and electricity cost, where ‘‘low cost’’ and
‘‘high cost’’ refer to the effect of the parameter on the final $/kWh
figure, not to the numerical value of the parameter itself. We assume
lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery technology.
The annualized cost of the present value of the change in batteryreplacement and disposal frequency is calculated by first taking the
present value of the series of battery replacement costs, and then
annualizing this present value. This two-step procedure is necessary
whenever the period of battery replacement is different from the
annualization period (which is one year). Fortunately, the formulae
involved reduce conveniently to a simple expression. First, the
annualized cost of battery replacement ANNBR is calculated over
some number of years n at an annual discount rate rA, given a
calculated present value of the battery-replacement-cost stream PVBR:
ANNBR ¼ PVBR rA ð1#ð1þ rA Þ#n Þ#1
The present value of the battery-replacement-cost stream PVBR
is calculated on the basis of the periodic battery-replacement cost

Table A.3b
Manufacturing cost and life of lithium batteries.
Part 1: estimates from Burke and Miller (2009)

kWh

OEM cost ($/kWh)a

Cycle life (deep)b

Graphite/LiNiCoAlO2 (NCA)

10.1
20.2
9.4
18.7
7.2
14.4

279
205
302
222
403
310

2000–3000
2000–3000
4 3000
4 3000
4 5000
4 5000

Graphite/LiFePO4 (LFP)
Lithium titanate/LiMnO2 (LMO)

Part 2: estimates from Kalhammer et al. (2007)
Battery type
Li-ion
Positive electrode
NCA
Application
EV
Cycle life (DoD)
43200 (80%)
Calendar life (years)c
412
OEM cost ($/kWh)d
210–330

Li-ion
NCM
EV
! 3000
410
210–330

Li-ion
NCA
HEV
4400,000 (shallow)
420
350–860

Li-ion
NCM
HEV
! 3000 (80%)
410
350–860

NiMH

NiMH

EV
42000 (80%)
48
290–420

HEV
4150,000 (shallow)
48
470–960

OEM ¼original equipment manufacturer, NCA ¼ LiNiCoAl, NCM ¼LiNiCoMn, EV application is high energy, medium power, HEV application is high power, medium energy.

a
The cost estimates by Burke and Miller (2009) are based on detailed cost modeling performed by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). Nelson et al. (2009) provide details
on the ANL modeling, and report their own estimates of the manufacturing cost at high volumes of production:

4.3 kWh
17.1 kWh

NCA

LFP

LMO

393
202

422
231

428
281

As one would hope, these are similar to the ANL-model estimates reported by Burke and Miller (2009). Barnett et al. (2009) also perform detailed modeling of the
manufacturing cost of small (! 6 kWh) Li-ion batteries for PHEVs, in high volume, using current technology, and estimate that costs range from $264/kWh to $710/kWh, with a
base-case point estimate of $360/kWh. Amjad et al. (2010) cite a recent study that shows battery cost versus production volume; that study indicates that at high volumes, Liion and NiMH batteries cost about $300/kWh. Andersson et al. (2010) cite three studies in support of an assumption that Li-ion batteries cost $200–$500/kWh in mass
production. All of these estimates are similar.
b
By comparison, in the Peterson et al. (2010b) tests described above the cycle life of lithium iron phosphate at 80% DoD exceeded 5000. Amjad et al. (2010) also cite a 2003
study that shows that a Li-ion battery has a cycle life of ! 2500 at 80% DoD, and that a nickel metal-hydride (NiMH) battery has a cycle life of ! 3500 at 80% DoD, but these data
are much older than the Burke and Miller (2009) and Peterson et al. (2010b) data. Zhang and Wang (2009) report that an automotive Li-ion battery with a LiNiO2 cathode
achieved 5250 deep cycles with a loss of 18% capacity.
c
Kalhammer et al. (2007) conclude that Li-ion batteries should have a calendar life of at least 15 years. Sun et al. (2009) report on the development of a high-energy cathode
material that ‘‘should eventually lead to advanced lithium-ion batteries that meet the PHEV requirements’’ (p. 323) including a 15-year calendar life. Kromer and Heywood
(2007) show a graph, adapted from another study, that indicates that a LiFePO4 cell loses only 5–15% of its capacity (depending on temperature) after 15 years of open-circuitvoltage storage at 50% state of charge.
d
Estimate of manufacturing cost at 100,000 batteries per year or 2500 MWh/year. Cost range depends mainly on energy storage capacity of battery; the bigger the battery,
the lower the $/kWh cost.
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PMTBR, the discount rate rBR corresponding to the period PBR
between battery replacements, and the total number of battery
replacements over the time n, which is n/PBR:
#1

#1
PVBR ¼ PMTBR ð1#ð1þ rBR Þ#ðnPBR Þ ÞrBR

The discount rate rBR corresponding to the period PBR between
battery replacements is
rBR ¼ ð1 þrA ÞPBR #1
Substituting this expression for rBR into one of the rBR terms in
the expression for PVBR yields
#1

#1
#1
PVBR ¼ PMTBR ð1#ð1 þ ð1þ rA ÞPBR #1Þ#ðPUPBR Þ ÞrBR
¼ PMTBR ð1#ð1 þ rA Þ#P ÞrBR

Finally, substituting this new expression for PVBR into the
annualization expression:
#1
#1
rA ð1#ð1 þ rA Þ#P Þ#1 ¼ PMTBR rA rBR
ANNBR ¼ PMTBR ð1#ð1 þ rA Þ#P ÞrBR

Thus, the annualized cost is just the periodic replacement cost
multiplied by the ratio of the annual discount rate to the batteryreplacement-period discount rate.
The results of our analysis, shown in Table A.3a, Part 2, show that
the annualized cost of V2G cycling of EV batteries can span a fairly
wide range, from $0.01/kWh to over $0.26/kWh. As one would
expect, this uncertainty is due almost entirely to uncertainty
regarding the annualized cost of the present value of the change
in battery replacement, which can range from zero to $0.24/kWh.
By contrast, the annualized cost of the V2G electronics and
infrastructure and the cost of replacing electricity lost in charge/
discharge cycling is only $0.01/kWh to $0.02/kWh.
The most important and uncertain determinant of the annualized battery-replacement cost is the interaction between the
calendar life of the battery and the cycle (or use) life of the battery
as a result of driving and V2G cycling. Generally, a battery is
considered to be unsuitable for further vehicle use when it has
irreversibly lost 20% of its energy-discharge capacity. A battery can
lose capacity because of self-discharge – a function of temperature,
state-of-charge, and time (Yazami and Reynier, 2002) – or because
of degradation of the cell (in the form of a loss of active lithium,
with Li-ion batteries) due to cycling (Liu et al., 2010). The time to
irreversible loss of 20% capacity due to self-discharge is the
‘‘calendar life,’’ and the number of charge/discharge cycles to
irreversible loss of 20% capacity is the ‘‘cycle life.’’ As discussed
in the notes to Table A.3b, Li-ion batteries have a cycle life of 3500 to
more than 5000 (at 80% DoD), and a calendar life of at least 15 years,
which is a typical vehicle lifetime (Davis et al., 2009). It is possible –
and this is the key point – that a Li-ion battery will reach the end of
its calendar life, due to self-discharge, before it has been charged
and discharged (cycled) the maximum number of times. If this is
the case, then more frequent charging and discharging of the
battery prior to the end of the calendar life will not cause the battery
to reach the end of its life sooner, so long as the total number of
cycles still remains under the maximum. If the battery does not
reach the end of its life sooner, it does not need to be replaced
sooner, which means that, in this scenario, there is no ‘‘cost’’ to
cycling the battery more. And this is precisely the situation in the
low-cost case analyzed here: in the V2G scenario as well as the noV2G scenario, the battery reaches the end of its life due to
irreversible self-discharge, not due to cycling. When the calendar
life rather than the cycle life is binding, V2G cycling does not change
the frequency of battery replacement and hence has zero batteryreplacement cost.
In the high-cost case, the calendar life is no longer binding, so
V2G cycling does increase the frequency of battery replacement.
The frequency of replacement and hence the associated replacement cost is sensitive to assumptions regarding the impact of V2G
cycling on battery life. In Table A.3a, we implicitly assume that V2G
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cycling (to a given DoD) causes the same degradation of battery
capacity as does charge/discharge cycling during driving (to the
same DoD). However, in reality the cycle life depends on the voltage
and current of the charge/discharge cycle, and these will be
different in V2G cycling than in charging and discharging during
driving. Hence, it is likely that in reality, V2G cycling to a given DoD
will not cause the same degradation of battery capacity as will
charge/discharge cycling during driving. We therefore present here
an alternative, more realistic calculation of the battery-replacement cost of V2G when V2G and driving have different effects on
degradation of battery capacity.
Peterson et al. (2010b) investigated this issue in detail, cycling
the A123 systems ANR26650M1 LiFePO4 cells used in the PHEV
Hymotion battery pack. They found that the charge-discharge
patterns of typical driving deteriorated the battery more than did
V2G cycling. They developed alternative measures of this deterioration: 0.0060% of capacity lost per normalized watt-hour used
for driving, and 0.0027% of capacity lost per normalized watt-hour
used for V2G. (A normalized watt-hour is equal to the actual watthours withdrawn divided by the watt-hour capacity of the battery
at 100% DoD.) We use these alternative measures (in place of the
assumptions about battery cycle life in Table A.3a, but with all else
the same), along with the standard assumption that the battery has
reached the end of its life when it has lost 20% of its capacity, to
perform an alternative calculation of the cost of V2G cycling.
In this alternative, more realistic analysis, the high-end batteryreplacement cost of V2G cycling is $0.037/kWh for the battery-EV
(versus $0.154/kWh in the Table A.3a), and $0.088/kWh for the
PHEV case (versus $0.238/kWh in Table A.3a). (The low-end costs
are the same as in Table A.3a – zero – because in the low-cost case
the calendar life is binding, and the costs of electronics and
infrastructure and lost electricity are the same as in Table A.3a.)
Because in this alternative analysis the capacity degradation due to
V2G cycling is much less than that due to driving, the battery is
replaced less frequently than in Table A.3a, and as a result the cost
of V2G cycling is much less than in Table A.3a.
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Abstract
This study presents roadmaps for each of the 50 United States to reduce demand and convert
their all-purpose energy infrastructures (for electricity, transportation, heating/cooling, and
industry) to ones derived entirely from wind, water, and sunlight (WWS) generating
electricity and electrolytic hydrogen while maintaining jobs and low energy prices. The
numbers of devices, footprint and spacing areas, energy costs, numbers of jobs, air pollution
and climate benefits, and policies needed for the conversions are provided for each state.
The plans contemplate all new energy powered with WWS by 2020, about 80-85% of
existing energy replaced by 2030, and 100% replaced by 2050. Electrification plus modest
efficiency measures would reduce each state’s end-use power demand by a mean of 37.6%
with ~85% of this due to electrification and ~15% due to end-use energy efficiency
improvements. Remaining 2050 all-purpose end-use U.S. power demand would be met with
~31% onshore wind, ~19% offshore wind, ~29.6% utility-scale photovoltaics (PV), ~8.6%
rooftop PV, ~7.5% concentrated solar power (CSP), ~1.3% geothermal power, ~0.37%
wave power, ~0.13% tidal power, and ~2.5% hydroelectric power. Over the U.S. as a whole,
converting would provide ~5 million 40-year construction jobs and ~2.4 million 40-year
operation jobs for the energy facilities alone, the combination of which would outweigh the
~3.9 million jobs lost. Converting would also eliminate ~62,000 (19,000-116,000) of
today’s U.S. air pollution premature mortalities/year and avoid ~$510 (158-1,155)
billion/year in today’s U.S. health costs, equivalent to ~3.15 (0.98-7.13) percent of the 2012
U.S. gross domestic product. Converting would further eliminate ~$730 billion/year in 2050
global warming costs due to U.S. emissions. The health cost savings to the U.S. plus the
climate cost savings to the world due to U.S. emission reductions would equal the cost of
installing a 100% WWS U.S. system within ~11.0 (7.3-15.4) years. The conversion to WWS
should stabilize energy prices since fuel costs would be zero. On the other hand, because the
fuel costs of fossil fuels rise over time, a WWS infrastructure in 2050 would save the
average U.S. consumer $4,500/person/year compared with the 2050 energy cost of fossil
fuels to perform the same work. Health and climate cost savings due to WWS would be
another $3,100/person/year benefit, giving a total cost savings in 2050 of
$7,600/person/year due to WWS. The new footprint over land required for converting the
1

U.S. to WWS for all purposes is equivalent to ~0.44% of the U.S. land area, mostly in
deserts and barren land, before accounting for land gained from eliminating the current
energy infrastructure. The spacing area between wind turbines, which can be used for
multiple purposes, including farmland, ranchland, grazing land, or open space, is equivalent
to 1.7% of U.S. land area. Grid reliability can be maintained in multiple ways. The greatest
barriers to a conversion are neither technical nor economic. They are social and political.
Thus, effective polices are needed to ensure a rapid transition.
Keywords: Renewable energy; air pollution; global warming; sustainability
1. Introduction
This paper presents roadmaps to convert each of the 50 U.S. states’ all-purpose (electricity,
transportation, heating/cooling, and industry) energy infrastructures to ones powered by
wind, water, and sunlight (WWS). Existing energy plans in many states address the need to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution, keep energy prices low, and foster jobs.
Goals in many states are limited to partial emission reductions by 2050. The roadmaps
proposed here outline not only how existing goals can be reached but also how more
aggressive goals, namely eliminating 80-85% of present-day greenhouse gas and air
pollutant emissions by 2030 and 100% by 2050 can be reached while growing the number
of jobs and stabilizing energy prices.
Each roadmap is similar in outline to those recently developed for New York, California,
and Washington State (Jacobson et al., 2013; 2014a,b). However, future energy demand, the
numbers of WWS generators needed to meet such demand, and proposed policy measures
are developed here uniquely for each state. The roadmaps also include originally-derived (1)
state-by-state air-pollution mortality numbers and costs based on pollution data from all
monitoring stations in each state, (2) a determination of state-by-state rooftop areas and
potential solar PV installation over residential and commercial/government buildings and
associated carports, garages, parking lots, and parking structures, (3) potential job creation
and loss by state, (4) estimates of the future cost of energy and of avoided global-warming
costs by state, and (5) footprint and spacing areas needed for WWS generators in each state.
This paper further provides a transition timeline, energy efficiency measures, and proposed
first steps.
2. How the Technologies Were Chosen
The WWS energy technologies chosen are existing technologies ranked the highest among
several proposed energy options for addressing pollution, public health, global warming,
and energy security (Jacobson, 2009). That ranking study concluded that, for electricity;
wind, concentrated solar power (CSP), geothermal, solar photvoltaics (PV), tidal, wave, and
hydroelectric power, all WWS technologies, were the best overall options. For
transportation, battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (HFCVs),
where the hydrogen is produced by electrolysis from WWS electricity were ranked the
highest. BEVs with fast charging or battery swapping would power long-distance, light-duty
transportation. Heavy-duty transportation would be carried out by BEV-HFCV hybrids.
Heating/cooling would be powered primarily by electric heat pumps (ground-, air-, or watersource) with some electric-resistance heating. High-temperature industrial processes would
be powered by electricity and combusted electrolytic hydrogen.
2

Hydrogen fuel cells would be used only for transportation, not for electric power generation
due to the inefficiency of that application for HFCVs. Although electrolytic hydrogen for
transportation is less efficient and more costly than is electricity for BEVs, some segments
of transportation may benefit from the use of hydrogen fuel cells (e.g., ships, aircraft, longdistance freight). These plans also include energy efficiency measures but not nuclear
power, coal with carbon capture, liquid or solid biofuels, or natural gas for the reasons
discussed in Jacobson and Delucchi (2011) and Jacobson et al. (2013).
3. Change in U.S. Power Demand upon Conversion to WWS
Table 1 summarizes the calculated state-by-state end-use power demand by sector in 2050 if
conventional fuel use continues along a business-as-usual (BAU) trajectory. It also shows
the new demand upon a conversion to a 100% WWS infrastructure (zero fossil fuels,
biofuels, or nuclear fuels). The table was derived from a spreadsheet of annually averaged
end-use power demand data as in Jacobson and Delucchi (2011). All end uses that feasibly
could be electrified were assumed to use WWS power directly, and remaining end uses
(some heating, high-temperature industrial processes, and some transportation) were
assumed to use WWS power indirectly in the form of electrolytic hydrogen (hydrogen
produced by splitting water with WWS electricity). End-use power excludes losses incurred
during production and transmission of the power.
Under these roadmaps, electricity requirements increase, but the use of oil and gas for
transportation and heating/cooling decreases to zero. Further, the increase in electricity use
due to electrifying all sectors is much smaller than is the decrease in energy embodied in the
gas, liquid, and solid fuels that the electricity is replacing because of the high efficiency of
electricity for heating and electric motors. As a result, end use power demand decreases
significantly in a WWS world (Table 1).
Table 1. 1st row of each state: estimated 2050 total end-use power demand (GW) and percent of total demand
by sector if conventional fossil-fuel, nuclear, and biofuel use continue from today to 2050 under a business-asusual (BAU) trajectory. 2nd row of each state: estimated 2050 total end-use power demand (GW) and percent
of total demand by sector if 100% of BAU end-use all-purpose delivered power demand in 2050 is instead
provided by WWS. The number in the first row of the “% Change” column for each state is the percent
reduction in total 2050 BAU power demand due to assumed end-use energy efficiency measures; the number
in the second row of the “% Change” column is the overall percent change in total 2050 demand due to a
conversion from BAU to WWS and accounts not only for the end-use energy efficiency reduction, but also for
demand reductions due to electrification, which is more efficient than combustion, as well as smaller demand
reductions due to the removal of energy use for the upstream production of fuels (e.g., mining and processing).
2050
2050
2050
2050
2050
% Change
Residential Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Total alldue to
demand (%
demand
demand
demand
purpose
(upper) endof total)
(% of total)
(% of total)
(% of total)
end-use
use efficpower
iency and
demand
(lower) all
(GW)
efficiencies
Alabama
13.2
8.6
42.1
36.1
53.3
-5.0
17.2
12.3
53.2
17.3
34.9
-34.5
Alaska
6.3
7.8
50.7
35.2
27.9
-5.1
7.7
10.5
65.3
16.5
17.8
-36.4
Arizona
18.2
15.4
14.5
51.9
55.5
-5.6
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Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

27.2
14.8
19.4
14.6
20.8
19.2
24.1
29.4
38.6
21.3
28.3
17.5
27.7
17.5
24.4
7.2
13.4
18.0
23.4
21.7
26.6
14.7
18.2
11.7
14.0
16.6
20.1
14.4
19.1
4.7
5.7
16.7
21.4
22.7
31.1
28.4
37.1
24.8
30.8
17.2
21.2
12.7
17.3
21.5
29.7
17.2
22.3
14.1
16.8
19.2
26.4
23.9
33.8

25.0
11.5
16.0
11.6
18.9
12.5
17.9
18.4
27.0
18.0
26.2
14.1
23.7
11.1
17.6
8.8
17.6
11.3
15.7
13.6
19.0
9.1
12.4
9.8
12.7
11.1
15.4
9.0
12.9
3.4
4.5
12.2
16.7
20.2
30.8
16.6
24.3
15.4
21.5
13.1
18.0
8.8
13.1
14.3
21.9
13.4
18.7
11.3
14.9
14.2
21.4
16.1
25.1

20.2
35.9
46.5
23.5
33.9
29.8
39.2
9.3
12.8
20.3
26.4
14.3
20.3
25.2
35.1
19.5
31.5
33.1
42.3
30.0
38.0
45.4
55.5
51.4
61.4
39.7
48.0
38.4
49.7
72.0
80.6
35.6
45.6
11.7
15.5
12.0
17.2
22.9
29.7
35.1
44.4
35.8
47.2
19.3
26.2
32.0
40.0
44.7
54.6
20.6
29.0
12.0
16.8

27.6
37.9
18.1
50.3
26.4
38.5
18.8
42.9
21.6
40.4
19.0
54.1
28.3
46.2
23.0
64.5
37.4
37.7
18.6
34.7
16.4
30.7
13.9
27.1
11.8
32.6
16.5
38.2
18.3
19.9
9.2
35.5
16.3
45.4
22.7
43.0
21.3
36.9
17.9
34.6
16.4
42.7
22.4
44.9
22.2
37.3
19.0
29.9
13.7
46.0
23.2
48.0
24.3

32.2
32.7
21.0
279.7
157.5
50.0
31.6
21.8
13.3
7.1
4.4
160.0
91.3
99.5
59.4
8.5
4.3
17.6
11.3
110.5
70.8
79.8
52.7
42.2
29.9
32.2
21.3
49.5
31.5
135.5
95.0
13.8
8.9
42.9
25.6
41.8
25.1
76.8
48.7
60.6
39.2
33.5
20.9
51.6
31.0
12.1
7.6
23.4
15.9
27.2
16.2
9.9
5.7

-42.0
-5.4
-35.8
-5.6
-43.7
-6.0
-36.8
-6.4
-39.2
-5.7
-38.0
-5.4
-42.9
-5.5
-40.4
-4.8
-49.7
-5.6
-35.5
-6.1
-35.9
-5.2
-34.0
-5.4
-29.2
-5.7
-33.9
-5.0
-36.3
-4.6
-29.9
-5.3
-35.1
-6.0
-40.3
-6.4
-40.0
-6.4
-36.6
-5.7
-35.3
-5.3
-37.6
-5.8
-40.0
-5.8
-36.6
-5.4
-32.1
-5.7
-40.5
-5.7
-42.2
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New Jersey

20.0
18.3
10.6
51.1
75.5
-6.3
28.3
29.3
15.1
27.3
41.7
-44.8
New Mexico
14.4
11.8
35.5
38.3
20.5
-5.5
18.6
16.8
45.7
18.9
13.0
-36.8
New York
28.1
25.4
9.3
37.2
93.4
-6.6
35.1
35.2
11.8
17.9
59.4
-36.4
North Carolina
20.3
15.1
21.6
43.0
81.9
-5.5
27.9
22.7
28.8
20.6
50.9
-37.9
North Dakota
8.7
8.2
56.2
26.9
13.5
-5.1
10.8
11.2
64.0
14.0
9.3
-31.2
Ohio
20.0
13.1
31.0
35.9
99.5
-5.8
25.2
18.3
39.7
16.8
63.5
-36.2
Oklahoma
14.0
10.1
38.9
36.9
46.3
-5.5
17.9
14.3
49.2
18.6
29.9
-35.4
Oregon
17.8
12.8
23.3
46.1
33.0
-5.6
25.0
19.6
32.3
23.0
19.9
-39.8
Pennsylvania
20.4
13.0
30.1
36.5
102.4
-5.8
25.8
18.3
37.8
18.1
65.2
-36.3
Rhode Island
29.1
17.6
13.6
39.7
6.2
-6.4
37.2
25.6
17.6
19.6
3.8
-38.5
South Carolina
15.0
10.3
30.5
44.1
45.2
-5.0
21.1
15.9
41.7
21.2
27.7
-38.7
South Dakota
12.3
10.2
45.0
32.5
11.1
-5.4
15.1
13.9
55.5
15.5
7.4
-33.2
Tennessee
17.6
11.8
28.3
42.2
63.8
-5.4
24.2
17.7
37.6
20.5
39.3
-38.4
Texas
8.0
6.9
54.8
30.3
469.0
-4.8
10.4
9.9
65.5
14.2
304.6
-35.0
Utah
18.3
14.3
26.0
41.5
28.3
-6.0
23.4
20.8
34.5
21.3
17.3
-38.9
Vermont
26.9
14.9
13.0
45.2
4.7
-5.8
37.4
22.5
18.0
22.1
2.8
-40.5
Virginia
19.0
16.1
18.9
46.0
74.1
-5.5
26.6
24.9
25.6
22.9
44.4
-40.0
Washington
16.2
12.3
26.9
44.6
67.7
-5.4
22.5
18.8
36.6
22.0
40.8
-39.8
West Virginia
16.7
11.2
38.2
33.9
18.1
-5.7
21.2
15.1
45.8
17.9
12.0
-33.4
Wisconsin
20.2
13.8
31.2
34.7
51.1
-5.8
25.3
19.0
39.8
15.8
33.1
-35.2
Wyoming
6.9
7.8
55.2
30.1
15.3
-5.0
8.2
10.3
65.4
16.1
10.5
-31.7
United States
16.0
11.9
33.0
39.1
3077.3
-5.5
21.1
17.4
42.5
19.0
1921.3
-37.6
Values were calculated as in Jacobson and Delucchi (2011) using EIA (2012d) end-use demand data. The U.S.
population was 308,745,538 in 2010 and is projected to be 363,584,000 in 2030 and 399,803,000 in 2050
(USCB, 2013), giving U.S. population growth as 29.5% from 2010 to 2050.

In 2010, U.S. all-purpose, end-use power demand was ~2.37 TW (terawatts, or trillion
watts). Of this, 0.43 TW (18.1%) was electric power demand. End-use power excludes
losses incurred during production and transmission of the power. If the U.S. follows the
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business-as-usual (BAU) trajectory of the current energy infrastructure, all-purpose end-use
demand is expected to grow to 2.79 TW in 2030 and 3.08 TW in 2050 (Table 1).
A conversion to WWS by 2050 is calculated here to reduce U.S. end-use power demand and
the power required to meet that demand by ~37.6%. About 5.5 percentage points of this
reduction is due to modest energy-conservation measures and another relatively small
portion is due to the fact that conversion to WWS reduces the need for upstream coal, oil,
and gas mining and processing of fuels, such as petroleum or uranium refining. The
remaining and major reason for the reduction is that the use of electricity for heating and
electric motors is more efficient than is fuel combustion for the same applications (Jacobson
and Delucchi, 2011). Also, the use of WWS electricity to produce hydrogen for fuel cell
vehicles, while less efficient than the use of WWS electricity to run BEVs, is more efficient
and cleaner than is burning liquid fossil fuels for vehicles (Jacobson et al., 2005; Jacobson
and Delucchi, 2011). Combusting electrolytic hydrogen is slightly less efficient but cleaner
than is combusting fossil fuels for direct heating, and this is accounted for in Table 1.
The percent decrease in power demand upon conversion to WWS in Table 1 is greater in
some states (e.g., Hawaii, Florida, New Jersey, California, and Arizona) than in others (e.g.
Louisiana, Iowa, and Wyoming). The reason is that the transportation-energy share of the
total in the states with the large reductions is greater than in those with the small reductions.
Efficiency gains from electrifying transportation are greater than are efficiency gains from
electrifying other sectors.
4. Numbers of Electric Power Generators Needed and Land-Use Implications
How many WWS power plants or devices are needed to power each state for all purposes
assuming end use power requirements in Table 1 and accounting for electrical transmission
and distribution losses? Table 2 provides a U.S. summary of the state-by-state future
scenarios for 2050 that are given in Table 3. The specific mix of generators presented for
each state in Table 3 is just one set of options. It is likely that, upon actual implementation,
the number of each generator in this mix will shift - e.g., more power plant PV, less rooftop
PV, etc. Table 2 indicates, that in the U.S. average, end-use power could be supplied by
31.0% onshore and 19.0% offshore wind, 29.6% utility-scale PV, 7.5% CSP, 4.7%
residential rooftop PV, 3.9% commercial/government rooftop PV, 1.3% geothermal, 0.37%
wave, 0.13% tidal, and 2.5% hydroelectric.
Table 2. Number, capacity, footprint area, and spacing area of WWS power plants or devices needed to
provide the U.S. total annually-averaged end-use power demand for all purposes in 2050, accounting for
transmission, distribution, and array losses. Individual tables for each state and their derivation are given in
Jacobson et al. (2014c).

Energy
Technology
Onshore wind
Offshore wind
Wave device
Geothermal plant
c
Hydroelectric plant

Rated
power of
one plant
or device
(MW)

5
5
0.75
100
1300

a

Nameplate
capacity of
existing
plus new
plants or
devices
(MW)

Percent of
nameplate
capacity
already
installed
2013

Number of
new plants or
devices
needed for
U.S.

Percent of
U.S. land area
for footprint
of new plants /
devices

Percent of
U.S. land area
for spacing of
new plants /
devices

30.98 1,818,769
18.99
904,726
0.37
33,657
1.29
28,935
2.46
92,816

3.36
0.00
0.00
8.32
95.92

351,547
180,945
44,876
265
4

0.00005
0.00002
0.00026
0.00099
0.02701

1.7057
0.8779
0.0122
0.0000
0.0000

Percent of
2050 power
demand met
by
plant/device

b
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0.00003
0.0004
0.05208
0.0000
0.04032
0.0000
0.23859
0.0000
0.17275
0.0000
Utility CSP plant
0.53
2.60
Total
e
Total new land
0.44
1.71
The number of devices is the end use power demand in 2050 from Table 1 multiplied by the fraction of power
from the source and divided by the annual power output from each device, which equals the rated power
multiplied by the annual capacity factor of the device and accounting for transmission and distribution losses.
The capacity factor is determined for each device in each state as in Jacobson et al. (2014c). The state-by-state
capacity factors for onshore wind turbines in 2050, accounting for transmission and distribution losses, were
calculated from actual 2013 state installed capacity (DOE, 2014) and power output (EIA, 2014g), then
assuming a 15% increase in capacity factor between 2013 and 2050 due to turbine efficiency improvements,
and assuming a range +/-4%. The 2013 U.S. mean capacity factor calculated in this manner (after transmission
and distribution losses) was 30.6%, and the 2050 U.S. mean capacity factor was 35.17%. The highest state
capacity factor in 2050 is estimated to be 45.5%, for Oklahoma; the lowest, 20.5%, for onshore Alabama.
Offshore wind turbines were assumed to be placed in locations with hub-height wind speeds of 8.5 m/s or
higher (Dvorak et al., 2010), which corresponds to a capacity factor before transmission and distribution losses
of ~42.5% for the same turbine. Short- and moderate distance transmission and distribution losses for offshore
wind and all other energy sources treated here were assumed to be 5-10%. Since each state’s plan is selfcontained, extra-long distance transmission was assumed not necessary. However, If it were needed, losses
from it would be 1.4-6% per 1000 km plus 1.3-1.8% in the station equipment (Delucchi and Jacobson, 2011).
Footprint and spacing areas are calculated from the spreadsheets in Jacobson et al. (2014c). Footprint is the
area on the top surface of soil covered by an energy technology, thus does not include underground structures.
a
Total end-use power demand in 2050 with 100% WWS is estimated from Table 1.
b
Total land area for each state is given in Jacobson et al. (2014c).
c
The average capacity factor for hydro is assumed to increase from its current value to 50% (see text). This can
be achieved through retrofits and better management of the hydroelectric resource.
d
The solar PV panels used for this calculation are Sun Power E20 panels. The capacity factors used for
residential and commercial/government rooftop solar production estimates are given in Jacobson et al.
(2014c) for each state. For utility solar PV plants, nominal “spacing” between panels is included in the
plant footprint area. The capacity factors assumed for utility PV are given in Jacobson et al. (2014c).
e
The footprint area requiring new land is equal to the footprint area for new onshore wind, geothermal,
hydroelectric, and utility solar PV. Offshore wind, wave and tidal are in water, and so do not require new
land. The footprint area for rooftop solar PV does not entail new land because the rooftops already exist
and are not used for other purposes (that might be displaced by rooftop PV). Only onshore wind entails
new land for spacing area. The other energy sources either are in water or on rooftops, or do not use
additional land for spacing. Note that the spacing area for onshore wind can be used for multiple purposes,
such as open space, agriculture, grazing, etc.
Tidal turbine
Res. roof PV
d
Com/gov roof PV
d
Solar PV plant

1
0.005
0.1
50
100

0.13
10,687
4.73
641,416
3.89
495,593
29.62 2,923,981
7.54
833,012
100.00 7,783,592

0.00
10,687
0.55 127,573,149
0.36 4,938,184
0.06
58,444
0.00
8,330
2.05
0

Rooftop PV in Table 2 is divided into residential (5-kW systems on average) and
commercial/government (100-kW systems on average). Rooftop PV can be placed on the
existing rooftops or on elevated canopies above parking lots, highways, and structures
without taking up additional undeveloped land. Table 4 and Section 5.2 provide a summary
of projected 2050 rooftop areas by state usable for solar PV on residential and
commercial/government buildings, carports, garages, parking structures, and parking lot
canopies. The rooftop areas in Table 4 limit the distribution of installed rooftop PV for each
state in Table 3. Utility-operated PV power plants are sized, on average, relatively small (50
MW) to allow them to be placed optimally in available locations. While utility-scale PV can
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operate in any state, CSP is assumed to be viable only in states with significant direct solar
radiation.
Onshore wind is assumed to be viable primarily in states with good wind resources (Section
5.1). Offshore wind is assumed to be possible offshore any state with ocean or Great Lakes
coastline, since such offshore resources are also cost effective (Section 5.1). Wind and solar
are the only two sources of electric power that could power the whole U.S. independently on
their own. Averaged over the U.S., wind (~50.0%) and solar (45.74%) are the largest
generators of end-use electric power under these plans. The ratio of wind to solar end-use
power is thus 1.09:1. Both are needed in roughly similar proportions on a large scale to help
ensure reliability of the grid.
Under the roadmaps here, the 2050 installed capacity of hydroelectric, averaged over the
U.S., is assumed to be virtually the same as in 2010, except for small growth in Alaska.
However, existing dams in most states are assumed to run more efficiently for producing
peaking power, thus the capacity factor of dams is assumed to increase (Section 5.4).
Geothermal, wave, and tidal energy expansions are limited in each state by their potentials
(Sections 5.3, 5.5, 5.6, respectively).
Table 3. Percent of 2050 state end-use power demand in a WWS world from Table 1 proposed here to be met
by the given electric power generator. Power generation by each resource in each state is limited by resource
availability, as discussed in Section 5.
State
Onshore Offshore Wave Geoth- Hydro- Tidal
Res
Comm/ Utility
CSP
wind
wind
ermal electric
PV
gov PV
PV
Alabama
5
10
0.08
0
4.69
0.01
4
2.55
63.67
10
Alaska
50
20
1
7
15
1
0.28
0.18
5.54
0
Arizona
19.15
0
0
2
4
0
1.85
13
30
30
Arkansas
43
0
0
0
3.20
0
4.70
3.80
35.30
10
California
25
10
0.50
5
3.50
0.50
8
6
26.50
15
Colorado
55
0
0
3
1
0
5
4.60
16.40
15
Connecticut
5
45
1
0
0.45
0
4
3.35
41.20
0
Delaware
5
65
1
0
0
0.50
5.40
3.85
19.25
0
Florida
5
14.93
1
0
0.03
0.04
15.5
10.8
42.70
10
Georgia
5
35
0.30
0
1.72
0.08
6
4.50
42.40
5
Hawaii
12
16
1
30
0.25
1
14
9
9.75
7
Idaho
35
0
0
15
11.94
0
4.80
3.80
19.46
10
Illinois
60
5
0
0
0.03
0
2.85
2.90
26.22
3
Indiana
50
0
0
0
0.06
0
2.45
2.20
42.79
2.50
Iowa
68
0
0
0
0.24
0
1.75
1.80
25.21
3
Kansas
70
0
0
0
0.01
0
3.20
3
13.79
10
Kentucky
8.45
0
0
0
1.25
0
3.20
2.10
80
5
Louisiana
0.65
60
0.40
0
0.10
0
1.55
1.40
30.90
5
Maine
35
35
1
0
5.83
1
6.40
2
13.77
0
Maryland
5
60
1
0
1
0.03
5.60
5
22.37
0
Massachusetts
13
55
1
0
1.24
0.06
3.90
3.30
22.50
0
Michigan
40
31
1
0
0.50
0
3.50
3.20
18.80
2
Minnesota
60
19
0
0
3
0
2.75
3
10.25
2
Mississippi
5
10
1
0
0
1
2.70
1.85
73.45
5
Missouri
60
0
0
0
0.91
0
5.10
4.40
24.59
5
Montana
35
0
0
9
17.76
0
3
2.30
22.94
10
Nebraska
65
0
0
0
0.88
0
2.50
2.40
19.22
10
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Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
United States

10
40
10
50
10
5
55
45
65
32.5
20
10
5
61
8
50
40
26
10
35
30
45
65
30.98

0
20
55.5
0
40
50
0
10
0
15
3
63
50
0
0
13.9
0
0
50
13
0
30
0
18.99

0
1
0.80
0
0.80
0.75
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0.10
0
0
0.50
0.50
0
0
0
0.37

30
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0.50
8
0
0
0.65
0
0
1
1.29

3.25
4.30
0
0.33
7.50
1.90
2.75
0.08
1.40
21.39
0.65
0
2.40
10.5
3.30
0.10
0.75
50
0.95
26.4
0.40
0.75
1.47
2.46

0
0.50
0.10
0
0.10
0.03
0
0
0
0.05
0.85
0.08
0.30
0
0
0
0
0
0.05
0.30
1
0
0
0.13

15.5
4.95
3.54
6.20
3.80
7.40
1.15
3.20
3.70
5.20
3.40
4.40
4.40
2.10
3.90
3.80
5.30
4.20
4.80
3.95
3
3.30
1.35
4.73

10.5
3.50
2.80
4.20
3.40
5
1.20
3
3
2.80
2.35
3.70
3
2.20
2.50
3.30
5.10
2.80
3.90
2.10
2.20
2.90
1
3.89

15
25.75
27.26
13.27
34.40
24.92
34.90
35.72
16.90
12.06
68.75
17.82
27.60
14.20
75.30
14.30
25.85
17
24.80
18.10
61.40
16.05
20.18
29.62

15.75
0
0
16
0
5
5
3
10
5
0
0
6.30
10
7
14
15
0
5
0
2
2
10
7.54

Transmission for offshore wind, wave, and tidal power will be under water and out of sight.
Transmission within and near onshore wind, solar, geothermal, and hydroelectric farms or
plants is usually underground. Short- and long-distance transmission offsite for all
generators will be along existing pathways to the greatest extent possible, but with enhanced
lines. Methods of increasing transmission capacity without requiring additional rights-ofway or increasing the footprint of transmission lines include the use of dynamic line rating
equipment; high-temperature, low-sag conductors; voltage up-rating; and flexible AC
transmission systems (e.g., Holman, 2011).
Figure 1 shows the additional footprint and spacing areas from Table 2 required to replace
the entire U.S. all-purpose energy infrastructure with WWS by 2050. Footprint area is the
physical area on the ground needed for each energy device. Spacing area is the area between
some devices, such as wind, tidal, and wave turbines, needed to minimize interference of the
wake of one turbine with downwind turbines.
Table 2 indicates that the total new land footprint required for the plans, averaged over the
U.S. is ~0.44% of U.S. land area, mostly for solar PV power plants (rooftop solar does not
take up new land). This does not account for the decrease in footprint from eliminating the
current energy infrastructure, including the footprint for mining, transporting, and refining
fossil fuels and uranium and for growing, transporting, and refining biofuels.
The only spacing over land needed for the WWS system is between onshore wind turbines
and requires ~1.7% of U.S. land. The footprint associated with the spacing is trivial, and the
spacing area can be used for multiple purposes, such as agricultural land, grazing land, and
9

open space. Landowners can thus derive income, not only from the wind turbines on the
land, but also from farming around the turbines.
Figure 1. Additional spacing and footprint areas required, from Table 2, to repower the U.S. state-by-state for
all purposes in 2050. The dots do not indicate the actual location of energy farms. For wind, the small dot in
the middle is footprint on the ground or water (not to scale) and the green or blue is space between turbines
that can be used for multiple purposes. For others, footprint and spacing areas are mostly the same (except tidal
and wave, where only spacing is shown). For rooftop PV, the dot represents the rooftop area needed.

5. Resource Availability
The United States has more wind, solar, geothermal, and hydroelectric resources than is
needed to supply the country’s energy for all purposes in 2050. In this section, U.S. wind,
solar, geothermal, hydroelectric, tidal, and wave resources are examined.
5.1. Wind
Figure 2 shows three-dimensional computer model estimates, derived for this study, of the
U.S. annually averaged capacity factor of wind turbines if they were installed onshore and
offshore. The calculations were performed assuming a RePower 5 MW turbine with a 126m diameter rotor. Results were obtained for a hub height of 100-m above the topographical
surface. Spacing areas of 4x7 rotor diameters were used for onshore turbines and 5x10
diameters for offshore turbines.
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Results suggest that the U.S. mean onshore capacity factor may be 30.5% and offshore,
37.3% (Figure 2). Locations of strong onshore wind resources include the Great Plains,
northern parts of the northeast, and many areas in the west. Weak wind regimes include the
southeast and the westernmost part of the west coast continent. Strong offshore wind
resources occur off the east coast north of South Carolina and the Great Lakes. Very good
offshore wind resources also occur offshore the west coast and offshore the southeast and
gulf coasts. Table 2 indicates that the 2050 clean-energy plans require 1.7% of U.S. onshore
land and 0.88% of U.S. onshore-equivalent land area sited offshore for wind-turbine spacing
to power 50% of all-purpose 2050 U.S. energy. The mean capacity factor for onshore wind
needed is 35.2% and that for offshore wind is 42.5% (Table 2, footnote). Figure 2 suggests
that much more land and ocean areas with these respective capacity factors or higher are
available than are needed for the plans.
Figure 2. Modeled 2006 annually averaged capacity factor for 5 MW RePower wind turbines (126-m diameter
rotor) at 100-m hub height above the topographical surface in the contiguous United States. The model used
was GATOR-GCMOM (Jacobson et al., 2007; Jacobson, 2010), which was nested for one year from the global
to regional scale with resolution on the regional scale of 0.6 degrees W-E x 0.5 degrees S-N.

5.2. Solar
Figure 3 shows annually averaged modeled solar resources in the U.S., accounting for sun
angles, day/night, and clouds. The best solar resources in the U.S. are broadly in the
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Southwest, followed by the Southeast, the Northwest, then the Northeast. The land area in
2050 required for non-rooftop solar under the plan here is equivalent to ~0.41% of U.S. land
area, which is a very small percent of area relative to the area of strong solar resources
available in Figure 3 and in other solar resource analyses. As such, we do not believe there
is a limitation in solar resources available for implementing the 50 state plans proposed
here.
Figure 3. Modeled 2013 annual downward direct plus diffuse solar radiation at the surface (kWh/m2/day)
available to photovoltaics in the contiguous United States. The model used was GATOR-GCMOM (Jacobson
et al., 2007; Jacobson, 2010), which simulates clouds, aerosols gases, weather, radiation fields, and variations
in surface albedo over time. The model was nested from the global to regional scale with resolution on the
regional scale relatively coarse (0.6 deg W-E x 0.5 deg S-N).

The proposed 2050 installed capacity of solar PV on rooftops in Table 2 is limited by usable
rooftop areas. Rooftops include those on residential and commercial/governmental buildings
as well as on garages, carports, parking lots, and parking structures associated with each.
Commercial/governmental buildings include all non-residential buildings except
manufacturing, industrial, and military buildings. Commercial buildings include schools.
Jacobson et al. (2014a, Supplemental Information) describe in detail how rooftop areas and
potential were calculated for California. We describe briefly this methodology here, which
was replicated for each U.S. state.
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Each state’s potential installed capacity of rooftop PV in 2050 equals the potential
alternating-current (AC) generation from rooftop PV in 2050 in the state divided by the PV
capacity factor in 2050. This calculation is performed here for each state for four situations:
residential and commercial/government rooftop PV systems in each warm and cool climate
zones.
The potential AC generation from rooftop PV in 2050 equals the solar power incident on
potential rooftop PV-panel area in 2050 multiplied by the average PV module conversion
efficiency in 2050, which equals the efficiency in 2012 (14.5%; DOE, 2012b) multiplied by
an assumed 0.85%/year increase in efficiency (from projections in DOE, 2012b).
The solar power incident on potential rooftop PV panel area in 2050 equals the potential in
2012 multiplied by the increase in the potential rooftop area for PV between 2012 and 2050.
We assume that the area of residential rooftops (excluding garages and carports) increases at
the projected rate of population increase in each state, and that residential parking rooftop
areas increases at a slightly higher rate, 0.84%/year, to account for the covering of
previously-uncovered parking spaces specifically to install PV. We assume that the area of
commercial/government rooftops (excluding parking lots) increases at the product of the
rate of increase in population (see above) and the rate of increase in the ratio of commercial
building area to population (0.08%/year; Kavalec and Gorin, 2009).
The solar irradiance incident on potential rooftop-panel area in 2012 equals the average
year-round surface-incident solar radiation from Figure 3 (e.g., for California, 245 W/m2 in
warm zones and 215 W/m2 in cool zones) multiplied by the potential rooftop PV panel area
in 2012. The potential rooftop PV panel area in 2012 equals the total rooftop area multiplied
by the fraction of the area that is suitable for PV and the fraction of available area occupied
by the PV panels (80%; Navigant Consulting, 2007). We assume that 27% (warm zones) or
22% (cool zones) of residential rooftop area is suitable for PV and 60% (warm zones) or
65% (cool zones) of commercial/government roof area is suitable (Navigant Consulting,
2007). We assume that 10% less of the residential garage or carport area than of the house
rooftop area is suitable for solar because garage or carport roofs are on the first story and
hence more subject to shading.
The total residential rooftop area in 2012 is estimated using data on housing units by type of
structure (USCB, 2014b), our assumptions about the number of housing units per rooftop by
type of residential structure, the number of covered parking spaces per housing unit (based
in part on data from the American Housing Survey; USCB, 2014a), the percentage of roofs
that are pitched (92%, excluding garages, which is needed to get from “flat” rooftop area to
actual rooftop area; Navigant Consulting, 2007), and the fraction of pitched roofs by type of
covered parking space (our assumptions). See the spreadsheet in Jacobson et al. (2014c) for
details.
The total commercial/government rooftop area in 2012 is based on the
commercial/government floor space per person in 2012 (Kavalec and Gorin, 2009), each
state’s population in 2012, the ratio of roof area to floor space (EIA, 2008), and assumptions
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regarding the fraction of buildings with pitched roofs (EIA, 2008). We then assume that the
area of parking-lot roofs built for PV is 10% of the commercial rooftop area. See the
spreadsheet in Jacobson et al. (2014c) for details.
Jacobson et al. (2014a, Supplementary Information) described in detail the calculation of
rooftop PV capacity factor in California for four situations (residential-warm, residentialcool, commercial/government-warm, and commercial/government-cool). This calculation
was repeated here for each of the 50 states. The calculation accounted for solar insolation
available to each state, degradation of solar panels over time, technology improvements over
time, and DC to AC power conversion losses.
With these methods, we estimate that, in 2050, residential rooftop areas (including garages
and carports) of 3,200 km2 in the U.S. could support 660 GW of installed power. The plans
here propose to install 97% of this potential. In 2050, commercial/government rooftop areas
(including parking lots and parking structures) are estimated at 2,386 km2, supporting 505
GW of installed power. The state plans here propose to cover 98% of installable power.
Table 4. 2050 rooftop areas, fraction of rooftop areas covered with proposed PV installations, and installed
rooftop PV, for both residential and commercial/government buildings, by state in the U.S.
State
2050
2050
2050
2050
2050
2050
2050
2050
ResidTechProposed
Percent
Commer
TechProposed
Percent
ential
nical
installed
of resid- cial/gove
nical
installed of comm.
rooftop
potential
PV on
ential
rnment
potential
PV
/govt.
area
residresidroofs
rooftop
comm./
power on
roofs
(km2)
ential
ences
covered
area
govt.
comm./
covered
rooftop
(MW)
with
(km2)
rooftop
govt.
with
PV
installati
PV
rooftops
installati
(MW)
ons
(MW)
(MW)
ons
proposed
proposed
here
here
Alabama
59.7
10,130
10,006
99%
35.4
6,150
6,025
98%
Alaska
7.0
760
740
97%
4.2
460
450
98%
Arizona
7.1
3,520
3,447
98%
46.9
23,210
22,875
99%
Arkansas
36.7
7,090
6,881
97%
27.0
5,330
5,255
99%
California
336.1
83,150
76,237
92%
220.6
55,330
54,006
98%
Colorado
48.8
11,190
10,801
97%
40.6
9,440
9,386
99%
Connecticut
32.2
4,640
4,609
99%
25.1
3,690
3,646
99%
Delaware
10.9
1,940
1,916
99%
7.3
1,320
1,290
98%
Florida
229.1
85,950
83,795
97%
148.4
55,750
55,147
99%
Georgia
108.9
25,760
25,373
98%
76.9
18,450
17,974
97%
Hawaii
12.7
3,260
3,115
96%
7.5
1,950
1,891
97%
Idaho
16.2
4,030
3,996
99%
12.2
3,070
2,988
97%
Illinois
116.3
17,220
16,895
98%
110.6
16,770
16,238
97%
Indiana
65.6
10,500
10,387
99%
54.8
8,960
8,809
98%
Iowa
31.2
4,430
4,319
97%
29.4
4,260
4,196
98%
Kansas
32.1
5,220
5,160
99%
28.1
4,680
4,569
98%
Kentucky
52.7
8,270
8,057
97%
32.3
5,200
4,994
96%
Louisiana
54.2
9,910
9,630
97%
44.6
8,350
8,216
98%
Maine
32.2
4,740
4,661
98%
9.4
1,410
1,376
98%
Maryland
60.5
11,550
11,210
97%
49.0
9,530
9,454
99%
Massachusetts
58.6
8,560
8,513
99%
46.4
6,930
6,803
98%
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Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
United States

105.0
52.9
35.5
72.9
11.6
20.5
29.4
13.9
83.1
24.7
165.2
119.2
7.2
117.0
46.2
43.5
136.4
9.9
58.4
8.5
76.6
268.9
23.1
7.5
88.1
73.6
24.3
59.5
6.3
3,197.6

14,970
9,280
4,950
12,260
1,880
3,140
15,120
2,480
12,730
5,070
20,140
28,340
940
16,960
8,150
8,590
18,870
1,460
9,220
1,290
12,020
78,190
6,360
1,110
17,400
14,050
3,140
9,310
1,050
660,290

14,820
9,117
4,892
12,025
1,843
3,104
14,739
2,451
12,649
5,044
19,914
27,897
907
16,511
7,901
8,419
18,731
1,442
9,137
1,256
11,821
75,473
6,295
1,071
17,026
13,918
3,017
9,215
1,035
641,416

99%
98%
99%
98%
98%
99%
97%
99%
99%
99%
99%
98%
96%
97%
97%
98%
99%
99%
99%
97%
98%
97%
99%
97%
98%
99%
96%
99%
99%
97%

89.0
54.6
22.6
58.0
8.2
18.0
18.8
9.3
60.7
15.7
135.0
74.6
6.8
101.0
34.8
21.6
87.9
7.8
36.8
8.3
45.9
216.9
20.9
4.5
65.8
37.2
16.1
48.3
4.5
2,386

12,980
9,740
3,230
9,980
1,350
2,830
9,600
1,680
9,520
3,300
16,940
17,950
920
15,000
6,270
4,330
12,410
1,180
5,950
1,280
7,370
63,550
5,810
680
13,190
7,180
2,140
7,710
760
505,070

12,798
9,394
3,166
9,799
1,335
2,814
9,430
1,637
9,450
3,227
16,829
17,803
894
14,620
6,051
4,282
12,228
1,145
5,884
1,243
7,157
61,906
5,722
675
13,066
6,989
2,090
7,649
724
495,593

99%
96%
98%
98%
99%
99%
98%
97%
99%
98%
99%
99%
97%
97%
97%
99%
99%
97%
99%
97%
97%
97%
98%
99%
99%
97%
98%
99%
95%
98%

5.3. Geothermal
The U.S. has significant traditional geothermal resources (volcanos, geysers, and hot
springs) as well as heat stored in the ground due to heat conduction from the interior of the
Earth and solar radiation absorbed by the ground. In terms of traditional geothermal, the
U.S. has an identified resource of 9.057 GW deliverable power distributed over 13 states,
undiscovered resources of 30.033 GW deliverable power, and enhanced recovery resources
of 517.8 GW deliverable power (USGS, 2008). As of April, 2013, 3.386 GW of geothermal
capacity had been installed in the U.S. and another 5.15-5.523 GW was under development
(GES, 2013).
States with identified geothermal resources (and the percent of resource available in each
state) include Colorado (0.33%), Hawaii (2.0%), Idaho (3.68%), Montana (0.65%), Nevada
(15.36%), New Mexico (1.88%), Oregon (5.96%), Utah (2.03%), Washington State
(0.25%), Wyoming (0.43%), Alaska (7.47%), Arizona (0.29%), and California (59.67%)
(USGS, 2008). All states have the ability to extract heat from the ground for heat pumps.
However, such energy would not be used to generate electricity; instead it would be used
directly for heat, thereby reducing electric power demand for heat although electricity would
still be needed to run heat pumps. Such electricity use for heat pumps is accounted for in the
numbers for Table 1.
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The roadmaps here propose 24.8 GW of delivered existing plus new electric power by
geothermal in 2050, less than the sum of identified and undiscovered resources and much
less than the enhanced recovery resources. The proposed electric power from geothermal is
limited to the 13 states that known resources exist plus Texas, where recent studies show
several potential sites for geothermal.
5.4. Hydroelectric
In 2010, conventional (small and large) hydroelectric power provided 29.7 GW (260,203
GWh/yr) of U.S. electric power, or 6.3% of the U.S. electric power supply (EIA, 2012e).
The installed conventional hydroelectric capacity was 78.825 GW (EIA, 2012e), giving the
capacity factor of conventional hydro as 37.7% in 2010. States that year with installed
conventional hydro included Washington State (21.181 GW installed capacity), California
(10,141), Oregon (8,425), New York (4,314), Alabama (3,272), Arizona (2,720), Montana
(2,705), Idaho (2,704), Tennessee (2,624), Georgia (2,052), North Carolina (1,956), South
Dakota (1,594), Arkansas (1,341), South Carolina (1,340), Nevada (1,051), Virginia (866),
Oklahoma (858), Kentucky (824), Pennsylvania (747), Maine (738), Texas (689), Colorado
(662), Maryland (590), Missouri (564), North Dakota (508), Wisconsin (492), New
Hampshire (489), Alaska (414), Vermont (324), Wyoming (307), West Virginia (285),
Nebraska (278), Massachusetts (262), Utah (255), Michigan (237), Minnesota (193),
Louisiana (192), Iowa (144), Connecticut (122), Ohio (101), New Mexico (82), Indiana
(60), Florida (55), Illinois (34), Hawaii (24), New Jersey (4), Kansas (3), and Rhode Island
(3) (EIA, 2012e).
In addition, 23 U.S. states receive an estimated 5.1 GW of delivered hydroelectric power
from Canada. Assuming a capacity factor of 50%, Canadian hydro currently provides ~10.2
GW worth of installed capacity to the U.S. This is included as part of existing hydro
capacity here to give a total existing capacity in the U.S. in Table 2 of 89.03 GW.
The U.S. also has 22.2 GW of installed pumped hydroelectric storage in 18 states, led by
California (3.81), Virginia (3.24 GW), and South Carolina (2.67 GW) (EIA, 2012e). As of
April 1, 2014, licenses for another 2.74 GW of pumped hydro were pending in 3 states and
preliminary permits for another 41.3 GW were pending in 19 states (FERC, 2014). A total
of 28 states have current or pending projects. With pumped hydro, water flows between two
reservoirs, a higher and lower one. Water is pumped to the higher reservoir at times of low
peak demand and cost and used to generate electricity at times of high peak demand and
cost. Pumped storage uses slightly more electricity than it generates, so it is not a “source”
of electric power; instead it allows peak power demand to be met reliably and costeffectively, which will be important in a 100% WWS world.
Under the plan proposed here, conventional hydro will supply 47.26 GW of delivered
power, or 2.46% (Table 2) of U.S. 2050 total end-use power demand for all purposes. Thus,
2010 U.S. plus Canadian delivered hydropower (34.8 GW) already provides 73.6% of the
U.S. 2050 delivered hydropower power goal. The plan here calls for very few new
hydroelectric dams (Table 2). Thus, the additional 12.5 GW of delivered hydro would be
obtained by increasing the capacity factor of existing dams to an average of 53.1%. Existing
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dams currently provide less than their maximum capacity due to an oversupply of energy
available from other sources and multiple priorities affecting water use.
Alternatively, additional hydroelectric capacity can be obtained by powering non-powered
dams. The U.S. has over 2,500 dams that provide the 78.8 GW of installed conventional
power and 22.2 GW of installed pumped-storage hydroelectric power. In addition, the U.S.
has over 80,000 non-powered dams. However, among these, only a few can feasibly be
repowered. DOE (2012a) estimates 12 GW of potential capacity from non-powered dams in
the contiguous U.S., with two-thirds from 100 dams, but with potential in every state. Over
80% of the top 100 dams in terms of capacity are navigation locks on the Ohio, Mississippi,
Alabama, and Arkansas Rivers and their tributaries. Illinois, Kentucky, and Arkansas each
have over 1 GW of potential. Alabama, Louisiana, Pennsylvania, and Texas each have 0.5-1
GW of potential. Because the costs and environmental impacts of such dams have already
been incurred, adding electricity generation to these dams is less expensive and faster than
building a new dam with hydroelectric capacity.
In addition, DOE (2006) estimates that the U.S. has an additional low power and small
hydroelectric potential of 30-100 GW of delivered power. The states with the most
additional low and small hydroelectric potential are Alaska, Washington State, California,
Idaho, Oregon, and Montana. However, 33 states can more than double their small
hydroelectric potential and 41 can increase it by more than 50%.
5.5. Tidal
Tidal (or ocean current) is proposed to comprise about 0.13% of U.S. total power in 2050
(Table 2). The U.S. currently has the potential to generate 50.8 GW (445 TWh/yr) of
delivered power from tidal streams (Georgia Tech Research Corporation, 2011). States with
the greatest potential offshore tidal power include Alaska (47.4 GW), Washington State
(683 MW), Maine (675 MW), South Carolina (388 MW), New York (280 MW), Georgia
(219 MW), California (204 MW), New Jersey (192 MW), Florida (166 MW), Delaware
(165 MW), Virginia (133 MW), Massachusetts (66 MW), North Carolina (66 MW), Oregon
(48 MW), Maryland (35 MW), Rhode Island (16 MW), Alabama (7 MW), Texas (6 MW),
Louisiana (2 MW). The available power in Maine, for example, is distributed over 15 tidal
streams. The present state plans call for extracting just 2.5 GW of delivered power, which
would require an installed capacity of 10.7 GW of tidal turbines.
5.6. Wave
Wave power is also proposed to comprise 0.37%, or about 7.1 GW, of the U.S. total end-use
power demand in 2050 (Table 2). The U.S. has a recoverable delivered power potential
(after accounting for array losses) of 135.8 GW (1,190 TWh) along its continental shelf
edge (EPRI, 2011). This includes 28.5 GW of recoverable power along the West Coast, 18.3
GW along the East Coast, 6.8 GW along the Gulf of Mexico, 70.8 GW along Alaska’s
coast, 9.1 GW along Hawaii’s coast, and 2.3 GW along Puerto Rico’s coast. Thus, all states
border the oceans have wave power potential. The available supply is almost 20 times the
delivered power needed under this plan.
6. Matching Electric Power Supply with Demand
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A question integral to this study is whether conversion to 100% WWS for electricity
combined with enhanced electric loads due to electrification of transportation, heating and
cooling, and industry can result in a stable electric power supply in each state. This section
discusses several ways this can be accomplished.
6.A. Combining WWS Resources as a Bundled Set of Resources
Several studies have examined whether up to 100% penetrations of WWS resources could
be used reliably to match power demand (e.g., Jacobson and Delucchi, 2009; Mason et al.,
2010; Hart and Jacobson, 2011, 2012; Connolly et al., 2011; Mathiesen et al., 2011; Elliston
et al., 2012; NREL, 2012; Rasmussen et al., 2012; Budischak et al., 2013; Mai et al., 2013).
Here, we do not model the reliability of an optimized future grid in each state but discuss a
recent optimization study in which 100% WWS in the California grid was modeled for two
years then discuss additional methods of matching electric power demand with supply. Hart
and Jacobson (2011) used a stochastic optimization model of system operation combined
with a deterministic renewable portfolio-planning module to simulate the impact of a 100%
WWS penetration for California every hour of 2005 and 2006. They assumed near-current
hydroelectric and geothermal but increased geographically dispersed time-dependent wind,
solar PV, and CSP with 3-hour storage. They constrained the system to a loss of load of no
more than 1 day in 10 years and used both meteorological and load forecasts to reduce
reserve requirements. They found that, under these conditions, 99.8% of delivered
electricity could be produced carbon-free with WWS during 2005-2006 (e.g., Figure 4 for
two days).
The result of Hart and Jacobson (2011) suggests that, for California, a large part of the
intermittency problem of wind and solar can be addressed not only by combining the two,
but also by using hydroelectric and CSP with 3-hour storage to fill in gaps. The remaining
differences between supply and demand can likely be addressed with the methods discussed
in Sections 6.B. through 6.G. The results of Hart and Jacobson (2011) are supported further
by those of Budischak et al. (2013), who modeled the PJM Interconnection in the eastern
U.S. over four years and found that up to 99.9% of delivered electricity could be produced
carbon-free with WWS resources. In sum, a complete and optimized WWS system in many
states should require no fossil backup but will benefit from hydroelectric and/or CSP
storage.
Figure 4. Matching California electricity demand plus transmission/distribution losses (black line) with 100%
renewable supply based on a least-cost optimization calculation for two days in 2005.
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Notes: System capacities are 73.5 GW of wind, 26.4 GW of CSP, 28.2 GW of photovoltaics, 4.8 GW of geothermal, 20.8
GW of hydroelectric, and 24.8 GW of natural gas. Transmission and distribution losses are 7% of the demand. The leastcost optimization accounts for the day-ahead forecast of hourly resources, carbon emissions, wind curtailment, and 8-hour
thermal storage at CSP facilities, allowing for the nighttime production of energy by CSP. The hydroelectric supply is
based on historical reservoir discharge data and currently imported generation from the Pacific Northwest. The wind and
solar supplies were obtained by aggregating hourly wind and solar power at several sites in California estimated from wind
speed and solar irradiance data for those hours applied to a specific turbine power curve, a specific concentrated solar plant
configuration (parabolic trough collectors on single-axis trackers), and specific rooftop PV characteristics. The geothermal
supply was increased over 2005 but limited by California’s developable resources. Natural gas capacity (grey) is a reserve
for backup when needed and was not actually needed during the two simulation days. Source: Hart and Jacobson (2011).

6.B. Using Demand-Response Grid Management to Adjust Demand to Supply
Demand-response grid management involves giving financial incentives to electricity users
and developing appropriate system controls to shift times of certain electricity uses, called
flexible loads, to times when more energy is available. Flexible loads are electricity
demands that do not require power in an unchangeable minute-by-minute pattern, but
instead can be supplied in adjustable patterns over several hours. For example, electricity
demands for a wastewater treatment plant and for charging BEVs are flexible loads.
Electricity demands that cannot be shifted conveniently, such as electricity use for
computers and lighting, are inflexible loads. With demand-response, a utility may establish
an agreement with (for example) a flexible load wastewater treatment plant for the plant to
use electricity during only certain hours of the day in exchange for a better electricity rate.
In this way, the utility can shift the time of demand to a time when more supply is available.
Similarly, the demand for electricity for BEVs is a flexible load because such vehicles are
generally charged at night, and it is not critical which hours of the night the electricity is
supplied as long as the full power is provided sometime during the night. In this case, a
utility can contract with users for the utility to provide electricity for the BEV when wind is
most available and reduce the power supplied when it is least available. Utility customers
would sign up their BEVs under a plan by which the utility controlled the supply of power
to the vehicles (primarily but not necessarily only at night) in exchange for a lower
electricity rate.
6.C. Oversizing WWS to Match Demand and Provide Hydrogen and District Heat
Oversizing the peak capacity of wind and solar installations to exceed peak inflexible power
demand can reduce the time that available WWS power supply is below demand, thereby
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reducing the need for other measures to meet demand (albeit at some cost). The additional
energy available when WWS generation exceeds demand can be used to produce district
heat for water and air and hydrogen (a storage fuel) for heating and transportation.
Denmark, for example, currently uses excess wind energy for district heating using heat
pumps and thermal stores (e.g., Elsman, 2009). In the case of hydrogen, it must be produced
in any case as part of the WWS solution. Oversizing and using excess energy for hydrogen
and district heating would also eliminate the current practice of shutting down (curtailing)
wind and solar resources when they produce more energy than the grid can accommodate.
Curtailing wastes energy; thus, reducing curtailment and using the energy for other purposes
should reduce overall system costs. Hydrogen for transportation can be produced at vehicle
fueling stations by transmitting the excess electric power directly to those stations using
existing or expanded transmission lines. Alternatively, hydrogen can be produced at a
central location, then transfer it by pipeline to fueling stations. However, transmission via
electricity can use more of the existing infrastructure.
6.D. Using Weather Forecasts to Plan for and Reduce Backup Requirements
Forecasting the weather (winds, sunlight, waves, tides, and precipitation) improves the
ability of grid operators to appropriately schedule backup power for when a variable energy
source might produce less than anticipated. Good forecast accuracy can also reduce the use
of peaker plants (which can be rapidly turned on and ramped to meet demand, but which
emit more pollution during transient operation) and inefficient part-loading of plants to
provide spinning reserves, reducing the overall carbon emissions of the system compared
with using natural gas as backup (Hart and Jacobson, 2011; 2012). The state plans proposed
here use hydroelectric and stored CSP, among other options, but not natural gas, to fill in
gaps in supply. Better forecasting will improve the utilization of hydroelectric resources.
Forecasting is done with both numerical weather prediction models, the best of which can
produce usable predictions 1 to 4 days in advance, and with statistical models based on local
measurements and historical behavior. The use of forecasting reduces uncertainty and makes
scheduling more dependable, thus reducing the need for contingent generation capacity,
greater storage, or more load shifting.
6.E. Storing Electric Power
Another method of helping to match power demand with supply is to store excess energy in
pumped hydroelectric storage, a thermal storage medium (such as a molten nitrate salt with
CSP or soil), hydrogen for use in fuel cells or high-temperature processes, batteries,
compressed air (e.g., in underground caverns or turbine nacelles), and flywheels.
As discussed in Section 5.4, the U.S. currently has ~78.8 GW of installed hydroelectric
power plus another 22.2 GW of installed pumped storage and 44.0 GW of pending licenses
and preliminary permits for more pumped storage. Summing conventional capacity plus
current and pending pumped storage capacity gives an upper limit of 145 GW of peak hydro
output at a given time, or 7.5% of the 2050 all-purpose annual-average U.S. end-use power
demand.
As part of the plan, 7.54% of 2050 all-purpose power demand will be met by CSP (Table 2).
If the size of CSP storage equals the rated power of the steam turbines used to generate
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electricity for CSP, CSP-storage could provide 7.54% of the 2050 all-purpose annualaverage U.S. end-use power demand at night and when no wind or other WWS resources
were available.
In addition, storing energy in or extracting it from soil for use in buildings can reduce
building energy use, transmission infrastructure needs, and energy-system costs further.
Some methods of reducing building energy use and taking advantage of storage include (1)
extracting heat in the summer and cold in the winter from the air and from solar devices and
storing it in the soil for use in the opposite season (e.g., Drake Landing, 2012), (2)
recovering heat from air conditioning systems and using it to heat water or air in the same or
other buildings, (3) extracting heat (or cold) from the ground, air, or water with heat pumps
and using it immediately to heat (or cool) air or water, and (4) using solar energy to generate
electricity through PV panels, to recover heat from water used to cool the panels, and to heat
water directly for domestic use (e.g., Tolmie et al., 2012)
Storage in hydrogen is particularly advantageous because significant hydrogen will be
needed in a global WWS energy economy for use in fuel cells, aircraft, and hightemperature industrial processes. Hydrogen would be produced by electrolysis where the
electricity originates from WWS sources. Since hydrogen would be produced primarily
when electricity supply exceeds demand, hydrogen production would avoid the lost
revenues of curtailing WWS resources.
Locations of compressed air storage are limited but some exist. For example, one site in
eastern Washington State may provide 40 days of continuous storage capacity, which could
provide over 400 hours of generation at 207 MW (PNNL, 2013).
Table 5 provides current and estimated future costs of several existing storage technologies.
Pumped hydroelectric storage, sodium sulfur batteries, and flywheel storage are currently
cost-competitive with conventional gas-combustion turbines for intra-hour energy service.
Lithium ion batteries and redox flow technologies are forecast to be cost-competitive by
2020.
Table 5. Approximate lifecycle cost of energy storage technologies for intra-hour energy service (2011 U.S.
million dollars/MW). Assessment includes capital, O&M, emissions, and fuel costs (PNNL, 2012).
Energy Storage Technology
2011
2020
Combustion turbines
3.6
3.5
Pumped hydroelectric power
3.3
3.4
Sodium sulfur batteries
2
1.4
Lithium ion batteries
4
2.2
Redox flow batteries
4.5
3
Flywheel
3.1
1.7

6.F. Vehicle-to-Grid
An additional method of better matching power supply with demand is to store electric
power in the batteries of BEVs, and then to withdraw such power when needed to supply
electricity back to the grid. This concept is referred to as vehicle-to-grid (V2G) (Kempton
and Tomic, 2005a). The utility would enter into a contract with each BEV owner to allow
electricity transfers back to the grid any time during a specified period agreed upon by the
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owner in exchange for a lower electricity price. V2G has the potential to wear down
batteries faster, but Kempton and Tomic (2005b) suggests that only 3.2 percent of U.S.
light-duty vehicles, if all converted to BEVs, would need to be under contract for V2G
vehicles to smooth out U.S. electricity demand if 50 percent of demand were supplied by
wind.
6.G. Increasing the Use of Distributed Energy Resources
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), such as rooftop PV, wind turbines, and distributed
energy storage systems are among the fastest growing renewable energy resources
worldwide (Arghandeh and Broadwater, 2012). DERs are usually located near sites of endused power demand. Therefore, they can improve reliability and flexibility of the grid by
providing energy during outages or failures. Moreover, utilities or DER owners can take
advantage of load shedding in case of higher electricity prices at peak hours. DERs with
intelligent control system can also reduce loading on the grid components during peak
hours, decreasing stress on the grid and thereby allowing the utility to delay equipment
upgrades and to decrease pre-mature aging in network components. Voltage, frequency and
load control can be embedded into the power-electronic interface of DER units. The
economic befit of DERs operation in an optimal way can outweigh or partly compensate the
installation cost of such resources in distribution and transmission networks. The service
availability, reliability enhancement and peak shaving in addition to the revenue attainable
by market-based scheduling of DERs are among potential economic attraction of renewable
sources with control system for utilities (Arghandeh et al., 2012). There are three different
approaches for DER optimal operation: 1) control of the renewable energy resource
(Jahangiri and Aliprantis, 2013) , 2) control of renewable source combined with energy
storage (Arghandeh et al., 2012), and 3) a combination of renewable source, energy storage
and load control (Saber and Venayagamoorthy, 2010). The third one has more flexibility
than other approaches.
7. Costs of Electric Power Generation
In this section, current and future full social costs (including capital, land, operating,
maintenance, storage, fuel, transmission, and externality costs) of WWS electric power
generators versus non-WWS conventional fuel generators are estimated. Because our
estimates are based on current cost data and trend projections for individual generator types
and do not account for interactions among energy generators, major end uses, or
transmission and storage systems (e.g., wind and solar power in combination with heat
pumps and electric vehicles; e.g., Mathiesen, 2009); the estimates are only a rough
approximation of costs in a future optimized renewable energy system.
Table 6 presents 2013 and 2030 U.S. averaged estimates of fully-annualized levelized costs
of electric power generation for WWS technologies assuming 1 U.S. ¢/kWh for standard
(but not extra-long-distance) transmission for all technologies except commercial and
residential solar PV (to which no transmission cost is assigned), and excluding distribution
costs. The future estimates are “approximate” not only because of normal uncertainty in
estimating technology costs, but also because of uncertainty in the design and optimization
of a future electric power system.
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Table 6. Approximate fully annualized, unsubsidized 2013 and 2030 U.S. averaged generation and shortdistance transmission costs for WWS power (2013 U.S. ¢/kWh-delivered), including externality costs. Also
shown are generation costs and externality costs of new non-WWS conventional fuels (nuclear, coal, and
natural gas).
Energy Technology
2013*
2030*
Wind Onshore
4a-10.5b
≤4a
c
b
b
Wind Offshore
11.3 -16.4
7 -10.9c
a
Wave
11.0-22.0
4-11a
b
Geothermal
9.9-15.2
5.5 -8.8b
d
Hydroelectric
4.0-6.0
4a
b
CSP
13.5-17.4
7 -8a
b
Solar Crystalline PV (Utility)
10.1-11.4
4.5-7f
b
Solar PV (Commercial Rooftop)
14.9-20.4
6.0-9.8f
e
Solar PV (Residential Rooftop)
17.8-24.3
6.2-10f
a
Tidal
11.0-22.0
5-7a
g
Weighted average WWS
11.3 (9.1-13.5)
6.1 (5.2-7.1)
h
New conventional (plus externalities)
10.1 (9.8-10.5) [+5.3]
17.0 (16.3-17.6) [+5.7]
=15.4 (15.1-15.8)
=22.7 (22.0-23.3)
*1 U.S. ¢/kWh for transmission was added to all technologies as in Delucchi and Jacobson (2011) except for
distributed generation projects (i.e. commercial and residential solar PV). The externality cost of WWS
technologies is <0.02 ¢/kWh (Jacobson et al., 2013).
a) Delucchi and Jacobson (2011)
b) Lazard (2013). Assumes system life of 20 years for solar PV, geothermal, onshore and offshore wind, and
gas; and 40 years for CSP, nuclear, and coal. Assumes 8% interest for 60% of cost 40% equity at 12%
cost.
c) Levitt et al. (2011)
d) REN21 (2010)
e) The residential PV LCOE is calculated by multiplying the Lazard (2013) commercial LCOE by the ratio of
the residential-to-commercial PV $/Watt ($4.72/$3.96) from SEIA (2013).
f) Calculated using the method and assumptions for “Solar PV” in Table A.1d of Delucchi and Jacobson
(2011), with adjustments as explained in the Supplemental information to Jacobson et al. (2014a).
g) The weighted-average WWS cost combines the 2050 distribution of WWS generators from Table 2 with the
2013 costs of energy from the present table.
h) See text for derivation of conventional-fuel private costs and Jacobson et al. (2013) for derivation of
externality costs in 2013 and 2030.

Table 6 also shows the U.S.-averaged 2013 business (private) plus externality (social)
delivered electricity cost of non-WWS conventional fuels (nuclear, coal, and natural gas).
The 2013 cost was derived as follows. Lazard (2013) estimates the 2013 levelized cost of
energy (LCOE) for nuclear, coal, and natural gas as 10.4, 10.5, and 7.5 U.S. ¢/kWh,
respectively. EIA (2012b) similarly estimates the 2015 LCOEs for these generators as
111.4, 97.7, and 66.1 ¢/kWh, respectively. Summing the product of the 2013 electric power
generation (TWh) from nuclear, coal, and gas and the minimum of the Lazard (2013) and
EIA (2012b) LCOEs for each respective generator, over all generators in a state, then
dividing the result by the sum of state power produced by the generators and adding 1
¢/kWh for transmission gives the Table 6 low estimate of the blended private LCOE of 2013
conventional generation. The same approach is taken to calculate the high value.
The 2030 U.S. average private electricity cost of non-WWS conventional fuels in Table 6
was taken as a weighted average (by electricity production) of each state’s 2030 estimated
cost. The 2030 cost in each state was assumed to increase from the 2013 cost at the same
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rate as the increase in the state’s electricity price from 2000-2012. The resulting average
U.S. electricity price increase from 2000-2012 was 3.08%/year (EIA, 2012a).
Jacobson et al. (2013) shows the derivation of the externality costs resulting from coal and
natural gas electric power generation shown in Table 6. Such costs arise due to air pollution
morbidity and mortality and global warming damage (e.g. coastline loss, agricultural and
fishery losses, human heat stress mortality and increases in severe weather) caused by these
fossil fuels.
Table 6 indicates that 2013 costs of electricity from onshore wind and hydroelectricity are
similar to or less than those of typical new conventional generators even when externality
(social) costs of the conventional technologies are ignored. When externality costs are
included, these WWS technologies cost less than conventional technologies in 2013. Solar
power presently is more expensive than is conventional power, but its costs have been
declining.
With a 100% WWS market penetration proposed for 2050, significant cost reductions are
expected not only due to anticipated technology improvements and the zero fuel cost of
WWS resources, but also due to less expensive manufacturing and streamlined project
deployment from increased economies of scale. On the other hand, private electricity costs
of conventional fuels are expected to continue to rise.
Costs of onshore wind and hydroelectric power are expected to remain low through 2030.
The cost of wind-generated electricity has declined recently due to the rapid decline in
turbine prices and improvements in technology leading to increased net capacity factors
(e.g. increases in average hub height and rotor diameter). National costs of solar PV are
expected to fall to 4.5-10 cents/kWh by 2030, with the low-end reduction for utility-scale
solar and the high end for residential. With this expected price reduction, solar PV is
expected to be competitive with other energy sources throughout the U.S. by significantly
before 2030.
Due to the nascent state of the wave and tidal industries (the first commercial power projects
have just now been deployed in the United States), it is difficult to make accurate cost
estimates. Roughly 50 different tidal devices are in the proof-of-concept or prototype
development stage, but large-scale deployment costs have yet to be demonstrated. Although
current wave power-generating technologies appear to be expensive, they might follow a
learning curve similar to that of the wind power industry. Industry analyses point toward a
target annualized cost of 4-11 U.S. ¢/kWh for wave and 5-7 ¢/kWh for tidal power (Asmus
and Gauntlett, 2012), although a greater understanding of costs will become available once
systems in the field have been in operation for a few years.
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The estimates in Table 6 include the cost of local transmission. However, many future wind
and solar farms may be far from population centers, requiring long-distance transmission.
For long-distance transmission, high-voltage direct-current (HVDC) lines are used because
they result in lower transmission line losses per unit distance than alternating-current (AC)
lines (Table 2, footnote). The cost of extra-long-distance HVDC transmission on land
(1,200-2,000 km) ranges from 0.3-3 U.S. cents/kWh, with a median estimate of ~1 U.S.
cent/kWh (Delucchi and Jacobson, 2011). A system with up to 25% undersea HVDC
transmission would increase the additional long-distance transmission cost by less than
20%. Transmission needs and costs can be reduced by considering that decreasing
transmission capacity among interconnected wind farms by 20% reduces aggregate power
by only 1.6% (Archer and Jacobson, 2007).
Table 7 provides the mean value of the 2013 and 2030 LCOEs for conventional fuels using
the method described for Table 6 as well as the mean value of the LCOE of WWS fuels in
2030 by state, derived as described in the footnote to Table 6. Taking the difference between
the state-specific conventional fuel and WWS LCOEs in 2030, multiplying by the end-use
WWS energy consumption by each state in 2050 from Table 1 and dividing by each state’s
population gives the energy cost savings per person in 2050 (assuming energy cost
differences between 2030 and 2050 are roughly similar) in Table 7. Table 7 also shows
health and climate cost savings per person in 2050 and the total energy, health, and climate
cost savings per person. Because the fuel costs of fossil fuels rise over time, whereas the fuel
costs of WWS energy resources are zero, WWS energy in 2050 will save the average U.S.
consumer $4,500/person/yr compared with the 2050 energy cost of fossil fuels to perform
the same work. Health and climate cost savings due to WWS will be another
$3,100/person/year, giving a total cost savings of $7,600/person/year due to WWS.
Table 7. Mean values of the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) for conventional fuels in 2013 and 2030 and for
WWS fuels in 2030. The LCOEs do not include externality costs. The differences between the 2030 values are
used to calculate energy cost savings per person per year in each state. Health and climate cost savings are
derived from data in Section 8.
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
State
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
2013
2030
2030
2030-50
2050
2050
2050
LCOE
LCOE
LCOE of
Energy
Health cost
Climate
Energy +
of
of
WWS
cost
savings per
cost
health +
conven- conven- (¢/kWh)
savings
person per
savings per climate cost
tional
tional
per person year due to
person per
savings due
fuels
fuels
per year
WWS
year due to
to WWS
(¢/kWh) (¢/kWh)
($/per($/perWWS
($/person/yr)
son/yr)
($/person/yr)
son/yr)
Alabama
10.2
20.6
6.23
8,059
1,439
3,162
12,661
Alaska
8.4
16.7
5.38
18,221
715
5,155
24,091
Arizona
10.5
16.1
6.22
2,326
1,042
1,034
4,402
Arkansas
10.6
15.7
5.31
5,258
1,017
2,380
8,655
California
9.7
15.7
6.23
2,510
1,983
931
5,424
Colorado
10.4
20.1
5.29
6,360
888
1,917
9,164
Connecticut
10.0
20.0
7.28
3,586
1,453
1,158
6,197
Delaware
8.7
19.8
7.97
4,016
1,434
1,386
6,836
Florida
9.2
16.4
6.93
2,376
687
983
4,046
Georgia
10.2
18.2
7.08
4,316
1,250
1,660
7,226
Hawaii
11.1
39.1
7.13
7,291
963
1,491
9,745
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Idaho
8.1
16.6
5.51
4,995
819
959
6,773
Illinois
11.3
14.7
5.04
4,004
1,724
2,008
7,737
Indiana
10.9
21.1
5.02
9,793
1,840
3,688
15,320
Iowa
11.1
16.1
4.69
9,061
1,343
3,548
13,952
Kansas
11.1
19.4
4.84
8,288
943
2,933
12,165
Kentucky
11.1
24.2
5.79
10,021
1,431
3,846
15,298
Louisiana
9.4
10.3
7.82
3,887
1,194
5,147
10,228
Maine
8.0
10.2
6.37
1,925
707
1,501
4,133
Maryland
11.1
23.1
7.82
4,370
1,414
1,168
6,951
Massachusetts
8.9
14.9
7.44
2,096
1,083
1,208
4,387
Michigan
10.9
20.1
6.24
4,966
1,199
1,798
7,963
Minnesota
10.8
19.4
5.42
6,805
807
1,717
9,329
Mississippi
9.3
16.1
6.19
5,250
1,314
2,484
9,048
Missouri
11.0
18.1
4.99
4,948
1,284
2,458
8,690
Montana
11.0
24.2
5.25
10,905
980
3,863
15,747
Nebraska
11.2
21.4
4.88
11,283
989
3,184
15,456
Nevada
8.6
14.5
6.80
2,281
974
1,020
4,275
New Hampshire
10.8
14.9
5.83
2,478
765
1,185
4,428
New Jersey
10.1
17.0
7.51
3,175
1,146
1,378
5,699
New Mexico
10.3
15.6
5.53
4,897
1,237
3,001
9,135
New York
9.8
14.9
6.90
2,117
1,301
1,155
4,573
North Carolina
10.6
17.3
7.61
3,162
1,005
1,351
5,517
North Dakota
11.1
18.6
4.88
16,618
686
9,312
26,616
Ohio
10.7
17.3
5.47
5,106
1,858
2,499
9,464
Oklahoma
9.5
13.6
4.91
5,188
1,138
3,161
9,487
Oregon
8.7
18.0
5.64
4,004
689
979
5,672
Pennsylvania
10.7
14.9
5.63
3,718
1,765
2,314
7,797
Rhode Island
8.0
11.0
7.79
829
1,061
1,117
3,007
South Carolina
11.1
21.9
7.52
6,084
1,353
1,912
9,349
South Dakota
10.7
16.2
4.77
8,346
747
2,209
11,301
Tennessee
11.2
22.9
5.82
7,162
1,374
1,726
10,262
Texas
9.6
14.1
5.73
6,035
931
2,303
9,269
Utah
10.6
21.1
5.65
6,015
1,261
2,116
9,393
Vermont
11.8
18.7
4.58
4,366
642
973
5,981
Virginia
10.4
19.0
7.45
4,089
1,011
1,292
6,392
Washington
10.0
19.1
5.25
5,139
715
1,027
6,882
West Virginia
11.1
21.7
5.37
9,011
1,400
6,670
17,080
Wisconsin
10.8
24.9
6.08
7,945
1,117
1,873
10,935
Wyoming
11.1
22.7
4.83
28,068
869
14,459
43,396
United States
10.13
16.97
6.12
4,501
1,259
1,798
7,557
a) Calculated as described in the text for U.S., averaged 2013 conventional fuel LCOE in Table 6, but for each
state alone (including local transmission but excluding externality costs).
b) The 2030 LCOE cost for conventional fuels in each state was assumed to increase from the 2013 cost at the
same rate as the increase in the state’s electricity price from 2000-2012 (EIA, 2012a).
c) The 2030 LCOE of WWS in the state combines the 2050 distribution of WWS generators from Table 2 with
the 2030 mean LCOEs for each WWS generator from Table 6.
d) Columns (c) minus (b) multiplied by the electric power generation in the state in 2050 from Table 1 (total
energy consumption) and divided by the projected 2050 state population.
e) Total cost of air pollution per year in the state from Table 8 divided by the 2050 population of the state.
f) Total climate cost per year in the state from Table 9 divided by the 2050 population of the state.
g) The sum of columns (d), (e), and (f).

In summary, even with extra-long-distance HVDC transmission, the costs of hydroelectric
and wind power are already cost competitive with fossil electricity sources. In fact, a state26

by-state examination of fractional electricity generation by wind versus cost of electricity by
state provides the following results. From January-July 2013, two states (South Dakota and
Iowa) generated nearly 28% of their electric power from wind. Nine states generated more
than 13% from wind (South Dakota, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
Idaho, Colorado, and Oregon). The tenth state, Texas, generated 9.3% of its electricity from
wind (EIA, 2013a). The average increase in residential electricity price from 2003-2013 in
the 10 states with the highest fraction of their electricity from wind was 3 ¢/kWh. The price
increase during the same period in all other 40 states was 4 ¢/kWh. The price increase in
Hawaii during the same period was 19.9 ¢/kWh. This result suggests that states that invested
more in wind saw less of a price increase than states that invested less in wind, contrary to
the perception that the addition of an intermittent renewable energy source causes an
average increase in electricity price.
8. Air Pollution and Global Warming Damage Costs Eliminated by WWS
Conversion to a 100% WWS energy infrastructure in the U.S. will eliminate energy-related
air pollution mortality and morbidity and the associated health costs, and will eliminate
energy-related climate change costs to the U.S. and the world. This section quantifies these
benefits.
8.A. Air Pollution Cost Reductions due to WWS
To estimate air pollution mortality and its costs in each U.S. state, we use a top-down
approach and a bottom-up approach.
The top-down approach to estimate air-pollution mortality in the U.S. The premature human
mortality rate in the U.S. due to cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease, and
complications from asthma due to air pollution has been estimated conservatively by several
sources to be at least 50,000-100,000 per year. In Braga et al. (2000), the U.S. air pollution
mortality rate was estimated at about 3% of all deaths. The all-cause death rate in the U.S. is
about 833 deaths per 100,000 people and the U.S. population in 2012 was 313.9 million.
This suggests a present-day air pollution mortality rate in the U.S. of ~78,000/year.
Similarly, from Jacobson (2010), the U.S. death rate due to ozone and particulate matter was
calculated with a three-dimensional air pollution-weather model to be 50,000-100,000 per
year. These results are consistent with those of McCubbin and Delucchi (1999), who
estimated 80,000 to 137,000 due to all anthropogenic air pollution in the U.S. in 1990, when
air pollution levels were higher than today.
The bottom-up approach to estimate air-pollution mortality in the U.S. This approach
involves combining measured countywide or regional concentrations of particulate matter
(PM2.5) and ozone (O3) with a relative risk as a function of concentration and with
population by county. From these three pieces of information, low, medium, and high
estimates of mortality due to PM2.5 and O3 pollution are calculated with a health-effects
equation (e.g., Jacobson, 2010).
Table 8 shows the resulting medium estimates of premature mortality for each state in the
U.S. due to PM2.5 and O3, as calculated with 2010-2012 air quality data. The medium values
for the U.S. for PM2.5 were ~48,000 premature mortalities/yr, with a range of 12,00027

95,000/yr and for O3 were ~14,000 premature mortalities/yr, with a range of 7,00021,000/yr. Thus, overall, the bottom-up approach gives ~62,000 (19,000-116,000)
premature mortalities/year for PM2.5 plus O3. The top-down estimate (50,000–100,000),
from Jacobson (2010), falls within the bottom-up range.
Table 8. Air pollution PM2.5, O3, total premature mortality (medium values), and costs of air pollution by state,
2010-2012 data.
State
Population
PM2.5
O3
Total
Cost
(2012)
Mortalities/yr Mortalities/yr
Mortalities/yr
($billion/yr)
Alabama
4,822,023
754
200
954
7.8
Alaska
731,449
81
4
84
0.7
Arizona
6,553,255
986
531
1,518
12.4
Arkansas
2,949,131
397
51
448
3.7
California
38,041,430
10,011
2,516
12,528
102.7
Colorado
5,187,582
356
343
699
5.7
Connecticut
3,590,347
527
202
729
6.0
Delaware
917,092
154
44
198
1.6
Florida
19,317,568
2,115
566
2,681
22.0
Georgia
9,919,945
1,581
462
2,043
16.8
Hawaii
1,392,313
183
9
192
1.6
Idaho
1,595,728
152
68
219
1.8
Illinois
12,875,255
2,575
576
3,150
25.8
Indiana
6,537,334
1,341
363
1,704
14.0
Iowa
3,074,186
431
109
540
4.4
Kansas
2,885,905
275
102
377
3.1
Kentucky
4,380,415
663
223
887
7.3
Louisiana
4,601,893
625
155
780
6.4
Maine
1,329,192
99
37
136
1.1
Maryland
5,884,563
973
377
1,350
11.1
Massachusetts
6,646,144
765
268
1,033
8.5
Michigan
9,883,360
1,249
494
1,744
14.3
Minnesota
5,379,139
573
119
692
5.7
Mississippi
2,984,926
441
112
553
4.5
Missouri
6,021,988
816
308
1,123
9.2
Montana
1,005,141
132
7
139
1.1
Nebraska
1,855,525
198
47
245
2.0
Nevada
2,758,931
294
274
567
4.6
New Hampshire
1,320,718
129
42
171
1.4
New Jersey
8,864,590
1,208
320
1,528
12.5
New Mexico
2,085,538
242
111
353
2.9
New York
19,570,261
2,711
426
3,137
25.7
North Carolina
9,752,073
1,189
483
1,672
13.7
North Dakota
699,628
42
15
57
0.5
Ohio
11,544,225
2,234
686
2,920
23.9
Oklahoma
3,814,820
475
130
606
5.0
Oregon
3,899,353
391
63
453
3.7
Pennsylvania
12,763,536
2,494
571
3,065
25.1
Rhode Island
1,050,292
123
43
166
1.4
South Carolina
4,723,723
753
195
948
7.8
South Dakota
833,354
59
22
81
0.7
Tennessee
6,456,243
1,044
336
1,380
11.3
Texas
26,059,203
3,302
915
4,217
34.6
Utah
2,855,287
371
227
598
4.9
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Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
United States

626,011
8,185,867
6,897,012
1,855,413
5,726,398
576,412
313,281,717

47
972
722
256
705
34
48,249

15
379
117
72
229
28
13,992

62
1,352
839
327
934
62
62,241

0.5
11.1
6.9
2.7
7.7
0.5
510.4

Premature mortality due to ozone exposure was estimated on the basis of the 8-hr maximum ozone each day
over the period 2010-2012 (CARB, 2012). Relative risks and the ozone-health-risk equation were as in
Jacobson (2010). The low ambient concentration threshold for ozone premature mortality was assumed to be
35 ppbv (Jacobson, 2010 and reference therein). Mortality due to PM2.5 exposure was estimated on the basis of
daily-averaged PM2.5 over the period 2010-2012 (CARB, 2012) and the relative risks for long-term health
impacts PM2.5 (Pope et al., 2002) applied to all ages as in Lepeule et al. (2012) rather than those over 30 years
old as in Pope et al. (2002). The threshold for PM2.5 was zero but concentrations below 8 µg/m3 were downweighted as in Jacobson (2010). For each county in each state, mortality rates were averaged over the threeyear period for each station to determine the station with the maximum average mortality rate. Daily air quality
data from that station were then used with the 2012 county population and the relative risk in the health effects
equation to determine the premature mortality in the county. For the PM2.5 calculations, data were not available
for 25% of the population and for the ozone calculations, data were not available for 26% of the population.
For these populations, mortality rates were set equal to the minimum county value for a given state, as
determined per the method specified above. In cases where 2012 data were unavailable, data from 2013 were
used instead. PM2.5 and ozone concentrations shown in the table above reflect the three-year average
concentrations at the representative station(s) within each county. Since mortality rates were first calculated for
each monitoring site in a county and then averaged over each station in the county, these average
concentrations cannot directly be used to reproduce each county’s mortality rate. In cases where “n/a” is
shown, data within that county were not available (and the minimum county mortality rate within the state was
used in these cases, as specified above).

Mortality and Nonmortality costs of air pollution. In general, the value of life is determined
by economists based on what people are willing to pay to avoid health risks (Roman et al.,
2012). USEPA (2006) and Levy et al. (2010) provided a central estimate for the statistical
value of a human life at $7.7 million in 2007 dollars (based on 2000 GDP). Other costs due
to air pollution include increased illness (morbidity from chronic bronchitis, heart disease,
and asthma), hospitalizations, emergency-room visits, lost school days, lost work days,
visibility degradation, agricultural and forest damage, materials damage, and ecological
damage. USEPA (2011) estimates that these non-mortality-related costs comprise an
additional ~7% of the mortality-related costs. These are broken down into morbidity (3.8%),
recreational plus residential visibility loss (2.8%), agricultural plus forest productivity loss
(0.45%), and materials plus ecological loss (residual) costs.
However, McCubbin and Delucchi’s (1999) comprehensive analysis of air-pollution
damages at every air quality monitor in the U.S found that the morbidity cost of air pollution
(mainly chronic illness from exposure to particulate matter) might be as high as 25% to 30%
of the mortality costs. Delucchi and McCubbin (2011) summarize studies that indicate that
the cost of visibility and agriculture damages from motor-vehicle air pollution in the U.S. is
at least 15% of the cost of health damages (including morbidity damages) from motorvehicle air pollution. Thus, the total cost of air pollution, including morbidity and non-health
damages, is at least ~$8.2 million/mortality, and probably over $10 million/mortality.
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Given this information, the total social cost due to air pollution mortality, morbidity, lost
productivity, and visibility degradation in the U.S. today is conservatively estimated from
the ~62,000 (19,000-116,000) premature mortalities/yr to be $510 (158-1,155) billion/yr
(using an average of $8.2 million/mortality for the low and medium numbers of mortalities
and $10 million/mortality for the high number). Eliminating these costs today represents a
savings equivalent to ~3.15 (0.98-7.13) % of the 2012 U.S. gross domestic product. If
existing state policies to reduce future air pollution emissions do indeed result in pollution
reductions, such policies would be additive to the first-step proposed polices to implement
WWS in Section 14. However, while such policies may result in emission reductions per
source, the number of sources is increasing, pollution is being emitted over larger areas as
population spreads, international transport of air pollution is increasing, and a warmer
climate is exacerbating remaining pollution, so it is not clear whether existing policies will
indeed reduce future U.S. pollution mortalities notably.
8.B. Global-Warming Damage Costs Eliminated by 100% WWS in Each State
Energy-related greenhouse gas emissions from the U.S. cause climate-related damage to the
world. In this section, we provide an estimate of these damages by state (Table 9), which a
100% WWS system in the U.S. would eliminate. Ackerman et al. (2008) estimated globalwarming damage costs (in 2006 U.S. dollars) to the U.S. alone due to world emissions of
greenhouse gases and warming aerosol particles of $271 billion/yr in 2025, $506 billion/yr
in 2050, $961 billion/yr in 2075, and $1.9 trillion/yr in 2100. That analysis accounted for
severe-storm and hurricane damage, real estate loss, energy-sector costs, and water costs.
The largest of these costs was water costs. It did not account for increases in mortality and
illness due to increased heat stress, influenza, malaria, and air pollution or increases in
forest-fire incidence, and as a result it probably underestimated the true cost.
Table 9. Percent of 2010 world CO2 emissions by state and the U.S. as a whole (EIA, 2011) and avoided 2050
global warming cost by state due to converting to 100% WWS for all purposes.
State
Percent of world CO2
2050 avoided global
emissions 2010
warming cost ($bil/yr)
Alabama
0.40%
17.2
Alaska
0.12%
5.0
Arizona
0.29%
12.4
Arkansas
0.20%
8.6
California
1.12%
48.2
Colorado
0.29%
12.4
Connecticut
0.11%
4.8
Delaware
0.04%
1.6
Florida
0.73%
31.4
Georgia
0.52%
22.3
Hawaii
0.06%
2.4
Idaho
0.05%
2.1
Illinois
0.70%
30.1
Indiana
0.65%
28.0
Iowa
0.27%
11.7
Kansas
0.22%
9.6
Kentucky
0.45%
19.5
Louisiana
0.64%
27.6
Maine
0.05%
2.4
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Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
United States

0.21%
0.22%
0.50%
0.28%
0.20%
0.41%
0.10%
0.15%
0.11%
0.05%
0.35%
0.16%
0.53%
0.43%
0.15%
0.75%
0.32%
0.12%
0.77%
0.03%
0.26%
0.05%
0.33%
1.99%
0.19%
0.02%
0.33%
0.23%
0.30%
0.30%
0.20%
16.9%

9.1
9.4
21.4
12.1
8.6
17.6
4.5
6.5
4.9
2.2
15.1
7.0
22.8
18.4
6.3
32.2
13.8
5.3
32.9
1.4
11.0
2.0
14.2
85.6
8.2
0.8
14.2
9.9
12.8
12.8
8.4
728.6

Table 9 gives the percent of world CO2 emissions by state as well as the percent of world
emissions by the U.S. as a whole. (EIA, 2011). Since the global warming damage cost to the
U.S. is caused by emissions from all states and countries worldwide, each state’s
contribution to U.S. damages is estimated by multiplying the cost of global warming to the
U.S. by the fraction of total anthropogenic CO2 emissions that are energy-related (~0.85)
and each state’s fraction of global CO2 emissions (Table 9). When summed over the U.S.,
this results in damage costs to the U.S. alone (due to U.S. emissions) of $39 billion/yr in
2025 and $72.9 billion/yr in 2050.
U.S. emissions also cause global warming damage to the rest of the world. Anthoff et al.
(2011) estimated the global climate-related damage cost of carbon worldwide to be at least
an order of magnitude higher than the damage cost to the U.S. alone. This suggests that
worldwide global warming damages from all U.S. energy-related emissions might be about
$390 billion/yr in 2025 and ~$730 billion/yr in 2050.
The social cost of carbon (U.S. dollars per metric tonne of CO2-eq. emitted, where CO2-eq.
is CO2 plus other greenhouse gases when converted to the warming potential of CO2) is
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intended to be an estimate of climate change damages, including changes in agricultural
productivity, human health, and flood-related property damage, among others. However, it
does not include all-important damages thus may be an underestimate (USEPA, 2014a).
Nevertheless, its use is widespread. USEPA (2014a) estimates the social cost of carbon in
2011 dollars as follows: for the year 2025, $50 (15-153)/tonne-CO2-eq. and for 2050: $76
(28-235)/tonne-CO2-eq. The middle value is an average value at a 3% discount rate, whereas
the low value is an average value at a 5% discount rate and the high value is the 95th
percentile value at a 3% discount rate.
In 2012, U.S. greenhouse gas emissions were 6.526 billion metric tonnes CO2-eq. (USEPA,
2014b) and represented ~17.5% of world emissions. According to the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change SRES A1B emission scenario, global annual CO2 emissions may
rise by 28.5% between 2012 and 2025 and by 57.5% between 2012 and 2050. Scaling these
rates of increase to U.S. emissions gives 8.39 and 10.28 billion metric tonnes CO2-eq. U.S.
emissions in 2025 and 2050, respectively.
Multiplying the social cost of carbon by the U.S. emission rates and by the fraction of
greenhouse gas emissions related to energy (~0.85) gives estimated global climate damages
in 2025 and 2050 due to all U.S. anthropogenic CO2-eq. emissions worldwide as $360 (1101100) billion/yr and $660 (240-2050) billion/yr, respectively. These numbers are only
slightly lower those from the first approach, likely due to the fact that the social cost of
carbon may underestimate global warming costs (USEPA, 2014a).
Given this information, the total social cost due to air pollution mortality, morbidity, lost
productivity, and visibility degradation in the U.S. is conservatively estimated from the
~62,000 (19,000-116,000) premature mortalities/yr to be $510 (158-1,155) billion/yr (using
an average of $8.2 million/mortality for the low and medium numbers of mortalities and $10
million/mortality for the high number). Eliminating these costs represents a savings
equivalent to ~3.15 (0.98-7.13) of the U.S. 2012 gross domestic product.
In sum, converting the U.S. to WWS would avoid $510 (158-1,155) billion/year in air
pollution health costs to the U.S. and ~$730 billion/yr in global-warming damage costs
worldwide by 2050. The U.S.-mean installed capital cost of the electric power system
proposed here, weighted by the proposed installed capacity of each generator, is
approximately $1.8 million/MW. Thus, for new nameplate capacity, summed over all
generators, of 7.63 TW (Table 2), the total capital cost of a U.S. WWS system is ~ $13.7
trillion. As such, the health-cost savings alone to the U.S. due to converting to WWS may
equal the installation cost of WWS generators within 27 (12-87) years. The health-cost
savings to the U.S. plus the climate-cost savings to the world may equal the generator cost
within 11 (7.3-15.4) years.
9. Impacts of WWS on Jobs and Earnings in the Electric Power Sector.
This section provides estimates of the jobs and total earnings created by implementing
WWS-based electricity and the jobs and earnings lost in the displaced fossil-fuel electricity
and petroleum industries. The analysis does not include the potential job and revenue gains
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in other affected industries such as the manufacturing of electric vehicles, fuel cells or
electricity storage.
9.A. JEDI Job Creation Analysis
Changes in jobs and total earnings are estimated here first with the Jobs and Economic
Development Impact (JEDI) models (NREL, 2013). These are economic input-output
models programmed by default for local and state levels. They incorporate three levels of
impacts: 1) project development and onsite labor impacts; 2) local revenue and supply chain
impacts; and 3) induced impacts. Jobs and revenue are reported for two phases of
development: 1) the construction period and 2) operating years.
Scenarios for wind and solar powered electricity generation were run assuming that the
WWS electricity sector is fully developed by 2050. Existing capacities were excluded from
the calculations. As construction period jobs are temporary in nature, JEDI models report
job creation in this stage as full-time equivalents (FTE, equal to 2,080 hours of work per
year). We assume for this calculation that each year from 2010 to 2050 1/40th of the WWS
infrastructure is built. All earnings are reported in 2010 real U.S. dollar values.
Table 10. 40-year construction jobs, 40-year operation jobs produced, construction plus operation jobs
produced minus jobs lost, annual earnings corresponding to construction and operation jobs, and net earnings
from contruction plus operation jobs created minus jobs lost; by state due to converting to WWS.
State
40-year
40-year
Job losses
40-year
Earning Earning Net earnings
constructi
operation
in current
constructi
s from
s from
from
on jobs
jobs
energy
on plus
new 40- new 40constructindustry
operation
year
year
ion plus
jobs
construc operatio
operation
created
tion
n jobs
jobs created
minus
jobs
($bil/yr)
minus jobs
jobs lost
($bil/yr)
lost ($bil/yr)
Alabama
130,384
49,564
57,095
122,853
7.00
2.96
6.53
Alaska
17,253
17,961
24,423
10,791
0.98
1.24
0.75
Arizona
89,743
32,645
63,825
58,563
5.23
2.04
3.45
Arkansas
57,144
22,781
38,570
41,356
3.13
1.47
2.28
California
442,159
190,557
413,097
219,619
24.59
12.02
11.83
Colorado
64,304
26,563
76,576
14,291
3.68
1.74
0.83
Connecticut
44,791
23,964
34,194
34,561
2.38
1.48
1.80
Delaware
10,431
7,899
8,922
9,408
0.57
0.50
0.53
Florida
375,480
145,386
173,635
347,232
20.16
8.77
18.52
Georgia
191,598
93,250
95,086
189,762
10.32
5.72
10.33
Hawaii
10,149
4,997
13,599
1,547
0.55
0.32
0.06
Idaho
24,329
9,267
14,746
18,850
1.35
0.60
1.07
Illinois
164,664
71,526
138,722
97,468
8.87
4.69
5.24
Indiana
152,897
59,994
71,464
141,427
8.10
3.85
7.66
Iowa
57,789
24,160
29,899
52,050
3.11
1.59
2.91
Kansas
35,645
15,981
42,836
8,789
2.04
1.07
0.54
Kentucky
147,803
49,601
62,687
134,718
7.75
2.92
6.90
Louisiana
177,605
144,283
134,860
187,028
9.97
9.11
10.99
Maine
17,913
12,872
12,446
18,340
0.97
0.84
1.06
Maryland
66,461
44,579
54,286
56,754
3.60
2.81
3.15
Massachusetts
61,376
42,832
64,380
39,829
3.33
2.74
2.20
Michigan
108,680
69,523
99,191
79,012
5.96
4.58
4.59
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Minnesota
60,779
36,740
56,345
41,174
3.37
2.49
2.47
Mississippi
98,152
39,818
39,126
98,844
5.17
2.39
5.21
Missouri
76,096
28,634
59,914
44,816
4.11
1.84
2.35
Montana
16,018
6,418
16,202
6,234
0.90
0.41
0.34
Nebraska
29,028
12,819
23,343
18,503
1.64
0.85
1.09
Nevada
51,187
16,559
27,589
40,157
2.82
1.03
2.19
New Hampshire
15,519
8,113
13,662
9,970
0.83
0.52
0.53
New Jersey
104,608
70,851
90,836
84,623
5.65
4.48
4.68
New Mexico
24,572
10,835
41,674
-6,267
1.42
0.73
-0.35
New York
180,240
97,023
187,203
90,060
9.58
6.04
4.39
North Carolina
143,965
85,792
94,223
135,534
7.89
5.36
7.60
North Dakota
21,666
8,502
26,690
3,479
1.17
0.54
0.10
Ohio
176,161
75,010
123,109
128,062
9.41
4.78
6.80
Oklahoma
52,345
22,186
95,445
-20,914
2.95
1.46
-1.31
Oregon
36,958
20,329
36,020
21,267
2.05
1.32
1.20
Pennsylvania
286,658
110,478
158,788
238,349
14.88
6.67
12.02
Rhode Island
8,791
6,633
9,892
5,531
0.48
0.42
0.31
South Carolina
68,089
45,941
48,132
65,899
3.78
2.89
3.78
South Dakota
11,351
5,051
8,028
8,374
0.65
0.33
0.51
Tennessee
175,514
59,238
63,345
171,407
9.26
3.49
8.95
Texas
505,803
284,098
571,429
218,472
29.61
18.76
14.09
Utah
43,961
17,018
37,942
23,037
2.47
1.09
1.28
Vermont
5,603
2,014
6,455
1,162
0.29
0.13
0.03
Virginia
115,676
72,296
83,707
104,264
6.38
4.55
5.91
Washington
71,249
38,205
67,603
41,851
3.79
2.47
2.20
West Virginia
47,550
17,701
53,862
11,389
2.49
1.08
0.33
Wisconsin
63,871
39,460
54,168
49,163
3.51
2.60
2.86
Wyoming
15,521
7,397
40,009
-17,091
0.89
0.50
-1.02
United States
4,955,528 2,405,343 3,859,275 3,501,595 271
152
192
40-year jobs are number of full-time equivalent (FTE) 1-year (2080 hours of work per year) jobs for 40 years.
Earnings are in the form of wages, services, and supply-chain impacts. During the construction period, they are
the earnings during all construction. For the operation period, they are the annual earnings.

The JEDI models are economic input-output models that have several uncertainties (e.g.
Linowes, 2012). To evaluate the robustness of the models, we compared results with
calculations derived from an aggregation of 15 different renewable energy job creation
models (Wei et al., 2010). These included input/output models such as JEDI, and bottom-up
analytical models. Table 10 suggests that the JEDI models estimated the number of 40-year
operation jobs as 2.4 million across the U.S. due to WWS. This estimate falls within the
range of 1.1-6 million jobs derived from the aggregation of models shown in Table 11.
Table 11. Estimated number of permanent operations, maintenance, and fuel processing jobs per installed MW
of energy source. Installed MW are of proposed new plants.
Installed
Jobs per installed Number of permanent
Energy Technology
MW
MW
jobs
Onshore wind
1,757,737
0.14-0.4
246,000-703,000
Offshore wind
904,726
0.14-0.4
127,000-362,000
Wave device
33,657
0.14-0.4
4,700-13,000
Geothermal plant
26,529
1.67-1.78
44,000-47,000
Hydroelectric plant
4,926
1.14
5,600
Tidal turbine
10,687
0.14-0.4
1,500-4,300
Residential roof PV
637,866
0.12-1
77,000-638,000
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Com/gov roof PV
Solar PV plant
CSP plant
Total

493,818
2,922,206
833,012
7,625,164

0.12-1
0.12-1
0.22-1

59,000-494,000
351,000-2,920,000
183,000-833,000
1,100,000-6,000,000

9.B. Job Loss Analysis
Table 12 provides estimates of the number of U.S. jobs that may be lost in the oil, gas, and
uranium extraction and production industries; petroleum refining industry; coal, gas, and
nuclear power plant operation industries; fuel transportation industry, and other fuel-related
industries upon a shift to WWS.
Table 12. U.S. job loss upon eliminating energy generation and use from the fossil fuel and nuclear sectors.
Energy Sector

Number of Jobs Lost

Oil and gas extraction/production

806,300a

Petroleum refining

73,900b

Coal/gas power plant operation

259,400c

Coal mining

89,700 d

Uranium extraction/production

1,160e

Nuclear power plant operation

58,870f

Coal and oil transportation

2,448,300g

Other

171,500h

Less petroleum jobs retained

-50,000i

Total
3,859,000
EMSI (2012).
b
Workers employed in U.S. refineries from EIA (2014a). State values are estimated by multiplying the U.S.
total by the fraction of U.S. barrels of crude oil distilled in each state from EIA (2014b).
c
Includes coal plant operators, gas plant operators, compressor and gas pumping station operators, pump
system operators, refinery operators, stationary engineers and boiler operators, and service unit operators for
oil, gas, and mining. Coal data from Sourcewatch (2014). All other data from ONET online (2014).
d
EIA (2014c)
e
Multiply U.S. uranium mining employment across 12 U.S. states that mine uranium from EIA (2014d). State
values are estimated by multiplying the total by the state population divided by the total population of the 12
states.
f
NEI (2014).
g
Multiply the total number of direct U.S. jobs in transportation (11,000,000) from USDOT (2014) by the ratio
(0.287 in 2007) of weight of oil and coal shipped in the U.S. relative to the total weight of commodities
shipped from USDOT (2012) and by the fraction of transportation jobs that are relevant to oil and coal
transportation (0.78) from USBLS (2014) and by the fraction of the U.S. population in each state.
h
Other includes accountants, auditors, administrative assistants, chemical engineers, geoscientists, industrial
engineers, mechanical engineers, petroleum attorneys, petroleum engineers, and service station attendants
associated with oil and gas, Petrostrategies, Inc. (2014).
i
See text for discussion of jobs retained.
a

Although the petroleum industry will lose jobs upon the elimination of extraction of crude
oil in the U.S., jobs in the production of non-fuel petroleum commodities such as lubricants,
asphalt, petrochemical feedstocks, and petroleum coke will remain. The number of these
jobs is estimated as follows: currently, 195,000 people work in oil and gas production alone
across the U.S. (USBLS, 2012). Assuming 50% of these workers are in oil production,
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97,500 jobs exist in the U.S. oil production industry. Petroleum refineries employ another
73,900 workers (Table 12). Nationally, the non-fuel output from oil refineries is ~10% of
refinery output (EIA, 2013b). We thus assume that only 10% (~17,000) of petroleum
production and refining jobs will remain upon conversion to WWS. We assume another
33,000 jobs will remain for transporting this petroleum for a total of 50,000 jobs remaining.
These jobs are assigned to states with current oil refining based on the current capacity of
refining.
In sum, the shift to WWS may result in the displacement of ~3.86 million jobs in current
fossil- and nuclear-related industries in the U.S. At $60,000/yr per job – close to the average
for the WWS jobs – the corresponding loss in revenues is ~$232 billion.
9.C. Jobs analysis summary
The JEDI models predict the creation of ~4.95 million 40-year construction jobs and ~2.4
million 40-year operation and maintenance jobs for the WWS generators proposed. The
shift to WWS will simultaneously result in the loss of ~3.88 million in the current fossilbased electricity generation, petroleum refining, and uranium production industries in the
U.S.. Thus, a net of ~3.48 million 40-year jobs will be created in the U.S. The direct and
indirect earnings from WWS amount to $271 billion/year during the construction stage and
$152 billion/yr for operation. The annual earnings lost from fossil-fuel industries total
~$233 billion/yr giving a net gain in annual earnings of ~$190 billion/yr. These numbers are
not meant to be a precise forecast, but rather an indication of the economic effect WWS
electricity generation may have on the U.S. The actual job and revenue impacts are subject
to various uncertainties associated with progress in technology, projects scale and policies.
Overall, the positive socio-economic impacts of WWS resource electricity implementation
are expected to exceed significantly the negative impacts.
10. Reducing Energy Use in Buildings, Neighborhoods, and Commercial Complexes
The proposed state plans will continue and enhance existing efforts to improve energy
efficiency in residential, commercial, institutional, and government buildings, thereby
reducing energy demand in each state. Current state energy policies promote building
efficiency through appliance standards, regulations, tax incentives, education, and
renewable energy portfolios.
A number of studies have estimated that efficiency measures can reduce energy use in nontransportation sectors by 20 to 30% or more (McKinsey and Co., 2009; Siddiqui, 2009;
Farese, 2012; Kavalec et al., 2012; CEC, 2012). Thus, the assumption in Table 1 of a ~5.5%
demand reduction due to end-use energy efficiency measures (in addition to ~32%
additional demand reductions due to the conversion to electricity and elimination of mining
and processing of fuels) upon complete conversion to WWS is conservative. If the achieved
demand reduction is larger than ~5.5%, then meeting each state’s energy needs with 100%
WWS will be easier to implement.
Several technologies can further improve energy efficiency (e.g., Navigant Consulting,
2012). These include
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LED lighting (residential, commercial and street/parking applications)
Optimized hot/dry climate air conditioning systems
Evaporative cooling
Indirect evaporative cooling
Ductless air conditioning
Water-cooled heat exchangers for HVAC equipment
Residential night ventilation cooling
Heat pump water heaters
Condensing gas water heaters
Improved data center design
Improved air-flow management
Variable-speed computer room air conditioning (CRAC) compressors
Advanced lighting controls
Evaporator fan controller for medium temperature walk-in evaporator systems
Combined space and water heater
Advanced HID lighting – pulse start and ceramic metal halide
Fault detection and diagnostics
Variable refrigerant flow
Advanced steam trap systems
Reduced working temperature for asphalt
High performance rooftop unit
Comprehensive commercial HVAC rooftop unit quality maintenance

These energy efficiency measures are viewed as Demand Side Management (DSM)
techniques by electric utilities. DSM measures have the ability to reduce both energy
consumption (MWh) and peak load (MW). When DSM tools are used along with tradition
power planning measures they result in Integrated Resource Planning (IRP). DSM measures
reduce environmental impacts of energy consumption while avoiding costs and risk of
building new supply. An additional benefit to utilities of DSM measures is to defer new
capitally intensive projects to meet electric growth as well as reduce consumer energy costs.
An additional benefit of DMS measures is compounded energy savings. Due to losses along
the electric grid, reducing end-use consumption reduces incremental distribution,
transmission, and plant losses. Another benefit is that DSM reduces the need for additional
air conditioning required to cool buildings that heat up due to the conversion of electricity to
heat in buildings, since it reduces electricity use in buildings.
DSM measures are often the best option for reducing electricity growth and providing high
value electricity savings at a lower cost. The use of DSM measures is one of the few current
sustainable energy options with a negative Marginal Abatement Cost ($/MTCO2), meaning
that they both save money and reduce emissions. Large-scale implementation of DSM has
been widely successful with one of the best-known measures being the U.S. refrigerator
standards. Since 1975 refrigerators have increased in volume by an average of 11% while
reducing electricity consumption by almost 80% (from 1,800 to 400 kWh/yr) and at lower
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cost. Through the use of proper incentives, tax credits, mandates, and further developing
information of DSM measures energy, efficiency has the ability to reduce greatly energy
consumption in a cost-effective way.
11. State Tax Revenue Consideration
The implementation of this plan will affect state tax revenues and require tax policy changes
to ensure that revenues remain constant in each state. As a large sector of the U.S. is
employed or involved indirectly with the production, transport, and use of fossil fuels, a
substantial transition in the source of governmental tax revenue will be needed. Such a
transition should not decrease net revenue since new jobs and taxable income and other
taxable income streams will increase.
Revenues directly associated with the sale of petroleum fuels, such as gasoline and diesel
fuel taxes, will diminish as the vehicle fleet transitions to BEVs and HFCVs altogether. One
way to offset motor fuel revenue losses is to impose a vehicle registration renewal fee on
vehicles that don’t use motor fuel. Other tax revenues associated with passenger vehicle use,
such as motor vehicle fees, taxi surcharge fees, and auto rental taxes, are not expected to
decrease significantly upon a conversion to BEVs and HFCVs.
As more state infrastructure is electrified, revenues from utility taxes will increase. Property
taxes, other sales and use taxes, corporation taxes, private rail car taxes, energy resource
surcharges, quarterly public utility commission fees, and penalties on public utility
commission fees are unlikely to change much. Environmental and hazardous waste fees and
oil and gas lease revenues will likely decrease, but these revenues are small.
The largest change that will occur is the end of export of money for the international
importation of oil into the U.S. A net of $330 billion, or ~$1000/person is spent each year
on importing oil. This exported money will now remain in the U.S. economy creating
compounding cash flows, increasing tax revenue.
12. Timeline of Implementation of the Roadmaps
Figure 5 shows an average timeline for the implementation of the roadmaps presented here.
The plans calls for all new electric power generators installed by 2020 to be WWS
generators and existing conventional generators to be phased out gradually, such that by
2030, 80-85% of the existing infrastructure is converted and by 2050, 100% is converted.
Similarly, all new heating and cooling technologies are proposed to be WWS technologies
by 2020 and existing technologies, replaced over time, but by no later than 2050.
Figure 5. Change in U.S. end-use power demand for all purposes (electricity, transportation, heating/cooling,
and industry) and its supply by conventional fuels and WWS generators over time based on the state roadmaps
proposed here. Total power demand decreases upon conversion to WWS due to the efficiency of electricity
over combustion and end-use energy efficiency measures. The percentages on the horizontal date axis are
percent of conversion to WWS that has occurred by that year. The percentages next to each WWS source are
the final estimated penetration of the source. The 100% demarcation in 2050 indicates that 100% of allpurpose power is provided by WWS technologies by 2050, and the power demand by that time has decreased.
Karl Burkart, personal communication.
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For transportation, the transition to BEVs and HFCVs is expected to occur more rapidly
than in the power generation sector due to the rapid turnover time of the vehicle fleet (~15
years) and the efficiency of BEVs and HFCVs over fossil-fuel combustion vehicles. BEVs
and HFCVs exist today, but are anticipated to be the only new vehicles sold by 2020.
Freight and passenger rail, freight trucks, tractors, construction machines, ships, and aircraft
also will be converted to 100% WWS with a combination of battery-electric and hybrid
battery-electric/hydrogen-fuel-cell or, in the case of aircraft, batter-electric/cryogenichydrogen energy systems. The vehicle charging and hydrogen fueling infrastructures will
need to be developed. With hydrogen fueling, on-site electrolysis using transmitted
electricity to produce hydrogen may be more efficient than producing hydrogen remotely
and piping it to fueling stations. Some conversion in transportation can be obviated by
better transportation planning, including an increased emphasis on transit, biking, and
walking. Policy measures to jump start these processes are discussed shortly.
13. Current Status of Conversion to WWS
The U.S. has already made strides toward converting to WWS. For example, at the end of
2013, approximately 4.4% of all U.S. electric power produced was from wind, 0.21% was
from solar, 0.42% was from geothermal, and 6.8% was from hydroelectric power (EIA,
2014e), for a total of 11.83% from WWS resources. The growth in wind and solar, in
particularly, has been rapid relative to just 2-3 years prior. Because the “fuel” cost of WWS
electric power is zero, costs of these electricity sources will stay flat over time, whereas
fossil-fuel costs will continue to rise, as they have in the past, causing a natural transition to
WWS electric power generation. Although the capital cost of WWS electric power sources
is often higher than that of fossil fuel sources, the zero fuel cost stabilizes prices of WWS
generators, resulting in lower long-term costs of WWS generators compared with fossil fuel
generators. This factor suggests further that WWS technologies will ultimately replace
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conventional fuels on their own, although policies are needed to speed up the transition to
obtain complete replacement by 2050.
With regard to transportation, as of December 2013, the U.S. had 170,000 plug-in electric
vehicles on the road (0.067% of the U.S. vehicle fleet of 253 million vehicles), with 57% of
these purchased during 2013. The 2013 growth rate represented an 84% increase over 2012.
Further, at the end of 2013, there were 19,500 public charging outlets in the U.S., including
378 DC chargers (Wikipedia, 2014). Due to the efficiency and thus the low “fuel” cost of an
electric vehicle versus a gasoline vehicle (e.g., $0.80/gallon equivalent for electric versus
$4/gallon for gasoline), a typical person driving 15,000 miles/year for 15 years will save
~$20,000 in fuel costs with an electric vehicle. In addition, fast DC superchargers allow
300-miles of charging in one hour. The low fuel cost, greater safety (less rollover, greater
crush buffer in the front, and cannot explode), greater acceleration, and low maintenance
costs (because they have fewer moving parts) of electric vehicles suggest that vehicle
electrification will increase naturally over the coming decades.
With regard to heating, 33.5% of 113.6 million U.S. homes are already heated with electric
heating (either central electric heated forced air, heat pumps, portable electric heaters, and
other electric equipment exhaust) (EIA, 2014f). Energy efficiency measures are also being
implemented nationally. For example, the California Public Utilities Commission and
California Energy Commission have set the goal that all new homes in California will
produce as much energy as they consume by 2020 (net zero energy).
14. Recommended First Steps
While U.S. states have already enacted some legislation to reduce greenhouse gas and air
pollutant emissions and convert to renewable energy, more substantial changes are needed
to reach 100% WWS by 2050. Here, some short-term policy options are listed to help with
the conversion at the state level.
14.1 State Planning and Incentive Structures
•

Create a green building tax credit program for the corporate sector.

•

Create energy performance rating systems with minimum performance requirements
to assess energy efficiency levels across the state and pinpoint areas for
improvement.

•

Lock in the remaining in-state coal-fired power plants to retire under enforceable
commitments. At the same time, streamline the permit approval process for WWS
power generators and high-capacity transmission lines.

•

Within existing regional planning efforts, work with local and regional governments
to manage zoning and permitting issues or pre-approve sites to reduce the costs and
uncertainty of projects and expedite their physical build-out. In the case of offshore
wind, include the federal government in planning and management efforts.
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14.2. Energy Efficiency Actions
•

Expand Renewable Energy Standards and Energy Efficiency Resource Standards.

•

Introduce a Public Benefit Funds (PBF) program for energy efficiency. The
program is funded with a non-bypassable charge on consumers’ electricity bills for
distribution services. These funds generate capital that sponsor energy efficiency
programs, and research and development related to clean energy technologies and
training.

•

Promote, though municipal financing, incentives, and rebates, energy efficiency
measures in buildings. Efficiency measures include, but are not limited to, using
LED lighting; optimized air conditioning systems; evaporative cooling; ductless air
conditioning; water-cooled heat exchangers; night ventilation cooling; heat-pump
water heaters; improved data center design; improved air flow management;
advanced lighting controls; combined space and water heaters; variable refrigerant
flow; and improved wall, floor, ceiling, and pipe insulation (e.g., Navigant
Consulting, 2012). Other measures include sealing leaks in windows, doors, and
fireplaces, converting to double-paned windows, using more passive solar heating,
monitoring building energy use to determine wasteful processes, and performing an
energy audit to discover energy waste.

•

Continuously revise building codes for construction of new buildings and renovation
of existing buildings as new technologies become readily available.

•

Incentivize landlords’ investment in efficiency. Allow owners of multi-family
buildings to take a property tax exemption for energy efficiency improvements made
in their buildings that provide benefits to their tenants.

•

Create a rebate program that targets energy efficiency in appliances and processes.
Efficiency measures include, but are not limited to, upgrading appliances to those
that use less electricity, using hot water circulation pumps on a timer, converting to
LED light bulbs, etc.

•

Encourage conversion from natural gas water and air heaters to heat pumps (air and
ground-source) and rooftop solar thermal hot water pre-heaters. Incentivize more use
of efficient lighting in buildings and on city streets. Publicize ground source heat
pumps as a key energy efficiency technology for Washington by retrofitting a highprofile state building.

14.3. Energy Supply Action
Energy Supply Action includes the actions taken that result in the use of cleaner energy
sources. Renewable portfolio standards, interconnection standards, and public benefit funds
for clean energy supply all fall under this category.
•

Increase Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS).
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•

Extend or create state solar production tax credits.

•

Encourage the progression toward WWS by implementing a tax on emissions by
current utilities.

•

Streamline the small-scale solar and wind installation permitting process. Create
common codes, fee structures, and filing procedures across the state.

•

Encourage clean-energy backup emergency power systems rather than
diesel/gasoline generators at both the household and community levels. Work with
industry to implement home or community energy storage (through battery systems,
including re-purposed BEV batteries) accompanying rooftop solar to mitigate
problems associated with grid power losses.

14.4. Utility Planning and Incentive Structures
•

Implement virtual net metering (VNM) for small-scale energy systems. Virtual net
metering allows a utility customer to assign the net production from an electrical
generator on his or her property (e.g., solar PV) to another metered account that is
not physically connected to that generator. This allows credits from a single solar PV
system to be distributed among multiple electric service accounts, such as in lowincome residential housing complexes, apartment complexes, school districts, multistore shopping centers, or a residential neighborhood with multiple residents and one
PV system. To that end, useful policies would be to (1) remove the necessity for
subscribers to have proprietorship in the energy-generating site, (2) expand or
eliminate the capacity limit of net-metering for each utility, and (3) remove the
barrier to inter-load zone transmission of net-metered renewable power.

•

Develop peak-load management strategies to account for the variability of renewable
energy integration to the grid as California did recently by setting a goal to install 1.3
GWh of grid storage by 2020.

•

Encourage utilities to use demand-response grid management to reduce the need for
short-term energy backup on the grid.

14.5. Transportation
• Create a governor-appointed EV Advisory Council, as has been done in Illinois and
Connecticut, to recommend strategies for EV infrastructure and policies.
•

Leverage and augment the technical and financial assistance of the U. S. Department
of Energy’s “Clean Cities Program” activities, focusing on the deployment of BEVs.
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•

Adopt legislation mandating the transition to plug-in electric vehicles for short- and
medium distance government transportation and encouraging the transition for
commercial and personal vehicles through purchase incentives and rebates.

•

Use incentives or mandates to stimulate the growth of fleets of electric and/or
hydrogen fuel cell/electric hybrid buses starting with a few and gradually growing
the fleets. Electric or hydrogen fuel cell ferries, riverboats, and other local shipping
should be encouraged as well.

•

Encourage and ease the permitting process for the installation of electric charging
stations in public parking lots, hotels, suburban metro stations, on streets, and in
residential and commercial garages.

•

Set up time-of-use electricity rates to encourage charging at night.

•

Use excess wind and solar produced by WWS electric power generators to produce
hydrogen (by electrolysis) for transportation and industry and to provide district heat
for water and air (as done in Denmark) instead of curtailing the wind and solar.

•

Encourage the electrification of freight rail and shift freight from trucks to rail.

•

Encourage more use of public transit by increasing availability and providing
incentives. Successful programs have been seen on college or university campuses
in which commuters receive compensation for not purchasing a parking pass and
opting to use public transportation or personal bicycles for their commute.

•

Increase safe biking and walking infrastructure, such as dedicated bike lanes,
sidewalks, crosswalks, timed walk signals, etc.

14.6. Industrial Processes
• Provide tax or other financial incentives for industry to convert to electricity and
electrolytic hydrogen for high temperature and manufacturing processes where they
are not currently used.
•

Provide tax or other financial incentives to encourage industries to use WWS electric
power generation for on-site electric power (private) generation.

15. Summary
This study proposed that converting the U.S. energy infrastructure for all purposes into a
clean and sustainable one powered by wind, water, and sunlight (WWS) producing
electricity and hydrogen is technically and economically feasible. It evaluated U.S. WWS
resources and proposed a mix of WWS generators that could match projected 2050 demand.
It also evaluated the land and water areas required, potential of the generators to match
demand (relying on previous optimization model results), direct, air pollution, and climate
cost changes, and net jobs created from such a conversion.
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The timeline for conversion was proposed as follows: all new installations would be WWS
by 2020, and existing infrastructure would gradually be replaced, with about 80-85%
replaced by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
The conversion from combustion to a completely electrified system for all purposes is
calculated to reduce U.S.-averaged end-use power demand ~37.6% with ~85% of this due to
electrification and 15% due to end-use energy efficiency improvements. Additional end-use
energy efficiency measures should reduce power demand further. The conversion to WWS
should stabilize energy prices since fuel costs will be zero.
Remaining all-purpose end-use U.S. power demand is proposed to be met (based on 2050
energy estimates) with 351,500 onshore 5-MW wind turbines (providing 31.0% of U.S.
energy for all purposes), 181,000 off-shore 5-MW wind turbines (19.0%), 58,500 50-MW
utility-scale solar-PV power plants (29.6%), 8,330 100-MW utility-scale CSP power plants
(7.54%), 128 million 5-kW residential rooftop PV systems (4.7%), 4.9 million 100-kW
commercial/government rooftop systems (3.9%), 265 100-MW geothermal plants (1.3%),
45,000 0.75-MW wave devices (0.37%), 10,700 1-MW tidal turbines (0.13%), and virtually
no new hydroelectric power plants, but the capacity of existing plants would be increased so
that hydro supplies 2.46% of all-purpose power. This is just one plausible mix. Least-cost
energy-system optimization studies and practical implementation considerations will
determine the actual design and operation of the energy system and may result in technology
mixes different than proposed here (e.g., more power plant PV, less rooftop PV).
Several methods exist to match renewable energy supply with demand and to smooth out the
variability of WWS resources. These include (A) combining geographically-dispersed
WWS resources as a bundled set of resources rather than as separate resources and using
hydroelectric power to fill in remaining gaps; (B) using demand-response grid management
to shift times of demand to match better with the timing of WWS power supply; (C) oversizing WWS peak generation capacity to minimize the times when available WWS power is
less than demand and to provide power to produce heat for water and air and hydrogen for
transportation and heating when WWS power exceeds demand; (D) integrating weather
forecasts into system operation to reduce reserve requirements; (E) storing energy in thermal
storage media such as molten nitrate salt and soil, batteries, or other storage media; and (F)
storing energy in electric-vehicle batteries for later extraction (vehicle-to-grid).
The additional footprint on land for WWS devices is equivalent to about 0.44% of the U.S.
land area, mostly for utility scale PV. This does not account for land gained from
eliminating the current energy infrastructure. An additional on-land spacing area of about
1.7% is required for onshore wind, but this area can be used for multiple purposes, such as
open space, agricultural land, or grazing land. The land footprint and spacing areas (open
space between devices) in the proposed scenario can be reduced by shifting more land based
WWS generators to the ocean, lakes, and rooftops.
2030 electricity costs are estimated to be 6.1 (5.2-7.1) U.S. ¢/kWh (including local
transmission and distribution costs) in the U.S. average for the combination of WWS
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technologies proposed, which compares with about 22.7 (22.0-23.3) ¢/kWh for fossil-fuel
generators in 2030, of which 5.7 ¢/kWh is externality cost. When long-distance transmission
is built, it is estimated to cost an additional 1 (0.3-3) ¢/kWh for 1200-2000 km high-voltage
direct current lines.
The 50-state roadmaps are anticipated to create ~5 million 40-year construction jobs and
~2.4 million 40-year operation jobs for the energy facilities alone, outweighing the ~3.9
million jobs lost to give a net gain of 3.5 million 40-year jobs. Earnings during the 40-year
construction period for these facilities (in the form of wages, local revenue, and local
supply-chain impacts) are estimated to be ~$271 billion/yr in 2010 dollars and annual
earnings during operation of the WWS facilities are estimated at ~$152 billion/year. Net
earnings from construction plus operation minus lost earnings from lost jobs are estimated at
~$192 billion/yr.
The state roadmaps will reduce U.S. air pollution mortality by ~62,000 (19,000-116,000)
premature mortalities/yr, and its costs by $510 (158-1,155) billion/yr in health costs, or 3.15
(0.98-7.13) of the 2012 U.S. GDP. The U.S. emission decreases will reduce 2050 worldwide
global-warming costs due to U.S. emissions by at least $730 billion/yr.
The savings in health cost to the U.S. plus climate cost to the world due to U.S. emissions
may equal the capital and installation cost of WWS generators within 11.0 (7.3-15.4) years.
The roadmaps will increase revenues from current utility taxes, due to the increased use of
electricity. At the same time, they will reduce fuel-tax revenues. Either utility taxes or
mileage-base road fees can compensate for fuel-tax losses.
The implementation of plans such as these in countries worldwide will essentially eliminate
energy-related global warming; air, soil, and water pollution; and energy insecurity.
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Additional Area Needed to Power 100% of 50 States for all
Purposes With Wind, Water, & Solar in 2050
Hydroelectric (2.46%)
0.027% of U.S.

Onshore wind (31.0%)
Footprint 4.4 km2
Spacing 1.71% of US

Roof PV (8.6%)
0.092% of U.S.

Offshore wind (19.0%)
Geothermal (1.3%)
0.001% of U.S.

PV+CSP plants (37.2%)
0.410% of U.S

Footprint 2.3 km2
Spacing 0.88% of U.S.

Tidal+wave (0.50%)
Spacing 0.0126% of U.S.
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New York State’s all-purpose energy can be derived from wind, water, and sunlight.
The conversion reduces NYS end-use power demand by  37%.
The plan creates more jobs than lost since most energy will be from in state.
The plan creates long-term energy price stability since fuel costs will be zero.
The plan decreases air pollution deaths 4000/yr ($33 billion/yr or 3% of NYS GDP).
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This study analyzes a plan to convert New York State’s (NYS’s) all-purpose (for electricity, transportation, heating/cooling, and industry) energy infrastructure to one derived entirely from wind, water,
and sunlight (WWS) generating electricity and electrolytic hydrogen. Under the plan, NYS’s 2030
all-purpose end-use power would be provided by 10% onshore wind (4020 5-MW turbines), 40%
offshore wind (12,700 5-MW turbines), 10% concentrated solar (387 100-MW plants), 10% solar-PV
plants (828 50-MW plants), 6% residential rooftop PV (  5 million 5-kW systems), 12% commercial/
government rooftop PV (  500,000 100-kW systems), 5% geothermal (36 100-MW plants), 0.5% wave
(1910 0.75-MW devices), 1% tidal (2600 1-MW turbines), and 5.5% hydroelectric (6.6 1300-MW plants,
of which 89% exist). The conversion would reduce NYS’s end-use power demand  37% and stabilize
energy prices since fuel costs would be zero. It would create more jobs than lost because nearly all NYS
energy would now be produced in-state. NYS air pollution mortality and its costs would decline by
 4000 (1200–7600) deaths/yr, and $33 (10–76) billion/yr (3% of 2010 NYS GDP), respectively, alone
repaying the 271 GW installed power needed within  17 years, before accounting for electricity sales.
NYS’s own emission decreases would reduce 2050 U.S. climate costs by  $3.2 billion/yr.
& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This is a study to examine the technical and economic feasibility of and propose policies for converting New York State’s
(NYS’s) energy infrastructure in all sectors to one powered by
wind, water, and sunlight (WWS). The plan is a localized microcosm of that developed for the world and U.S. by Jacobson and
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Delucchi (2009, 2011) and Delucchi and Jacobson (2011).
Recently, other plans involving different levels of energy conversion for some or multiple energy sectors have been developed at
national or continental scales (e.g., Alliance for Climate Protection,
2009; Parsons-Brinckerhoff, 2009; Kemp and Wexler, 2010; PriceWaterhouse-Coopers, 2010; Beyond Zero Emissions, 2010; European
Climate Foundation (ECF), 2010; European Renewable Energy Council
(EREC), 2010; World Wildlife Fund, 2011).
Limited plans are currently in place in New York City (PlaNYC,
2011) and NYS (Power, 2011) to help the city and state, respectively, provide predictable and sustainable energy, improve the
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quality of life, and reduce climate-relevant emissions. NYS also
has a renewable portfolio standard requiring 30% of its electric
power to come from renewable sources by 2015 (NYSERDA (New
York State Energy Research and Development Authority), 2012).
Although current plans for NYS and other states, countries, and
continents are visionary and important, the plan here goes further
by proposing a long-term sustainable energy infrastructure that
supplies all energy from wind, water, and solar power, and
provides the largest possible reductions in air pollution, water
pollution, and global warming impacts. This study represents the
ﬁrst effort to develop a plan for an individual state to provide
100% of its all-purpose energy from WWS and to calculate the
number of WWS energy devices, land and ocean areas, jobs, and
policies needed for such an infrastructure. It also provides new
calculations of air pollution mortality and morbidity impacts and
costs in NYS based on multiple years of high-resolution air
quality data.
In brief, the plan requires or results in the following changes:

(1) Replace fossil-fuel electric power generators with wind turbines, solar photovoltaic (PV) plants and rooftop systems,
concentrated solar power (CSP) plants, solar hot water heater
systems, geothermal power plants, a few additional hydroelectric power plants, and a small number of wave and tidal
devices.
(2) Replace all fossil-fuel combustion for transportation, heating
and cooling, and industrial processes with electricity, hydrogen fuel cells, and a limited amount of hydrogen combustion.
Battery-electric vehicles (BEVs), hydrogen fuel cell vehicles
(HFCVs), and BEV–HFCV hybrids sold in NYS will replace all
combustion-based passenger vehicles, trucks, buses, non-road
machines, and locomotives sold in the state. Long-distance
trucks will be primarily BEV-HFCV hybrids and HFCVs. Ships
built in NYS will similarly run on hydrogen fuel cells and
electricity. Today, hydrogen-fuel-cell ships, tractors, forklifts,
buses, passenger vehicles, and trucks already exist, and electric
vehicles, ferries, and non-road machinery also exist. Electricitypowered air- and ground-source heat pumps, heat exchangers,
and backup electric resistance heaters will replace natural gas
and oil for home heating and air conditioning. Air- and groundsource heat pump water heaters powered by electricity and
solar hot water preheaters will provide hot water for homes.
High-temperatures for industrial processes will be obtained with
electricity and hydrogen combustion. Petroleum products may
still be used for lubrication and plastics as necessary, but such
products will be produced using WWS power for process energy.
(3) Reduce energy demand beyond the reductions described
under (2) through energy efﬁciency measures. Such measures
include retroﬁtting residential, commercial, institutional, and
government buildings with better insulation, improving the
energy-out/energy-in efﬁciency of end uses with more efﬁcient lighting and the use of heat-exchange and ﬁltration
systems; increasing public transit and telecommuting,
designing future city infrastructure to facilitate greater use
of clean-energy transport; and designing new buildings to use
solar energy with more daylighting, solar hot water heating,
seasonal energy storage, and improved passive solar heating
in winter and cooling in summer.
(4) Boost economic activity by implementing the measures
above. Increase jobs in the manufacturing and installation
industries and in the development of new and more efﬁcient
technologies. Reduce social costs by reducing health-related
mortality and morbidity and reducing environmental damage
to lakes, streams, rivers, forests, buildings, and statues resulting
from air and water pollution. Reduce social costs by slowing the

increase in global warming and its impacts on coastlines,
agriculture, ﬁshing, heat stress, severe weather, and air pollution
(which otherwise increases with increasing temperatures).
Reduce long-term macroeconomic costs by eliminating exposure to future rises in fossil fuel prices.
(5) The plan anticipates that the fraction of new electric power
generators as WWS will increase starting today such that, by
2020, all new generators will be WWS generators. Existing
conventional generators will be phased out over time, but by
no later than 2050. Similarly, BEVs and HFCVs should be
nearly the only new vehicles types sold in NYS by 2020.
The growth of electric vehicles will be accompanied by a
growth of electric charging stations in residences, commercial
parking spaces, service stations, and highway rest stops.
(6) All new heating and cooling technologies installed by 2020
should be WWS technologies and existing technologies
should be replaced over time, but by no later than 2050.
(7) To ensure reliability of the electric power grids, several methods
should be used to match renewable energy supply with demand
and to smooth out the variability of WWS resources. These
include (A) combining geographically-dispersed WWS resources
as a bundled set of resources rather than as separate resources
and using hydroelectric power to ﬁll remaining gaps; (B) using
demand-response grid management to shift times of demand to
match better with the timing of WWS power supply; (C) oversizing WWS peak generation capacity to minimize the times
when available WWS power is less than demand and to provide
power to produce heat for air and water and hydrogen for
transportation and heating when WWS power exceeds demand;
(D) integrating weather forecasts into system operation to reduce
reserve requirements; (E) storing energy in thermal storage
media, batteries or other storage media at the site of generation
or use; and (F) storing energy in electric-vehicle batteries for later
extraction (vehicle-to-grid).

2. How the technologies were chosen
The WWS energy technologies chosen for the NYS plan exist
and were ranked the highest among several proposed energy
options for addressing pollution and public health, global warming, and energy security (Jacobson, 2009). That analysis used a
combination of 11 criteria (carbon-dioxide equivalent emissions,
air-pollution mortality and morbidity, resource abundance, footprint on the ground, spacing required, water consumption, effects
on wildlife, thermal pollution, water chemical pollution/radioactive waste, energy supply disruption, and normal operating
reliability) to evaluate each technology.
Mined natural gas and liquid biofuels are excluded from the
NYS plan for the reasons given below. Jacobson and Delucchi
(2011) explain why nuclear power and coal with carbon capture
are also excluded.
2.1. Why not natural gas?
Natural gas is excluded for several reasons. The mining, transport, and use of conventional natural gas for electric power results
in at least 60–80 times more carbon-equivalent emissions and air
pollution mortality per unit electric power generated than does
wind energy over a 100-year time frame. Over the 10–30 year
time frame, natural gas is a greater warming agent relative to all
WWS technologies and a danger to the Arctic sea ice due to its
leaked methane and black carbon-ﬂaring emissions (discussed
more below). Natural gas mining, transport, and use also produce
carbon monoxide, ammonia, nitrogen oxides, and organic gases.
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Natural gas mining degrades land, roads, and highways and produces
water pollution.
The main argument for increasing the use of natural gas has
been that it is a ‘‘bridge fuel’’ between coal and renewable energy
because of the belief that natural gas causes less global warming
per unit electric power generated than coal. Although natural gas
emits less carbon dioxide per unit electric power than coal, two
factors cause natural gas to increase global warming relative to
coal: higher methane emissions and less sulfur dioxide emissions
per unit energy than coal.
Although signiﬁcant uncertainty still exists, several studies
have shown that, without considering sulfur dioxide emissions
from coal, natural gas results in either similar or greater global
warming-relevant-emissions than coal, particularly on the 20-year
time scale (Howarth et al., 2011, 2012a, 2012b; Howarth and
Ingraffea, 2011; Wigley, 2011; Myhrvold and Caldeira, 2012).
The most efﬁcient use of natural gas is for electricity, since the
efﬁciency of electricity generation with natural gas is greater than
with coal. Yet even with optimistic assumptions, Myhrvold and
Caldeira (2012) demonstrated that the rapid conversion of coal to
natural gas electricity plants would ‘‘do little to diminish the climate
impacts’’ of fossil fuels over the ﬁrst half of the 21st Century. Recent
estimates of methane radiative forcing (Shindell et al., 2009) and
leakage (Howarth et al., 2012b; Pétron et al., 2012) suggest a higher
greenhouse-gas footprint of the natural gas systems than that
estimated by Myhrvold and Caldeira (2012). Moreover, conventional
natural gas resources are becoming increasingly depleted and
replaced by unconventional gas such as from shale formations,
which have larger methane emissions and therefore a larger greenhouse gas footprint than do conventional sources (Howarth et al.,
2011, 2012b; Hughes, 2011).
Currently, most natural gas in the U.S. and NYS is not used to
generate electricity but rather for domestic and commercial heating
and for industrial process energy. For these uses, natural gas offers no
efﬁciency advantage over oil or coal, and has a larger greenhouse gas
footprint than these other fossil fuels, particularly over the next
several decades, even while neglecting the climate impact of sulfur
dioxide emissions (Howarth et al., 2011, 2012a, 2012b). The reason is
that natural gas systems emit far more methane per unit energy
produced than do other fossil fuels (Howarth et al., 2011), and
methane has a global warming potential that is 72–105 times greater
than carbon dioxide over an integrated 20-year period after emission
and 25–33 times greater over a century period (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007; Shindell et al., 2009). As
discussed below, the 20-year time frame is critical.
When used as a transportation fuel, the methane plus carbon
dioxide footprint of natural gas is greater than for oil, since the
efﬁciency of natural gas is less than that of oil as a transportation
fuel (Alvarez et al., 2012). When methane emissions due to
venting of fuel tanks and losses during refueling are accounted
for, the warming potential of natural gas over oil rises further.
When sulfur dioxide emissions from coal are considered, the
greater air-pollution health effects of coal become apparent, but so
do the lower global warming impacts of coal versus natural gas,
indicating that both fuels are problematic. Coal combustion emits
signiﬁcant sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, most of which
convert to sulfate and nitrate aerosol particles, respectively. Natural gas also emits nitrogen oxides, but not much sulfur dioxide.
Sulfate and nitrate aerosol particles cause direct air pollution
health damage, but they are ‘‘cooling particles’’ with respect to
climate because they reﬂect sunlight and increase cloud reﬂectivity. Thus, although the increase in sulfate aerosol from coal
increases coal’s air-pollution mortality relative to natural gas, it
also decreases coal’s warming relative to natural gas because
sulfate offsets a signiﬁcant portion of coal’s CO2-based global
warming over a 100-year time frame (Streets et al., 2001;
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Carmichael et al., 2002). Coal also emits ‘‘warming particles’’ called
soot, but pulverized coal in the U.S. results in little soot. Using
conservative assumptions about sulfate cooling, Wigley (2011)
found that electricity production from natural gas causes more
warming than coal over 50–150 years when coal sulfur dioxide is
accounted for. The low estimate of 50 years was derived from an
unrealistic assumption of zero leaked methane emissions.
Thus, natural gas is not a near-term ‘‘low’’ greenhouse-gas
alternative, in absolute terms or relative to coal. Moreover, it does
not provide a unique or special path to renewable energy, and as a
result, it is not bridge fuel and is not a useful component of a
sustainable energy plan.
Rather than use natural gas in the short term, we propose to
move to a WWS-power system immediately, on a worldwide
scale, because the Arctic sea ice may disappear in 20–30 years
unless global warming is abated (e.g., Pappas, 2012). Reducing sea
ice uncovers the low-albedo Arctic Ocean surface, accelerating
global warming in a positive feedback. Above a certain temperature, a tipping point is expected to occur, accelerating the loss to
complete elimination (Winton, 2006). Once the ice is gone,
regenerating it may be difﬁcult because the Arctic Ocean will
reach a new stable equilibrium (Winton, 2006).
The only potential method of saving the Arctic sea ice is to
eliminate emissions of short-lived global warming agents, including methane (from natural gas leakage and anaerobic respiration)
and particulate black carbon (from natural gas ﬂaring and diesel,
jet fuel, kerosene burning, and biofuel burning). The 21-country
Climate and Clean Air Coalition to Reduce Short-Lived Climate
Pollutants recognized the importance of reducing methane and
black carbon emissions for this purpose (UNEP (United Nations
Environmental Program), 2012). Black carbon controls for this
reason have also been recognized by the European Parliament
(Resolution B7–0474/2011, September 14, 2011). Jacobson (2010a)
and Shindell et al. (2012) quantiﬁed the potential beneﬁt of reducing
black carbon and methane, respectively, on Arctic ice.
Instead of reducing these problems, natural gas mining, ﬂaring,
transport, and production increase methane and black carbon,
posing a danger to the Arctic sea ice on the time scale of 10–30
years. Methane emissions from the natural-gas system and
nitrogen-oxide emissions from natural-gas combustion also contribute to the global buildup of tropospheric ozone resulting in
additional respiratory illness and mortality.
2.2. Why not liquid biofuels?
This study also excludes the future use of liquid biofuels for
transportation and heating. In addition to their creating more air
pollution than gasoline for transportation, their tank-to-wheel
efﬁciency of combustion is 1/4th to 1/5th the plug-to-wheel
efﬁciency of electricity for transportation. This tends to make the
energy cost-per-distance much higher for biofuel vehicles than
electric vehicles. In addition, the land required to power a ﬂeet of
ﬂex-fuel vehicles on corn or cellulosic ethanol is about 30 times the
spacing area and a million times the footprint area on the ground
required for wind turbines to power an equivalent ﬂeet of electric
vehicles (Jacobson, 2009).
Liquid biofuels are partially renewable with respect to carbon
since they remove carbon dioxide from the air during photosynthetic growth. However, liquid biofuels require energy to grow and,
in some cases (e.g., corn for ethanol) fertilize crops, irrigate crops
(although not in NYS), distill the fuel (in the case of ethanol),
transport crops to energy production plants, and transport the
liquid fuel to its end use locations. For transportation, the resulting
environmental costs of liquid biofuels are high, particularly for air
and water quality (Delucchi, 2010), and greenhouse gas emissions
are at best only slightly less than from using fossil fuels, and may
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be far worse when indirect land-use changes due to using land for
fuel instead of food are fully considered (Searchinger et al., 2008).
Moreover, carbon emissions from an advanced biofuel, cellulosic
ethanol for ﬂex-fuel vehicles, are about 125 times those from wind
energy powering electric vehicles without considering indirect land
use changes (Jacobson, 2009) and higher if indirect land use
changes are accounted for (Searchinger et al., 2008). For these
reasons alone, reviews by international agencies have recommended against the use of liquid biofuels for transportation
(Bringezu et al., 2009; Howarth and Bringezu, 2009).
Ethanol combustion, regardless of the source, increases average air pollution mortality relative to gasoline due to the aldehyde
and unburned ethanol emissions from ethanol fuel combustion
(Jacobson, 2009; Anderson, 2009), and the effect increases at low
temperature (Ginnebaugh et al., 2010, 2012). Ethanol and biodiesel
fuel also increase air pollution from their upstream production
more than do gasoline or diesel fuel, respectively (Delucchi, 2006).
By contrast, electric and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles eliminate
nearly all such pollution (Jacobson et al., 2005).
Much less analysis of the impacts of liquid biofuels for heating
has been done than for transportation, but the fundamental issues
remain the same. Namely, liquid biofuels for heating produce air
pollution because they are combusted; require energy to grow,
produce, and transport thus result in more emissions, and require
much more land than solar power for the same energy output.
2.3. Temporary role of solid biofuels
The NYS plan allows for the temporary heating use of certain
solid biofuels, such as wood pellets, energy crops grown on
unused farmland, and agricultural waste and of biogas extracted
from landﬁlls and derived from anaerobic digestion of organic
wastes. The use of such solid biofuels and biogas will be phased
out by 2030–2050.
Solid biofuels combusted for cogeneration of electric power
and heat are more efﬁcient than liquid biofuels for transportation
and are widely used in this way across northern Europe (Campbell
et al., 2009; Howarth and Bringezu, 2009; Bringezu et al., 2009).
Much of NYS is rural, with large expanses of old abandoned
agricultural land, much of it now second-growth forest. Such land
can produce large quantities of biomass. For example, the 8-county
(Broome, Chemung, Chenango, Delaware, Schulyer, Steuben, Tioga,
and Tompkins) Southern Tier economic development region of NYS
is estimated to be able to produce 1.9 million dry tons annually of
biomass for energy, with half of this coming from wood-chip harvest
and the rest from dedicated energy crops such as switchgrass or
willow (Woodbury et al., 2010). This is equivalent to 3 tons per year
for every resident of this area, more than enough to alone supply all
domestic heating needs.

Using biomass for heat allows farmers and forest owners to
produce an energy crop on land that would not otherwise be used
and to make use of low-value wood, increasing economic productivity and producing agricultural and forestry jobs. However,
solid biomass should be used carefully so as not to over-harvest
forestlands or use high-quality agricultural land. The scale of use
is important as well, as moving and processing solid biomass
takes substantial energy and carbon; the biomass should be used
near the point of harvest to reduce this energy cost and the
resulting environmental pollution. Using landﬁll biogas allows
methane that would otherwise escape to the air to be used for
energy. Similarly, converting organic waste to biogas allows the
use of material for energy that would be processed biologically
and released to the air in any case.
For two reasons, the use of solid biofuels and biogas in our plan
is only temporary. First, biomass or biogas for energy requires
much more land than solar power producing the same electricity
and heat. For example, the growth of switchgrass for electric power
requires about 115 times more land area than the use of solar PV to
provide the same electric power based on biomass data from
Kansas Energy Report (2011). If biomass combustion is used for
both electricity and heat, switchgrass still requires 70 times more
land area than does solar PV. Thus, one acre of land growing
switchgrass for electricity produces 1/70th to 1/115th the usable
energy of the same land with PV on it. Since electricity can run (a)
air-source heat pumps very efﬁciently, (b) electric-resistance
backup heating to produce heat, and (c) electrolyzers to produce
hydrogen that can be used safely for home and building heat
(KeelyNet, 2009), the use of solar PV for electricity and electricityderived heat is more efﬁcient than is the use of biomass for the
same purpose in terms of land use and reducing air pollution,
Second, the use of solid biofuels or biogas for electricity and
heat is still a combustion process, resulting in similar air pollution
health and mortality impacts as fossil fuel combustion. Because
solid biofuels for energy would be grown and processed in NYS,
NYS ‘‘upstream’’ air pollution emissions from such processing will
likely increase compared with current fossil fuel upstream emissions, most of which occur out of state (Woodbury et al., 2010).
Because feedstock will be transported primarily by truck, road
congestion, erosion, and pollution emissions will also likely
increase (Woodbury et al., 2010). For these reasons, solid biofuels
and biogas are to be phased out during 2030–2050 in the NYS plan.

3. Change in NYS power demand upon conversion to WWS
Table 1 summarizes the changes in global, U.S., and NYS enduse power demand between 2010 and 2030 upon a conversion to
a 100% WWS infrastructure (zero fossil fuels, biofuels, and nuclear

Table 1
Contemporary (2010) and projected (2030) end-use power demand (TW) for all purposes by sector, for the world, U.S., and NYS if conventional fossil-fuel and wood use
continue as projected and if all conventional fuels are replaced with WWS technologies.
Source: Jacobson and Delucchi (2011) for the world and U.S., NYS values are calculated with the same methodology but using EIA (Energy Information Administration, U.S.),
2012a end-use demand data. The U.S. and NYS populations in 2010 were 307,910,000 and 19,378,000, respectively. Those in 2030 are estimated to be 358,410,000 (USCB
(United States Census Bureau), 2011) and 19,795,000 (Cornell Program on Applied Demographics, 2011), respectively, giving the U.S. and NYS population growths as 16.4%
and 2.15%, respectively.
Energy sector

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Total
Percent change

Conventional fossil fuels and wood 2010

Conventional fossil fuels and wood 2030

Replacing fossil fuels and wood with WWS 2030

World

U.S.

NYS

World

U.S.

NYS

World

U.S.

NYS

1.77
0.94
6.40
3.36
12.47

0.38
0.28
0.86
0.97
2.50

0.026
0.023
0.009
0.036
0.094

2.26
1.32
8.80
4.53
16.92

0.43
0.38
0.92
1.10
2.83

0.025
0.025
0.009
0.037
0.096

1.83
1.22
7.05
1.37
11.47
(  32%)

0.35
0.35
0.74
0.33
1.78
(  37%)

0.020
0.022
0.007
0.011
0.060
(  37%)
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energy). The table was derived on a spreadsheet from annuallyaveraged end-use power demand data as in Jacobson and
Delucchi (2011). All end uses that feasibly can be electriﬁed will
use WWS power directly, and remaining end uses (some heating,
high-temperature industrial processes, and some transportation)
will use WWS power indirectly in the form of electrolytic
hydrogen (hydrogen produced by splitting water with WWS
power). As such, electricity requirements will increase, but the
use of oil and gas for transportation and heating/cooling will
decrease to zero. The increase in electricity use will be much
smaller than the decrease in energy embodied in gas, liquid, and
solid fuels because of the high efﬁciency of electricity for heating
and electric motors.
The power required in 2010 to satisfy all end use power
demand worldwide for all purposes was about 12.5 trillion watts
(terawatts, TW). (End-use power excludes losses incurred during
production and transmission of the power.) About 35% of primary
energy worldwide in 2010 was from oil, 27% was from coal, 23%
was from natural gas, 6% was from nuclear power, and the rest
was from biofuel, sunlight, wind, and geothermal power. Delivered
electricity was about 2.2 TW of all-purpose end-use power.
If the world follows the current trajectory of fossil-fuel growth,
all-purpose end-use power demand will increase to  17 TW by
2030, U.S. demand will increase to 3 TW, and NYS power
demand will increase to  96 GW (Table 1). Conventional power
demand in NYS will increase much less in 2030 than in the U.S.
as a whole because the NYS population is expected to grow by
only 2.15% between 2010 and 2030, whereas the U.S. population
is expected to grow by 16.4% (Table 1, footnote).
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Table 1 indicates that a conversion to WWS will reduce world,
U.S., and NYS end-use power demand and power required to meet
that demand by  32%,  37%, and 37%, respectively. The
reductions in NYS by sector are 21.0% in the residential, 12.3%
in the commercial, 20.0% in the industrial, and 69.5% in the
transportation sectors. Only 5–10 percentage points of each
reduction are due to modest energy-conservation measures. Some
of the remainder is due to the fact that conversion to WWS
reduces the need for upstream coal, oil, and gas mining and
processing of fuels, such as petroleum or uranium reﬁning. The
remaining reason is that the use of electricity for heating and
electric motors is more efﬁcient than is fuel combustion for the
same applications (Jacobson and Delucchi, 2011). Also, the use of
WWS electricity to produce hydrogen for fuel cell vehicles, while
less efﬁcient than the use of WWS electricity to run BEVs, is more
efﬁcient and cleaner than is combusting liquid fossil fuels for
vehicles (Jacobson et al., 2005). Combusting electrolytic hydrogen
is slightly less efﬁcient but cleaner than is combusting fossil fuels
for direct heating, and this is accounted for in the table.

4. Numbers of electric power Generators needed
How many WWS power plants or devices are needed to power
NYS for all purposes assuming end use power requirements in
Table 1 and accounting for electrical transmission and distribution
losses?
Table 2 provides one of several possible future scenarios for
2030. In this scenario, onshore wind comprises 10% of New York’s

Table 2
Number of WWS power plants or devices needed to provide New York’s total annually-averaged end-use power demand for all purposes in 2030 (0.061 TW from Table 1)
assuming the given fractionation of demand among plants or devices and accounting for transmission, distribution, and array losses. Also shown are the footprint and
spacing areas required to power NYS as a percentage of New York’s land area, 122,300 km2.
Energy technology

Rated power of one
plant or device
(MW)

Percent of 2030 power Number of plants or
devices needed
demand met by
for NYS
plant/device

Onshore wind
Offshore wind
Wave device
Geothermal plant
Hydroelectric plant
Tidal turbine
Res. roof PV system
Com/gov roof PV
system
Solar PV plant
CSP plant
Total
Total new land
required

5
5
0.75
100
1300
1
0.005
0.10

10
40
0.5
5
5.5
1
6
12

4020
12,700
1910
36
6.6a
2600
4.97 millionb
0.497 million

50
100

10
10
100

828b
387

Nameplate capacity of Footprint area
all devices (MW)
(percent of NYS
land area)
20,100
63,550
1435
3600
8520
2600
24,900
49,700
41,400
38,700
254,000

Spacing area
(percent of NYS
land area)

0.000041
0.00013
0.00082
0.010
3.50a
0.00061
0.15c
0.30c

1.46
4.62
0.039
0
0
0.0095
0
0

0.25
0.60
4.82
0.96d

0c
0c
6.13
1.46e

Rated powers assume existing technologies. Percent power of each device assumes wind and solar are the only two resources that can power NYS independently (Section
5) and should be in approximate balance to enable load matching (Section 6) but that wind is less expensive (Section 7) so will dominate more. The number of devices is
calculated by multiplying the NYS end use power demand in 2030 from Table 1 by the fraction of power from the source and dividing by the annual power output from
each device, which equals the rated power multiplied by the annual capacity factor of the device. The capacity factor is determined for each device as in the Supplementary
Information spreadsheet of Jacobson (2009), except that onshore wind turbines are assumed here to be located in mean annual wind speeds at hub height of 7.75 m/s and
offshore turbines, 8.5 m/s (Dvorak et al., 2012a). From that study, 9200 km2 of NYS land area has mean wind speeds 47.75 m/s at 90 m, and the average wind speed in
those areas is 8.09 m/s. From the present table, only 1786 km2 of onshore wind is needed. Land and spacing areas are similarly calculated as in the Supplementary
Information of Jacobson (2009).
a
NYS already produces about 89% of the hydroelectric power needed for the plan (Section 5). See Jacobson (2009) for a discussion of apportioning the hydroelectric
footprint area by use of the reservoir.
b
The solar PV panels used for this calculation were Sun Power E20 panels. The average capacity factor for solar assumed was 18%.
c
For central solar PV and CSP plants, nominal ‘‘spacing’’ between panels is included in the plant footprint area.
d
The total footprint area requiring new land is equal to the footprint area for onshore wind and geothermal, plus 2.75% of the footprint area for hydroelectric, plus the
footprint area for solar PV and CSP plants. Offshore wind, wave and tidal are in water, and so do not require new land. The footprint area for rooftop solar PV does not entail
new land because the rooftops already exist and are not used for other purposes (that might be displaced by rooftop PV). Only 2.75% of the hydropower requires new land
because 89% of hydroelectric capacity is already in place and, of the remaining 11%, three-quarters will come from existing reservoirs or run-of-the-river.
e
Only onshore wind entails new land for spacing area. The other energy sources are either in water or on rooftops, or do not use additional land for spacing. The
spacing area for onshore wind can be used for multiple purposes, such as open space, agriculture, grazing, etc.
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supply; offshore wind, 40%; residential solar rooftop PV, 6%;
commercial/government solar rooftop PV, 12%; PV power plants,
10%; CSP plants, 10%; hydroelectric power, 5.5% (of which 89% is
already in place), geothermal power, 5%; tidal power, 1%; and
wave power, 0.5%.
Rooftop PV in this scenario is divided into residential (5-kW
systems on average) and commercial/government (100-kW systems on average). Rooftop PV can be placed on existing rooftops
or on elevated canopies above parking lots and structures without
taking up additional undeveloped land. PV power plants are sized,
on average, relatively small (50 MW) to allow them to be placed
optimally in available locations.
Wind (50%) and solar (38%) are the largest generators of
electric power under this plan because they are the only resources
sufﬁciently available to power NYS on their own, and both are
needed in combination to ensure the reliability of the grid. Wind
is currently less expensive than solar, particularly at latitudes as
high as in NYS, so wind is proposed to play a slightly larger role.
Since most wind and all wave and tidal power will be offshore
under the plan, most transmission will be under water and out of
sight. Transmission for new onshore wind, solar power plants,
and geothermal power plants will be along existing pathways but
with enhanced lines to the greatest extent possible, minimizing
zoning issues. Four methods of increasing transmission capacity
without requiring additional rights of way or increasing the
footprint of transmission lines include the use of dynamic line
rating equipment; high-temperature, low-sag conductors; voltage
up-rating; and ﬂexible AC transmission systems (e.g., Holman,
2011). To the extent existing pathways need to be expanded or
new transmission pathways are required, they will be applied for
using regulatory guidelines already in place.
Footprint is the physical space on the ground needed for each
energy device, whereas spacing is the space between some
devices, such as wind, tidal, and wave power. Spacing area can
be used for open space, agriculture, grazing, etc. Table 2 provides
footprint and spacing areas required for each energy technology.
The table indicates that the total new land footprint required for
this plan is about 0.96% of New York’s land area, mostly for solar
PV and CSP power plants (as mentioned, rooftop solar does not

Fig. 1. Spacing and footprint areas required to implement the plan proposed here
for NYS, as derived in Table 2. Actual locations would differ. The dots are only
representative areas. For wind, the small red dot in the middle is footprint on the
ground and the blue is spacing. For the others, the footprint and spacing are
similar to each other. In the case of rooftop PV, the dot represents the rooftop area
to be used. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

take up new land). Some additional footprint is proposed for
hydroelectric as well, but that portion may not be needed if runof-the-river hydro, imported hydro, or hydro from existing
reservoirs that do not currently produce electric power is used.
Additional space is also needed between onshore wind turbines.
This space can be used for multiple purposes and can be reduced
if more offshore wind resources are used than proposed here. The
total additional land footprint needed (0.96% of the state) is
minimal compared with the footprint of agriculture in the state
(23.8%) and the footprint of house lots, ponds, roads, and wasteland used for agriculture (1.9%) (USDA (United States Department
of Agriculture), 2011). Fig. 1 shows the relative footprint and
spacing areas required in NYS.
The number of devices takes into account the availability of
clean resources as well as of land and ocean areas. NYS has more
wind, solar, geothermal, and hydroelectric resources than is
needed to supply the state’s energy for all purposes in 2030.
These resources are discussed next.

5. WWS resources available
This section discusses raw WWS resources available in NYS.
Fig. 2 shows NYS’s onshore and offshore annual wind resources
from Dvorak et al. (2012a) in terms of a wind turbine’s capacity
factor, which is the annual average power produced divided by
the rated power of a turbine. If only half the high-wind-speed
land (capacity factor430%) in NYS were used for wind development, 327 TWh of wind energy would be harnessed, enough to
provide more than 60% of NYS’s 2030 WWS end-use power
demand for all purposes. However, this plan proposes that only
10% of NYS’s 2030 power demand come from onshore wind.
Dvorak et al. (2012a) mapped the East Coast offshore wind
resources and Dvorak et al. (2012b) proposed locations for an
efﬁciently interconnected set of offshore East Coast wind farms,
one of which would be off of Long Island’s coast. Offshore
resources signiﬁcantly exceed those onshore. The U.S. has not
yet built an offshore wind farm, and some have expressed a
concern over their potential environmental impacts. However,
a study of over a decade of experience of offshore wind in
Denmark by the International Advisory Panel of Experts on
Marine Ecology found little damage to wildlife (Dong Energy,
Vattenfall Danish Energy Authority, and Danish Forest and Nature
Agency, 2006).

Fig. 2. Capacity factors at 90-m hub height in NYS and offshore in Lake Ontario,
Lake Erie, and the Eastern seaboard, as calculated with a 3-D computer model
evaluated against data assuming 5-MW RE-Power wind turbines with rotor
diameter D ¼ 126 m from simulations run in Dvorak et al. (2012a, 2012b). Capacity
factors of 30% or higher are the most cost-effective for wind energy development.
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Despite NYS’s high latitude, solar resources in the state are
signiﬁcant. NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory) (2008)
estimates NYS’s solar resources as 4–4.5 kWh/m2/day. Based on
these numbers, only 0.85% of additional land (beyond existing
rooftops) is needed to provide 38% of the state’s energy for all
purposes in 2030 in the forms of CSP plants, PV power plants, and
rooftop PV. This assumes that 18% of the state’s new energy
comes from rooftop PV on existing urban structures (Table 2).
Geothermal resources in NYS (NREL (National Renewable
Energy Laboratory), 2009) are also abundant. Geothermal energy
production requires little land area (Table 2) and is proposed to
provide only 5% of NYS’s total energy in 2030.
NYS has a hydroelectric potential of 38.6 kW/km2 (5 GW, or
43.8 TWh/yr) of delivered power (DOE (Department of Energy),
2004). It can currently produce about 60% of this. For example, in
2009, hydroelectric supplied about 26.1 TWh/yr (3 GW delivered
power), or 21% of NYS’s electric power consumption of 131 TWh/yr.
Under the plan, hydro will produce about 3.3 GW, or 5.5% of the
total delivered power for all purposes in NYS in 2030. Hydro
currently produces 89% of this amount. Sufﬁcient in-state and, if
necessary, imported hydroelectric power is available to provide the
difference. Most additional in-state hydro may be obtainable from
existing dams that do not have turbines associated with them.
Tidal (or ocean current) and wave power are proposed to comprise
a combined 1.5% of NYS’s overall power in 2030 (Table 2). Tidal and
wave resources off the East Coast are both modest. However, tidal
power has already been used to generate electricity in the East River
through the Verdant Power Roosevelt Island Tidal Energy Project.

6. Matching electric power supply with demand
An important concern to address in a clean-energy economy is
whether electric power demand can be met with WWS supply on a
minutely, daily, and seasonal basis. Previous work has described
multiple methods to match renewable energy supply with demand
and to smooth out the variability of WWS resources (Delucchi and
Jacobson, 2011). Such methods include (A) combining geographicallydispersed WWS resources as a bundled set of resources rather than
separate resources and using hydroelectric or stored concentrated
solar power to balance the remaining load; (B) using demandresponse management to shift times of demand to better match
the availability of WWS power; (C) over-sizing WWS peak generation
capacity to minimize the times when available WWS power is less
than demand and provide power to produce heat for air and water
and hydrogen for transportation and heating when WWS power
exceeds demand; (D) integrating weather forecasts into system
operation; (E) storing energy in batteries or other storage media at
the site of generation or use; and (F) storing energy in electric-vehicle
batteries for later extraction (vehicle-to-grid). Here, we discuss
updated information on only a couple of these methods since
Delucchi and Jacobson (2011) discuss the other methods.
Several studies have examined whether up to 100% penetrations of WWS resources could be used reliably to match power
demand (e.g., Jacobson and Delucchi, 2009; Mason et al., 2010;
Hart and Jacobson, 2011, 2012; Connolly et al., 2011; Elliston
et al., 2012; NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory), 2012;
Rasmussen et al., 2012; Budischak et al., 2013). Using hourly load
and resource data and accounting for the intermittency of wind
and solar, both Hart and Jacobson (2011) and Budischak et al.
(2013) found that up to 499.8% of delivered electricity could be
produced carbon-free with WWS resources over multiple years.
The former study obtained this conclusion for the California grid
over 2 years; the latter, over the PJM Interconnection in the
eastern U.S., adjacent to NYS, over 4 years. Both studies accounted
for the variability in the weather, including extreme events.
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Although WWS resources differ in NYS compared with these
other regions, the differences are not expected to change the
conclusion that a WWS power system in NYS can be reliable. NYS
has WWS resources not so different from those in PJM (more
offshore wind and hydroelectric than PJM but less solar).
Eliminating remaining carbon emission is challenging but can
be accomplished in several ways. These include using demand
response and demand management, which will be facilitated by
the growth of electric vehicles; oversizing the power grid and
using the excess power generated to produce district heat
through heat pumps and thermal stores and hydrogen for other
sectors of the energy economy (e.g. heat for buildings, hightemperature processes, and fuel-cell vehicles); using concentrated solar power storage to provide solar power at night; and
storing excess energy at the site of generation with pumped
hydroelectric power, compressed air (e.g., in underground caverns
or turbine nacelles), ﬂywheels, battery storage packs, or batteries
in electric vehicles (Kempton and Tomic, 2005).
Oversizing the peak capacity of wind and solar installations to
exceed peak inﬂexible power demand can reduce the time that
available WWS power supply is below demand, thereby reducing
the need for other measures to meet demand. The additional
energy available when WWS generation exceeds demand can be
used to produce hydrogen (a storage fuel) by electrolysis for
heating processes and transportation and to provide district
heating. Hydrogen must be produced in any case as part of the
WWS solution. Oversizing and using excess energy for hydrogen
and district heating would also eliminate the current practice of
shutting down (curtailing) wind and solar resources when they
produce more energy than the grid can accommodate. Denmark
currently uses excess wind energy for district heating using heat
pumps and thermal stores (e.g., Elsman, 2009).

7. Costs
An important criterion in the evaluation of WWS systems is to
ensure that the full costs per unit energy delivered, including capital,
land, operating, maintenance, storage, and transmission costs, are
comparable with or better than costs of conventional fuels.
Table 3 presents estimates of 2005–2012 and 2020–2030 costs
of electric power generation for WWS technologies, assuming
standard (but not extra-long-distance) transmission and excluding distribution. The table also shows the average U.S. delivered
electricity cost for conventional fuels (mostly fossil) under the
same assumptions. For fossil-fuel generation, the externality cost,
which includes the hidden costs of air pollution morbidity and
mortality and global warming damage (e.g., coastline loss, agricultural and ﬁsh losses, human heat stress mortality, increases in
severe weather and air pollution), is also shown. Table 4 breaks
down the externality costs.
Table 3 indicates that the 2005–2012 costs of onshore wind,
hydroelectric, and geothermal plants are the same or less than
those of typical new conventional technologies (such as new coalﬁred or natural gas power plants) when externality costs of the
conventional technologies are ignored. Solar costs are higher.
When externality costs are included, WWS technologies cost less
than conventional technologies.
The costs of onshore wind, geothermal, and hydroelectric power
are expected to remain low (4–8.8 cents/kWh) in 2020–2030. Costs of
other WWS technologies are expected to decline to 5–11 cents/kWh
(Table 3). These estimates include the costs of local AC transmission.
However, many wind and solar farms may be sufﬁciently far from
population centers to require long-distance transmission.
For long-distance transmission, high-voltage direct-current
(HVDC) lines are common because they result in lower transmission
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Table 3
Approximate fully annualized generation and short-distance transmission costs for WWS power (2007 U.S. cents/kWhdelivered), including externality costs. Also shown are generation costs and externality costs (from Table 4) of new
conventional fuels. Actual costs in NYS will depend on how the overall system design is optimized as well as how energy
technology costs change over time.
Energy technology

2005–2012*

2020–2030*

Wind onshore
Wind offshore
Wave
Geothermal
Hydroelectric
CSP
Solar PV (utility)
Solar PV (commercial rooftop)
Solar PV (residential rooftop)
Tidal
New conventional (plus externalities)f

4a–10.5b
11.3c–16.5b
411.0a
9.9–15.2b
4.0–6.0d
14.1–22.6b
11.1–15.9b
14.9–20.4b
16.5–22.7e
411.0a
9.6–9.8 (þ 5.3) ¼14.9–15.1

r 4a
7b–10.9c
4–11a
5.5–8.8g
4a
7–8a
5.5g
7.1–7.4h
7.9–8.2h
5–7a
12.1–15.0 (þ5.7) ¼ 17.8–20.7

n
$0.01/kWh for transmission was added to all technologies as in Delucchi and Jacobson (2011) except for distributed
generation projects (i.e. commercial and residential solar PV).
a
Delucchi and Jacobson (2011).
b
Lazard (2012).
c
Levitt et al. (2011).
d
REN21 (Renewable Energy Policy Network for the 21st Century) (2010).
e
SEIA (Solar Energy Industries Association) (2012). Residential LCOE: Calculated by multiplying the Lazard (2012)
Commercial LCOE by the ratio of the Residential PV $/Watt to the Commercial PV $/Watt¼ $0.149 ($5.73/$5.16)–
$0.204($5.73/$5.16).
f
The current levelized cost of conventional fuels in NYS is calculated by multiplying the electric power generation by
conventional source in NYS (EIA (Energy Information Administration, U.S.), 2012b) by the levelized cost of energy for each
source (Lazard, 2012 for low estimate; EIA (Energy Information Administration, U.S. (2012c) for high estimate) and dividing
by the total generation. The future estimate assumes a 26.5% increase in electricity costs by 2020 (the mean increase in
electricity prices in NYS from 2003 to 2011, EIA (Energy Information Administration, U.S.), 2012d), and twice this mean
increase by 2030. Externality costs are from Table 4.
g
Google (2011), 2020 projection.
h
The ratio of present-day utility PV to present-day commercial and residential PV multiplied by the projected LCOE of
utility PV.

Table 4
Mean (and range) of environmental externality costs of electricity generation from coal and natural gas (Business as Usual—BAU) and renewables in the U.S. in 2007 (U.S.
cents/kWh). Water pollution costs from natural gas mining and current energy generation are not included. Climate costs are based on a 100-year time frame. For a 20-year
time frame, the NG climate costs are about 1.6 times those of coal for the given shale:conventional gas mixes.
Source: Delucchi and Jacobson (2011) but modiﬁed for mean shale and conventional natural gas carbon equivalent emissions from Howarth et al. (2011) assuming a
current shale:conventional NG mix today of 30:70 and 50:50 in 2030 and a coal/NG mix of 73%/27% in 2005 and 60%/40% in 2030. The costs do not include costs to worker
health and the environment due to the extraction of fossil fuels from the ground. (These estimates apply to the U. S. Section 8 estimates external costs speciﬁcally for NYS.)
2005

Coal
Natural gas (NG)
Coal/NG mix
Wind, water, and solar

2030

Air pollution

Climate

Total

3.2
0.16
2.4
o 0.01

3.0
2.7
2.9
o 0.01

6.2 (1.2–22)
2.9 (0.5–8.6)
5.3 (1.0–18)
o0.02

a

Air pollution

Climate

Total

1.7
0.13
1.1
o 0.01

4.8
4.5
4.6
o0.01

6.5 (3.3–18)
4.6 (0.9–8.9)
5.7 (2.7–15)
o0.02

a

a
McCubbin and Sovacool (2013) estimate slightly higher air pollution-plus-climate-change costs for natural-gas ﬁred power plants in California: 1.4–9.5 cents/kWh
for 1987–2006, and 1.8–11.8 cents/kWh projected for 2012–2031 (2010 dollars).

losses per unit distance than alternating-current (AC) lines. The cost
of extra-long-distance HVDC transmission on land (1200–2000 km)
ranges from 0.3 to 3 U.S. cents/kWh, with a median estimate of  1
U.S. cent/kWh (Delucchi and Jacobson, 2011). A system with up to
25% undersea transmission would increase the additional longdistance transmission cost by less than 20%. Transmission costs
can be reduced by considering that decreasing transmission capacity
by 20% reduces aggregate power among interconnected wind farms
by only 1.6% (Archer and Jacobson, 2007). The main barrier to long
distance transmission is not cost, but local opposition to the siting of
lines and decisions about who will pay the costs. These issues must
be addressed during the planning process.
In sum, even with extra-long-distance HVDC transmission, the
total social costs of all WWS resources in 2020–2030, including

solar PV, are expected to be less than the 17.8–20.7 cents/kWh
average direct plus externality cost of conventional electricity.
WWS will provide a stable, renewable source of electric power
not subject to the same fuel supply limitations as fossil fuels and
nuclear power. Due to the eventual depletion of coal, oil, natural
gas, and uranium resources, their prices should ultimately rise
although technology improvements may delay this rise. Table 5
projects fuel costs from 2009 to 2030 of selected conventional
fossil fuels used for transportation, heating, and electricity production in NYS. The table indicates a 19–37% anticipated increase
in the cost of natural gas and a 109% increase in the cost of
gasoline during this period. A beneﬁt of WWS is that it hedges
NYS against volatility and rises in long-term fossil fuel prices by
providing energy price stability due to zero cost of WWS fuel.
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Table 5
Projected unit costs of selected conventional fossil fuels over the period 2009–
2030 in NYS.
Source: NYSEPB (New York State Energy Planning Board) (2009), Energy Price and
Demand Long-Term Forecast (2009–2028). Annual growth rate factors provided in
reference document have been extrapolated for the period 2029–2030.
Fuel type

Projected changes in fuel cost,
2009–2030 (2009 dollars/
MMBTU)

Table 6
NYS annually-averaged 2006 PM2.5 concentrations and resulting estimated annual
premature mortalities. Appendix Table A1 contains details and data by county.
2006 PM2.5
(lg/m3)

New
York
State

Gasoline—all grades
Natural gas—electric
Natural gas—residential
Natural gas—commercial
Natural gas—industrial

2030

$19.30
$6.30
$13.58
$10.27
$8.73

$40.39
$10.14
$16.19
$13.06
$11.98

Population
(thousands)

Percent change
(%)
Total

2009

593

109
27
19
27
37

9.3

Low
Medium
estimate estimate

High
estimate

820

6480

3260

Concentration data were from NYSDH (New York State Department of Health)
(2011). The methodology is described in the text.

Table 7
Average Annual 2009–2011 premature mortalities due to ground-level ozone by
New York region.
Annual premature mortalities due to ground-level ozone

8. Air pollution and global warming cost Reductions in NYS
due to WWS
Conversion to a WWS energy infrastructure will reduce air
pollution mortality and morbidity, health costs associated with
mortality and morbidity, and global warming costs in NYS. These
impacts are quantiﬁed here.
Air pollution mortality in New York is estimated in two ways,
a top-down approach and a bottom-up approach. The top-down
approach is described ﬁrst. The premature mortality rate in the
U.S. due to cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease, and complications from asthma due to air pollution has been calculated
conservatively to be at least 50,000–100,000 per year by several
sources. From Braga et al. (2000), the U.S. air pollution mortality
rate was estimated at about 3% of all deaths. The all-cause death
rate in the U.S. is about 804 deaths per 100,000 population and
the U.S. population in 2011 was 308.7 million. This suggests an air
pollution mortality rate in the U.S. of  75,000 per year. Similarly,
from Jacobson (2010b), the U.S. death rate due to ozone and
particulate matter was calculated with a three-dimensional air
pollution-weather model to be 50,000–100,000 per year. These
results are consistent with those of McCubbin and Delucchi
(1999), who estimated 80,000–137,000 due to all anthropogenic
air pollution in the U. S. in 1990, when air pollution levels were
higher than today.
The population of NYS in 2011 was 19.5 million, or 6.3% of the
U.S. population. A simple scaling of population to the U.S.
premature mortality rate from Jacobson (2010b) yields at least
3000–6000 annual premature deaths in NYS. Since a large segment of New York’s population lives in cities, this estimate is
likely conservative since the intake fraction of air pollution is
much greater in cities than in rural areas.
Mortalities from airborne inhalation of particulate matter
(PM2.5) and ozone (O3) are next calculated with a bottom-up
approach. This involves combining measured countywide or
regional concentrations of each pollutant with a relative risk as
a function of concentration and U.S. Census Bureau population by
county or region. From these three pieces of information, low,
medium, and high mortality estimates of PM2.5 and O3 are
calculated with a health-effects equation (Jacobson, 2010b).
Tables 6 and 7 show the resulting low, medium, and high 2006
premature mortalities estimates in NYS due to PM2.5 and ozone
respectively. The medium values for the state as a whole were
about 3300 PM2.5 mortalities/yr, with a range of 800–6500/yr and
710 O3 mortalities/yr, with a range of 360–1100/yr. Thus,
overall, the bottom-up approach gave  4000 (1200–7600) premature mortalities per year for PM2.5 plus O3. The top-down
estimate falls within this range.

19,380

Total 2006 Mortalities from
PM2.5

Region
Region
Region
Region
Region
Region
Region
Region
Region
Total

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Low estimate

Medium estimate

High estimate

55.1
103
37.7
10.7
26.5
8.4
18.9
15.8
80.8
356

110
205
75.1
21.4
52.8
16.8
37.7
31.5
164
713

164
306
112
32.0
78.9
25.1
56.4
46.8
244
1070

Hourly ozone data at individual monitoring stations were obtained for January
2009–October 2011 from NYDEC (New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (2011). The 1-h maximum ozone for each day was determined from
all hourly values during the day. Monitoring stations were then grouped by
regions deﬁned by the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation. Region
1¼ Western New York, Great Lakes Plain; Region 2¼ Catskill Mountains and West
Hudson River Valley; Region 3¼ Southern Tier; Region 4 ¼New York City and Long
Island; Region 5¼ East Hudson and Mohawk River Valleys; Region 6¼ Tug Hill
Plateau; Region 7¼ Adirondack Mountains. Mortalities were calculated each day
for each region based on ozone relative risks and a health-risk equation, as in
Jacobson (2010b). The low-threshold for ozone premature mortality referenced in
this study was 35 ppbv.

USEPA (United States Environmental Protection Agency)
(2006) and Levy et al. (2010) provided a central estimate to the
value of a statistical life at $7.7 million in 2007 dollars (based on
2000 GDP). The value of life is determined by economists based
on what people are willing to pay to avoid health risks as
determined by how much employers pay their workers to take
additional risks (Roman et al., 2012). With this value of life, 4000
(1200–7600) premature mortalities (both adult and infant) due to
air pollution cost NYS roughly $31 ($9–$59) billion/yr.
Additional costs due to air pollution result from increased
illness (morbidity from chronic bronchitis, heart disease, and
asthma), hospitalizations, emergency-room visits, lost school days,
lost work days, visibility degradation, agricultural and forest
damage, materials damage, and ecological damage. USEPA (United
States Environmental Protection Agency), 2011 estimates that these
non-mortality-related costs comprise an additional  7% of the
mortality-related costs. These are broken down into morbidity
(3.8%), recreational plus residential visibility loss (2.8%), agricultural
plus forest productivity loss (0.45%), and materials plus ecological
loss (residual) costs. These estimates are conservative, as other
studies in the economics literature indicate considerably higher
non-mortality costs. McCubbin and Delucchi’s (1999) detailed,
comprehensive analysis of air-pollution damages at every air quality
monitor in the U.S found that the morbidity cost of air pollution
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(mainly chronic illness from exposure to particulate matter) is
25–30% of the mortality costs. Delucchi and McCubbin (2011)
summarize studies that indicate that the cost of visibility and
agriculture damages from motor-vehicle air pollution in the U.S. is
at least 15% of the cost of health damages (including morbidity
damages) from motor-vehicle air pollution. Thus, the total cost of air
pollution, including morbidity and non-health damages, is at the very
least  $8.2 million/death, and probably over $10 million/death.
Given this information, the total social cost due to air pollution
mortality, morbidity, lost productivity, and visibility degradation
in NYS is conservatively estimated to be $33 (10–76 [using $10
million/death for the upper end]) billion per year. Reducing these
costs represents a savings equivalent to  3% of NYS’s gross 2010
domestic product of $1.1 trillion.
One set of cost estimates for global warming (in 2006 U.S.
dollars) to the U.S. alone is $271 billion/yr by 2025, $506 billion/yr
by 2050, $961 billion/yr by 2075, and $1.9 trillion/yr by 2100
(Ackerman et al, 2008). That analysis accounted for severe-storm
and hurricane damage, real estate loss, energy-sector costs, and
water costs. The largest of these costs was water costs. It did not
account for increases in mortality and illness due to increased
heat stress, inﬂuenza, malaria, and air pollution or increases in
forest-ﬁre incidence; thus, it may be conservative.
Averaged between 2004 and 2009, NYS contributed to 3.39% of
U.S. and 0.636% of world fossil-fuel CO2 emissions (EIA (Energy
Information Administration, U.S.), 2011). Since the global warming cost to the U.S. is caused by emissions from all states and
countries worldwide, it is necessary to multiply the cost of global
warming to the U.S. by NYS’s fraction of global CO2 emissions to
give the cost of global warming to the U.S. due to NYS’s greenhouse gas emissions. The result is $1.7 billion/yr by 2025, $3.2
billion/yr by 2050; $6.1 billion/yr by 2075; and $12 billion/yr by
2100. NYS’s emissions are also increasing the health and climate
costs to other countries of the world.
In sum, the current fossil-fuel energy infrastructure in NYS
causes 4000 (1200–7600) annual premature mortalities, which
together with other air-pollution damages cost the state  $33
billion/yr (  3% of its annual GDP). Fossil fuels emitted in the state
will also result in  $1.7 billion/yr in global warming costs to the
U.S. alone by 2025. Converting to WWS in the state will eliminate
these externalities and their costs.
Since every 1 MW of installed WWS capacity costs  $2.1 million
averaged over all generation technologies needed, the $33 billion
annual air-pollution cost is equivalent to  16 GW of installed WWS
power every year. Since the state needs  271 GW of installed WWS
power to deliver the 60 GW needed (Table 1) to power the state for
all purposes in 2030, the payback time to convert the state as a whole
to WWS, is  16 years from the mean air-pollution-cost savings
alone. The payback time accounting for air-pollution plus globalwarming-cost savings is  15 years; that accounting for air-pollution
plus warming-cost beneﬁts plus electricity sales at no proﬁt is 10
years; that accounting for these plus 7% proﬁt is  9.8 years.

9. Jobs and earnings due to new electric power plants
and devices
This section discusses job creation and earnings resulting from
implementing the WWS electric power infrastructure described
in Table 2. The analysis is limited to the electric power generation
sector to provide an example. Additional jobs are expected in the
electricity transmission industry, electric vehicle and hydrogen
fuel cell vehicle industries, in the heating and cooling industries,
and with respect to energy use for high-temperature industrial
processes, but estimates for these sectors are not provided here
due to the large undertaking such a calculation requires.

9.1. Onshore and offshore wind
The job creation and revenue stream resulting from generating
half of NYS’s all-purpose power in 2030 from onshore plus
offshore wind (Table 2) were estimated with the Jobs and Economic Development Impact (JEDI) wind model (DOE (Department
of Energy), 2012).
Scenarios were run assuming the development by 2025 of 200
onshore wind farms containing 4020 5-MW turbines with a total
nameplate capacity of 20,100 MW and 400 offshore wind farms
containing 12,700 turbines with a total nameplate capacity of
63,550 MW.
The development of the onshore wind farms is calculated to
create  61,300 full-time jobs and 4$4 billion in earnings in the
form of wages, services, and supply-chain impacts during the
construction period. It is also estimated to create  2260 annual
full-time jobs and 4$162 million in annual earnings in the form
of wages, local revenue, and local supply-chain impacts postconstruction.
The development of the offshore wind farms is estimated to
create 320,000 full-time jobs and 4$21.4 billion in earnings
during construction and 7140 annual full-time jobs and 4$514
million in annual earnings post-construction. (Section 9.5 discusses the extent to which WWS jobs merely displace jobs in the
current energy sector.)
9.2. Concentrated solar power plants, solar PV power plants,
and rooftop solar PV
The job creation and revenue stream resulting from generating
38% of NYS’s all-purpose energy in 2030 with concentrated solar
power (CSP, 10%) and solar PV plants and residential rooftop
devices (PV, 28%), were estimated with the JEDI Concentrated
Solar Power Trough and PV models (DOE (Department of Energy),
2012).
Scenarios were run assuming the development by 2025 of
38,700 MW in nameplate capacity of CSP projects, 41,400 MW of
solar PV plant projects, and 75,000 MW of residential, commercial,
and government rooftop PV projects.
The CSP projects are estimated to create  401,000 full-time
jobs and 4$41 billion in earnings during construction and
 15,700 full-time jobs and 4$2 billion in annual earnings postconstruction.
Solar PV plants are estimated to create  1,160,000 full-time jobs
(4$83 billion in earnings) during construction and  5690 full-time
jobs (4$390 million in annual earnings) post-construction.
Rooftop PV systems are estimated to create  2,420,000 fulltime jobs ( $159 billion in earnings) during construction and
 9620 full-time jobs ( 4$676 million in annual earnings) postconstruction.
9.3. Hydroelectric, tidal, and wave
In line with the guidelines of PlaNYC, nearly 7% of NYS’s total
energy in 2030 will be generated from hydroelectric, tidal, and
wave power (Table 2). At most, about 944 MW of additional
installed hydroelectric will be needed for the present plan, since
89% of hydroelectric is in place (Table 2). This translates into 2360
additional post-construction full time jobs assuming 2–3 full time
jobs are created per MW of hydropower generated in 2025
(Navigant Consulting, 2009). Temporary construction and other
supply chain jobs are not included in this projection. Temporary
construction jobs for hydroelectric are estimated as 6.5 full-time
equivalent (FTE) jobs/MW. FTEs are jobs during the life of the
construction phase (Navigant Consulting, 2009). This gives 6200
construction jobs for hydroelectric. With the approximate ratio of
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$70,000 per job (based on the ratios determined here for wind
and solar), the earnings during construction of hydroelectric
plants are estimated as  $430 million during construction and
$165 million/yr after construction.
For wave power (1430 MW needed) and tidal power (2600 MW
needed) the same number of construction and permanent jobs per
installed MW as offshore wind power are assumed, giving 7200
construction jobs and 161 annual permanent jobs for wave power
and 13,100 construction jobs and 292 annual permanent jobs for
tidal power. Earnings during the construction period of wave farms
are estimated as  $504 million, and those during operation,  $11
million/yr. Earnings during construction of tidal farms are estimated
as $920 million, and those during operation,  $20.5 million/yr.
9.4. Geothermal
The construction of 5635 MW of geothermal capacity in the
western United States has been estimated previously to create
90,160 construction and manufacturing jobs plus 23,949 full time
jobs after construction (Western Governor’s Association, 2010).
Assuming the same relationship holds for NYS in 2025, the
3600 MW of geothermal energy (5% of total) needed for NYS will
amount to the creation of 57,600 construction and manufacturing jobs and  15,300 post-construction jobs. With the approximate ratio of $70,000 per job, the earnings during construction of
geothermal plants will be  $4 billion during the construction
period and $1 billion/yr thereafter.
9.5. Summary of jobs and earnings
Summing the job production from each sector above gives
4.5 million jobs created during construction and  58,000
permanent annual jobs thereafter for the energy facilities alone
developed as part of this plan. Total earnings during the construction period for these facilities (in the form of wages, local
revenue, and local supply-chain impacts) are estimated as  $314
billion and permanent annual earnings during operation of the
facilities, $5.1 billion/yr
Additional jobs and earnings are associated with the enhancement of the transmission system and with the conversion to
electric and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, electricity-based appliances for home heating and cooling, and electricity and hydrogen
use for some heating and high-temperature industrial processes.
The number of permanent jobs created by the electric power
sector alone is expected to exceed signiﬁcantly the number of lost
jobs in current fossil-fuel industries. The reason is that nearly all
energy for NYS with the proposed plan will be produced within
the state, whereas currently, most oil, natural gas, and coal used
in the state is mined out of the state or country, so jobs in those
industries are not in NYS. In fact, the total number of mining jobs
(for all natural resources combined) in NYS in 2011 was approximately 5700 (NYSDL (New York State Department of Labor),
2011). The total number of workers in the NYS utility industry
in 2011 was about 37,100 (NYSDL (New York State Department of
Labor), 2011). Even if the current electric utility industry plus
mining jobs were lost due to a conversion with the present plan,
they would be more than made up by with the 58,000 permanent
jobs resulting from the present plan. The present plan would also
result in the replacement of gas stations with electric charging
and hydrogen fueling stations, likely exchanging the jobs between
the industries. Similarly, the plan will require the growth of some
appliance industries at the expense of others, resulting in job
exchange between industries.
The increase in the number of jobs due to WWS versus the
current fossil fuel infrastructure is supported independently by
Pollin et al. (2009), who determined from economic modeling
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that, for each million dollars spent on energy production in the
United States, oil and gas create 3.7 direct and indirect jobs,
whereas wind and solar create 9.5 and 9.8 jobs, respectively.
The difference in relative numbers of jobs created in NYS is likely
to be larger than this due to the fact that many oil and gas
workers and suppliers come from out of state. Since WWS
resources are generated in state, their capture will provide more
jobs to NYS residents. In addition, even though some of the jobs in
NYS might come at the expense of jobs in other states, Pollin et al.
(2009) indicate that for the U.S. as a whole, the wind and solar
power industry will employ many more people than will an
energy-equivalent fossil-fuel industry.
In addition, the development of the large-scale energy infrastructure proposed here should motivate research and development of new technologies and methods of improving efﬁciency.
Much of this research will come from higher education and
research institutes in NYS, creating jobs in these sectors. Demands
created by infrastructure development should similarly motivate
inner-city job training programs in the energy-efﬁcient building
and renewable energy industries.

10. State and local tax revenue and other cost considerations
The implementation of this plan will likely affect NYS’s tax
revenue and may require tax policy changes to ensure that state
revenue remains at the level needed. Some revenues will increase
and others will decline.
The increase in the number of jobs due to the plan over the
current energy infrastructure is expected to increase personal
income tax receipts. In addition, as more of NYS’s infrastructure is
electriﬁed under the plan, revenues from the Utility Tax, which
currently accounts for slightly less than 1.5% of state tax revenue,
will increase.
NYS may experience higher property tax revenues than under
an alternative, natural gas, infrastructure. Property values may
decrease with shale gas drilling due to the increases in noise,
conﬂicts with neighbors, lawsuits with gas companies, health
complaints, and increases in crime in previously sparsely populated rural areas. In addition, banks may be unwilling to issue
residential-rate mortgages on residential properties in gas drilling
areas since industrial activity and the storing of hazardous
material on the property violate residential mortgage requirements. Similarly, some insurance companies may not issue policies
on such properties. Property tax revenues are expected to increase
with some WWS technologies, such as rooftop PV and solar
thermal due to the higher home values that result from installation of these local energy technologies. A study of the effects of 24
existing wind farms within 10 miles of residential properties in
9 states found no effect on property values (Hoen et al., 2009).
Thus, a conversion to WWS should result in higher property values
and tax revenues than should a fossil fuel-based infrastructure.
Finally Delucchi and Murphy (2008) show that in 1991 and
2000, the effective U.S. federal corporate income tax rate (tax paid
divided by taxable income) in the oil industry was half that of all
other industries, resulting in a tax ‘‘subsidy’’ in the year 2000 of
$9.4 billion. Replacing fossil fuels with WWS energy in NYS alone
could result in higher corporate income-tax revenues to the
nation and may set an example for other states.
Revenues directly associated with the sale of petroleum fuels,
such as the Motor Fuel Tax and the Petroleum Business Tax, will
diminish as the vehicle ﬂeet is made more efﬁcient and ultimately
transitions away from petroleum altogether. These tax revenues
currently account for less than 2.5% of state tax revenue; however, they are sources of funds for the Highway and Bridge Trust
Fund, the Dedicated Mass Transportation Trust Fund, and the
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Mass Transportation Operating Assistance Fund. Another potential loss in tax revenue will be from the ad valorem tax on shale
gas development.
As diesel fuel is phased out, goods will increasingly be transported by means other than commercial freight, and revenue
from the Highway Use Tax will diminish. This tax accounts for
less than 0.2% of state tax revenue at present, but is also a large
contributor to transportation infrastructure and operation funds
(NYSA (New York State Assembly), 2011).
Other tax revenues associated with passenger vehicle use are
not expected to decrease signiﬁcantly. These include Motor
Vehicle Fees, Taxi Surcharge fees, and Auto Rental Tax. These
collectively account for approximately 2% of State tax revenue
and contribute to the state’s dedicated mass transportation and
highway and bridge funds.
Some lost revenues can be regained by applying a mileagebased road use tax on noncommercial vehicles similar to the
Highway Use Tax levied on commercial vehicles in NYS. This has
been considered at the Federal level (NSFIFC (National Surface
Transportation Infrastructure Financing Commission), 2009) and
piloted in Oregon (ODT (Oregon Department of Transportation),
2007).
There are other cost considerations. For example, the conversion from fossil fuels to WWS will likely reduce environmental
externality costs, thereby possibly preserving some jobs that
would otherwise be lost under future fossil fuel development in
NYS. Some industries that are vital to upstate NY economies and
require clean water and air include agriculture, tourism, organic
farming, wine making, hunting and ﬁshing, and other outdoor
recreation industries. WWS development is unlikely to adversely
impact these industries, whereas future shale gas development
may negatively impact these industries.
It is expected that costs to communities in NYS will increase
with shale gas development, and these costs will likely be much
lower or not exist with WWS development. Such costs include
increased demand on police, ﬁre departments, ﬁrst responders,
social services, and local hospitals. Damage to roads and resulting
repair and maintenance costs have been substantial where shale
gas development has taken place, especially in Texas and Arkansas.
WWS development is unlikely to cause such extensive long-term
damage to roads and infrastructure.
Thousands of miles of natural gas pipelines represent an
opportunity cost to NYS, as future building and economic development will not be possible on or adjacent to the pipelines. The
tradeoff for these pipelines with WWS is an increase in transmission lines. However, transmission lines, while resulting in some
similar issues, do not carry the risk of gas leakage or explosive
ﬁres, such as the $5 billion ﬁre that destroyed a residential
neighborhood in San Bruno, California, on September 10, 2010.
Finally, extractive industries, including fossil fuels, are known
for their boom and bust cycles. Renewable energy industries, and
in particular WWS, are long-term sustainable industries, unlikely
to be subject to boom and bust cycles.

11. Reducing energy use in Buildings, Neighborhoods,
and commercial complexes
The proposed plan will continue existing efforts to improve
energy efﬁciency in residential, commercial, institutional, and
government buildings to reduce the demand for electric power in
NYS. It will also encourage the conversion of buildings, neighborhoods, and commercial complexes to sustainable ones that use
and store their energy more efﬁciently.
First, energy efﬁciency measures in buildings, appliances, and
processes have the potential to reduce end-use power demand in

the U.S. by up to 23% by 2020 (McKinsey and Company, 2009).
Such a demand reduction exceeds the modest reduction of 5–10%
proposed in Table 1 of the present study. The NYS demand
reduction is conservative to ensure that it does not underestimate
the number of energy devices and plants needed for NYS. If
demand reduction is larger than 5–10%, then the NYS plan will be
easier to implement. Efﬁciency measures include improving wall,
ﬂoor, ceiling, and pipe insulation, sealing leaks in windows, doors,
and ﬁreplaces, converting to double-paned windows, using more
passive solar heating, monitoring building energy use to determine wasteful processes, performing an energy audit to discover
energy waste, converting to LED light bulbs, changing appliances
to those using less electricity, and using hot water circulation
pumps on a timer, among others.
Historically, efﬁciency programs targeting multifamily households have resulted in overall energy savings of approximately
20% (Falk and Robbins, 2010). For such households, the NYSERDA
Home Performance with Energy Star program reportedly achieved
annual savings of approximately 15% of average household
electricity usage and over 50% of heating fuel savings for natural
gas-heated homes (NYSERDA (New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority), 2011).
Second, designing new buildings, neighborhoods and commercial complexes or retroﬁtting existing ones to use and store
energy more efﬁciently has the potential to reduce signiﬁcantly
building energy required from the grid, transmission needs, and
costs. Four methods of improving energy use and storage in
buildings include: (1) extracting heat in the summer and cold in
the winter from the air and solar devices and storing it in the
ground for use in the opposite season, (2) recovering heat from air
conditioning systems and using it to heat water or air in the same
or other buildings, (3) extracting heat (or cold) from the ground,
air, or water with heat pumps and using it immediately to heat
(or cool) air or water, and (4) using solar energy to generate
electricity through PV panels, to recover heat from water used to
cool the panels, and to heat water directly for domestic use (e.g.,
Tolmie et al., 2012). The Drake Landing solar community is a
prototype community designed primarily around the ﬁrst
method, that of seasonal energy storage (Drake Landing, 2012).

12. Timing of plan
This plan anticipates that the fraction of new electric power
generators as WWS will increase starting today such that, by
2020, all new generators will be WWS generators. Existing
conventional generators will be phased out gradually, but no
later than 2050. Similarly, all new heating and cooling technologies will be WWS technologies by 2020 and existing technologies
will be replaced over time, but by no later than 2050.
For transportation, the transition to BEVs and HFCVs has
potential to occur rapidly due to the rapid turnover time of the
vehicle ﬂeet (  15 years) and the efﬁciency of BEVs and HFCVs
over fossil-fuel combustion vehicles. However, the actual rate of
transition will depend on policies put in place and the resulting
vehicle and energy costs. BEVs and HFCVs exist today, but due to
their efﬁciency over combustion, they are proposed to be the only
new vehicles sold in NYS by 2020. Several electric vehicles are
currently available (e.g., Tesla Model S, 499 km (310 mile) range;
Tesla Roadster, 391 km (243 mile); Renault Fluence Z.E., 185 km
(115 mile); Citroen C-Zero, 177 km (110 mile); Mitsubishi I MiEV,
177 km (110 mile); Tazzari Zero, 140 km (87 mile); Ford Focus,
129 km (80 mile); Nissan Leaf, 117 km (73 mile)). The growth of
electric vehicles will be accompanied by an increase in electric
charging stations in residences, commercial parking spaces, and
service stations. Most charging will be done with 220 V chargers
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over several hours, but 440 V chargers are now available for faster
charging. For example, the Tesla Model S includes 440 V, 160 A
charging capability that will allow sufﬁcient power for a 310 mile
range in about 1 h.

13. Recommended ﬁrst Steps
Below are recommended short-term policy steps to start the
conversion to WWS in NYS.
13.1. Large energy projects: offshore/onshore wind; solar PV/CSP,
geothermal, hydro
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clients, and pave the way for a more widespread subscription to
off-site generating project for the public at large.
(1) Remove the necessity for subscribers to have proprietorship
in the energy-generating site.
(2) Expand or eliminate the capacity limit of renewable power
under remote net-metering for each utility.
(3) Remove the barrier to inter-load zone transmission of netmetered renewable power.
(4) Expand Public Service Law 66.j to reduce red tape and enable
off-site virtual net-metering from upstate to downstate, and
from the outer boroughs to Manhattan.

 Streamline the small-scale solar and wind installation permit Direct the New York State Energy Research and Development












Authority (NYSERDA) to issue a new main tier solicitation to
meet its existing renewable portfolio standard (RPS) commitments through 2015, selecting and contracting with sufﬁcient
wind and solar projects to do so.
Extend the RPS in NYS. The 30% RPS currently sunsets in 2015.
Propose to ramp up the RPS each year to get to 50% by 2025
(2% per year).
Set a goal of at least 5000 MW offshore wind by 2020. Direct
the New York Power Authority (NYPA) and the Long Island
Power Authority (LIPA) to issue requests for proposals (RFPs)
for new power generation from offshore wind as part of their
generation and procurement budgets.
Set up a Green Bank, which is a vehicle for public–private
ﬁnancing in conjunction with long-term contracts for large
wind and solar development projects in NYS. An example
Green Bank exists in Connecticut. The Green Bank would
include a statewide version of the Department of Energy Loan
Guarantee Program that focuses speciﬁcally on WWS energy
generation projects. Such a program will reinvigorate private
lending activity.
Lock in upstate coal-ﬁred power plants to retire under enforceable commitments. At the same time, streamline the permit
approval process for WWS power generators and the associated high-capacity transmission lines and eliminate bureaucratic hurdles involved in the application process. Promote
expanding transmission of power between upstate and downstate and between onshore and offshore, in particular.
Work with regions and localities, and the federal government
(in the case of offshore wind) to reduce the costs and
uncertainty of projects by expediting their physical build-out by
managing zoning and permitting issues or pre-approving sites.
Encourage regulators to require utilities to obtain permission
for a certain capacity of electric power to be installed before
auctioning off projects to lowest-bidding developers. Currently, a pre-approved Power Purchase Agreement between a
utility and particular project developer is required before
permission from the regulators can be obtained. This change
will ensure end-users obtain electricity at the lowest price.







ting process. Currently, each municipality has its own permitting process and fee structure. Creating common codes, fee
structures, and ﬁling procedures across a state would reduce a
barrier to the greater implementation of small-scale solar
and wind.
Develop community renewable energy facilities, whereby a
community buys power from a centralized generation facility.
The facility feeds power into the grid, and the utility credits
the kilowatt-hours to the accounts of individuals, businesses,
and any other electricity customer that sign up. The facility
may be located anywhere in the utility’s service territory, since
all that is required is a bill crediting arrangement by the utility.
This brings many advantages: economies of scale of the
facility, siting in an ideal location, and broader inclusiveness.
Many electricity users cannot install a renewable energy
system, because they are renters or because their property is
not suitable for a system. Community renewable energy is
inclusive because it enables anyone, whether living in rural
New York or an apartment building in Manhattan, to buy the
power without having to host the system. New York already
has a community renewable energy program, but it is restrictive. A simple legislative ﬁx would enable this approach to be
used widely.
Encourage clean-energy backup emergency power systems
rather than diesel/gasoline generators. For example, work with
industry to implement home energy storage (through battery
systems) accompanying rooftop solar to mitigate problems
associated with grid power losses.
Implement feed-in tariffs (FITs) for small-scale energy systems. FITs are ﬁnancial incentives to promote investment in
renewable power generation infrastructure, typically by providing payments to owners of small-scale solar PV systems to
cover the difference between renewable energy generation
cost (including grid connection costs) and wholesale electricity
prices.

13.3. Energy efﬁciency in buildings and the grid

 The current target for energy efﬁciency is 15% less energy use
13.2. Small energy projects: residential commercial, and government
rooftop solar PV

 Extend the New York Sun (NY Sun) program to a multi-year


program to ﬁnance rooftop and on-site solar projects in
the state.
Implement virtual net metering (VNM) for small-scale energy
systems. The following recommendations will render utilityscale wind and solar power net metering conducive to corporate



below forecasted levels by 2015. Expand the target signiﬁcantly beyond 2015 and increase investment ﬁvefold from
both public and private sources. This requires the New York
State Public Service Commission (NYSPSC) to increase
NYSERDA and utility requirements and budgets for efﬁciency.
Promote, through municipal ﬁnancing, incentives, and rebates,
energy efﬁciency measures in buildings, appliances, and processes. Efﬁciency measures include improving wall, ﬂoor,
ceiling, and pipe insulation, sealing leaks in windows, doors,
and ﬁreplaces, converting to double-paned windows, using
more passive solar heating, monitoring building energy use to
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determine wasteful processes, performing an energy audit to
discover energy waste, converting to LED light bulbs, changing
appliances to those using less electricity, and using hot water
circulation pumps on a timer, among others.
Encourage conversion from natural gas water and air heaters
to heat pumps (air and ground-source) and rooftop solar
thermal hot water pre-heaters. Incentivize the use of efﬁcient
lighting in buildings and on city streets.
Encourage utilities to use demand-response grid management
to reduce the need for short-term energy backup on the grid.
This is a method of giving ﬁnancial incentives to electricity
users to shift times of certain electricity uses to times when
more energy is available.
Institute, through Empire State Development Corporation,
a revolving loan fund to pay for feasibility analyses for
commercial Energy Services Agreements. The revenues from
these retroﬁts are amortized as a majority percentage of the
Energy-Cost Savings realized as direct result of these retroﬁts.
ROI’s can be realized in 5–10 years with 10–20 year Energy
Services Contracts. Allocating some of these revenues back to
the fund will render it sustainable.
Extract heat in the summer and cold in the winter from the air
and solar devices and store it in the ground for use in the
opposite season. The Drake Landing solar community is a
prototype community designed primarily around seasonal
energy storage (Drake Landing, 2012).
Recover heat from air conditioning systems and use it to heat
water or air in the same or other buildings at the same time.
Extract heat (or cold) from the ground, air, or water with heat
pumps and use it immediately to heat (or cool) air or water.
Recover heat from water used to cool solar PV panels to heat
water directly for domestic use.

13.4. Vehicle electriﬁcation

 Coordinate items below so that vehicle programs and public











charging stations are developed in sync. Create a governorappointed EV Advisory Council, as has been done in states such
as Illinois and Connecticut, to recommend strategies for EV
infrastructure and policies. Council members should include
representatives from state agencies, environmental groups,
utilities, auto companies, and EV charging infrastructure
companies.
Leverage and augment the technical and ﬁnancial assistance of
the U. S. Department of Energy’s ‘‘Clean Cities Program’’
activities, focusing on the deployment of EVs.
Adopt legislation mandating the transition to plug-in electric
vehicles for short- and medium distance government transportation and encouraging the transition for commercial and
personal vehicles through purchase incentives and rebates.
Encourage ﬂeets of electric and/or hydrogen fuel cell/electric
hybrid buses starting with a few and gradually growing the
ﬂeets. Electric or hydrogen fuel cell ferries, riverboats, and
other local shipping should be encouraged as well.
Encourage and ease the permitting process for the installation
of electric charging stations in public parking lots, hotels,
suburban metro stations, on streets, and in residential and
commercial garages.
Ensure that new charging infrastructure is vehicle-to-grid
(V2G)-capable, and integrated into a statewide ‘‘smart grid’’
system.
Set up time-of-use electricity rates to encourage charging
at night.

 Provide electric vehicle drivers access to high-occupancy
vehicle (HOV) lanes.

 Use excess wind and solar produced by WWS electric power
generators to produce hydrogen (by electrolysis) for transportation and industry and to provide district heating (as done in
Denmark) instead of curtailing the wind and solar.

13.5. Industrial processes

 Provide incentives for industry to convert to electricity and


electrolytic hydrogen for high temperature and manufacturing
processes where they are not currently used.
Encourage industries to use WWS electric power generation
for on-site electric power (private) generation.

14. Conclusions
This study examined the technical and economic feasibility of
and proposed policies for converting New York State’s energy
infrastructure for all purposes into a clean and sustainable one
powered by wind, water, and sunlight producing electricity and
hydrogen. Such a conversion is estimated to improve the health
and welfare of NYS residents, thereby lowering their medical,
insurance, and related costs, and is expected to create jobs to
manufacture, install, and manage the infrastructure.
The study found that complete conversion to WWS in NYS will
reduce end-use power demand by  37%, due mostly to the
efﬁciency of electricity versus combustion, but also due partly
to energy efﬁciency measures.
If complete conversion to WWS occurs, the 2030 NYS power
demand for all purposes (not only electricity) could be met by
4020 onshore 5-MW wind turbines (providing 10% of NYS’s
energy for all purposes), 12,770 off-shore 5-MW wind turbines
(40%), 387 100-MW concentrated solar plants (10%), 828 50-MW
solar-PV power plants (10%), 5 million 5-kW residential rooftop
PV systems (6%), 500,000 100-kW commercial/government rooftop systems (12%), 36 100-MW geothermal plants (5%), 1910
0.75-MW wave devices (0.5%), 2600 1-MW tidal turbines (1%),
and 7 1300-MW hydroelectric power plants (5.5%), of which 89%
are already in place. The onshore wind capacity installed under
this plan ( 20.1 GW) would be less than twice the 2012 installed
capacity of Texas.
Several methods exist to match renewable energy supply with
demand and to smooth out the variability of WWS resources.
These include (A) combining geographically-dispersed WWS
resources as a bundled set of resources rather than as separate
resources and using hydroelectric power to ﬁll in remaining gaps;
(B) using demand-response grid management to shift times of
demand to match better with the timing of WWS power supply;
(C) over-sizing WWS peak generation capacity to minimize the
times when available WWS power is less than demand and to
provide power to produce heat for air and water and hydrogen for
transportation and heating when WWS power exceeds demand;
(D) integrating weather forecasts into system operation to reduce
reserve requirements; (E) storing energy in thermal storage
media, batteries or other storage media at the site of generation
or use; and (F) storing energy in electric-vehicle batteries for later
extraction (vehicle-to-grid).
The additional footprint on land for WWS devices is equivalent
to about 0.96% of New York’s land area, mostly for CSP and PV.
An additional on-land spacing area of about 1.46% is required for
on-shore wind, but this area can be used for multiple purposes,
such as open space, agricultural land, or grazing land, for example.
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The land footprint and spacing areas (open space between
devices) in the proposed scenario can be reduced by shifting
more land based WWS generators to the ocean, lakes, and
rooftops.
2020–2030 electricity costs are estimated to be 4–8.8 cents/
kWh for most WWS technologies and 5–11 cents/kWh for others
(including local transmission and distribution), which compares
with about 17.8–20.7 cents/kWh for fossil-fuel generators in 2030,
of which 5.7 cents/kWh are externality costs. Long-distance transmission costs on land are estimated to be 1 (0.3–3) cent/kWh for
1200–2000 km high-voltage direct current transmission lines.
Although the cost of WWS electricity is expected to be lower
than that of fossil fuels and all energy in a WWS world will be
transformed to electricity, infrastructure conversion will result in
other cost tradeoffs not quantiﬁed here. For example, conversion
from combustion vehicles to electric and hydrogen fuel cell
vehicles and from current combustion-based heating technologies
to electricity based technologies may result in large initial cost
increases to consumers, when relatively low levels of vehicles are
being manufactured. However, as production of new vehicles
increases and technology matures, manufacturing costs will
decline, and this, combined with the lower energy and operating
costs of electric vehicles, may result eventually in electric vehicles
having a total lifetime cost comparable with that of conventional
gasoline vehicles (Delucchi and Lipman, 2010),
The plan is estimated to create 4.5 million jobs during
construction and  58,000 permanent annual jobs thereafter for
the proposed energy facilities alone. Total earnings during the
construction period for these facilities (in the form of wages, local
revenue, and local supply-chain impacts) will be  $314 billion
and permanent annual earnings during operation of the facilities
will be  $5.1 billion/yr
The implementation of this plan will likely increase personal
income, property, and utility tax revenues in NYS relative to the
current infrastructure. At the same time, it will reduce fuel-tax
revenues. These can be made up from either the utility taxes or
mileage-base road fees.
The plan effectively pays for the 100% WWS energy generation
infrastructure to power NYS for all purposes over 15 years solely
by the reduction in air-pollution costs to the state and global
warming costs to the U.S. from state emissions. Annual electricity
sales equal to the cost of the plant divided by its expected life
(  30 years) reduce the payback time to  10 years. The current
fossil-fuel infrastructure does not provide the air-quality beneﬁts
to NYS, so it’s payback time with annual electricity sales equal to
the cost of the plant and fuel divided by the expected plant life is
30 years; assuming a 7% proﬁt, it is 28 years.
This plan may serve as a template for plans in other states and
countries. Results here suggest that the implementation of plans
such as this in countries worldwide should reduce global warming,
air, soil, and water pollution, and energy insecurity.
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Table A1
NYS annually-averaged 2006 PM2.5 concentrations and resulting estimated annual
premature mortalities by county.
County

Albany
Alleghanyn
Bronx
Broomenn
Cattaraugusn
Cayugan
Chautauqua
Chemungn
Chenangon
Clintonn
Columbian
Cortlandn
Delawaren
Dutchessnn
Erie
Essex
Franklinn
Fultonn
Geneseen
Greenen
Hamiltonn
Herkimern
Jeffersonn
Kings
Lewisn
Livingstonn
Madisonn
Monroe
Montgomeryn
Nassau
New York
Niagara
Oneidann
Onondaga
Ontarion
Orange
Orleansn
Oswegon
Otsegon
Putnamn
Queens
Rensselaern
Richmond
Rocklandn
St. Lawrence
Saratogan
Schenectadynn
Schoharien
Schuylern
Senecan
Steubennn
Suffolk
Sullivann
Tiogan
Tompkinsn
Ulstern
Warrenn
Washingtonn
Waynen
Westchester
Wyomingn
Yatesn
Total

2006 PM2.5
(mg/m3)

9.4
8.2
13.9
10.3
9.6
8.3
8.3
8.2
10.3
5.5
9.4
8.3
10.3
10.7
10.9
5.5
6.0
11.5
10.3
9.4
6.0
6.4
6.4
12.8
6.4
8.9
8.3
9.5
11.5
10.8
14.4
10.4
10.5
8.3
8.9
9.7
10.0
8.3
10.5
10.4
11.6
9.4
12.2
10.4
6.4
11.5
11.5
9.4
8.2
8.2
8.2
10.4
9.7
10.3
9.4
9.7
5.5
5.5
9.5
11.0
10.9
8.7
9.3

Population
(thousands)

304
49
1385
201
80
80
135
89
50
82
63
49
48
297
919
39
52
56
60
49
5
65
116
2505
27
65
73
744
50
1340
1586
216
235
467
108
373
43
122
62
100
2231
159
469
312
112
220
155
33
18
35
99
1493
78
51
102
182
66
63
94
949
42
25
19,380

Total 2006 Mortalities from
PM2.5
Low
Medium
estimate estimate

High
estimate

8.4
0.9
88.4
7.0
2.3
1.5
2.5
1.6
1.8
0.9
1.7
0.9
1.7
11.3
36.4
0.4
0.6
2.5
2.1
1.4
0.1
0.8
1.5
138
0.4
1.5
1.4
21.1
2.2
52.0
108
7.7
8.5
8.7
2.5
11.2
1.4
2.3
2.3
3.5
101
4.4
23.5
11.0
1.4
9.8
6.9
0.9
0.3
0.6
1.8
53.1
2.3
1.8
2.8
5.5
0.7
0.7
2.7
38.4
1.7
0.5
820

66.5
6.9
695
55.4
18.6
11.8
20.0
12.6
13.9
7.3
13.8
7.3
13.2
89.7
289
3.5
4.9
19.6
16.5
10.8
0.5
6.6
12.0
1090
2.8
12.0
10.9
168
17.7
412
845
61.2
67.8
69.1
19.8
88.7
10.9
18.1
18.0
27.9
800
34.9
186
87.1
11.5
77.3
54.5
7.2
2.6
5.0
14.0
422
18.4
14.1
21.9
43.4
5.8
5.6
21.1
304
13.2
4.3
6480

33.4
3.5
351
27.8
9.3
5.9
10.0
6.3
7.0
3.6
6.9
3.7
6.7
45.1
145
1.7
2.5
9.8
8.3
5.4
0.2
3.3
6.0
547
1.4
6.0
5.5
84.1
8.9
207
427
30.7
34.1
34.7
9.9
44.5
5.5
9.1
9.0
14.0
402
17.5
93.5
43.7
5.8
38.9
27.4
3.6
1.3
2.5
7.0
212
9.3
7.1
11.0
21.8
2.9
2.8
10.6
153
6.7
2.2
3260

Concentration data were from NYSDH (New York State Department of Health)
(2011). The methodology is described in the text.

Appendix A1
See Appendix Table A1.

n
2006 data for these counties were not available, so an average of data from
adjacent or nearby counties was used.
nn
2006 data for these counties were not available, so 2003 values were
used.
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 New York State's all-purpose energy can be derived from wind, water, and sunlight.
 The main limitations are social and political, not technical or economic.
 This response to commentary reafﬁrms these conclusions.
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Jacobson et al. (2013, hereinafter J13), presented the technical and economic feasibility of converting New
York States' all-purpose energy infrastructure (electricity, transportation, heating/cooling, industry) to
one powered by wind, water, and sunlight (WWS) producing electricity and electrolytic hydrogen.
Gilbraith et al. (2013) question several aspects of our approach. Unfortunately, Gilbraith et al. inaccurately
portray what we stated and referenced and ignore many recent supporting studies. They also refer to
previous misplaced critiques of our earlier global WWS study but fail to reference the responses to those
critiques, Delucchi and Jacobson (2011b) and Jacobson and Delucchi (2013). We fully stand by the
conclusions of both the previous and present studies.
& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1) First, Gilbraith et al. misled readers by claiming that J13, “…
ignores the critical issue of whether such an energy system
could reliably meet instantaneous electrical demand (power)
throughout the year (e.g. at peak demand, at night, or when the
wind is not blowing)…” We addressed this issue in J13 with the
following verbatim text: “Several studies have examined
whether up to 100% penetrations of WWS resources could be
used reliably to match power demand (e.g., Jacobson and
Delucchi, 2009; Mason et al., 2010; Hart and Jacobson, 2011,
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2012; Connolly et al., 2011; Elliston et al., 2012; NREL, 2012;
Rasmussen et al., 2012; Budischak et al., 2013). Using hourly
load and resource data and accounting for the intermittency of
wind and solar, both Hart and Jacobson (2011) and Budischak
et al. (2013) found that up to 499.8% of delivered electricity
could be produced carbon-free with WWS resources over
multiple years. The former study obtained this conclusion for
the California grid over two years; the latter, over the PJM
Interconnection in the eastern US, adjacent to NYS, over four
years. Both studies accounted for the variability in the weather,
including extreme events. Although WWS resources differ in
NYS compared with these other regions, the differences are not
expected to change the conclusion that a WWS power system
in NYS can be reliable.” In J13 we speciﬁcally relied on these
PJM and California analyses to draw conclusions for NYS.
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Those studies accounted for all hours over multiple years thus
accounted for times of “peak demand, at night, and when the
wind is not blowing”.
2) Gilbraith et al. then ask, “how much upward pressure would be
exerted on peak demand by requiring that a substantial portion
of transportation energy be provided by electricity”? The
additional electrical power demand due to the WWS system
actually will make matching demand with supply easier
because the additional transportation load is ﬂexible and can
be controlled with demand-response management (Section
1.3). In addition, much of the additional transportation and
heating load will occur at night, which is currently during offpeak hours. Such loads can be met by several WWS resources
including onshore wind, which often peaks at night; offshore
wind, which occurs during day and night; stored concentrated
solar power; geothermal power; and hydroelectric power.
In addition, oversizing the grid makes matching power demand
with supply easier while providing additional electricity that
can be used for district heating and hydrogen production (J13).
Gilbraith et al. have provided no evidence that loads cannot be
matched reliably in a completely electriﬁed WWS world.
The studies cited in response #1 here indicate that matching
demand with supply does not require breakthrough-developments in theory or technology but rather is a problem of
optimizing system design and operation with existing technologies and system components.
3) Gilbraith et al. then implicitly propose their own more polluting, castrophically risky, and environmental damaging nonWWS energy infrastructure by questioning why J13 did not
include natural gas or nuclear power. However, J13 brieﬂy
referred readers to an earlier study as to why nuclear was not
included as a WWS option (Jacobson and Delucchi, 2011) and
explained in detail why natural gas was not included (Section
2.1) in the plan. The purpose of J13 was to demonstrate the
technical and economic feasibility of a WWS infrastructure.
4) Gilbraith et al. further argued that natural gas, particularly from
unconventional sources, should be considered as part of a
WWS plan, falsely believing it reduces global warming impacts
compared with other current fuels and stating that some
estimates of methane emissions from unconventional sources
of natural gas are exaggerated. However, natural gas is not a
WWS resource. It is a fossil-fuel resource, therefore by deﬁnition excluded from a WWS plan. It causes air-pollution induced
mortality, which Gilbraith ignores, and carbon equivalent
emissions over sixty times that of wind energy per unit electric
power generated.
Air pollution concerns are one of the major reasons for our
selection of WWS technologies. Table 1 indicates that natural
gas production and use in the US emit more carbon monoxide
(CO), volatile organic carbon (VOC), methane (CH4), and
ammonia (NH3) than coal production and use, whereas coal
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emits more nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and
particulate matter smaller than 2.5- and 10-um in diameter
(PM2.5, PM10). Thus, both fuels result in signiﬁcant local and
regional air pollution, although the higher SO2 and NOx emissions from coal results in overall greater air pollution from coal
than natural gas.
Based on the underlying gridded and time-dependent emission
inventory used to derive Table 1, three-dimensional computer
modeling of air pollution and its health effects performed with
the GATOR-GCMOM model for this response suggest natural
gas mining, transport, and use cause the premature mortality
due to particulate matter and ozone of on the order of 5000
people per year in the United States. Wind, water, and solar
technologies reduce these emissions and mortalities to well
under 100/year.
Further, Gilbraith et al. did not show that natural gas reduces
the greenhouse gas footprint relative to other fossil fuels
(let alone WWS energy). To the contrary, the greenhouse gas
footprint of natural gas is larger than that of any other fossil
fuel when viewed over the critically important time period of
the next few decades and when the major components of
warming and cooling are accounted for. Gilbraith et al. ignore
recent data-driven studies (Petrone et al., 2012; TownsendSmall et al., 2012; Peischl et al., 2013; Wennberg et al., 2013;
Wunch et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2013) that have found that
methane levels over oil and gas drilling and consumption
regions are much higher than estimated in previous emission
inventories. The studies Gilbraith et al. relied on did not
provide measurements of methane mixing ratios over oil and
gas regions to verify their results or account for these underestimates in emission inventories. Such studies have not shown
consistency between what they claim are natural-gasassociated emissions and actual local mixing ratios of natural
gas in the air.
Next, Gilbraith et al. mischaracterize the discussion in J13 on
natural gas emissions when they say it is based on a single
study (presumably Howarth et al., 2011). J13 cited 15 publications and reports on natural gas and considered both the issue
of high methane emissions and low sulfur emissions of natural
gas. Gilbraith et al., on the other hand, ignore the low sulfur
emissions of natural gas when arguing natural gas has a low
climate impact compared with coal, as do the ﬁve papers they
refer to. As such, the comparison of natural gas versus coal in
those ﬁve studies is not relevant to whether coal or gas causes
more warming per unit energy. Regardless, three of those ﬁve
studies brought up by Gilbraith et al. were discussed in
Howarth et al. (2012b), which was referenced in J13. Those
ﬁve papers as well as Howarth et al. (2011, 2012a) relied on
bottom-up inventory emission estimates for methane, often
using similar or identical emissions per well, but often scaling
them to different expected lifetime production values for the

Table 1
2008 US national emissions from natural gas (NG) and coal (metric tonnes/yr).
Source: US EPA (2011). VOCs include methane.

CO
VOC
CH4
NH3
NOx
SO2
PM2.5
PM10

Coal all
uses

NG all uses

NG mining &
production

NG public
electricity

NG Industrial
boilers

NG non-boiler industrial/
chemical

NG commercial/
institutional

NG
residential

NG CNG

6.8  105
4.0  104
5.0  103
1.1  104
2.8  106
7.6  106
2.9  105
4.2  105

9.0  105
1.13  106
3.1  105
5.4  104
1.54  106
1.23  105
6.1  104
7.1  104

1.2  105
8.7  105
1.1  105
0
2.3  105
5.1  104
2.0  103
2.0  103

8.0  104
3.0  104
2.3  104
1.0  104
1.6  105
1.3  104
1.7  104
2.0  104

3.9  105
1.8  105
1.3  105
6.0  103
7.3  105
3.4  104
2.5  104
3.0  104

4.0  104
1.0  104
8.0  103
1.0  103
6.0  104
2.3  104
8.0  103
1.0  104

9.0  104
3.0  104
2.4  104
1.0  103
1.3  105
1.0  103
5.0  103
5.0  103

8.0  104
1.3  104
1.3  104
3.5  104
2.1  105
1.0  103
4.0  103
4.0  103

1.0  105
0
0
1.0  103
2.0  104
0
0
0
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5)

6)

7)

8)
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gas wells. Although this expected lifetime production is uncertain, the latest and best information indicates production rates
far lower than those used in most studies on methane emissions (US Geological Survey, 2012; Hughes, 2013). Thus, the
methane emissions per unit of gas produced have been
severely underestimated in studies such as Burnham et al.
(2011) and Jiang et al. (2011). See discussion in Howarth et al.
(2012b).
A more important difference, though, between our view in J13
and the ﬁve papers cited by Gilbraith et al. is the time frame
over which the inﬂuence of methane on global warming is
considered. J13 and Howarth et al. (2012b) stressed the
importance of the decadal time scale because of possible
impending tipping points in the climate system – such as
melting of the Arctic sea ice and the resulting change in albedo
– which may occur over the next 2–3 decades. Without
controlling emissions of methane and black carbon, such a
warming is inevitable, even with stringent control of carbon
dioxide (Jacobson, 2010; Shindell et al. 2012; UNEP, 2012; J13).
The ﬁve papers cited by Gilbraith et al. ignore this critically
important decadal time scale and ignore sulfur emissions of
different fuel types. In sum, given any reasonable estimate of
methane emissions from natural gas, gas is a poor energy
choice from the standpoint of avoiding potentially imminent
global tipping points. It is especially poor compared with WWS
technologies.
Gilbraith et al. also claim that a WWS system will cause shortterm warming to the extent that it reduces the use of coal
because of the reduction in cooling aerosols related to coal use.
In the short term (o5 years) WWS displacing coal will cause
much less warming than natural gas displacing coal, since
natural gas emits more than 60 times the CO2-equivalent
emissions per unit energy than wind. In the medium term
(5–50 years), WWS will reduce warming relative to coal,
whereas natural gas will increase it. In the long term (4 50
years), WWS will ultimately eliminate warming; whereas
natural gas will allow warming to persist. In all cases, WWS
will eliminate air pollution mortality almost immediately,
whereas neither coal nor gas will.
Gilbraith et al. state that J13 did not account for the hydrogen
electrolysis infrastructure. However, a cost analysis of windelectrolysis to produce hydrogen for transportation is given in
Jacobson et al. (2005), cited in J13. In addition, Delucchi and
Jacobson (2011a), which provides general background analysis
for J13, discuss other cost studies involving electrolytic hydrogen. Similarly, the general global demand analysis of Jacobson
and Delucchi (2011) also accounts for the energy requirements
of electrolysis. (Note that J13 did not propose the use of
hydrogen for electric power production per se.)
Gilbraith et al. state that J13 did not justify the assumed cost
of short-distance transmission. However, the footnote to
Table 3 stated the source of this number (Delucchi and
Jacobson, 2011a). J13 also stated that long distance transmission would be added on top of the short-distance transmission
cost. Delucchi and Jacobson (2011a) provided a detailed analysis of long-distance transmission costs.
Gilbraith et al. mislead readers into thinking that New York
State cannot obtain wind capacity factors of 30% or higher and
that the capacity factors of existing wind turbines in the state
are only 20%. First, our proposal is for installations in onshore
regions where the mean 100-m wind speed exceeds 7.5 m/s,
giving a capacity factor exceeding 34% for most turbines, and in
offshore regions, where the mean wind speed is 8.5 m/s or
higher, giving a capacity factor of 42% or higher. Figure 2 of J13
shows that, based on high-resolution numerical simulation
evaluated against data as provided in Dvorak et al. (2012), such

regions are abundant in NYS and offshore. In the plan, 40% of
total NYS energy would come from offshore wind and only 10%
from onshore wind. Thus, Gilbraith et al.'s assumption of an
overall capacity factor for wind based on onshore capacity
factor alone is misleading.
Second, the mean capacity factor of onshore wind turbines in
NYS is not 20%, as claimed by Gilbraith et al. Mean capacity
factors are increasing yearly because modern wind turbines
have higher hub heights and are more efﬁcient that the
previous generation of turbines. As such, the old data that
Gilbraith et al. relied on are not valid. Instead, the mean NYS
capacity factor increased from 23.3% in 2010 to 25.6% in 2012
(National Wind Watch, 2013). Even these capacity factors
exclude curtailed power generation. J13 proposed that no wind
power curtailment will occur; instead, excess wind will be used
to generate hydrogen and district heat for other sectors of the
energy economy. Without curtailment, wind turbine capacity
factors are higher than with curtailment (Wiser and Bolinger,
2012). In fact, the four-year moving average capacity factor of
wind turbines on land in the US in 2011 was 33%, an increase
over previous years (Wiser and Bolinger, 2012).
9) Finally, Gilbraith et al. claim that J13 should account for the cost
of overturning legal and cultural precedents and cite an
example of a wind farm being placed within the Adirondack
Park in the plan. Nothing in our plan states that a wind farm
should be located in the Adirondack Park. This example is made
up by Gilbraith et al. Only some of the high wind speed
locations need to be developed. The location of development
will depend on several factors, taking into account environmentally sensitive areas.
Moreover, Gilbraith et al. ignore the marginal utility lost by
failing to convert to WWS in NYS. Namely, the potential
destruction of wilderness landscape, decline in property values,
the loss in property tax revenue, the adverse impact on
industries in upstate New York, and the costs to communities
due to increased demand on police, ﬁre departments, ﬁrst
responders, social services, local hospitals, and roads due to
the drilling of 50,000 to 100,000 shale gas wells and the
resulting hydrofracking for natural gas that will occur in NYS
if WWS is not implemented. These costs are discussed in detail
in Dutzik et al. (2012) and Barth (2013). Gilbraith similarly
ignore the ﬁnancial and environmental impacts of increased
drilling for oil and mining for coal that will be needed if WWS
is not implemented.
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This study presents a roadmap for converting California's all-purpose (electricity, transportation, heating/
cooling, and industry) energy infrastructure to one derived entirely from wind, water, and sunlight
(WWS) generating electricity and electrolytic hydrogen. California's available WWS resources are ﬁrst
evaluated. A mix of WWS generators is then proposed to match projected 2050 electric power demand
after all sectors have been electriﬁed. The plan contemplates all new energy from WWS by 2020, 80e85%
of existing energy converted by 2030, and 100% by 2050. Electriﬁcation plus modest efﬁciency measures
may reduce California's end-use power demand ~44% and stabilize energy prices since WWS fuel costs
are zero. Several methods discussed should help generation to match demand. A complete conversion in
California by 2050 is estimated to create ~220,000 more 40-year jobs than lost, eliminate ~12,500 (3800
e23,200) state air-pollution premature mortalities/yr, avoid $103 (31e232) billion/yr in health costs,
representing 4.9 (1.5e11.2)% of California's 2012 gross domestic product, and reduce California's 2050
global climate cost contribution by $48 billion/yr. The California air-pollution health plus global climate
cost beneﬁts from eliminating California emissions could equal the $1.1 trillion installation cost of
603 GW of new power needed for a 100% all-purpose WWS system within ~7 (4e14) years.
© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper presents a roadmap for converting California's energy infrastructure in all sectors to one powered by wind, water,
and sunlight (WWS). The California plan is similar in outline to one
recently developed for New York State [39], but expands, deepens,
and adapts the analysis for California in several important ways.

* Corresponding author. Tel.: þ1 650 723 6836; fax: þ1 650 723 7058.
E-mail address: jacobson@stanford.edu (M.Z. Jacobson).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.energy.2014.06.099
0360-5442/© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

The estimates of energy demand and potential supply are developed speciﬁcally for California, which has a higher population,
faster population growth, greater total energy use, and larger
transportation share of total energy, but lower energy-use per
capita, than does New York. The California analysis also includes
originally-derived (1) computer-simulated resource analyses for
both wind and solar, (2) calculations of current and future rooftop
and parking structure areas and resulting maximum photovoltaic
(PV) capacities for 2050, (3) air-pollution mortality calculations
considering three years of hourly data at all air quality monitoring
stations in the state, (4) estimates of cost reductions associated
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with avoided air-pollution mortality and morbidity, (5) potential
job creation versus loss numbers, (6) estimates of the future cost of
energy and of avoided global-warming costs, and (7) WWS supply
ﬁgures based on 2050 rather than 2030 energy demand along with
a more detailed discussion of energy efﬁciency measures. It further
provides a transition timeline and develops California-relevant
policy measures. The California plan as well as the prior New
York plan build on world and U.S. plans developed by Jacobson and
Delucchi [37,38] and Delucchi and Jacobson [12]. Neither the California plan nor the prior New York plan is an optimization study;
that is, neither attempts to ﬁnd the least-cost future mix of generation technologies, demand-management strategies, transmission systems, and storage systems that satisﬁes reliability
constraints. However, this study does discuss results from such an
optimization analysis based on contemporary California energy
demand.
Several partial renewable-energy plans for California have been
proposed previously. For example, California has a renewable
portfolio standard (RPS) requiring 33% of its electric power to come
from renewable sources by 2020. Williams et al. [77] hypothesized
the infrastructure and technology changes need to reduce California emissions 80% by 2050. Wei et al. [76] used detailed projections
of energy demand and a high-resolution resource capacity planning model to evaluate supply and demand alternatives that could
reduce greenhouse-gas emissions in California 80% below 1990
levels by 2050. Although these efforts are insightful and important,
the plan proposed here goes farther by analyzing a long-term
sustainable energy infrastructure that supplies 100% of energy in
all sectors (electricity, transportation, heating/cooling, and industry) from wind, water, and solar power (without fossil fuels,
biofuels, or nuclear power), and hence provides the largest possible
reductions in air pollution, water pollution, and global-warming
impacts. In addition, unlike the other California studies, the present study quantiﬁes air-pollution mortality and reduced costs due
to reduced mortality and climate damage upon a conversion, along
with job creation minus loss numbers. Further, it quantiﬁes and
differentiates between footprint and spacing areas required for the
energy technologies and provides in-depth ﬁrst-step policy measures for a conversion.
2. How the technologies were chosen?
The WWS energy technologies chosen for California are existing
technologies ranked the highest among several proposed energy
options for addressing pollution, public health, global warming,
and energy security [35]. That ranking study concluded that, for
electricity; wind, concentrated solar, geothermal, solar PV, tidal,
wave, and hydroelectric power (WWS) were the best overall options. For transportation, battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and
hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (HFCVs), where the hydrogen is produced by electrolysis from WWS electricity, were the ideal options.
Long-distance transportation would be powered by BEVs with fast
charging or battery swapping (e.g., Ref.[50]). Heavy-duty transportation would include BEV-HFCV hybrids. Heating/cooling would
be powered primarily by electric heat pumps. High-temperature
industrial processes would be powered by electricity and combusted electrolytic hydrogen. Hydrogen fuel cells would be used
only for transportation, not for electric power generation due to the
inefﬁciency of that application for HFCVs. Although electrolytic
hydrogen for transportation is less efﬁcient and more costly than is
electricity for BEVs, there are some segments of transportation
where hydrogen-energy storage may be preferred over batteryenergy storage (e.g., ships, aircraft, long-distance freight). Jacobson and Delucchi [38] and Jacobson et al. [39] explain why this
energy plan does not include nuclear power, coal with carbon

capture, liquid or solid biofuels, or natural gas. However, this plan
does include energy efﬁciency measures.
3. Change in California power demand upon conversion to
WWS
Table 1 summarizes global, U.S., and California end-use power
demand in 2010 and 2050 upon a conversion to a 100% WWS
infrastructure (zero fossil fuel, biofuel, or nuclear energy). The table
was derived from a spreadsheet available in Ref. [40] using annually
averaged end-use power demand data and the same methodology
as in Ref. [38]. All end uses that feasibly can be electriﬁed are
assumed to use WWS power directly, and remaining end uses are
assumed to use WWS power indirectly in the form of electrolytic
hydrogen. Some transportation would include HFCVs, and some
high-temperature industrial heating would include hydrogen
combustion. Hydrogen would not be used for electricity generation
due to its inefﬁciency in that capacity. In this plan, electricity requirements increase because all energy sectors are electriﬁed, but
the use of oil and gas for transportation and heating/cooling decreases to zero. The increase in electricity use is much smaller than
the decrease in energy embodied in gas, liquid, and solid fuels
because of the high efﬁciency of electricity for heating and electric
motors. As a result, end-use power demand decreases signiﬁcantly
in a WWS world (Table 1).
The 2010 power required to satisfy all end-use power demand
worldwide for all purposes was ~12.5 trillion watts (terawatts, TW).
Delivered electricity was ~2.2 TW of this. End-use power excludes
losses incurred during production and transmission of the power. If
the use of conventional energy, mainly fossil fuels, grows as projected in Table 1, all-purpose end-use power demand in 2050 will
increase to ~21.6 TW for the world, ~3.08 TW for the U.S., and
~280 GW for California. Conventional power demand in California
is projected to increase proportionately more in 2050 than in the
U.S. as a whole because California's population is expected to grow
by 35.0% between 2010 and 2050, whereas the U.S. population is
expected to grow by 29.5% (Table 1).
Table 1 indicates that a complete conversion by 2050 to WWS
could reduce world, U.S., and California end-use power demand and
the power required to meet that demand by ~30%, ~38%, and 44%,
respectively. About 5e10 percentage points of these reductions (5.6
percentage points in the case of California) are due to modest
energy-conservation measures. The EIA [21] growth projections of
conventional demand between 2010 and 2050 in Table 2 account
for some end-use efﬁciency improvements as well, so the 5e10
percentage point reductions are on top of those. Table S6 and
Section 11 indicate that efﬁciency measures can reduce energy use
in non-transportation sectors by 20e30% or more, which means
that our assumption of a 5e10% demand reduction due to energy
conservation on top of EIA [21] assumed modest demand reductions in the baseline projection is likely conservative. Thus, if
the achieved demand reduction by 2050 exceeds our assumption,
then meeting California's energy needs with 100% WWS will be
easier to implement than proposed here.
Another relatively small portion of the reductions in Table 1 is
due to the fact that conversion to WWS reduces the need for upstream coal, oil, and gas mining and processing of fuels, such as
petroleum or uranium reﬁning. The remaining and major reason for
the reduction in end-use energy is that the use of electricity for
heating and electric motors is more efﬁcient than is fuel combustion for the same applications [38]. Also, the use of WWS electricity
to produce hydrogen for fuel cell vehicles, while less efﬁcient than
is the use of WWS electricity to run BEVs, is more efﬁcient and
cleaner than is burning liquid fossil fuels for vehicles [33,38].
Combusting electrolytic hydrogen is slightly less efﬁcient but
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Table 1
Contemporary (2010) and projected (2050) end-use power demand (TW of delivered power) for all purposes by sector, for the world, U.S., and California if conventional fuel use
continues as projected or if 100% conversion to WWS occurs.
Energy sector

Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Total
Percent change

Conventional fossil fuels and
wood 2010 (TW)

Conventional fossil fuels and
wood 2050 (TW)

Replacing fossil fuels and wood with
WWS 2050 (TW)

World

U.S.

CA

World

U.S.

CA

World

U.S.

CA

1.77
0.94
6.40
3.36
12.47

0.39
0.29
0.78
0.92
2.37

0.030
0.024
0.048
0.103
0.206

3.20
2.00
11.2
5.3
21.6

0.49
0.37
1.02
1.20
3.08

0.041
0.032
0.066
0.141
0.280

2.6
1.9
8.9
1.7
15.1
(30%)

0.41
0.33
0.82
0.37
1.92
(37.6%)

0.033
0.030
0.053
0.042
0.157
(43.7)

Source: Spreadsheets to derive the table are given in Ref. [40], who used the method of Jacobson and Delucchi [38] with EIA [21] end-use demand data. U.S (CA) population was
308,745,538 (37,309,382) in 2010 and is projected to be 399,803,000 (50,365,074) in 2050 [70], giving the U.S. (California) 2010e2050 population growth as 29.5% (35.0%).

cleaner than is combusting fossil fuels for direct heating, and this is
accounted for in Table 1.
The percentage reduction in California power demand upon
conversion to WWS in Table 1 exceeds the reduction in U.S. power
demand because the transportation-energy share of the total is
greater in California than in the U.S., and efﬁciency gains from
electrifying transportation are greater than are those from electrifying other sectors. The power demand reduction in the U.S. exceeds that worldwide for the same reason.

4. Numbers of electric power generators needed and land-use
implications
How many WWS power plants or devices are needed to power
California for all purposes assuming end-use power requirements
in Table 1 and accounting for electrical transmission and distribution losses? Table 2 provides one of several possible future
scenarios for 2050. Upon actual implementation, the number of
each generator in this mix will likely shift e e.g., perhaps more
offshore wind, less onshore wind. Environmental and zoning
regulations will govern the siting of facilities. Development in
“low-conﬂict zones,” where and biological resource value is low
and energy resources are high, will be favored. Some such areas
include lands already mechanically, chemically or physically
impaired; brown ﬁelds; locations in or near urban areas; locations
in the built environment; locations near existing transmission and
roads; and locations already designated for renewable energy
development. Decisions on siting should take into account biodiversity and wildlife protection but should not inhibit the implementation of the roadmap, because such a delay would allow
fossil fuel plants to persist and cause greater damage to human
and animal life.
Solar and wind are the largest generators of electric power
under this plan because they are the only two resources sufﬁciently
available to power California on their own, and both are needed in
combination to ensure the reliability of the grid. Lund [47] suggests
an optimal ratio of wind-to-solar of 2:1 in the absence of load
balancing by hydroelectric or CSP with storage. The present study
includes load balancing by both, which makes it reasonable for us
to assume larger penetrations of solar (in Table 2) than in that
study. In addition, since a 100% WWS world will include more
ﬂexible loads than today, such as BEV charging and hydrogen
production, it will be possible to shift times of load to match better
peak WWS availability. Finally, power in many U.S. states will be
dominated by wind (e.g., in Ref. [39], the proposed New York windto-solar ratio is 1.5:1 with hydroelectric used for load balancing).
California, though, has a larger accessible solar resource than most
states, and wind is more limited in terms of where it is available. In
sum, the choice of a larger ultimate penetration of solar in

California for 2050 was not based on an optimization study but on
practical considerations speciﬁc to the state, the load balancing
resources available, and the potential for large ﬂexible loads in the
state.
Since a portion of wind and all wave and tidal power will be
offshore under the plan, some transmission will be under water and
out of sight. Transmission for new onshore wind, solar, and
geothermal power plants will be along existing pathways but with
enhanced lines to the greatest extent possible, minimizing zoning
issues as discussed in Section S4.
The footprint area shown in Table 2 is the physical area on top
of the ground needed for each energy device (thus does not
include underground structures), whereas the spacing area is the
area between some devices, such as wind, tidal, and wave power,
needed, for example, to minimize interference of the wake of one
turbine with downwind turbines. Most spacing area can be used
for open space, agriculture, grazing, etc. Table 2 indicates that the
total new land footprint required for this plan is ~0.90% of California's land area, mostly for solar PV and CSP power plants (as
mentioned, rooftop solar does not take up new land). Additional
space is also needed between onshore wind turbines. This space
can be used for multiple purposes and can be reduced if more
offshore wind resources are used than proposed here. Fig. 1 shows
the relative footprint and spacing areas required in California.

5. WWS resources available
California has more wind, solar, geothermal, plus hydroelectric
resource than is needed to supply the state's energy for all purposes
in 2050. Fig. 2a and b shows estimates, at relatively coarse horizontal resolution (0.6 WeE  0.5 SeN), of California's onshore
and offshore annual wind speed and capacity factor, respectively
(assuming an RePower 5 MW, 126-m rotor turbine) at 100 m above
the topographical surface. They are derived from threedimensional computer model simulations performed as part of
this study. The deliverable power in California at 100 m in locations
with capacity factor >30%, before excluding areas where wind
cannot readily be developed, is ~220 GW (1930 TWh/yr). This
translates to ~713 GW of installed power for this turbine operating
in 7e8.5 m/s winds. Assuming two-thirds of the windy areas are
not developable gives a technical potential of ~238 GW of installed
capacity and 73.3 GW of delivered power. These resources easily
exceed the 39.4 GW (345 TWh/yr) of delivered power needed to
provide 25% of California's 2050 all-purpose energy demand in a
WWS world (Table 2). Because of land-use exclusions in California,
which depend on local zoning decisions, it may alternatively be
useful to obtain a portion of onshore wind from Wyoming, where
wind resources are enormous and underutilized, or from Oregon or
Washington.
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Table 2
Number, capacity, footprint area, and spacing area of WWS power generators needed to provide California's total annually averaged all-purpose end-use power demand in 2050, accounting for transmission, distribution, and
array losses. Ref. [40] contains spreadsheets used to derive the table.
Rated power of
one unit (MW)

Percent of 2050
power demanda
met by technology

Technical potential
nameplate
capacity (GW)b

Onshore wind turbine
Offshore wind turbine
Wave device
Geothermal plant
Hydroelectric plant
Tidal turbine
Res. roof PV system
Com/gov roof PV system
Utility PV plant
Utility CSP plant
Total
Total new land required

5
5
0.75
100
1300
1
0.005
0.10
50
100

25
10
0.5
5
3.5
0.5
8
6
26.5
15
100

238
166
7.5
187.1
20.9
7.4
83.1
55.3
4122
2726

Assumed installed
nameplate capacity
of existing þ new
units (GW)

Percent of assumed
nameplate capacity
already installed
2013

Number of new units
needed for California

Footprint for new
units (percent of
California land area)c

Spacing for new
plants/devices
(percent of California
land area)

25,211
7809
4963
72
0d
3371
14,990,000e
533,700e
3450f
1226f

624,407

4.42
0
0
21.8
100
0
1.66
1.17
0.37
0.0
3.4

0.000078
0.000024
0.00065
0.0061
0
0.00024
0.139
0.099
0.320f
0.579
1.14
0.90g

2.77
0.859
0.031
0
0
0.0031
0
0
0
0
3.67
2.77h

131,887
39.042
3.723
9.188
11.050
3.371
76.237e
54.006e
173.261
122.642

Rated powers assume existing technologies. The percent of total demand met by each device assumes that wind and solar are the only two resources that can power California independently (Section 5) and that they should be in
approximate balance to enable load matching (Sections 6 and S3). Because of California's extensive solar resources, solar's total share is higher than that of wind's. The number of devices is calculated as the California end-use
power demand in 2050 from Table 1 (0.157 TW) multiplied by the fraction of power from the source and divided by the annual power output from each device, which equals the rated power multiplied by the annual capacity
factor of the device and accounting for transmission and distribution losses. The capacity factor is determined for each device as in Ref. [40]. Onshore wind turbines are assumed to be located in mean annual wind speeds of 7.5 m/
s and offshore turbines, 8.5 m/s [17]. These mean wind speeds give capacity factors (before line losses) of 0.338 and 0.425, respectively, for the 5-MW turbines with 126-m diameter rotors assumed. Footprint and spacing areas
are similarly calculated as in Ref. [40]. Footprint is the area on the top surface of soil covered by an energy technology, thus does not include underground structures. Transmission and distribution losses for onshore wind are
assumed to range from 5 to 15%; those for offshore and all other energy sources; 5% due to the proximity of offshore to load centers.
a
Total California projected end-use power demand in 2050 is given in Table 1.
b
Onshore wind, offshore wind, tidal, and wave estimates are derived in Section 5. Rooftop residential and commercial/government PV estimates are derived in Section S2. The rest is from Ref. [46]. The “technical” potential
accounts for the availability of each resource (e.g., wind speed, solar insolation), the performance of the technology, topographic limitations, and environmental and land-use constraints on siting. The technical potential does not
consider market or economic factors. It also treats each technology in isolation, and not as part of a system, with the result that, for example, some of the technical potential for CSP and some the technical potential for utility PV
might be based on the same land. The potential for hydro in Ref. [46] was for hydro beyond existing hydro, so that was added to existing hydro here.
c
The total California land area is 404,000 km2.
d
California already produces about 90.6% (4.98 GW of delivered power in 2010) of the hydroelectric power needed under the plan (5.495 GW of delivered power in 2050). The remaining hydro can be obtained as described in
the text.
e
The average capacity factors for residential and commercial/government solar are estimated in Section S4. The nameplate capacity of installed rooftop solar PV is estimated in Section S2.
f
For utility solar PV plants, nominal “spacing” between panels is included in the plant footprint area. The capacity factor assumed for utility PV is estimated in Section S4. The capacity factor for CSP is 21.5%. These capacity
factors assume that most utility PV and CSP are in desert areas.
g
The total footprint area requiring new land is equal to the footprint area for new onshore wind and geothermal plus that for utility solar PV and CSP plants. Offshore wind, wave and tidal are in water, and so do not require
new land. Since no new hydroelectric plants are proposed here (hydro's capacity factor is assumed to increase), hydro does not require new land. The footprint area for rooftop solar PV does not entail new land because the
rooftops already exist and are not used for other purposes (that might be displaced by rooftop PV).
h
Only onshore wind entails new land for spacing area. The other energy sources either are in water or on rooftops, or do not use additional land for spacing. Note that most of the spacing area for onshore wind can be used for
multiple purposes, such as open space, agriculture, grazing, etc.
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Fig. 1. Spacing and footprint areas required, from Table 2, to repower California for all purposes in 2050. The dots do not indicate the actual location of energy farms. For wind, the
small red dot in the middle is footprint on the ground (not to scale) and the green or blue is space between turbines. For others, footprint and spacing are the same. For rooftop PV,
the dot represents the rooftop area needed. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Dvorak et al. [17] mapped the West Coast offshore wind resources at high resolution (Supplemental information, Fig. S1).
Their results indicate that 1.4e2.3 GW, 4.4e8.3 GW, and
52.8e64.9 GW of deliverable power (accounting for exclusions)
could be obtained from offshore wind in California in water depths
of <20 m, 20e50 m, and 50e200 m depths, respectively. Averaged
over the year, the total delivered potential out to 200-m depth is
thus 58.6e75.5 GW (or 513e661 TWh/yr), or ~166 GW of installed
capacity, which far exceeds the offshore delivered power needed in
Table 2 of ~15.7 GW (138 TWh/yr), or the installed capacity needed
of ~39 GW.
California solar resources are signiﬁcant. Both Fig. 3, derived
here, and NREL [57] estimate California year-round average surfaceincident solar energy of 5e6.15 kWh/m2/day, or 208e256 W/m2.
Section S2 suggests that this could result in a maximum installed
PV capacity in 2050 of about 83.1 GW on residential rooftops and
55.3 GW on commercial/government rooftops, in both cases
including carports, garages, parking structures, and parking lot
canopies (Table 2).

California currently uses geothermal resources for public power
generation, and the state has potential to add capacity. California
generated ~2620 MWe through geothermal, or ~5% of the state's
annual electricity demand, in 2011 [8]. An additional 1100 MWe is
planned to come online [64]. Many geologic fault-lines near underground water sources create potential for more geothermal
capacity. The U.S. Geological Survey [75] identiﬁed ~5400 MWe of
near-term geothermal potential in California with a long-term
potential of 11,000 MWe of conventional geothermal and as
much as 48,000 MWe through the use of enhanced geothermal
systems (EGS). EGS involves low-permeability resources at greater
depths than conventional geothermal wells. As of now, though,
there is no commercial EGS operating, so we rely on only conventional potential here.
In 2010, conventional hydropower supplied 3.82 GW
(33,430 GWh/yr) of electric power to California, representing 16.4%
of the state's electric power demand that year [22]. The installed
conventional hydroelectric capacity was 10.141 GW [22], of which
~1.58 GW was small (<30 MW) hydro, including run-of-the-river
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Fig. 2. Modeled, as part of this study, 2006 annual (a, left) wind speeds (m/s) and (b, right) capacity factors for 5 MW RePower wind turbines (126-m diameter rotor) at 100-m hub
height above the topographical surface in California and neighboring states. The model used was GATOR-GCMOM [34], which simulates weather, clouds, aerosols, gases, radiation,
and surface processes over time. The model was nested from the global to regional scale with resolution on the regional scale of 0.6 WeE  0.5 SeN.

hydro. Thus, the capacity factor of conventional hydro was 37.7% in
2010.
In addition, California received an estimated 0.455 GW of
delivered hydroelectric power from British Columbia. Using a capacity factor of 50%, we assign Canadian hydrocoming to California
an approximate installed capacity of 0.909 GW. We include this as
part of existing hydro capacity in California in Table 2 (for a total
existing California hydro capacity of 11.050 GW) to account for the
fact that this may continue to 2050, obviating the need to replace
this supply in California. We do not account for imports from U.S.
states (e.g., Washington State hydro) since under WWS plans being
developed for other states, such hydro may be redirected to internal
use or states aside from California. Since Canadian hydro potential
is so enormous, we do not believe it will be redirected even if
Canada goes to 100% WWS.
In addition, California had 3.813 GW of installed pumped storage
in the form of reservoir pairs [22], where water is pumped to a
higher reservoir at times of low peak demand and cost and used to
generate electricity at times of high peak demand. Pumped storage
uses slightly more electricity than it generates, so it is not a “source”
of electric power; instead it allows peak power demand to be met
reliably and cost-effectively, which will be important in a 100%
WWS world.
Under the plan proposed here, conventional hydro will supply
5.5 GW of delivered power, or 3.5% (Table 2) of California's 2050
total end-use power demand for all purposes. Thus, 2010 California plus Canadian hydropower (4.3 GW) already provides 78% of
California's 2050 delivered hydropower power goal. The plan here

calls for no new hydroelectric power installation (Table 2). Thus,
the additional 1.2 GW of delivered hydro (5.5e4.3 GW) would be
obtained by increasing the capacity factor of existing dams in
California, which currently provide less than their maximum capacity due to an oversupply of energy available from other sources
and multiple priorities affecting water use. Alternatively, [16] estimates that non-powered dams in California can increase their
name-plate capacity by 156 MW. Third, DOE [14] estimates that
California has 3425 MW of additional potential hydropower generation through low power and small hydro. Finally, more hydropower can be imported from Washington State or British
Columbia.
Tidal (or ocean current) plus wave power is proposed to
comprise about 0.5% each of California's overall power in 2050
(Table 2). California's 1200 km of coastline has deep-water power
ﬂuxes >37 GW, of which up to 20% (7.4 GW) could be converted to
tidal power [10]. The present plan calls for extracting only 0.79 GW
of delivered power from tides in 2050 (Table 2), about 1/10th the
extractable power. However, most current technology tidal devices
are designed for high power density locations, such as channels and
tidal basins.
Practical ocean wave resources off the California coast (within
10 miles of the coast, in water depth greater than 50 m, and
assuming only 20% of the raw resource can be exploited) are estimated as 7.5 GW of installed capacity and 33 TWh/yr of deliverable
power [41]. This exceeds the 4.18 GW of installed capacity and
6.0 TWh/yr (0.79 GW) of delivered power proposed for tidal in 2050
in Table 2.
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hydroelectric and CSP with 3-h storage to ﬁll in gaps. The remaining
differences between supply and demand can likely be addressed
with the inclusion of demand-response management; energy efﬁciency measures CSP with storage longer than 3 h, additional
pumped hydroelectric storage, distributed or large-scale battery
storage, compressed-air storage, ﬂywheels, seasonal heat storage in
soil, out-of-state WWS resources, the addition of ﬂexible loads such
as electric vehicles (e.g. Ref. [49]), vehicle-to-grid methods, and
oversizing the number of WWS generators to simplify matching
power demand with supply while using excess electricity for district heat or hydrogen production (e.g., Section S3 of the Supplemental Information and Ref. [12]).
The results of Hart and Jacobson [31] are supported further by
those of Budischak et al. [6]; who modeled the PJM interconnection
in the eastern U.S. over four years and found that up to 99.9% of
delivered electricity could be produced carbon-free with WWS
resources. As noted, the remaining papers cited above also
demonstrate the ability of large penetrations of renewables to
match power demand with supply. In sum, a complete and optimized WWS system in California should require no fossil backup
but will beneﬁt from hydroelectric and CSP storage.
7. Costs of the WWS versus current infrastructure
This section discusses the current and future full social cost
(including capital, land, operating, maintenance, storage, fuel,
transmission, and externality costs) of WWS electric power generators versus fossil fuel generators. Because the estimates here are
based on current cost data and trend projections for individual
Fig. 3. Modeled, for this study, 2006 annual downward direct plus diffuse solar radiation at the surface (kWh/m2/day) available to photovoltaics in California and neighboring states. The model used was GATOR-GCMOM [34], which simulates weather,
clouds, aerosols, gases, radiation, and variations in surface albedo over time. The model
was nested from the global to regional scale with resolution on the regional scale of
0.6 WeE  0.5 SeN. The resource for California at this resolution ranges from ~5 to
6.15 kWh/m2/day.

6. Matching electric power supply with demand
A question integral to this study is whether conversion to 100%
WWS for electricity combined with enhanced electric loads due to
electriﬁcation of transportation, heating and cooling, and industry
can result in a stable electric power supply. Several studies have
examined whether renewable energy resources can provide signiﬁcant portions (up to 100%) of electric power on the grid reliably
(e.g., Refs. [6,11,27,30,31,37,47,48,50e52,54,58,62]).
Here, we do not model the reliability of an optimized future
California grid but discuss a recent optimization study in which
100% WWS in the California grid was modeled for two years. Hart
and Jacobson [30] used a stochastic optimization model of system
operation combined with a deterministic renewable portfolio
planning module to simulate the impact of a 100% WWS penetration for California every hour of 2005 and 2006. They assumed
near-current hydroelectric and geothermal but increased
geographically-dispersed time-dependent wind, solar PV, and CSP
with 3-h storage. They constrained the system to a loss of load of no
more than 1 day in 10 years and used both meteorological and load
forecasts to reduce reserve requirements. They found that, under
these conditions, 99.8% of delivered electricity could be produced
carbon-free with WWS during 2005e2006 (e.g., Fig. S2 for two
days).
The result of Hart and Jacobson [30] suggests that, for California,
a large part of the intermittency problem of wind and solar can be
addressed not only by combining the two, but also by using

Table 3
Approximate fully annualized generation and short-distance transmission unsubsidized business and externality costs of WWS power and new conventional power
(2013 U.S. ¢/kWh-delivered).
Energy technology
Wind onshore
Wind offshore
Wave
Geothermal
Hydroelectric
CSP
Solar PV (utility)
Solar PV
(commercial rooftop)
Solar PV
(residential rooftop)
Tidal
Weighted-average WWSj
New conventional
(plus externalities)

2013a

2030a
c

4e10.5
11.3d16.4c
11.0e22.0b
9.9e15.2c
4.0e6.0e
13.5e17.4c
10.1e11.4c
14.9e20.4c

4b
7c10.9d
4e11b
5.5e8.8c
4b
7e8b
4.5e7.0h
6.0e9.8h

17.8e24.3f

6.2e10.0h

11.0e22.0b
12.1 (9.9e14.3)
9.7 (9.3e10.1)g
(þ5.3g) ¼ 15.0
(14.6e15.4)

5e7b
6.2 (5.3e7.2)
15.7 (15.0e16.3)i
(þ5.7g) ¼ 21.4
(20.7e22.0)

a
1 ¢/kWh for transmission was added to all technologies as in Ref. [12] except for
distributed generation projects (i.e., commercial and residential solar PV). The externality cost of WWS technologies is < 0.02 ¢/kWh (Table S2).
b
Ref. [12].
c
Ref. [43]. Assumes system life of 20 years for solar PV, geothermal, onshore and
offshore wind, gas, 40 years for CSP, nuclear, and coal. Assumes 8% interest for 60% of
cost 40% equity at 12% cost.
d
Ref. [44].
e
Ref. [63].
f
The residential PV LCOE is calculated by multiplying the [43] commercial LCOE
by the ratio of the residential-to-commercial PV $/Watt ($4.72/$3.96) from Ref. [66].
g
Tables S1 and S2 of the Supplemental Information.
h
Calculated using the method and assumptions for “Solar PV” in Table A1d of
Ref. [12]; with adjustments as explained in Section S4.
i
Assumes a 2.85% increase in electricity cost per year from 2011 to 2030 for
conventional generators, which is the average all-sector price increase in electricity
in California from 2000 to 2012 [19].
j
The weighted-average WWS cost combines the 2050 distribution of WWS
generators from Table 2 with the 2013 or 2030 cost of energy from the present table.
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generator types and do not account for interactions among energy
generators, major end uses, or transmission and storage systems
(e.g., wind and solar power in combination with heat pumps and
electric vehicles; e.g., Ref. [53]), these estimates are only a rough
approximation of what costs will be in a future optimized renewable energy system.
Table 3 presents 2013 and 2030 estimates of fully annualized
costs of electric power generation for WWS technologies assuming
standard (but not extra-long-distance) transmission and excluding
distribution. The future estimates are “approximate” not only
because of normal uncertainty in estimating technology costs, but
also because of uncertainty in the design and optimization of a
future California electric power system, as mentioned above.
Table 3 also shows California's 2013 delivered business (private)
plus externality (social) electricity costs of conventional fuels (coal,
natural gas, and nuclear). The Supplemental information describes
the derivation of the overall WWS and conventional fuel private
costs in 2013 and 2030, and Table S2 breaks down the externality
costs of fossil-fuel electric generation presented in Table 3. Externality costs include the costs of air-pollution morbidity and mortality and global-warming damage (e.g., coastline loss, agricultural
and ﬁshery losses, human heat stress mortality and increases in
severe weather).
Table 3 indicates that the 2013 costs of onshore wind and hydroelectricity are similar to or less than costs from typical new
conventional generators, when externality (social) costs of the
conventional technologies are ignored. When externality costs are
included, these WWS technologies cost less than conventional
technologies today. Solar power presently is more expensive than is
conventional power, but its costs have been declining.
With a 100% WWS market penetration proposed for 2050, signiﬁcant cost reductions are expected due not only to anticipated
technology improvements and the zero fuel cost of WWS resources,
but also to less expensive manufacturing and streamlined project
deployment from increased economies of scale. On the other hand,
private electricity costs of conventional fuels are expected to
continue to rise in California. The 2030 estimated fossil-fuel private
cost is estimated as the 2013 cost grown at a rate of 2.85% per
annum, the rate of increase of California's 2000e2012 all-sector
electricity prices [19].
Costs of onshore wind and hydroelectric power are expected to
remain low in 2030. The cost of wind-generated electricity has
declined recently due to the rapid decline in turbine prices and
improvements in technology leading to increased net capacity
factors (e.g., increases in average hub height and rotor diameter).
For example, wind turbines ordered in 2011 declined nearly 20% in
price compared with 2008 [78]. Similarly, solar PV costs are expected to fall to 4.5e10 U.S. ¢/kWh by 2030, with the low end for
utility-scale solar and the high end, for residential.
Due to the nascent state of the wave and tidal industries (the
ﬁrst commercial power projects have just now been deployed in
the United States), it is difﬁcult to make accurate cost estimates
(Table 3). Roughly 50 different tidal devices are in the proof-ofconcept or prototype development stage, but large-scale deployment costs have yet to be demonstrated [32]. Although current
wave power-generating technologies appear to be expensive, they
might follow a learning curve similar to that of the wind power
industry. Industry analyses point toward a target annualized cost of
5 U.S. ¢/kWh (e.g., Ref. [3]). We estimate 2030 costs at 4e11 U.S. ¢/
kWh for wave and 5e7 ¢/kWh for tidal power.
The estimates in Table 3 include the cost of typical transmission
distances today. The cost of extra-long-distance transmission is
discussed in the Supplemental information. Even with extra-longdistance HVDC transmission, the costs of all WWS resources in
2030 are expected to be much less than the average direct plus

externality cost of conventional electricity. Importantly, WWS will
provide a stable, renewable source of electric power not subject to
the same fuel supply insecurity and price volatility as are fossil fuels
and even nuclear power.
8. Air pollution and global-warming damage costs eliminated
by WWS
Conversion to a 100% WWS energy infrastructure in California
will eliminate energy-related air-pollution mortality and morbidity
and the associated health costs in the state, and will eliminate
California energy-related climate change costs to California, the
U.S., and the world. In this section we quantify these beneﬁts.
8.1. Air-pollution cost reductions due to WWS
To estimate air-pollution damage costs, we ﬁrst estimate total
premature mortality due to air pollution with a top-down approach
that relies on computer simulations and a bottom-up approach that
relies on analyzing air quality data in California.
The top-down approach to estimate air-pollution mortality in
California. The premature human mortality rate in the U.S. due to
cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease, and complications from
asthma due to air pollution has been estimated conservatively by
several sources to be at least 50,000e100,000 per year. First, the allcause death rate in the U.S. is about 833 deaths per 100,000 people
and the U.S. population in 2012 was 313.9 million. Braga et al. [5]
estimate the U.S. air-pollution premature mortality rate at about
3% of all deaths, giving ~78,000/year. Similarly, Jacobson [36]
calculated the U.S. premature mortality rate due to ozone and
particulate matter with a three-dimensional air pollution-weather
model to be 50,000e100,000 per year. Third, McCubbin and
Delucchi [55] estimated 80,000e137,000 premature mortalities/yr
due to all anthropogenic air pollution in the U.S. in 1990, when airpollution levels were higher than today. Multiplying an estimated
50,000e100,000 premature mortalities/yr by 12.2%, the fraction of
the U.S. population in California, gives 6100e12,200 annual premature mortalities in California from the top-down approach. Since
a large segment of California' population lives in cities, and California has a majority of the top polluted cities in the U.S., this estimate is likely low.
The bottom-up approach to estimate air-pollution mortality in
California. This approach involves combining measured countywide
or regional concentrations of particulate matter (PM2.5) and ozone
(O3) with a relative risk as a function of concentration and with U.S.
Census Bureau population by county. From these three pieces of
information, low, medium, and high estimates of mortality due to
PM2.5 and O3 pollution are calculated with a health-effects equation
(e.g., Ref. [36]).
Table S3 of the Supplemental information shows the resulting
low, medium, and high estimates of premature mortality in California due to PM2.5 and ozone, for 2010e2012 The medium values
for the state as a whole were ~10,000 (2600e19,400) premature
mortalities/yr for PM2.5 and ~2500 (1300e3800)/yr for ozone, for
an overall bottom-up estimate of ~12,500 (3800e23,200) premature mortalities/yr for PM2.5 plus O3. The top-down estimate
(6100e12,200) is slightly lower because the top-down approach
did not account for the greater severity of air pollution in California
cities than in average U.S. cities.
Mortality and Nonmortality costs of air pollution. In general, the
value of life is determined by economists based on what people are
willing to pay to avoid health risks [65]. USEPA [73] and Levy et al.
[45] provided a central estimate for the statistical value of a human
life at $7.7 million in 2007 dollars (based on 2000 GDP). Other costs
due to air pollution include increased illness (morbidity from
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chronic bronchitis, heart disease, and asthma), hospitalizations,
emergency-room visits, lost school days, lost work days, visibility
degradation, agricultural and forest damage, materials damage, and
ecological damage. USEPA [74] estimates that these nonmortalityrelated costs comprise an additional ~7% of the mortality-related
costs. These are broken down into morbidity (3.8%), recreational
plus residential visibility loss (2.8%), agricultural plus forest productivity loss (0.45%), and materials plus ecological loss (residual)
costs.
However, other studies in the economics literature indicate
considerably higher nonmortality costs. McCubbin and Delucchi's
[55] comprehensive analysis of air-pollution damages at every air
quality monitor in the U.S. found that the morbidity cost of air
pollution (mainly chronic illness from exposure to particulate
matter) might be as high as 25e30% of the mortality costs. Delucchi
and McCubbin [13] summarize studies that indicate that the cost of
visibility and agriculture damages from motor-vehicle air pollution
in the U.S. is at least 15% of the cost of health damages (including
morbidity damages) from motor-vehicle air pollution. Thus, the
total cost of air pollution, including morbidity and non-health
damages, is at least ~$8.2 million/mortality, and probably over
$10 million/mortality.
Given this information, the total social cost due to air-pollution
mortality, morbidity, lost productivity, and visibility degradation in
California is conservatively estimated to be $103 (31e232) billion/
yr (using $8.2 million/mortality for the low and medium numbers
of mortalities and $10 million/mortality for the high number),
based on the California mortalities estimated here due to
2010e2012 air pollution. Eliminating these costs represents a savings equivalent to ~4.9 (1.5e11.2) % of California's gross 2012 domestic product of $2.08 trillion. We expect that the beneﬁts of
eliminating fossil-fuel use in the future will be similar, because on
the one hand increasingly stringent future pollution regulations are
likely to reduce emissions per unit energy use, but on the other
hand, future growth in population and economic activity will increase both total energy use (which will tend to increase total
emissions), the spread of pollution to larger areas, and total exposure to pollution.
8.2. Global-warming damage costs eliminated by 100% WWS in
California
Energy-related emissions from California inﬂict global-warming
damage to the state, the U.S., and the world. In this section, we

Table 4
Global-warming cost ($billions/yr) due to California's own emissions estimated by
multiplying BAU carbon-equivalent emissions by the social cost of carbon (SCC).
California emission sector

Electricity generation
Transportation
Commercial and residential
Industrial
Recycling and waste
Agriculture and forestry
High GWP gas release
Total cost all emission sectors
Total cost, energy-related sectors

2020
Low-estimate

Best guess

2.37
3.83
0.79
1.71
0.13
0.51
0.80
10.1
8.51

12.5
20.3
4.20
9.05
0.69
2.68
4.22
53.7
45.1

Global-warming costs equal CO2-equivalent emissions in each sector in 2020 [7]
multiplied by a low or “best guess” estimate of the SCC. Krewitt and Schlomann
[42] recommend USD2005 $17/t CO2 as a lower-limit SCC benchmark value for global
decision-making. The IPCC SRREN [29] report gives $90/t CO2 as a “best guess” estimate of the SCC. Energy-related sectors exclude recycling and waste, high GWP gas
release, most of agriculture and forestry, and clinker production from the cement
industry (under “Industrial”). BAU, business as usual.
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provide a rough estimate of these damages, which a 100% WWS
system in California would eliminate, by extrapolating climate cost
estimates from other studies.
Table 4 estimates the global-warming cost from California's own
energy-related and overall greenhouse-gas emissions in 2020. Results were obtained by multiplying CO2 or CO2-equivalent emissions in California by the social cost of carbon (SCC). The 2020 “best
guess” costs from California's energy-related emissions and overall
emissions are ~$45 billion/yr and ~$54 billion/yr, respectively. If
emissions increase further past 2020, then the global-warming
damage from California's energy use will well exceed $50 billion/
year.
The following alternative calculation yields a similar result.
Ackerman et al. [1] estimated global-warming damage costs (in
2006 U.S. dollars) to the U.S. alone of $271 billion/yr in 2025, $506
billion/yr in 2050, $961 billion/yr in 2075, and $1.9 trillion/yr in
2100. That analysis accounted for severe-storm and hurricane
damage, real estate loss, energy-sector costs, and water costs. The
largest of these costs was water costs. The estimate did not account
for increases in mortality and illness due to increased heat stress,
inﬂuenza, malaria, and air pollution or increases in forest-ﬁre
incidence, and as a result, probably underestimates the true cost.
In 2010, California contributed to 6.61% of U.S. and 1.121% of world
fossil-fuel CO2 emissions [18]. Since the global-warming damage
cost to the U.S. is caused by emissions from all states and countries
worldwide, California's energy-related contribution to U.S. damages is found by multiplying the cost of global warming to the U.S.
by California's fraction of global CO2 emissions and the fraction of
total CO2 emissions that are energy-related (~0.85). The resulting
costs to the U.S. of California's energy-related emissions are $2.6
billion/yr in 2025; $4.8 billion/yr in 2050; $9.2 billion/yr in 2075;
and $18.1 billion/yr in 2100.
Anthoff et al. [2] then found that damages to the world are at
least an order of magnitude higher than are damages to the U.S.
alone. Thus, worldwide global-warming cost damages from all
California energy-related emissions might be ~$48 billion/yr in
2050. The worldwide damage estimate from energy-related California emissions from Table 4 was similar, ~$45 billion/yr.
In sum, converting to WWS would avoid $103 billion/year in
air-pollution health costs to California, ~$4.8 billion/yr in globalwarming damage costs to the U.S., and ~$48 billion/yr in globalwarming damage costs to the world by 2050. The mean installed
capital cost of the electric power system proposed here,
weighted by the installed capacity of each generator, is approximately $1830/kW. Thus, for a nameplate capacity summed over
all new generators needed for the plan (603 GW, versus 624 GW
of new plus existing generators needed from Table 2 to provide
157 GW of end-use all-purpose power in 2050 from Table 1), the
total additional installed capital cost of a WWS system is ~ $1.1
trillion. As such, the health-cost savings alone due to converting
to WWS may equal the installation cost of WWS generators
within 11 (5e35) years. The savings in health cost to California
plus climate cost to the world may equal the generators within 7
(4e14) years.

9. Impacts of WWS on jobs and labor earnings due to new
electric power plants
This section estimates jobs and total earnings created by
implementing WWS-based electricity and lost in the displaced
fossil-fuel electricity and petroleum industries. The analysis does
not include the potential job and revenue gains in other affected
industries such as the manufacturing of electric vehicles, fuel cells
or electricity storage.
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9.1. A. JEDI job creation analysis

Table 6
Job loss upon eliminating energy generation from fossil-fuel and nuclear sectors.

Changes in jobs and total earnings are estimated here ﬁrst with
the Jobs and Economic Development Impact (JEDI) models [15].
These are economic inputeoutput models programmed by default
for local and state levels. They incorporate three levels of impacts:
(1) project development and onsite labor impacts; (2) local revenue
and supply-chain impacts; and (3) induced impacts. Jobs and revenue are reported for two phases of development: (1) the construction period and (2) operating years.
Scenarios for wind and solar powered electricity generation
were run assuming that the WWS electricity sector is fully developed by 2050. Existing capacities were excluded from the calculations. As construction period jobs are temporary in nature, JEDI
models report job creation in this stage as full-time equivalents
(FTE, equal to 2080 h of work per year). We assume for this
simplistic calculation that each year from 2010 to 2050 1/40th of
the WWS infrastructure is built. All earnings are reported in 2010
real U.S. dollar values.
Speciﬁc JEDI models were not available for geothermal electricity generation. Therefore, job creation for those projects were
extrapolated from another study. Table 5 summarizes job and
revenue creation from the installation and use of each WWS
resource. Section S6 contains more detail about the scenarios. In
sum, the JEDI models predict the creation of ~442,200, 40-year
construction jobs and 190,600 permanent jobs for operation and
maintenance of the projects proposed before job losses are
accounted for. The majority of these jobs are in the solar industry.

Energy sector

Number of jobs lost

Oil and gas extraction/production
Petroleum reﬁning
Coal/gas power plant operation
Uranium mining
Nuclear power plant operation
Coal and oil transportation
Other
Less petroleum jobs retained
Total

73,900a
7900b
14,500c
460d
3400e
297,000f
20,800g
5000h
413,000

a

Ref. [28].
Workers employed in U.S. reﬁneries from Ref. [24] multiplied by fraction of U.S.
barrels of crude oil distilled in California from Ref. [25].
c
Includes coal plant operators, gas plant operators, compressor and gas pumping
station operators, pump system operators, reﬁnery operators, stationary engineers
and boiler operators, and service unit operators for oil, gas, and mining. Coal data
from Ref. [67]. All other data from ONET [60] online.
d
Multiply U.S. uranium mining employment across 12 U.S. states that mine
uranium from Ref. [26] by the fraction of California population in those 12 states.
e
Ref. [56].
f
Multiply the total number of direct U.S. jobs in transportation (11,000,000) from
USDOT [72] by the ratio (0.287 in 2007) of weight of oil and coal shipped in the U.S.
relative to the total weight of commodities shipped from USDOT [71] and by the
fraction of transportation jobs that are relevant to oil and coal transportation (0.78)
from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics [69] and by the fraction of the U.S. population
in California.
g
Other includes accountants, auditors, administrative assistants, chemical engineers, geoscientists, industrial engineers, mechanical engineers, petroleum attorneys, petroleum engineers, and service station attendants associated with oil and
gas, Ref. [61].
h
See text for discussion of jobs retained.
b

9.2. Job loss analysis
Table 6 provides estimates of the number of California jobs that
will be lost in the oil, gas, and uranium extraction and production
industries; petroleum reﬁning industry; coal, gas, and nuclear power plant operation industries; fuel transportation industry, and
other fuel-related industries upon a shift to WWS. The table footnote describes how the job loss numbers were calculated.
Although the petroleum industry will lose jobs upon eliminating the extraction of crude oil in California, ~5000 jobs in the
production of non-fuel petroleum commodities such as lubricants,
asphalt, petrochemical feedstocks, and petroleum coke will remain.
This is estimated as follows: currently, 195,000 people work in oil
and gas production alone across the U.S. [68]. Assuming 50% of
these workers are in oil production, 97,500 jobs exist in the U.S. oil

production industry. California currently produces 9.5% of crude oil
in the U.S. [20], suggesting ~9750 workers in California oil production. California's oil reﬁneries employ another 8000 workers
(Table 6). Nationally, the non-fuel output from oil reﬁneries is ~10%
of reﬁnery output [23]. We thus assume that only 10% (~1800) of
petroleum production and reﬁning jobs will remain upon conversion to WWS. We assume another 3200 will remain for transporting this petroleum for a total of 5000 jobs remaining.
In sum, the shift to WWS may result in the displacement of
~413,000 jobs in current fossil- and nuclear-related industries in
California. At $60,000/yr per job e close to the average for the WWS
jobs in Table 5 e the corresponding loss in revenues is ~$24.8
billion.

Table 5
Summary of job and earnings creation and loss during the construction and operations of WWS energy generators, assuming the 2050 new installed capacities derived from
Table 2.
New capacity (MW)

Onshore wind
Offshore wind
Wave
Geothermal
Hydroelectric
Tidal
Res. roof PV
Com/gov/roof PV
Utility PV
Utility CSP
Total WWS
Job or earnings loss
Net gains WWS
a

123,600
39,000
3720
7180
0
3370
75,400
53,600
169,600
123,000
598,200

Construction period

Operation period

40-yr-Jobsa

Earnings (billion $/yr)

40-yr Jobsb

Earnings (billion $/yr)

12,500
7120
1300
3500
0
1030
120,700
94,600
169,400
32,100
442,200

0.790
0.518
0.086
0.191
0
0.068
6.22
5.07
8.71
2.95
24.6

19,100
25,700
9000
530
0
7800
35,700
17,500
52,300
23,000
190,600
413,000
þ219,800

1.61
1.69
0.60
0.056
0
0.522
2.06
1.03
3.01
$1.45
12.0
24.8
þ11.8

40-Year jobs are number of full-time equivalent (FTE) 1-year (2080 h of work per year) jobs for 40 years.
Earnings are in the form of wages, services, and supply-chain impacts. During the construction period, they are the earnings during all construction. For the operation
period, they are the annual earnings.
b
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9.3. Jobs analysis summary
The roadmap proposed here will create a net of 220,000 40-year
construction plus operation jobs (442,200 new 40-yr construction
jobs and 190,600 new 40-yr operation jobs, less 413,000 jobs lost in
current California fossil- and nuclear-based industries). The direct
and indirect earnings from WWS amount to $24.6 billion/yr during
construction and $12.0 billion/yr during the operating stage
(Table 5). The lost earnings lost from fossil-fuel plus nuclear industries will be~$24.8 billion/yr, giving a 40-yr construction plus
operation job net earnings upon converting to WWS of ~$11.8
billion/yr.
10. Timeline for implementation of the plan
Fig. 4 shows one timeline scenario for the implementation of
this plan in California. Other scenarios are possible. The plan calls
for all new electric power generators installed by 2020 to be WWS
generators and existing conventional generator to be phased out
gradually, such that by 2030, 80e85% of the existing infrastructure
is converted and by 2050, 100%. Similarly, all new heating and
cooling technologies are proposed to be WWS technologies by 2020
and existing technologies are proposed to be replaced over time,
but by no later than 2050.
For transportation, the transition to BEVs and HFCVs is expected
to occur more rapidly than in the power generation sector due to
the rapid turnover time of the vehicle ﬂeet (~15 years) and the
efﬁciency of BEVs and HFCVs over fossil-fuel combustion vehicles.
BEVs and HFCVs exist today, but are anticipated to be the only new
vehicles sold in California by 2020. Freight and passenger rail,
freight trucks, tractors, construction machines, ships, and aircraft
also will be converted to 100% WWS with a combination of electric
and hybrid electric-hydrogen fuel cells or, in the case of aircraft,
electric-cryogenic hydrogen-energy systems. The vehicle charging
and hydrogen fueling infrastructures will need to be developed.
With hydrogen fueling, onsite electrolysis using transmitted

Fig. 4. Change in percent distribution of California energy supply for all purposes
(electricity, transportation, heating/cooling, industry) among conventional fuels and
WWS energy over time based on the roadmap proposed here. Total power demand
decreases over time due to energy reductions due to conversion to WWS and efﬁciency. The percentages above the fossils plus nuclear curve are of remaining penetration of those energy sources each decade. The percentages next to each WWS source
are the ﬁnal estimated penetration of the source. The 100% demarcation indicates that
100% of all-purpose power is provided by WWS technologies by 2050, and the power
demand by that time has decreased. Neither the percentages each year nor the ﬁnal
percentages are exact e they are estimates of one possible scenario.
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electricity to produce hydrogen may be more efﬁcient than producing hydrogen remotely and piping it to fueling stations. For
overviews of the development of pathways for electric and
hydrogen-fueled transportation, see Refs. [4] and [59].
11. Recommended ﬁrst steps
Below are recommended short-term policy steps to jump-start
the conversion to WWS in California.
Large energy projects: offshore/onshore wind; solar PV/CSP,
geothermal, hydro
 Extend the renewable portfolio standard (RPS) in California. The
33% RPS currently sunsets in 2020. Ramp up the RPS 3% per year
to achieve 63% by 2030.
 Set a goal of at least 5000 MW of offshore wind by 2030 within
the RPS.
 Lock in remaining in-state coal-ﬁred power plants to retire
under enforceable commitments. Simultaneously, streamline
the permit approval process for WWS power generators and the
associated high-capacity transmission lines and eliminate
bureaucratic hurdles involved in the application process. Promote expanding transmission of power between upstate and
downstate, in particular, to eliminate imported electricity supplied by large coal-ﬁred plants in Arizona, Nevada, Utah, and
New Mexico and use existing interstate transmission for
renewables.
 Work with regions and localities and the federal government (in
the case of offshore wind) and within existing regional planning
efforts to manage zoning and permitting issues or pre-approve
sites to reduce the costs and uncertainties of projects and
expedite their physical build-out.
Small energy projects: residential commercial, and government
rooftop solar PV
 Expand budgets for the program authorities of the Go Solar
California! campaign, especially administrators of the MultiFamily Affordable Housing program.
 Set up a Green Bank, which is a vehicle for public-private
ﬁnancing, in conjunction with distributed generation (DG) and
energy efﬁciency projects. Example Green Banks exist in Connecticut and New York. Given the relatively comparable
ﬁnancing rates for large-scale WWS projects and conventional
energy projects in CA, a Green Bank might best be situated to
provide debt ﬁnancing for on-bill repayment (OBR) and property assessed clean energy (PACE) programs, along with
ﬁnancing for distributed rooftop PV. A Green Bank can streamline inefﬁcient project permitting processes and increase the
ﬂow of cheaper capital to currently underserved DG markets.
 Implement virtual net metering (VNM) for small-scale energy
systems. VNM is a policy measure that allows a utility customer
to assign the net production from an electrical generator on his
or her property (e.g., solar PV) to another metered account that
is not physically connected to that generator. This allows credits
from a single solar PV system to be distributed among multiple
electric service accounts, such as in low-income residential
housing complexes, apartment complexes, school districts,
multi-store shopping centers, or a residential neighborhood
with multiple residents and one PV system. The following four
recommendations will render utility-scale wind and solar power net metering conducive to corporate clients and pave the
way for a more widespread subscription to offsite generating
projects for the public:
1) Remove the necessity for subscribers to have proprietorship
in the energy-generating site. This is an unnecessary obstacle
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that enables only multi-property owners to invest in offsite
renewables.
2) Expand or eliminate the capacity limit of renewable power
under remote net metering for each utility.
3) Remove the barrier to inter-load zone transmission of netmetered renewable power. A utility-scale wind farm downstate has the potential to service subscribers in San Francisco,
whose constituents might pay high rates for renewable power and thus stimulate the downstate regional economies.
4) Expand AB 920 to reduce red tape and enable offsite virtual
net metering across the state.
Streamline the small-scale solar and wind installation permitting process. In many places, municipalities have their own
permitting process and fee structure. Creating common codes,
fee structures, and ﬁling procedures across a state would reduce
a barrier to the greater implementation of small-scale solar and
wind. Efforts are being made in this direction through the
implementation of the Governor's Permitting Handbook and the
U.S. Department of Energy's SunShot grant.
Expand the development of community renewable energy facilities, whereby a community buys power from a centralized
generation facility (as currently contemplated under SB43). The
facility feeds power into the grid, and the utility credits the
kilowatt-hours to the accounts of individuals, businesses, and
any other electricity customer that sign up. The facility may be
located anywhere in the utility's service territory, since all that is
required is a bill-crediting arrangement by the utility. This
brings many advantages: economies of scale of the facility, siting
in an ideal location, and broader inclusiveness. Many electricity
users (~45% of Californians) cannot install a renewable energy
system because they are renters or because their property is not
suitable for a system. Community renewable energy is inclusive
because it enables anyone, whether living in rural California or
an apartment building in Los Angeles, to buy the power without
having to host the system.
Pilot a community-based renewable energy self-generation
program similar to the one proposed in California's SB 843.
Such a pilot would help determine administrative costs of
managing such a system and the role of net-zero consumers in
paying for grid services as it relates to their effects on nonparticipating customers. Resulting renewable generation
should count toward the requirements mandated by California's
RPS. Use as a model the successful uptake of community solar
gardens and meter aggregation in Colorado State, as well as the
SolarShares program administrated by the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD).
Encourage clean energy backup emergency power systems
rather than diesel/gasoline generators at both the household
and community levels. For example, work with industry to
implement home or community energy storage (through battery systems, including re-purposed BEV batteries) accompanying rooftop solar to mitigate problems associated with grid
power losses.
Expand the use of feed-in tariffs (FITs) for small-scale energy
systems, as has been done by SMUD and the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power (LADWP). Scale up the LADWP
program and substitute it for the state version of the FIT in SB32.
Promote the increased use of crowd funding to fund small and
medium-scale clean energy projects.

Energy efﬁciency in buildings and the grid
 The current target for energy efﬁciency is ~1% annual energy
savings in electricity through 2020. Expand the target to 2%
immediately and above 2% after 2020, and increase investment
ﬁvefold from both public and private sources. This requires the
















California Public Utilities Commission to increase utility requirements and budgets for efﬁciency.
Promote, through municipal ﬁnancing, incentives, and rebates,
energy efﬁciency measures in buildings, appliances, and processes. Efﬁciency measures include improving wall, ﬂoor, ceiling, and pipe insulation, sealing leaks in windows, doors, and
ﬁreplaces, converting to double-paned windows, using more
passive solar heating, monitoring building energy use to determine wasteful processes, performing an energy audit to discover
energy waste, converting to LED light bulbs, changing appliances to those using less electricity, and using hot water circulation pumps on a timer.
Further incentivize the use of efﬁcient lighting in buildings and
on city streets.
Encourage conversion from natural gas water and air heaters to
heat pumps (air and ground source) and rooftop solar thermal
hot water pre-heaters.
Encourage utilities to use demand-response grid management
to reduce the need for short-term energy backup on the grid.
Institute, through the Governor's Ofﬁce of Business and Economic Development (Go-Biz), a revolving loan fund to pay for
feasibility analyses for commercial Energy Services Agreements.
The revenues from these retroﬁts are amortized as a majority
percentage of the Energy-Cost Savings realized as a result of
retroﬁts. Allocate some of these revenues back to the fund to
render it sustainable.
Provide incentives to extract heat in the summer and cold in the
winter from the air and solar devices and store it in the ground
for use in the opposite season.
Provide incentives to recover heat from air conditioning systems
and use it to heat water or air.
Provide incentives to extract heat (or cold) from the ground, air,
or water with heat pumps and use it to heat (or cool) air or
water.
Provide incentives to recover heat from water used to cool solar
PV panels to heat water directly for domestic use.
As suggested by Ref. [9]:

 Publicize ground source heat pumps as a key energy efﬁciency
technology for California, by retroﬁtting a high-proﬁle state
building.
 Designate a statewide technology advisory board for ground
source heat pump technology.
 Consider closed-loop bores in the regulatory process as something separate from water wells.
 Centralize state-level permit administration.
 Integrate ground-source heat pumps formally within the California FIRST property assessed clean energy program energy
efﬁciency loading order as an approved technology.
Transportation
 Coordinate the recommendations in this subsection so that
vehicle programs and public charging stations are developed
together. Create a governor-appointed EV Advisory Council, as
done in Illinois and Connecticut, to recommend strategies for EV
infrastructure and policies.
 Leverage and augment the technical and ﬁnancial assistance of
the U. S. Department of Energy's “Clean Cities Program” activities, focusing on the deployment of BEVs.
 Adopt legislation mandating the transition to plug-in
electric vehicles for short- and medium distance
government transportation and encouraging the transition for
commercial and personal vehicles through purchase incentives
and rebates.
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 Use incentives or mandates to stimulate the growth ofﬂeets of
electric and/or hydrogen fuel cell/electric hybrid vehicles,
ferries, riverboats, and other shipping.
 Encourage and ease the permitting process for the installation of
electric charging stations in public parking lots, hotels, suburban
metro stations, on streets, and in residential and commercial
garages.
 Set up time-of-use electricity rates to encourage charging at
night.
 Use excess wind and solar produced by WWS electric power
generators to produce hydrogen (by electrolysis) for transportation and industry and to provide district heat for water and
air (as done in Denmark) instead of curtailing the wind and
solar.
 Encourage the electriﬁcation of freight rail and shift freight from
trucks to rail.
 Encourage more use of public transit.
 Increase safe biking and walking infrastructure, such as dedicated bike lanes, sidewalks, crosswalks, timed walk signals, etc.
 Offer metropolitan areas increased technical assistance in
drafting land-use plans to meet SB 375.
Industrial processes
 Provide ﬁnancial incentives for industry to convert to electricity
and electrolytic hydrogen for high-temperature and
manufacturing processes.
 Provide ﬁnancial incentives to encourage industries to use WWS
electric power generation for onsite electric power (private)
generation.
12. Summary
This study presented a proposed roadmap for converting California's energy infrastructure for all purposes into a clean and
sustainable one powered by wind, water, and sunlight producing
electricity and electrolytic hydrogen. It evaluated California WWS
resources and proposed a mix of WWS generators that could match
projected 2050 demand. It evaluated the areas required, potential
of the generators to match demand (relying on previous optimization model results), direct, air pollution, and climate cost
changes, and net jobs created from such a conversion.
The roadmap proposed that all new installations be WWS by
2020 and existing infrastructure be gradually replaced, with about
80e85% replacement by 2030 and 100% replacement by 2050. The
conversion from combustion to a completely electriﬁed system for
all purposes was calculated to reduce California's 2050 end-use
power demand ~44% and hypothesized to stabilize energy prices
since fuel costs will be zero. End-use energy efﬁciency measures
more aggressive than were assumed here would reduce power
demand further.
The roadmap speciﬁes, based on resource analysis but not
optimization modeling, that all-purpose 2050 California end-use
power demand could be met with 25% onshore wind (25,200, 5MW turbines beyond existing turbines), 10% offshore wind (7800,
5-MW turbines), 15% CSP (1230, 100-MW plants), 26.5% solar PV
power plants (3450 new 50-MW plants), 8% residential rooftop
PV (15.0 million new 5-kW systems), 6% commercial/government
rooftop PV (534,000 new 100-kW systems), 5% geothermal (72,
100-MW new plants), 0.5% wave (4960, 0.75-MW devices), 0.5%
tidal (3370, 1-MW turbines), and 4% hydro (but no new hydroelectric power plants). This is just one plausible mix. Least-cost
energy-system optimization studies and practical implementation considerations will determine the actual design and operation of the energy system and may result in technology mixes
different than proposed here (e.g., more power plant PV, less
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rooftop PV). The siting of generating facilities would be governed
by environmental and zoning regulations.
The additional footprint on land for WWS devices is equivalent
to about 0.90% of California's land area, mostly for utility-scale CSP
and PV. An additional on-land spacing area (space between devices) of about 2.77% is required for onshore wind, but this area can
be used for multiple purposes, such as open space, agricultural
land, or grazing land. The land footprint and spacing in the proposed scenario can be reduced by shifting more land based WWS
generators to the ocean, lakes, and rooftops.
2020e2030 unsubsidized electricity costs are estimated to be
4e11 U.S. ¢/kWh for all WWS technologies (including local transmission and distribution), which compares with about 20.722.0 ¢/kWh for fossil-fuel generators in 2030 (Table 3), of which
5.7 ¢/kWh are externality costs (Table and S2). Extra-long-distance
transmission costs on land are estimated to be 1 (0.3e3) ¢/kWh for
1200e2000 km high-voltage direct current transmission lines.
The plan is anticipated to create ~442,200, 40-year construction
jobs and ~190,600, 40-year operation jobs while costing ~413,000
jobs, resulting in a net job gain of ~220,000 40-year jobs for the
construction and operation of new electric power-generating facilities alone. Total earnings during the construction period for
these facilities (in the form of wages, local revenue, and local
supply-chain impacts) are estimated to be ~$24.6 billion/yr in 2010
dollars and annual earnings during operation of the WWS facilities
are estimated to be ~$12.0 billion/yr. Earnings lost by the fossil-fuel
and nuclear industries are estimated at ~$24.8 billion/yr, resulting
in net positive job earnings over 40 years of ~$11.8 billion/yr.
The plan is estimated to reduce California air-pollution mortality
and its costs by ~12,500 (3800e23,200)/yr and $103 (31e232)
billion/yr, or 4.9 (1.5e11.2) % of California's 2012 GDP. California's
own emission decreases are expected to reduce 2050 U.S. and
worldwide global-warming costs by at least $4.8 billion/yr and $48
billion/yr, respectively.
The California air-pollution-reduction beneﬁts of the 100%
WWS plan is estimated to pay back the installed $1.1 trillion capital
cost of the entire WWS system in 11 (5e35) years. Adding the
beneﬁts to global climate from reducing California emissions
shortens the pay back time to 7 (4e14) years.
This roadmap can serve as a template for plans in other states
and countries. The implementation of similar plans worldwide
should essentially eliminate energy-related global warming and
energy insecurity, while creating jobs.
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This supplemental information contains additional description, tables, and figures
supporting the main text of this study, which analyzes the technical and economic feasibility
of repowering California for all purposes with wind, water, and sunlight (WWS).

S1. Introduction
This paper presents a roadmap to convert California’s energy infrastructure in all sectors to
one powered by wind, water, and sunlight (WWS).

S2. Additional Information on WWS Resources Available
S2.A. West Coast offshore wind
Dvorak et al. (2010) mapped West Coast offshore wind resources at high resolution (Figure
S1) and concluded that 1.4-2.3 GW, 4.4-8.3 GW, and 52.8-64.9 GW of deliverable power
could be obtained from offshore wind in California in water depths of <20 m, 20-50 m, and
50-200 m depths, respectively. Averaged over the year, the total delivered potential is thus
58.6-75.5 GW (or 513-661 TWh/yr).
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Figure S1. Offshore wind speeds and power density at 80 m hub height out to 200-m depth for 2005-2007,
modeled at high resolution (5 km x 5 km) as well as the California transmission system (Dvorak et al., 2010).

S2.B. Technical potential rooftop photovoltaic (PV) capacity
In the main text, we estimated California’s year-round average surface-incident downward
solar irradiance to be 208 to 256 W/m2. Here, we estimate how this average statewide
incident solar irradiance translates to potential rooftop PV installed capacity in California in
the year 2050, which is the year of the estimates in Table 2 of the main text. Rooftops
3

include those on residential and commercial/governmental buildings as well as garages,
carports,

roads,

parking

Commercial/governmental

lots,

and

buildings

parking

include

all

structures

associated

non-residential

with

buildings

each.
except

manufacturing, industrial, and military buildings. Commercial buildings include schools.
The potential rooftop PV installed capacity in 2050 equals the potential alternatingcurrent (AC) generation from rooftop PV in 2050 divided by the PV capacity factor in 2050.
We perform this calculation for four situations: residential and commercial/government
rooftop PV systems in each warm and cool climate zones.
The year 2050 PV capacity factors for the four situations (residential-warm,
residential-cool,

commercial/government-warm,

commercial/government-cool)

are

estimated in section S4. The potential AC generation from rooftop PV in 2050 is set equal to
the solar power incident on potential rooftop PV-panel area in 2050 multiplied by the
average PV module conversion efficiency in 2050, which is set equal to the efficiency in
2012 (14.5%; DOE, 2012 and product literature available on the web) multiplied by an
assumed 0.85%/year increase in efficiency (based on projections in DOE, 2012).
The solar power incident on potential rooftop PV panel area in 2050 equals the
potential in 2012 multiplied by the increase in the potential rooftop area for PV. We assume
that the area of residential rooftops (excluding garages and carports) increases at the
projected rate of population increase in California (0.7%/year; California Department of
Finance, 2014b), and that the area of residential parking rooftops increases at a slightly
higher rate, 0.84%/year, to account for people covering previously uncovered parking
spaces specifically to install PV. We assume that the area of commercial/government
rooftops (excluding parking lots) increases at the product of the rate of increase in
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population (see above) and the rate of increase in the ratio of commercial building area to
population (0.08%/year; Kavalec and Gorin, 2009).
The solar irradiance incident on potential rooftop-panel area in 2012 equals the
average year-round surface-incident solar radiation in California (245 W/m2 in warm zones
of the state and 215 W/m2 in cool zones; Figure 3 of the main text) multiplied by the
potential rooftop PV panel area in 2012. The potential rooftop PV panel area in 2012 equals
the total rooftop area multiplied by the fraction of the area that is suitable for PV and the
fraction of available area occupied by the PV panels (80%; Navigant Consulting, 2007). We
follow Navigant Consulting (2007) and assume that 27% (warm zones) or 22% (cool zones)
of residential rooftop area is suitable for PV and 60% (warm zones) or 65% (cool zones) of
commercial/government roof area is suitable. We assume that 10% less residential garage or
carport area is suitable because garage or carport roofs are on the first story and hence more
subject to shading.
The total residential rooftop area in 2012 is estimated using data on housing units by
type of structure in California in 2012 (USCB, 2014b) our assumptions about the number of
housing units per rooftop by type of residential structure, the number of covered parking
spaces per housing unit (based in part on data from the American Housing Survey (USCB,
2014a), the percentage of roofs that are pitched (92% excluding garages; Navigant
Consulting, 2007; needed to get from “flat” rooftop area to actual rooftop area), and the
fraction of pitched roofs by type of covered parking space (our assumptions). See the
spreadsheet in Jacobson et al. (2014) for details.
The total commercial/government rooftop area in 2012 is based on the
commercial/government floor space per person in 2012 (Kavalec and Gorin, 2009), the state
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population in 2012 (California Department of Finance, 2014a), the ratio of roof area to floor
space (our estimate based on data in EIA, 2008), and assumptions regarding the fraction of
buildings with pitched roofs (our estimates based on data in EIA, 2008). We then assume
that the area of parking-lot roofs built for PV is 10% of the commercial rooftop area. See the
spreadsheet in Jacobson et al. (2014) for details.
With these assumptions and methods, we estimate that, in 2012, residential and
commercial/government rooftops (excluding garages and carports) could support 76 GW of
installed PV in California, which is the same as NREL’s estimate for California (excluding
garages and carports) using a similar method (Lopez et al., 2012). Our estimate of the
technical potential rooftop-PV capacity in 2050, including garages and carports, is shown in
Table 2 of the main text.

S3. More Information on Matching Electric Power Supply with Demand
In this section, methods for reliably matching variable renewable energy supply with
demand over minute-by-minute to seasonal and annual time scales are discussed.

S3.A. Combining WWS Resources as a Bundled Set of Resources
Several studies have examined whether up to 100% penetrations of WWS resources could
be used reliably to match power demand (e.g., Jacobson and Delucchi, 2009; Mason et al.,
2010; Hart and Jacobson, 2011, 2012; Connolly et al., 2011; Mathiesen et al., 2011; Heide
et al., 2011; Elliston et al., 2012; NREL, 2012; Rasmussen et al., 2012; Budischak et al.,
2013; Rodriguez et al., 2014). Both Hart and Jacobson (2011) and Budischak et al. (2013)
found that up to >99.8% of delivered electricity could be produced carbon-free with WWS
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resources over multiple years. The former study obtained this conclusion for the California
grid over two years; the latter, over the PJM Interconnection in the eastern U.S., adjacent to
New York State, over four years.
Figure S2 shows the results of an optimization study that indicates the potential for
bundling WWS resources to match contemporary California power demand with California
WWS supply. It shows that combining wind (variable), solar PV (variable), concentrated
solar power (CSP, or solar thermal) (variable) with some storage (dispatchable), geothermal
(baseload), and hydroelectric (dispatchable within seconds) together, allowed for the
matching of hourly power demand (including transmission and distribution losses) with
supply on two days in California in 2005. Although results for only two days are shown,
results for all hours of all 730 days of 2005 and 2006 indicated that 99.8% of delivered
electricity during these days could be produced carbon-free from WWS (Hart and Jacobson,
2011). The analysis accounted for long periods of low wind and solar energy
simultaneously; thus, it accounted for both long- and short-term variability of WWS
resources.
For that study, the geothermal power installed was increased over 2005 levels but
was limited by California’s geothermal resources. The daily hydroelectric generation was
determined by estimating the historical generation on those days from reservoir discharge
data. Wind and solar capacities were increased substantially over current levels, but did not
exceed maximum levels determined by prior land and resource availability studies (cited in
Hart and Jacobson, 2011). Natural gas was held as reserve backup (grey in the figures) and
provided energy for the few remaining hours.
Eliminating the remaining few hours where natural gas reserves were used in the
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California study requires additional measures discussed in Section S3.B onward. These
include the use of demand-response grid management, additional storage with CSP and
other storage technologies, electric vehicle charging and management, and increases in wind
and solar capacities beyond those used in the study. In the last case, if more electric power
than needed for the grid were generated, it would be used to produce city heat for air and
water and to produce hydrogen for building heat, high-temperature industrial processes, and
transportation. Implementing these sorts of measures should eliminate the need for natural
gas in a 100% (all-sectors) WWS world.

Figure S2. Matching California electricity demand plus transmission/distribution losses (black line) with
100% renewable supply based on a least-cost optimization calculation for two days in 2005.

Notes: System capacities are 73.5 GW of wind, 26.4 GW of CSP, 28.2 GW of photovoltaics, 4.8 GW of geothermal, 20.8
GW of hydroelectric, and 24.8 GW of natural gas. Transmission and distribution losses are 7% of the demand. The leastcost optimization accounts for the day-ahead forecast of hourly resources, carbon emissions, wind curtailment, and 8-hour
thermal storage at CSP facilities, allowing for the nighttime production of energy by CSP. The hydroelectric supply is
based on historical reservoir discharge data and currently imported generation from the Pacific Northwest. The wind and
solar supplies were obtained by aggregating hourly wind and solar power at several sites in California estimated from wind
speed and solar irradiance data for those hours applied to a specific turbine power curve, a specific concentrated solar plant
configuration (parabolic trough collectors on single-axis trackers), and specific rooftop PV characteristics. The geothermal
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supply was increased over 2005 but limited by California's developable resources. Natural gas capacity (grey) is a reserve
for backup when needed and was not actually needed during the two simulation days. Source: Hart and Jacobson (2011).

S3.B. Using Demand-Response Grid Management to Adjust Demand to Supply
Demand-response grid management involves giving financial incentives to electricity users
and developing appropriate system controls to shift times of certain electricity uses, called
flexible loads, to times when more energy is available. Flexible loads are electricity
demands that do not require power in an unchangeable minute-by-minute pattern, but
instead can be supplied in adjustable patterns over several hours. For example, electricity
demands for a wastewater treatment plant and for charging BEVs are flexible loads.
Electricity demands that cannot be shifted conveniently, such as electricity use for
computers and lighting, are inflexible loads. With demand-response, a utility may establish
an agreement with (for example) a flexible load wastewater treatment plant for the plant to
use electricity during only certain hours of the day in exchange for a better electricity rate.
In this way, the utility can shift the time of demand to a time when more supply is available.
Similarly, the demand for electricity for BEVs is a flexible load because such vehicles are
generally charged at night, and it is not critical which hours of the night the electricity is
supplied as long as the full power is provided sometime during the night. In this case, a
utility can contract with users for the utility to provide electricity for the BEV when wind is
most available and reduce the power supplied when it is least available. Utility customers
would sign up their BEVs under a plan by which the utility controlled the supply of power
to the vehicles (primarily but not necessarily only at night) in exchange for a lower
electricity rate.
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S3.C. Oversizing WWS to Match Demand Better and Provide Hydrogen and District Heat
Oversizing the peak capacity of wind and solar installations to exceed peak inflexible power
demand can reduce the time that available WWS power supply is below demand, thereby
reducing the need for other measures to meet demand. The additional energy available when
WWS generation exceeds demand can be used to produce district heat for water and air and
hydrogen (a storage fuel) for heating and transportation. Hydrogen must be produced in any
case as part of the WWS solution.
Hydrogen for transportation can be produced at vehicle fueling stations by
transmitting the excess electric power directly to those stations by existing or expanded
transmission. The alternative is to produce hydrogen at a central location, then transfer it by
pipeline to fueling stations. However, transmission via electricity can use more of the
existing infrastructure. Denmark currently uses excess wind energy for district heating using
heat pumps and thermal stores (e.g., Elsman, 2009).
Oversizing and using excess energy for hydrogen and district heating would also
eliminate the current practice of shutting down (curtailing) wind and solar resources when
they produce more energy than the grid can accommodate. Curtailing wastes energy; thus,
reducing curtailment and using the energy for other purposes should reduce overall system
costs.
Whereas installing additional WWS generators to oversize the grid requires
additional capital cost, that cost may be balanced by the sale of electricity at peak prices
(e.g., generators would produce additional electricity at times of peak demand), the sale of
electricity for city heat and hydrogen production, and the elimination of lost income upon
eliminating curtailment. The least-cost combination of total system capacity, location and
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mix of generators, demand management, hydrogen production and storage, and other
supply-demand matching methods is an optimization problem that to our knowledge has not
yet been fully analyzed for a 100% WWS system supplying all energy sectors.

S3.D. Using Weather Forecasts to Plan for and Reduce Backup Requirements
Forecasting the weather (winds, sunlight, waves, tides, and precipitation) reduces the cost of
the grid integration of WWS by improving the ability of grid operators to appropriately
schedule backup power for when a variable energy source might produce less than
anticipated. Under the current infrastructure, good forecast accuracy can also reduce the use
of fossil-fuel peaker plants, which can be rapidly turned on and ramped to meet demand, but
which emit more pollution during transient operation. Good forecasting can also reduce
inefficient part-loading of plants to provide spinning reserves, thereby reducing the overall
carbon emissions of the system compared with using natural gas as backup (Hart and
Jacobson, 2011; 2012).
The California plan proposed here uses hydroelectric and stored CSP, but not natural
gas, to fill in gaps in electric power supply. Better forecasting will improve the use of
hydroelectric resources. Forecasting is done with both numerical weather prediction models,
the best of which can produce usable predictions 1 to 4 days in advance, and with statistical
models based on local measurements and historical behavior. The use of forecasting reduces
uncertainty and makes scheduling more dependable, thus reducing the need for contingent
generation capacity, greater storage, or more load shifting.

S3.E. Storing Electric Power
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Another method of helping to match power demand with supply is to store excess energy at
the site of generation, in a thermal storage medium (as is done with CSP), hydrogen,
batteries, pumped hydroelectric power, compressed air (e.g., in underground caverns or
turbine nacelles), flywheels, or soil. Storage in hydrogen is particularly advantageous
because significant hydrogen will be needed in a global WWS energy economy for use in
fuel cells, aircraft, and high-temperature industrial processes. Hydrogen would be produced
by electrolysis where the electricity originates from wind and solar when their supply
exceeds their demand. In addition, storing energy for use in buildings more efficiently has
the potential to reduce building energy use, transmission infrastructure needs, and energysystem costs further. Some methods of improving energy use and storage in buildings
include (1) extracting heat in the summer and cold in the winter from the air and solar
devices and storing it in the soil for use in the opposite season, (2) recovering heat from air
conditioning systems and using it to heat water or air in the same or other buildings, (3)
extracting heat (or cold) from the ground, air, or water with heat pumps and using it
immediately to heat (or cool) air or water, and (4) using solar energy to generate electricity
through PV panels, to recover heat from water used to cool the panels, and to heat water
directly for domestic use (e.g., Tolmie et al., 2012; Drake Landing, 2012).

S3.F. Storing Electric Power in Electric Vehicle Batteries
An additional method of better matching power supply with demand is to store electric
power in the batteries of BEVs, and then to withdraw such power when needed to supply
electricity back to the grid. This concept is referred to as vehicle-to-grid (V2G) (Kempton
and Tomic, 2005a). The utility would enter into a contract with each BEV owner to allow
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electricity transfers back to the grid any time during a specified period agreed upon by the
owner in exchange for a lower electricity price. V2G has the potential to wear down
batteries faster, but one study suggests that only 3.2 percent of U.S. light-duty vehicles, if all
converted to BEVs, would need to be under contract for V2G vehicles to smooth out U.S.
electricity demand if 50 percent of demand were supplied by wind (Kempton and Tomic,
2005b).

S4. Additional Cost Information
Table 3 of the main text presents 2013 and 2030 estimates of fully annualized costs of
electric power generation for WWS technologies assuming standard (but not extra-longdistance) transmission and excluding distribution. As indicated in footnote g to Table 3, the
calculation of solar PV costs is based on the method and assumptions presented in Table
A.1d of Delucchi and Jacobson (2011), but with the following adjustments:

1) The low-cost $/kWh estimates in Table 3 are based on the U.S. Department of Energy’s
“SunShot” total-system capital-cost targets of $1000/kWDC for utility-scale fixed-axis PV,
$1250/kWDC for commercial rooftop PV, and $1500/kWDC for residential rooftop PV for the
year 2020 (DOE, 2012); the high-cost estimates are based on Goodrich et al.’s (2012)
detailed total-system capital-cost estimates of $1710/kWDC for utility-scale fixed-axis PV,
$1990/kWDC for commercial rooftop PV, and $2290/kWDC for residential rooftop PV in
2020, only “evolutionary” progress from 2010 to 2020.
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2) The inverter cost is subtracted from the total system cost above and estimated separately
assuming that the inverter is 12.3% (residential), 10.0% (commercial), or 9.3% (utility) of
total system capital cost (derived from the analysis of Goodrich et al., 2012), and that the
inverter lifetime is 14 years (based on manufacturer statements, cited in Navigant
Consulting [2006], that an inverter lifetime of 15 years is achievable).

3) The capacity factor (CF) is the ratio of year-round average AC electrical power to the
maximum rated DC power capacity (ACave/DCcap) (DOE, 2012). It thus accounts for the
variability and availability of solar insolation, the DC-to-AC efficiency of the system
(governed mainly by the performance of the inverter), and other system losses. Because
technological progress is likely to improve the inverter and other non-module components,
it is useful to treat the overall CF as the product of two factors: 1) the ratio of year-round
average DC power from the module to the maximum rated DC power capacity
(DCave/DCcap), and 2) the ratio of year-round average AC power out of the system to the
year-round average DC power from the module (ACave/DCave), where the second factor
comprises components subject to technological improvements over time.
For any given technology, the overall CF also degrades slightly over time as the
major components slowly deteriorate. To estimate a lifetime-average CF (CFlife) we multiply
a year-zero CF (CF0) by a lifetime average degradation factor (DF). Thus, for any given
technology or year of deployment:

CFlife = CF0 x DF = (DCave/DCcap)0 x (ACave/DCave)0 x DF.
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The lifetime average degradation factor depends on the PV technology, system
maintenance, and other factors. A detailed review by Jordan and Kurtz (2013) indicates that
current large-scale PV systems degrade at about 0.4%/year over their lifetime. Jordan and
Kurtz (2013) show that the degradation rate has been declining with time, so we assume that
the rate declines by 0.7% per year (in relative terms). We assume 10% higher values for
commercial/government PV and 15% higher for residential PV. We assume that the lifetime
average factor is obtained at year 20.
Using the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s PVWATTS calculator (NREL,
2013), we estimate that the year-zero ratio of AC to DC output (ACave/DCave)0, accounting
for losses in the inverter, wiring, and performance of the system, can range from 75% to
93% for utility-scale PV. We assume a value of 84% for 2012, and that improvement in
technology and operations reduce the loss (16% in 2012) by 1% per year (in relative terms).
We also assume that (ACave/DCave)0 is 5% lower (in relative terms) for commercial rooftop
systems and 10% lower for rooftop PV systems.
We calculate the factor (DCave/DCcap)0 as CF0/(ACave/DCave)0, where our assumptions
for CF0 are as follows:
System

CF0

Notes

Residential PV

18.0%

Lopez et al. (2012) estimate 16% for California rooftop PV.
However, Energy and Environmental Economics (2013,
Figure 3) report slightly higher capacity factors based on
actual meter data for rooftop PV in California. We assume
that year-zero factors are slightly higher still than reported in-
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use factors.
Comm./govt. PV

19.0%

Assume slightly higher than residential rooftop PV because of
better siting and maintenance.

Utility PV

26.0%

Figure A-2 of DOE (2012) shows that capacity factors for
utility-scale central PV in California range from 24% to above
26%, with the major desert areas above 26%.

We assume that the resultant calculated factor (DCave/DCcap)0 is the same in 2050 as
in 2012; that is, we assume that there is no systematic change in solar availability,
orientation, shading, and so on from 2012 to 2050.
CFs are used in the calculations of Table 2 as well as in the cost calculations of
Table 3. Table 2 estimates pertain to the WWS stock in place in the year 2050. Table 3
estimates pertain to new WWS technologies installed in 2030. For Table 2, we assume that
the average technology in place in 2050 was installed in the year 2035. Table S1 provides
the assumptions and results for solar PV CFs.

Table S1. Assumptions and results for solar PV capacity factors.

Capacity factor in year zero (CF0)

2012

2030

2035

Residential

18.0%

n.a.

n.a.

Commercial/government PV

19.0%

n.a.

n.a.

Utility PV

26.0%

n.a.

n.a.

(dcave/dccap)0

2012

2030

2035

Residential PV

23%

23%

23%

Commercial/government PV

24%

24%

24%
16

Utility PV

31%

31%

31%

(acave/dcave)0

2012

2030

2035

Residential

76%

78%

80%

Commercial/government PV

80%

82%

85%

Utility PV

84%

87%

89%

Degradation factor (%/year)

2012

2030

2035

Residential

0.46%

0.41%

0.34%

Commercial/government PV

0.46%

0.39%

0.33%

Utility PV

0.40%

0.35%

0.30%

Overall degradation factor (DF)

2012

2030

2035

Residential PV

91%

92%

93%

Commercial/government PV

92%

93%

94%

Utility PV

92%

93%

94%

Capacity factor (CF)

2012

2030

2035

Residential PV

16.4%

17.1%

17.9%

Commercial/government PV

17.4%

18.1%

18.9%

Utility PV

24.0%

25.0%

26.1%

Note that for the purpose of calculating the technical potential rooftop PV capacity, we
assume that the CF in warmer areas of California is 1% higher than the state average, and
that the CF in cooler areas is 3% lower.

4) The lifetime of utility-scale PV is 40 years (high-cost case) or 50 years (low-cost case)
based on Jordan and Kurtz (2013). We assume that the lifetime is 5% less than this for
commercial PV and 10% less for residential rooftop PV.
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5) The largest component of fixed O&M cost is inverter replacement, which we treat
separately, so we reduce fixed O&M from about $10/kW/yr. to $3/kW/yr. for commercial
and utility PV and $1.50/kW/yr for residential PV.

6) We assume that 1/3rd of residential PV rooftop systems are financed at the same interest
rate charged to commercial and utility PV systems, and that the remaining two-thirds of
residential PV rooftop systems are bought with cash that has an interest opportunity cost
three percentage points less than commercial/utility interest rate. (For the past 20 years, rates
on short-term [1-month or 6-month] CDs have been about three percentage points less than
the prime rate charged by banks on short-term loans to business and the yield on AAA-rated
seasoned corporate bonds [Federal Reserve, 2013]).

7) We add $0.002/kWh to residential and commercial rooftop PV costs to account for local
distribution system upgrades.

8) All year-2010 cost figures in Goodrich et al. (2012) and DOE (2012) are converted to
year-2007 using GDP implicit price deflators.

Table 3 of the main text shows California’s 2011 delivered business (private) plus
externality (social) unsubsidized cost of non-WWS conventional fuels (nuclear, coal, and
natural gas) for electricity generation. This cost was derived as follows. Lazard (2013)
estimates the 2013 levelized cost of energy (LCOE) for nuclear, coal, and natural gas as
10.4, 10.5, and 7.5 U.S. ¢/kWh, respectively. EIA (2012) similarly estimates the 2015
18

LCOEs for these generators as 111.4, 97.7, and 66.1 ¢/kWh, respectively. Summing the
product of the 2013 electric power generation (TWh) in California from nuclear, coal, and
gas with the minimum of the Lazard (2013) and EIA (2012) LCOEs for each respective
generator, over all generators, then dividing the result by the sum of state power produced
by the generators and adding 1 ¢/kWh for transmission gives the Table 3 low estimate of the
blended private LCOE of 2013 conventional generation. The same approach is taken to
calculate the high value. Assuming the 2.85% rise in California electricity price from 2000
to 2012 (man text) continues gives the 2030 estimated conventional fuel private LCOE in
Table 3.

Table S2 breaks down the externality (social) costs of fossil-fuel electric generation in Table
3, including the costs of air pollution morbidity and mortality and global warming damage
(e.g. coastline loss, agricultural and fishery losses, human heat stress mortality and increases
in severe weather).
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Table S2. Mean (and range) of environmental externality costs of electricity generation from coal and natural
gas (NG) (business as usual – BAU) and renewables in the U.S. in 2007 (U.S. ¢/kWh).
2005
2030
Air
Air
Pollution Climate
Total
Pollution
Climate
Total
Coal
3.2
3.0
6.2 (1.2-22)
1.7
4.8
6.5 (3.3-18)
Natural gag (NG)
0.16
2.7
2.9 (0.5-8.6)a
0.13
4.5
4.6 (0.9-8.9)a
Coal/NG mix
2.4
2.9
5.3 (1.0-18)
1.1
4.6
5.7 (2.7-15)
Wind, water, sun
<0.01
<0.01
<0.02
<0.01
<0.01
<0.02
Source: Delucchi and Jacobson (2011) but modified for mean shale and conventional natural gas carbon
equivalent emissions from Howarth et al. (2011) assuming a current shale: conventional NG mix today of
30:70 and 50:50 in 2030 and a coal/NG mix of 73%/27% in 2005 and 60%/40% in 2030. The estimates do
not include costs to worker health and the environment due to the extraction of fossil fuels from the ground,
or water pollution costs from natural gas mining and current energy generation. Climate costs are based on a
100-year time frame. For a 20-year time frame, the NG climate costs are about 1.6 times those of coal for the
given shale:conventional gas mixes.
a

McCubbin and Sovacool (2013) estimate slightly higher air pollution-plus-climate-change costs for naturalgas fired power plants in California: 1.4 to 9.5 U.S. ¢/kWh for 1987-2006, and 1.8 to 11.8 U.S. ¢/kWh
projected for 2012-2031 (2010 dollars).
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The estimates in Table 3 of the main text include the cost of current average-distance
transmission. However, many future wind and solar farms may be far from population
centers, requiring extra-long-distance transmission. For long-distance transmission, highvoltage direct-current (HVDC) lines are used because they result in lower transmission line
losses per unit distance than alternating-current (AC) lines. The cost of extra-long-distance
HVDC transmission on land (1200-2000 km) ranges from 0.3-3 U.S. ¢/kWh, with a median
estimate of ~1 U.S. cent/kWh (Delucchi and Jacobson, 2011). A system with up to 25%
undersea transmission would increase the additional long-distance transmission cost by less
than 20%. Transmission needs and costs can be reduced by considering that decreasing
transmission capacity among interconnected wind farms by 20% reduces aggregate power
by only 1.6% (Archer and Jacobson, 2007). The main barrier to long distance transmission
is not cost, but local opposition to the siting of lines and decisions about who will pay the
costs. These issues must be addressed during the planning process.
Additional transmission costs can also be minimized by increasing transmission
capacity along existing pathways. Methods of increasing transmission capacity without
requiring additional rights-of-way or increasing the footprint of transmission lines include
the use of dynamic line rating equipment; high-temperature, low-sag conductors; voltage
up-rating; and flexible AC transmission systems (e.g., Holman, 2011). To the extent existing
pathways need to be expanded or new transmission pathways are required, they will be
governed by existing regulatory guidelines.

S5. Additional Air Pollution and Global Warming Damage Reduction Information
Table S3 shows low, medium, and high estimates of premature mortality per year in
California due to PM2.5 and ozone for the years 2010-2012, from the bottom-up approach
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discussed in Section 8.A of the main text. The mortality rates for the state as a whole were
~10,000 (2,600-19,400) premature mortalities/yr for PM2.5 and ~2,500 (1,300-3,800)
premature mortalities/yr for ozone, giving an overall bottom-up estimate of ~12,500 (3,80023,200) premature mortalities/year for PM2.5 plus O3.

Table S3. California county 2010-2012 annually-averaged, daily-averaged PM2.5 concentration; maximum 8hour ozone level over the three-year period in the county; 2012 population; and annual premature
mortalities/yr.
Annually-Averaged Mortalities from PM2.5 and O3
County

PM2.5
(µg/m3)

O3
(ppbv)

Population
(2012)

Low Estimate

Medium Estimate

High Estimate

PM2.5

O3

PM2.5

O3

PM2.5

O3

Alameda

9.1

36.8

1,554,720

52.9

18.9

209

37.8

411

56.5

Alpine

n/a

n/a

1,129

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Amador

n/a

41.8

37,035

0.2

0.8

0.7

1.6

1.3

2.4

Butte

10.0

47.8

221,539

9.8

6.6

38.2

13.1

73.8

19.7

Calaveras

7.9

44.2

44,742

1.1

1.1

4.4

2.3

8.6

3.4

Colusa

7.8

38.0

21,411

0.6

0.3

2.3

0.6

4.4

0.9

Contra Costa

7.6

37.9

1,079,597

29.5

15.8

115.9

31.5

227.1

47.1

Del Norte

3.0

n/a

28,290

0.2

0.1

0.7

0.1

1.4

0.2

El Dorado

2.5

55.1

180,561

1.0

8.1

3.9

16.1

7.7

24.1

Fresno

16.0

52.0

947,895

82.5

39.6

318.0

78.9

610.9

117.9

Glenn

n/a

41.2

27,992

0.1

0.5

0.5

1.0

1.0

1.6

Humboldt

7.5

30.0

134,827

3.4

0.4

13.6

0.9

26.9

1.3

Imperial

13.1

48.1

176,948

11.0

5.7

43.2

11.3

84.2

16.9

Inyo

7.5

49.2

18,495

0.5

0.6

2.0

1.2

3.9

1.8

Kern

40.1

66.9

856,158

239

62.3

908

124

1697

185

Kings

17.5

52.0

151,364

14.7

6.3

57.3

12.5

110.7

18.7

Lake

3.5

36.6

63,983

0.5

0.7

2.0

1.3

4.0

2.0

Lassen

n/a

n/a

33,658

0.2

0.1

0.6

0.2

1.2

0.2

Los Angeles

15.4

54.5

9,962,789

794

441

3113

878

6067

1311

Madera

18.5

52.8

152,218

15.8

6.2

61.7

12.3

119.2

18.4

Marin

9.6

28.4

256,069

9.2

0.7

36.2

1.5

71.2

2.2

Mariposa

3.2

60.1

17,905

0.1

1.0

0.5

2.0

1.0

3.0
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Mendocino

8.4

26.5

87,428

2.4

0.2

9.5

0.4

18.7

0.6

Merced

13.9

47.2

262,305

18.0

8.5

70.4

16.9

136.6

25.2

Modoc

n/a

n/a

9,327

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.3

0.1

Mono

2.2

n/a

14,348

0.1

0.0

0.3

0.1

0.5

0.1

Monterey

6.0

35.4

426,762

7.1

3.3

28.0

6.5

55.5

9.8

Napa

9.8

34.5

139,045

5.3

1.1

20.9

2.3

41.1

3.4

Nevada

5.9

55.1

98,292

1.5

4.4

6.1

8.8

12.0

13.1

Orange

12.9

43.3

3,090,132

186

67.2

731

134

1431

201

Placer

7.2

46.1

361,682

8.7

10.7

34.4

21.2

67.6

31.7

Plumas

12.1

n/a

19,399

1.2

0.0

4.6

0.1

9.0

0.1

Riverside

18.3

57.7

2,268,783

233

114

911

227

1766

338

Sacramento

9.5

46.9

1,450,121

58.0

45.1

227

89.7

442

134

San Benito

5.5

44.0

56,884

0.8

1.2

3.3

2.4

6.4

3.6

San
Bernardino

20.0

59.6

2,081,313

241

113

941

225.5

1821

337

San Diego

12.5

51.2

3,177,063

180

116

710

231

1393

346

San Francisco

9.4

28.6

825,863

30.8

2.2

121.3

4.4

238.0

6.6

San Joaquin

12.2

43.8

702,612

40.2

17.4

157.3

34.7

305.8

51.9

San Luis
Obispo

10.6

50.1

274,804

12.0

9.3

47.4

18.5

93.0

27.7

San Mateo

8.5

29.4

739,311

22.5

2.9

88.9

5.8

174.9

8.7

Santa Barbara

9.8

44.2

431,249

15.7

8.9

62.0

17.8

122.3

26.7

Santa Clara

10.1

40.5

1,837,504

75.2

30.3

296.0

60.4

580.1

90.4

Santa Cruz

6.2

36.9

266,776

4.3

2.4

17.1

4.9

33.9

7.3

Shasta

5.3

47.5

178,586

2.7

5.0

10.6

10.0

20.9

15.0

Sierra

n/a

n/a

3,086

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.0

Siskiyou

5.3

36.9

44,154

0.7

0.6

2.7

1.1

5.3

1.7

Solano

8.9

38.4

420,757

14.6

5.2

57.4

10.4

112.5

15.5

Sonoma

8.0

32.8

491,829

13.9

2.6

55.1

5.1

109

7.7

Stanislaus

15.1

46.2

521,726

41.7

16.5

162

32.8

312

49.0

Sutter

7.0

50.9

95,022

2.3

3.4

9.2

6.8

18.0

10.2

Tehama

10.2

55.2

63,406

2.6

2.8

10.2

5.7

20.0

8.5

Trinity

6.5

n/a

13,526

0.3

0.0

1.1

0.1

2.1

0.1

Tulare

15.5

54.4

451,977

36.4

20.9

142

41.5

275

62.0

Tuolumne

n/a

45.8

54,008

0.2

1.5

1.0

2.9

1.9

4.4

Ventura

9.3

48.7

835,981

30.6

26.4

121.2

52.5

239

78.6

Yolo

6.5

39.7

204,118

4.4

3.4

17.3

6.9

34.0

10.3

Yuba

n/a

n/a

72,926

0.3

0.2

1.3

0.3

2.6

0.5

TOTAL

--

--

38,041,430

2,562

1,263

10,011

2,516

19,434

3,760
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Total PM2.5+O3	
  

3,825

12,528

23,194

Premature mortality due to ozone exposure was estimated on the basis of the 8-hr maximum ozone each day
over the period 2010-2012 (CARB, 2012a). Relative risks and the ozone-health-risk equation were as in
Jacobson (2010). The low ambient concentration threshold for ozone premature mortality was assumed to be
35 ppbv (Jacobson, 2010 and reference therein). Mortality due to PM2.5 exposure was estimated on the basis of
daily-averaged PM2.5 over the period 2010-2012 (CARB, 2012a) and the relative risks for long-term health
impacts PM2.5 (Pope et al., 2002) applied to all ages as in Lepeule et al. (2012) rather than those over 30 years
old as in Pope et al. (2002). The threshold for PM2.5 was zero but concentrations below 8 µg/m3 were downweighted as in Jacobson (2010). To determine the county-wide mortality rates, individual mortality rates were
averaged over each station and the maximum station average mortality rate was used to represent the
population within the respective county. For the PM2.5 calculations, data were not available for 1% of the
population and for the ozone calculations, data were not available for 1% of the population. For these
populations, mortality rates were set equal to the minimum county mortality rate for a given state, as
determined per the method specified above. In cases where 2012 data were unavailable, data from 2013 were
used instead. All mortality rates for 2010-2012 were calculated using 2012 county populations. PM2.5 and
ozone concentrations in the table above reflect the three-year average concentrations at the representative
station(s) within each county. Since mortality rates were first calculated for each data point and then averaged
over each station, these average concentrations cannot directly be used to reproduce each county mortality rate.
In cases where “n/a” is shown, data within that county were not available (and the minimum county mortality
rate within the state was used in these cases, as specified above).

S5.B. Discussion of International Emissions on Global Warming Impacts in California
Section 8 of the main text discussed the U.S. and international air pollution and global
warming cost avoidance due to implementing WWS in California, thereby eliminating
energy-related emissions in the state. Here, the estimated cost of all international global
warming emissions on California is summarized.
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Kahrl and Roland-Holst (2008) indicate that, if no action is taken to mitigate global
warming, long-term damage (out to about the year 2100) to California could be at least $7.3
to $46.6 billion/yr (in 2006 U.S. dollars), depending on the emission scenario and level of
warming (Table S4).

Table S4. Long-term, global warming costs to California if no mitigation actions are taken – damages to
different economic sectors in California (2006 U.S. dollars) (Kahrl and Roland-Holst, 2008).
Damage cost in sector ($ billion/yr.)
Sector incurring damages

Low Estimate
Id

High Estimate
0.6

Energy
Tourism and Recreation

2.7

6.3

0.2

7.5

Real Estate (Damage from Water)

0.2

1.4

Real Estate (Damage from Fire)

0.1

2.5

Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries

0.3

4.3

Transportation

Id

Id

Public Health

3.8

24.0

7.3

46.6

Water

Total all sectors above
Id = insufficient data to provide an estimate.

Of particular concern in California is the effect of global warming on water supply.
Changing temperatures shift California’s hydrological regime, which decreases the
availability of water stored in the Sierra snowpack, increases the frequency and severity of
drought and floods, increases the probability of levee failure, alters river hydrology, and
changes habitat from reduced summer flows. Water shortages are expected to increase the
needs for additional water storage and transport. The damage costs of increased flooding
and the cost of building additional water-related infrastructure vary considerably across
small scales and to our knowledge have not been estimated.
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Higher temperatures are also expected to increase costs of energy in California. A
decrease in stored water will decrease hydroelectric power and result in additional costs to
replace the lost hydroelectricity or to increase storage capacity. Higher temperatures will
also increase the use of air conditioning during the summer and increase power outages due
to increased winter storm activity. These impacts are included in the “energy sector” costs
of Table S4.
Global warming will affect tourism in California related to beaches, skiing, and
national parks. Kahrl and Roland-Holst (2008) estimate that long-term damages to the
tourism and recreation sector could be $0.2 billion to $7.5 billion per year (Table S4).
Real estate in California is threatened by the increased frequency and severity of
wildfires resulting from global warming, especially in the foothills of the Sierra Mountains
and the southern coast. Warming-induced damages due to increased wildfire activity are
estimated to range from $1.3-4 billion per decade. In addition, $900 billion in residential
real estate assets near the coast will be at additional risk due to increased sea level rise and
coastal storm activity.
Global warming will damage agriculture in California, resulting in $750 million lost
annually. The total damage to commercial agriculture and forestry from pests, pathogens,
weeds and resulting control costs will add $2-3 billion/yr (Kahrl and Roland-Holst, 2008;
included in the estimates of Table S4).
Finally, the effects of global warming on public health in California are significant.
The public health sector is expected to experience an annual increase in costs of $3.8 to $24
billion/yr due to global warming (Table S4) because higher temperatures increase air
pollution the most in areas where pollution is already a serious problem.
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S6. Impacts of WWS on Jobs and Labor earnings due to New Electric Power Plants
Table 5 of the main text provided the number of construction and operational-period jobs as
well as the corresponding revenues from such jobs, for each WWS electric power sector
proposed here. Earnings are in the form of wages, local revenue, services, and supply-chain
impacts during either the construction or operational period. This section provides more
details about JEDI model assumptions and job/earning results for each WWS technology.

S6.A. Onshore and Offshore Wind
Powering 25% of California’s 2050 all-purpose energy demand with onshore wind and 10%
with offshore wind (Table 2 of the main text) results in the numbers of construction and
operational-period jobs and corresponding earnings provided in Table 5, as determined by
the JEDI models for wind.

S6.B. Concentrated Solar Power Plant, Solar PV Power Plants, and Rooftop Solar PV
Table 2 proposes generating 55.5% of California’s 2050 total electricity with solar PV on
roofs and in power plants and with CSP facilities. Table 5 provides the resulting job and
revenue numbers, as determined by the JEDI models for solar.

S6.C. Hydroelectric, Tidal and Wave
Table 2 proposes that California generate 3.5% of its total electric power in 2050 from
hydroelectric, 0.5% from tidal, and 0.5% from wave resources. The present plan will require
no additional dam construction or corresponding jobs. Instead, it requires an increase in the
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capacity factor of existing dams through policy measures. If additional dams were added, 23 full-time jobs would be created per MW of hydropower generated (Navigant Consulting,
2009). Temporary construction and other supply chain jobs would be ~6.5 full-time
equivalent (FTE) jobs / MW (Navigant Consulting, 2009). FTEs are jobs during the life of the
construction phase.

Tidal turbines and wave devices are developing technologies that have little practical
implementation at present. Table 2 provides the installed capacities of tidal and wave
proposed for California. Assuming the same number of construction and permanent jobs per
installed MW as for offshore wind power, Table 5 gives the projected number of jobs and
revenues for tidal and wave power installation and operation.

S6.D. Geothermal
California currently has significant geothermal energy infrastructure in place (CEC, 2012a).
Table 2 indicates that 7,200 MW additional geothermal capacity is needed by 2050. From
the JEDI model for California, 0.48 40-year construction jobs and 0.07 40-year operation
jobs result from each MW of installed geothermal power. These data result in the job
numbers in Table 5.

The JEDI models are economic input-output models that have several uncertainties
(Linowes, 2012). To evaluate the robustness of the models, we compared their results with
calculations derived from an aggregation of 15 different renewable energy job creation
models (Wei et al., 2010) (Table S5). These included input/output models, such as JEDI,
and bottom-up analytical models. Table 5 of the main text suggests that the JEDI models
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estimated 190,600 new 40-year operation jobs due to WWS based on meeting 100% of 2050
energy demand for all purposes with WWS in California. This estimate falls within the
range of 99,000-506,000 jobs derived from the aggregation of models from Wei et al.
(2010), as shown in Table S5.

Table S5. Estimated number of permanent operations and maintenance jobs per installed MW of energy
source (assuming the proposed new installed capacities derived from Table 2 of the main text). The range is
based on results from an aggregation of models from Wei et al. (2012).

Jobs per Installed MW
§

Onshore wind
Offshore wind
Wave device
Geothermal plant
Hydroelectric plant
Tidal turbine
Res. roof PV system
Com/gov roof PV system
Utility solar PV plant
Utility CSP plant
Total

0.14
0.14
0.14
1.67
1.14
0.14
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.22

0.4
0.4
0.4
1.78
1.14
0.4
1
1
1
1

L
o
w
e
r

Number of jobs
§ U
p
p
e
Lower
r
17,600
5,500
520
12,000
0
470
9,000
6,400
20,700
27,000
99,000

Upper
50,400
15,600
1,500
12,800
0
1,350
75,000
53,400
173,000
122,600
506,000

S7. Reducing Energy Use in Buildings, Neighborhoods, and Commercial Complexes
The proposed plan will enhance existing efforts to improve energy efficiency in residential,
commercial, institutional, and government buildings to reduce energy demand in California.
Current state energy policies promote building efficiency through appliance standards,
regulations, tax incentives, education, and renewable energy portfolios. As a result of
historic policies, California’s per capita electric power demand remained level at ~6500
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kWh/person from 1970-2010, whereas U.S. demand increased from 8000 to 12,000
kWh/person during the same period (Rocky Mountain Institute, 2011).
Some of the existing policies that have and will continue to drive efficiency in California
include Title 24, Title 20, 2003 Energy Action Plan, AB32, and AB758. These are briefly
discussed below.

•

Title 24 (part 6) (California Code of Regulations Energy Efficiency Standards for
Residential and Nonresidential Buildings) and Title 20 (California’s Appliance
Efficiency Regulations) have set the stage for energy-efficient building and
conservation standards in California. These codes were established in 1976 and
1978, respectively, in response to a legislative mandate to reduce California’s energy
consumption. The regulations were largely responsible for keeping per capita
electricity sales level in California over the last 4 decades (CEC, 2012c).

•

California’s 2003 Energy Action Plan (California, 2003) identifies necessary actions
to eliminate energy outages and excessive price spikes in electricity or natural gas
with the goal of providing reasonably-priced and environmentally sound power for
Californians. The first action item of the plan focused on conservation and resource
efficiency to minimize the need for new power generation (California, 2003).

•

AB 32, the Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, built upon the 2003 Energy
Action Plan, setting into law a 2020 greenhouse gas emissions cap that requires
carbon-equivalent emissions to be reduced to 1990 levels. The California Air
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Resources Board (CARB) developed actions, which took effect in January 2012, to
reduce greenhouse gases and meet the 2020 limit (CARB, 2012b).

•

AB758 focuses on achieving greater energy savings for existing residential and
nonresidential building stock, especially those structures that fall significantly below
the efficiency required by Title 24. The planning stage of AB 758 is nearing
completion, and in the next stage, statewide rating and upgrade requirements will be
developed by the end of 2015. To develop these ratings and requirements, the
California Energy Commission will coordinate with the California Public Utilities
Commission and will consult with representatives of local governments, construction
companies, utilities, finance industries, real estate industries, workforce development
groups, small businesses, and other industries (CEC, 2012d).

Several studies have estimated that efficiency measures can reduce energy use in nontransportation sectors by 20 to 30% or more (Table S6). As such, the assumption in Table 1
of a 5-10% California demand reduction upon complete conversion to WWS is
conservative. If the achieved demand reduction exceeds 5-10%, then meeting California’s
energy needs with 100% WWS will be easier to implement.

Table S6. Studies estimating energy-saving potential of efficiency measures in the non-transportation sectors.
%
Study
Energy Market
Savings with respect to
Notes
Savings
McKinsey
and Co.,
2009

U.S. Non-Transportation

26%

2020 projection found in
EIA's 2008 AEO

Includes only positive net-presentvalue energy-saving strategies
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Siddiqui,
2009

U.S. Residential,
Commercial & Industrial

3%

2020 projection found in
EIA's 2008 AEO

"Realistic Achievable Potential"
of 33 selected efficiency
measures, considering historical
results of energy efficiency
programs

Siddiqui,
2009

U.S. Residential,
Commercial & Industrial

11%

2020 projection found in
EIA's 2008 AEO

"Economic Potential" of 33
selected efficiency measures

Farese,
2012

U.S. Residential and
Commercial

20%

2030 projection found in
EIA's 2010 AEO

Conservative estimate, using
current technology, assuming
"rebound effect"

Farese,
2012

U.S. Residential and
Commercial

80%

2030 projection found in
EIA's 2010 AEO

Aggressive estimate includes
early-stage technologies and
assumes no "rebound effect"

Kavalec,
2012

CA Electricity
Consumption (Residential,
Commercial, Industrial,
Agricultural)

21.524%

2022 CA projected
electricity consumption if
no efficiency measures
had been enacted since
1972

Kavalec,
2012

CA Natural Gas
Consumption (Residential,
Commercial, Industrial,
Agricultural)

3033%

2022 CA projected natural
gas consumption if no
efficiency measures had
been enacted since 1972

Historic (since 1972) and
projected savings attributed to
previously-enacted or currentlycommitted programs, efficiency
standards and energy price and
other market impacts. These
savings are incorporated into CEC
baseline energy consumption
forecasts.

CEC,
2012b

CA Electricity
Consumption (Residential,
Commercial, Industrial,
Agricultural)

6.8%

2022 forecasts found in
2012 CEC projections
(above)

Uncommitted efficiency savings,
in addition to savings already
included in CEC forecast, above

CEC,
2012b

CA Natural Gas
Consumption (Residential,
Commercial, Industrial,
Agricultural)

3.3%

2022 forecasts found in
2012 CEC projections
(above)

Uncommitted efficiency savings,
in addition to savings already
included in CEC forecast, above

Many emerging technologies can help to improve energy efficiency in California. For the
most part, these technologies have not yet been integrated into current building codes. Some
such technologies include (Navigant, 2012)
•

LED lighting (residential, commercial and street/parking applications)

•

Optimized hot/dry climate air conditioning systems

•

Evaporative cooling

•

Indirect evaporative cooling

•

Ductless air conditioning
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•

Water-cooled heat exchangers for HVAC equipment

•

Residential night ventilation cooling

•

Heat pump water heaters

•

Condensing gas water heaters

•

Improved data center design

•

Improved air-flow management

•

Variable-speed computer room air conditioning (CRAC) compressors

•

Advanced lighting controls

•

Evaporator fan controller for medium temperature walk-in evaporator systems

•

Combined space and water heater

•

Advanced HID lighting – pulse start and ceramic metal halide

•

Fault detection and diagnostics

•

Variable refrigerant flow

•

Advanced steam trap systems

•

Reduced working temperature for asphalt

•

High performance rooftop unit

•

Comprehensive commercial HVAC rooftop unit quality maintenance

S8. State Tax Revenue Consideration
The implementation of this plan will likely affect California’s tax revenue and may require
tax policy changes to ensure that state revenues remain constant. Revenues directly
associated with the sale of petroleum fuels, such as the gasoline and diesel fuel taxes, will
diminish as the vehicle fleet is made more efficient and ultimately transitions away from
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petroleum altogether. Other tax revenues associated with passenger vehicle use, such as
motor vehicle fees, taxi surcharge fees, and auto rental taxes, are not expected to decrease
significantly.
As more of California’s infrastructure is electrified under the present plan, revenues
from the utility tax will increase, although not nearly so much as the fuel tax revenue
decrease. Additional lost revenues can be regained by applying a mileage-based road use tax
on noncommercial vehicles similar to the highway use tax levied on commercial vehicles in
California. This has been considered at the federal level (NFSIFC, 2009) and piloted in
Oregon (ODT, 2007).
If conversion to WWS increases jobs and earnings as expected from Section 9, then
income tax revenues, which are the single largest revenue source in California (California
State Controller’s Office, 2013), will increase. Property taxes, other sales and use taxes,
corporation taxes, private rail car taxes, energy resource surcharges, quarterly public utility
commission fees, and penalties on public utility commission fees are unlikely to change
much. Environmental and hazardous waste fees and oil and gas lease revenues will likely
decrease, but these revenues are small.
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Abstract

20

This study presents a pathway for Washington State to convert 100% of its all-purpose (for

21

electricity, transportation, heating/cooling, industry) energy infrastructure to one derived

1

22

entirely from wind, water, and sunlight (WWS) generating electricity and electrolytic

23

hydrogen while maintaining jobs and low energy prices. Washington State’s WWS

24

resources are first evaluated, then a mix of WWS generators is proposed that could match

25

projected 2050 electric power demand after all sectors have been electrified. The plan

26

contemplates all new energy powered with WWS by 2020, 80-85% of existing energy

27

replaced by 2030, and 100% replaced by 2050. Electrification plus modest efficiency

28

measures would reduce Washington State’s end-use power demand by ~40%, with ~86% of

29

that due to electrification, and stabilize energy prices since WWS fuel costs are zero. This

30

all-purpose 2050 end-use demand could be met, in one scenario, with ~35% onshore and

31

~13%

32

commercial/government PV, ~0.7% geothermal, ~0.5% wave, ~0.3% tidal, and ~26.4%

33

hydroelectric. A range of options that may allow generation to match demand is discussed.

34

Converting could create ~42,000 more 40-yr construction plus operation jobs than it costs,

35

eliminate ~840 (240-1,590) of today’s state air pollution premature mortalities/yr (thereby

36

avoiding $6.9 (2-15.9) billion/yr in health costs, representing ~2 (0.6-4.5)% of Washington

37

State’s 2012 gross domestic product), and eliminate ~$10 billion/year in 2050 global climate

38

change costs, repaying the $204 billion capital cost for the 121.8 GW in new installed

39

capacity needed within ~12 (8-17) years.
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PV,

~2.1%
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44

1. Introduction

45

This paper presents a roadmap and timeline to convert Washington State’s all-purpose

46

(electricity, transportation, heating/cooling, and industry) energy infrastructure to one

47

powered by wind, water, and sunlight (WWS). Existing energy plans in Washington State

48

are largely embodied in the 2012 Washington State Energy Strategy and Biennial Energy

49

Reports (Washington State Department of Commerce, 2014). Both address the need to

50

reduce greenhouse gas emissions, keep energy prices low, and foster jobs. However, the

51

goals are limited to emission reductions based on a 2008 state law that requires reducing

52

statewide greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, 25% below 1990 levels by

53

2035, and 50% below 1990 levels by 2050. The plan proposed here outlines not only how

54

these goals can be reached but also how much more aggressive goals, namely eliminating

55

80-85% of present-day greenhouse gas and air pollutant emissions by 2030 and 100% by

56

2050 can be reached while growing the number of jobs and stabilizing energy prices.

57

The plan proposed here is similar in outline to ones recently developed for New

58

York State and California (Jacobson et al., 2013; 2014a). All three plans build on world and

59

U.S. plans developed by Jacobson and Delucchi (2009, 2011) and Delucchi and Jacobson

60

(2011). However, the estimates of energy demand, potential supply, and proposed policy

61

measures here are developed specifically for Washington State, which has greater installed

62

hydroelectric power and thus more built-in storage for matching power supply with demand

63

than do the other two states. The Washington State analysis also includes originally-derived

64

(1) computer-simulated resource analyses for both wind and solar, (2) air-pollution mortality

65

calculations considering air quality data at all air quality monitoring stations in the state, (3)

66

estimates of cost reductions associated with avoided air pollution mortality and morbidity,
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67

(4) potential job creation versus loss numbers for the state, (5) estimates of the future cost of

68

energy and of avoided global-warming costs, (6) and a state WWS supply breakdown based

69

on 2050 energy demand. It further provides a transition timeline and develops Washington-

70

State-relevant policy measures.

71
72

2. How the Technologies Were Chosen

73

The WWS energy technologies chosen for Washington State are existing technologies

74

ranked the highest among several proposed energy options for addressing pollution, public

75

health, global warming, and energy security (Jacobson, 2009). That study concluded that,

76

for electricity, wind, concentrated solar power (CSP), geothermal, solar photovoltaics (PV),

77

tidal, wave, and hydroelectric power, all WWS technologies, might be the best overall

78

options. For transportation, battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles

79

(HFCVs), where the hydrogen is produced by electrolysis from WWS electricity were

80

ranked the highest. BEVs with fast charging or battery swapping would power long-

81

distance, light-duty transportation (e.g., Mai et al., 2013). Heavy-duty transportation would

82

be carried out by BEV-HFCV hybrids. Heating/cooling would be powered primarily by

83

electric heat pumps (ground-, air-, or water-source) with some electric-resistance heating.

84

High-temperature industrial processes would be powered by electricity and combusted

85

electrolytic hydrogen.

86

Hydrogen fuel cells would be used only for transportation, not for electric power

87

generation due to the inefficiency of that application for HFCVs. Although electrolytic

88

hydrogen for transportation is less efficient and more costly than is electricity for BEVs,

89

some segments of transportation may benefit from the use of hydrogen fuel cells (e.g., ships,
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90

aircraft, long-distance freight). This plan also includes energy efficiency measures but not

91

nuclear power, coal with carbon capture, liquid or solid biofuels, or natural gas for the

92

reasons discussed in Jacobson and Delucchi (2011) and Jacobson et al. (2013).

93
94

3. Changes in Washington State Power Demand Upon Conversion to WWS

95

Table 1 summarizes estimated Washington State end-use power demand in 2010, 2030, and

96

2050 during a conversion to a 100% WWS infrastructure (zero fossil fuels, biofuels, or

97

nuclear fuels). All end uses that feasibly could be electrified were assumed to use WWS

98

power directly, and remaining end uses (some heating, high-temperature industrial

99

processes, and some transportation) were assumed to use WWS power indirectly in the form

100

of electrolytic hydrogen (hydrogen produced by splitting water with WWS electricity).

101

Under these assumptions, electricity requirements will increase, but the use of oil and gas

102

for transportation and heating/cooling will decrease to zero. Further, the increase in

103

electricity use will be much smaller than is the decrease in energy embodied in fossil fuels

104

because of the high efficiency of electricity for heating and electric motors. As a result, end

105

use power demand will decrease significantly in a WWS world (Table 1).

106
107

Table 1. Contemporary (2010) and projected (2030, 2050) end-use power demand (TW of delivered power)

108

for all purposes by sector, for Washington State if conventional fossil-fuel and wood use continue as projected

109

(Business as Usual – BAU) or if 80% of conventional fuels are replaced with wind-water-solar (WWS)

110

technologies by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
Washington State (TW)
Sector

BAU

80% WWS

100% WWS

2010

2030

2050

2030

2050

Residential

0.0075

0.0099

0.0110

0.0086

0.0092

Commercial

0.0057

0.0075

0.0083

0.0070

0.0077
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Industrial

0.0124

0.0163

0.0182

0.0140

0.0149

Transportation

0.0205

0.0270

0.0301

0.0118

0.0090

Total

0.0460

0.0607

0.0677

0.0414

0.0408

Total reduction in power demand
Reduction due to efficiency gain from fuel switching
Reduction due to end use savings

39.8%
34.4%
5.4%

111
112

Spreadsheets to derive the table are given in Jacobson et al. (2014b), who used the method of Jacobson and

113

Delucchi (2011) with EIA (2012c) end-use demand data. The Washington State population was 6,542,000 in

114

2010 and is projected to be 8,624,800 in 2030 and 9,619,200 in 2050 (USCB, 2013), giving a projected

115

population growth of 47.0% from 2010-2050.

116
117

Table 1 indicates that the power required to satisfy all end use demand in

118

Washington State for all purposes in 2010 was ~46 GW (gigawatts, billion watts) (End-use

119

power excludes losses incurred during production and transmission of the power.) In 2010,

120

delivered electricity was about 10.3 GW of all-purpose end-use power. If Washington State

121

follows its current trajectory of fossil-fuel growth, all-purpose end-use power demand will

122

increase to ~68 GW by 2050 (Table 1). Conventional power demand in Washington State

123

will increase proportionately more in 2050 than in the U.S. as a whole because the

124

Washington State population is expected to grow by 47.0% between 2010 and 2050,

125

whereas the U.S. population is expected to grow by 29.5%.

126

Table 1 indicates that a conversion to WWS by 2050 may reduce Washington State

127

end-use power demand and the power required to meet that demand by ~39.8%. About 5.4

128

percentage points of this reduction is due to modest energy-conservation measures and

129

another relatively small portion of the reduction is due to the fact that conversion to WWS

130

reduces the need for upstream coal, oil, and gas mining and processing of fuels, such as

131

petroleum or uranium refining. The remaining and major reason for the reduction in end-use
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132

energy is that the use of electricity for heating and electric motors is more efficient than is

133

fuel combustion for the same applications. Also, the use of WWS electricity to produce

134

hydrogen for fuel cell vehicles, while less efficient than the use of WWS electricity to run

135

BEVs, is more efficient and cleaner than is burning liquid fossil fuels for vehicles (Jacobson

136

et al., 2005). Combusting electrolytic hydrogen is slightly less efficient but cleaner than is

137

combusting fossil fuels for direct heating, and this is accounted for in Table 1.

138

A number of studies have estimated that efficiency measures can reduce energy use

139

in non-transportation sectors by 20 to 30% or more (McKinsey and Co., 2009; Siddiqui,

140

2009; Farese, 2012; Kavalec et al., 2012; CEC, 2012). Further, Washington State’s per

141

capita electric power demand in 2010 was about twice that of California (13.6 MWh/person

142

versus 6.7 MWh/person in California) (CEC, 2013). Part of higher per capita electricity use

143

in Washington State is because its residents pay a lower price for residential electric power

144

(8.87 ¢/kWh in July, 2013) than do California residents (16.71 ¢/kWh) (EIA, 2013b). Thus,

145

efficiency in Washington State could theoretically reduce electric power demand by much

146

more than the ~5.4% assumed in Table 1. However, that efficiency improvement is assumed

147

in order to be conservative. If the actual demand reduction achieved >5.4%, then meeting

148

Washington State’s 2050 demand with 100% WWS will be easier than discussed here.

149
150

4. Numbers of Electric Power Generators Needed and Land-Use Implications

151

How many WWS power plants or devices are needed to power Washington State for all

152

purposes assuming end use power requirements in Table 1 and accounting for electrical

153

transmission and distribution losses? Table 2 provides one of several possible future

154

scenarios for 2050. The mix of generators in Table 2 is just one option. In the Table 2
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155

scenario, the power is supplied by 35% onshore and 13% offshore wind, 18.1% utility-scale

156

PV, 4% residential PV, 2.1% commercial/government PV, 0.7% geothermal, 0.5% wave,

157

0.3% tidal, and 26.4% hydroelectric. This plan proposes no concentrated solar power (CSP)

158

installed in Washington State, as it will be more efficient to install it in states with more

159

direct solar radiation exposure.

160
161

Table 2. Number, capacity, footprint area, and spacing area of WWS power plants or devices needed to

162

provide Washington State’s total annually-averaged end-use power demand for all purposes in 2050,

163

accounting for transmission, distribution, and array losses. Jacobson et al. (2014b) contain the spreadsheet

164

derivations of this table.

Energy
Technology
Onshore wind
Offshore wind
Wave device
Geothermal plant
Hydroelectric plant
Tidal turbine
Res. roof PV
Com/gov roof PV
Solar PV plant
Total
Total new land

Rated
power of
one plant
or device
(MW)

Percent of
2050 power
demand met
by
plant/device

5
5
0.75
100
1300
1
0.005
0.1
50

35.0
13.0
0.5
0.7
26.4
0.3
4.0
2.1
18.1
100.0

Nameplate
capacity of
existing
plus new
plants or
devices
(MW)
45,077
13,136
963
309
21,506
524
13,918
6,969
43,754
146,176

Percent of
nameplate
capacity
already
installed
2013
6.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
0.06
0.06
0.01
16.7

Number of
new plants or
devices
needed for
state

Percent of
state land area
for footprint
of new plants /
devices

Percent of
state land area
for spacing of
new plants /
devices

8,454
2,627
1,285
3.1
0
524
2,782,000
69,847
875

0.00006
0.00002
0.00039
0.00062
0
0.00009
0.0604
0.0303
0.190
0.28
0.19

2.18
0.678
0.0186
0.0
0.0
0.0011
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.88
2.18

165

The number of devices is the Washington State end use power demand in 2050 from Table 1 multiplied by the

166

fraction of power from the source and divided by the annual power output from each device, which equals the

167

rated power multiplied by the annual capacity factor of the device and accounting for transmission and

168

distribution losses. Transmission and distribution losses for onshore wind are assumed to range from 5-15%;

169

those for offshore and all other energy sources are assumed to be 5-10% due to the proximity of offshore to

170

load centers. The capacity factor is determined for each device as in Jacobson et al. (2014b). The existing

171

average capacity factor of Washington State wind is 0.28. Assuming a 15% growth in capacity factor between

172

2014 and 2050 due to improvements in turbine efficiency and better siting of turbines gives a land-based

173

capacity factor of ~0.322. Onshore wind turbines in 2050 are assumed to have this capacity factor, which

174

corresponds to a mean annual wind speed of 7.32 m/s for the 5-MW turbine with 126-m diameter rotor
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175

assumed. Offshore Washington State turbine wind speeds are assumed to be 8.5 m/s (Dvorak et al., 2010),

176

giving a mean capacity factor of 0.425, respectively, for the assumed turbine. Footprint and spacing areas are

177

calculated from the spreadsheets in Jacobson et al. (2014b). Footprint is the area on the top surface of soil

178

covered by an energy technology, thus does not include underground structures.

179

a

180

b

181

c

Total Washington State end-use power demand in 2050 is estimated as 40.8 GW (Table 1) using 100% WWS
2

Total Washington State land area is 172,350 km .

The increase in hydroelectric capacity proposed by this plan without increasing installed capacity will be

182
183

accomplished by increasing the capacity factor in Washington State hydro to 50%, as described in the text.
c

The solar PV panels used for this calculation are Sun Power E20 panels. The capacity factors used for

184

residential and commercial/government rooftop solar production estimates were assumed to be between

185

11% and 15%, which is at the low end of estimated capacity factors of 16-30% for Northwest U.S. solar

186

(Renewable Northwest Project, 2013).

187

d

For utility solar PV plants, nominal “spacing” between panels is included in the plant footprint area. The

188
189

capacity factors assumed for utility PV were assumed to be between 16.4% and 17.3%.
e

The footprint area requiring new land is equal to the footprint area for new onshore wind, geothermal,

190

hydroelectric, and utility solar PV. Offshore wind, wave and tidal are in water, and so do not require new

191

land. The footprint area for rooftop solar PV does not entail new land because the rooftops already exist

192

and are not used for other purposes (that might be displaced by rooftop PV).

193

f

194

rooftops, or do not use additional land for spacing. Note that the spacing area for onshore wind can be used for

195

multiple purposes, such as open space, agriculture, grazing, etc.

Only onshore wind entails new land for spacing area. The other energy sources either are in water or on

196
197

Rooftop PV is divided into residential (5-kW systems on average) and

198

commercial/government (100-kW systems on average). Rooftop PV can be placed on the

199

existing rooftops or on elevated canopies above parking lots, highways, and structures

200

without taking up additional undeveloped land. Utility-operated PV power plants are sized,
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201

on average, relatively small (50 MW) to allow them to be placed optimally in available

202

locations.

203

Hydroelectric (26.4%), solar (24.2%), and wind (48%) are the largest generators of

204

end-use electric power under this plan. The ratio of wind to solar end-use power is 1.98:1.

205

All three are needed in combination to ensure the reliability of the grid. The installed

206

capacity of hydroelectric is assumed to remain fixed between 2010 and 2050. However,

207

hydroelectric dams are assumed to run more efficiently for producing peaking power, thus

208

the capacity factor of dams is assumed to increase. Wind is currently less expensive than

209

solar, particularly under Washington State solar conditions, and is therefore proposed to

210

play a larger role than solar.

211

Since a portion of wind and all wave and tidal power will be offshore under the plan,

212

some transmission will be under water and out of sight. Transmission for new onshore wind,

213

solar power plants, and geothermal power plants will be along existing pathways but with

214

enhanced lines to the greatest extent possible, minimizing zoning issues. To the extent

215

existing pathways need to be expanded or new transmission pathways are required, they will

216

be governed by existing regulatory guidelines.

217

Figure 1 shows the additional footprint and spacing areas from Table 2 required in

218

Washington State to replace the entire all-purpose energy infrastructure with WWS in 2050.

219

Footprint area is the physical area on the ground needed for each energy device. Spacing

220

area is the area between some devices, such as wind, tidal, and wave power, needed, for

221

example, to minimize interference of the wake of one turbine with downwind turbines.

222
223

Figure 1. Additional spacing and footprint areas required, from Table 2, to repower Washington State for all

224

purposes in 2050. The dots do not indicate the actual location of energy farms. For wind, the small red dot in
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225

the middle is footprint on the ground (not to scale) and the green or blue is space between turbines. For others,

226

footprint and spacing are the same. For rooftop PV, the dot represents the rooftop area needed.
Residential and
Commercial Rooftop PV:
0.09% of WA

Additional area to power 100% of
WA for all purposes by 2050

Wave & Tidal:
0.02% of WA

Offshore Wind Spacing:
0.68% of WA (blue is
open space)
Geothermal:
0.0006% of WA

Onshore Wind
Spacing: 2.18% of WA
(Green is open space)
Solar PV plants
0.19%

227
228
229

Table 2 indicates that the total new land footprint required for this plan is about

230

0.19% of Washington State’s land area, almost all for solar PV power plants (rooftop solar

231

does not take up new land). This does not account for the footprint reduced from eliminating

232

the current energy infrastructure, including footprint required for mining, transporting, and

233

refining fossil fuels and uranium and for growing, transporting, and refining biofuels.

234

The present plan requires a spacing area equivalent to ~2.18% of Washington States’

235

land area for onshore wind turbines. The footprint associated with the spacing is trivial, and

236

the spacing area can be used for multiple purposes, such as agricultural land, grazing land,
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237

or open space. Landowners can thus derive income not only from the wind turbines on the

238

land but also from farming around the turbines.

239

	
  

240

5. Resource Availability

241

Washington State has more wind, solar, geothermal, and hydroelectric resources than is

242

needed to supply the state’s energy for all purposes in 2050. In this section, wind, solar,

243

geothermal, and hydroelectric resources are examined.

244
245

5.A. Wind

246

Figure 2 shows 3-D computer model estimates, derived for this study, of Washington State’s

247

annual capacity factor of onshore and offshore wind turbines. The calculations were

248

performed assuming RePower 5 MW turbines with 126-m rotor diameters (D). Model

249

results were obtained for a hub height of 100-m above the topographical surface. Spacing

250

areas between turbines were 4Dx7D for onshore wind and 5Dx10D for offshore wind.

251

Results suggest that Washington State’s onshore wind potential at 100 m hub height in

252

locations with capacity factor > 30% may be ~663 GW of installed capacity, or 1,860

253

TWh/yr of delivered energy. This exceeds the installed capacity of 45 GW needed to

254

provide 35% of Washington State’s 2050 all-purpose power from onshore wind (Table 2).

255
256

Figure 2. Modeled 2006 annually averaged capacity factor for a 5 MW RePower wind turbine (126-m

257

diameter rotor) at 100-m hub height above the topographical surface in Washington State. Results at 100 m

258

above topography from two models were merged into the same figure. For onshore wind, the model used was

259

GATOR-GCMOM (Jacobson, 2010), which was nested for one year from the global to regional scale with

260

resolution on the regional scale of 0.6 degrees W-E x 0.5 degrees S-N. For offshore winds out to 400-m depth,
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261

the NCAR Weather Research Forecast (WRF) model was used at 5 km x 5 km resolution for a 2-year period

262

(M. Dvorak, personal communication).

263
264
265

Washington State’s offshore wind resources were found to support 3.4 GW, 3.7 GW,

266

and 53.3 GW of installed capacity in water depths of <30 m, 30-50 m, and 50-400 m depths,

267

respectively (Figure 2). Averaged over the year, the total installed capacity potential was

268

thus 60.5 GW, which far exceeds the proposed offshore installed wind power needed in

269

Table 2 of 13.1 GW (2,627 turbines x 5 MW each).

270

Offshore wind turbine type depends on depth. For <30 m depth, the range for current

271

offshore wind turbines, standard monopole or gravity base foundation would be used. For

272

30-50m depth, a tripod or jacket foundation would be used. For depth >50 m, floating

273

offshore platforms would be needed. While no commercial floating offshore turbine has

274

been installed, several full-scale prototype designs are in operation. For example, Statoil

275

Hywind’s spar buoy design is a floating 2.3 MW turbine that has been in continuous

276

operation in the rough seas off the coast of Norway since 2009.
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277
278

Figure 3. Modeled 2013 annual downward direct plus diffuse solar radiation at the surface (kWh/m2/day)

279

available to photovoltaics in Washington State and neighboring states. The model used was GATOR-GCMOM

280

(Jacobson, 2010), which simulates clouds, aerosols gases, weather, radiation fields, and variations in surface

281

albedo over time. The model was nested from the global to regional scale with resolution on the regional scale

282

relatively coarse (0.6 deg. W-E x 0.5 deg. S-N). Table 2 gives the number of solar devices and areas required

283

to power a portion of Washington State.

284
285
286

5.B. Solar

287

The best solar resources in Washington State are in the south-central part followed by the

288

southeastern part of the state. Figure 3 shows an average solar insolation of 3.4-4.5

289

kWh/m2/day in the state, relatively consistent with previous analyses (e.g., Washington State

290

Department of Ecology, 2007). Based on Table 2, only 0.19% of the state’s footprint, all for
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291

solar PV power plants, would be needed in addition to solar on existing and future rooftops,

292

for solar to provide 24.2% of the state’s power requirements.

293
294

5.C. Geothermal

295

The present roadmap calls for geothermal to supply 290 MW of end-use power in 2050 to

296

Washington State. The geothermal resource in Washington State is significant but not

297

currently used although 100 MW of capacity is being developed near Mount Baker and

298

leases for exploring 300 MW have been issued (GES, 2013). Washington State has 23 MW

299

of identified end-use power from geothermal, 300 MW of undiscovered end-use power from

300

geothermal, and 6,500 MW of enhanced recovery end-use power (USGS, 2008). About 50–

301

600 MW of geothermal potential exists in the Columbia River basin, with an estimated 941

302

wells in the Mount Adams, Wind River, and Mount Baker areas (Fleischmann, 2007). Some

303

of this can be used for heating and some for electricity. These areas provide good low to

304

high temperatures of around 300°F (NREL, 2005).

305
306

5.D. Hydropower

307

In 2011, Washington State produced more electricity from hydropower than any other state,

308

accounting for ~29% of the U.S. total hydroelectric output. Hundreds of dams line the

309

Columbia and Snakes rivers that flow through Washington State. The largest is the Grand

310

Coulee Dam on the Columbia River, which is also the largest hydroelectric dam in the U.S.,

311

with a generation capacity of 6809 MW.

312

In 2010, conventional hydropower supplied 7.80 GW (68,288 GWh/yr) of delivered

313

electric power to Washington State, representing 69.5% of the state’s electric power demand

314

that year (EIA, 2012d). The installed conventional hydroelectric capacity was 21,181 GW
15

315

(EIA, 2012d), which included large (>30 MW) and small (<30 MW) hydro, including run-

316

of-the-river hydro. Thus, the capacity factor of conventional hydro was 36.8% in 2010.

317

In addition, Washington State received an estimated 0.184 GW of delivered

318

hydroelectric power from British Columbia. Using a capacity factor of 50%, we assign

319

Canadian hydro coming to Washington State an approximate installed capacity of 0.369

320

GW. We include this as part of existing hydro capacity in Washington State in Table 2 (for a

321

total existing Washington State hydro capacity of 21.55 GW) to account for the fact that this

322

may continue to 2050, obviating the need to replace this supply in Washington State.

323

Further, Washington State had 0.314 GW of installed pumped storage in the form of

324

reservoir pairs (EIA, 2012d), where water is pumped to a higher reservoir at times of low

325

peak demand and cost and used to generate electricity at times of high peak demand.

326

Pumped storage uses slightly more electricity than it generates, so it is not a “source” of

327

electric power; instead it allows peak power demand to be met reliably and cost-effectively,

328

which will be important in a 100% WWS world.

329

Under the plan proposed here, conventional hydro will supply 10.8 GW of delivered

330

power, or 26.4% (Table 2) of Washington State’s 2050 total end-use power demand for all

331

purposes. Thus, 2010 Washington State plus Canadian delivered hydropower (8.0 GW)

332

already provides 74% of Washington State’s 2050 delivered hydropower power goal. The

333

plan here calls for no new hydroelectric power installation (Table 2). Thus, the additional

334

2.8 GW of delivered hydro (10.8-8.0 GW) would be obtained by increasing the capacity

335

factor of existing dams in Washington State to 50%, since current hydro provides much less

336

than its maximum capacity due to an oversupply of energy available from other sources and

337

multiple priorities affecting water use.
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338
339

5.E. Tidal Power

340

Tidal (or ocean current) is proposed to comprise ~0.3% (122 MW) of Washington State’s

341

total end-use power in 2050 (Table 2). This would require an installed capacity for tidal

342

power of 524 MW. Washington State currently has the potential to generate 683 MW from

343

tides in the Columbia River, Willapa Bay, Gray’s Harbor and Admiralty Inlet Entrance

344

regions.

345
346

5.F. Wave Power

347

Wave power is also proposed to comprise 0.5%, or about 204 MW, of Washington State’s

348

total end-use power demand in 2050 (Table 2). Washington State has a potential of 8.2 GW

349

(72 TWh) (EPRI, 2011) of wave power along the inner continental shelf, more than ten

350

times the delivered power needed under this plan.

351
352

6. Matching Electric Power Supply with Demand

353

Several methods exist to match renewable energy supply with demand and to smooth out the

354

variability of WWS resources. These are discussed in detail in Jacobson et al. (2011; 2013;

355

2014) so are only summarized briefly here for Washington State. The methods include (A)

356

combining geographically-dispersed WWS resources as a bundled set of resources rather

357

than as separate resources and using stored hydroelectric to fill in remaining gaps; (B) using

358

demand-response grid management to shift times of demand to match better with the timing

359

of WWS power supply; (C) over-sizing WWS peak generation capacity to minimize the

360

times when available WWS power is less than demand and to provide power to produce heat
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361

for water and air and hydrogen for transportation and heating when WWS power exceeds

362

demand instead of curtailing; (D) integrating weather forecasts into system operation to

363

reduce reserve requirements; (E) storing energy in thermal storage media, batteries, soil, or

364

other storage media; and (F) storing energy in electric-vehicle batteries for later extraction

365

(vehicle-to-grid).

366

With respect to (A), this study does not include modeling of the reliability of an

367

optimized future Washington State grid, but Hart and Jacobson (2011) used a stochastic

368

optimization model of system operation combined with a deterministic renewable portfolio-

369

planning module to simulate the impact of a 100% WWS penetration for California every

370

hour of 2005 and 2006. They assumed near-current hydroelectric and geothermal but

371

increased geographically dispersed time-dependent wind, solar PV, and CSP with 3-hour

372

storage. They constrained the system to a loss of load of no more than 1 day in 10 years and

373

used both meteorological and load forecasts to reduce reserve requirements. They found

374

that, under these conditions, 99.8% of delivered electricity could be produced carbon-free

375

with WWS during 2005-2006. Similarly, Budischak et al. (2013) modeled the PJM

376

Interconnection over four years and found that up to 99.9% of delivered electricity could be

377

produced carbon-free with WWS resources. Some other studies that have examined whether

378

up to 100% penetrations of WWS resources could be used reliably to match demand include

379

Jacobson and Delucchi (2009), Mason et al. (2010), Hart and Jacobson (2012), Connolly et

380

al. (2011), Mathiesen et al. (2011), Elliston et al. (2012), NREL (2012), Rasmussen et al.

381

(2012), Arghandeh and Broadwater (2012); Arghandeh et al. (2012); and Mai et al. (2013).

382

Table 3 provides estimated costs of some storage technologies in the event storage is

383

needed in a 100% WWS world. Pumped hydroelectric storage, sodium sulfur batteries, and
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384

flywheel storage are currently cost-competitive with conventional gas-combustion turbines

385

for intra-hour energy service. Lithium ion batteries and redox flow technologies are forecast

386

to be cost-competitive by 2020.

387
388

Table 3. Approximate lifecycle cost of energy storage technologies for intra-hour energy service (2011 U.S.

389

million dollars/MW). Assessment includes capital, O&M, emissions, and fuel costs (PNNL, 2012).
Energy Storage Technology
Combustion Turbines
Pumped Hydroelectric
Sodium Sulfur
Flywheel
Lithium Ion
Redox Flow

2011
3.6
3.3
2
3.1
4
4.5

2020
3.5
3.4
1.4
1.7
2.2
3

390
391
392

Finally, storing energy for use in buildings more efficiently has the potential to

393

reduce building energy use, transmission infrastructure needs, and energy-system costs

394

further. Some methods of improving energy use and storage in buildings include (1)

395

extracting heat in the summer and cold in the winter from the air and solar devices and

396

storing it in the soil for use in the opposite season, (2) recovering heat from air conditioning

397

systems and using it to heat water or air in the same or other buildings, (3) extracting heat

398

(or cold) from the ground, air, or water with heat pumps and using it immediately to heat (or

399

cool) air or water, and (4) using solar energy to generate electricity through PV panels, to

400

recover heat from water used to cool the panels, and to heat water directly for domestic use

401

(e.g., Tolmie et al., 2012; Drake Landing, 2012).

402
403

7. Costs of Generation
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404

Table 4 presents 2013 and 2030 estimates of fully-annualized unsubsidized business

405

(private) plus externality (social) costs of electric power generation for WWS technologies

406

and non-WWS conventional fuels in Washington State. All costs, except those for

407

residential and commercial/government rooftop PV, assume 1 U.S. ¢/kWh for standard (but

408

not extra-long-distance) transmission, and exclude distribution costs. Jacobson et al. (2013)

409

derive the externality costs resulting from conventional fuel electric power generation

410

shown in Table 4. Such costs arise due to air pollution morbidity and mortality and global

411

warming damage (e.g. coastline loss, agricultural and fishery losses, human heat stress

412

mortality and increases in severe weather) caused by these fossil fuels.

413
414

Table 4. Approximate fully annualized generation and short-distance transmission costs for WWS power

415

(2013 U.S. ¢/kWh-delivered), including externality costs. Also shown are generation costs and externality

416

costs of new conventional fuels. Actual costs in Washington State will depend on how the overall system

417

design is optimized as well as how energy technology costs change over time.
Energy Technology
Wind Onshore
Wind Offshore
Wave
Geothermal
Hydroelectric
CSP
Solar Crystalline PV (Utility)
Solar PV (Commercial Rooftop)
Solar PV (Residential Rooftop)
Tidal
Weighted average WWSg
New conventional [plus externalities]h

2013*
4a-10.5b
11.3c-16.4b
11.0-22.0a
9.9-15.2b
4.0-6.0d
13.5-17.4b
10.1-11.4b
14.9-20.4b
17.8-24.3e
11.0-22.0a
9.0 (6.9-11.1)
10.0 (9.7-10.4) [+5.3]
=15.3 (15.0-15.7)

2030*
≤4a
b
7 -10.9c
4-11a
5.5 -8.8f
4a
7 -8a
4.5-7f
6-9.8f
6.2-10f
5-7a
5.3 (4.6-5.9)
19.1 (18.4-19.8) [+5.7]
=24.8 (24.1-25.5)

418

*1 U.S. ¢/kWh for transmission was added to all technologies as in Delucchi and Jacobson (2011) except for

419

distributed generation projects (i.e. commercial and residential solar PV). The externality cost of WWS

420

technologies is <0.02 ¢/kWh (Jacobson et al., 2013).

421

a) Delucchi and Jacobson (2011)
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422
423

b) Lazard (2013). Assumes system life of 20 years for solar PV, geothermal, onshore and offshore wind, gas,
40 years for CSP, nuclear, and coal. Assumes 8% interest for 60% of cost 40% equity at 12% cost.

424

c) Levitt et al. (2011)

425

d) REN21 (2010)

426

e) The residential PV LCOE is calculated by multiplying the Lazard (2013) commercial LCOE by the ratio of

427
428
429
430
431

the residential-to-commercial PV $/Watt ($4.72/$3.96) from SEIA (2013).
f) Calculated using the method and assumptions for “Solar PV” in Table A.1d of Delucchi and Jacobson
(2011) with adjustments as explained in the Supplemental Information of Jacobson et al. (2014b).
g) Weighted-average WWS cost combines the 2050 distribution of WWS generators from Table 2 with the
2013 or 2030 costs of energy in the present table to give 2013 or 2030 costs assuming a 2050 WWS mix.

432

h) The delivered business (private) plus externality (social) cost of non-WWS conventional fuels for electricity

433

generation in 2013 was derived as follows. Lazard (2013) estimates the 2013 levelized cost of energy

434

(LCOE) for nuclear, coal, and natural gas as 10.4, 10.5, and 7.5 U.S. ¢/kWh, respectively. EIA (2012b)

435

similarly estimates the 2015 LCOEs for these generators as 111.4, 97.7, and 66.1 ¢/kWh, respectively.

436

Summing the product of the 2013 electric power generation (TWh) from nuclear, coal, and gas and the

437

minimum of the Lazard (2013) and EIA (2012b) LCOEs for each respective generator, over all generators,

438

then dividing the result by the sum of state power produced by the generators and adding 1 ¢/kWh for

439

transmission gives the low estimate of 2013 private conventional generation LCOE. The same approach as

440

taken to calculate the high value. Assuming the 3.85% increase in Washington electricity price from 2000

441

to 2012 (EIA, 2012a) continues between 2013 and 2030 gives the 2030 private conventional fuel LCOE.

442

See Jacobson et al. (2013) for derivation of externality costs.

443
444

Because the cost estimates are based on current cost and trend data and do not

445

account for interactions among energy generators, end uses, or transmission and storage

446

systems (e.g., wind and solar power in combination with heat pumps and electric vehicles;

447

e.g., Mathiesen, 2009); the estimates are only a rough approximation.
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448

Table 4 indicates that 2013 costs of electricity from onshore wind and

449

hydroelectricity are similar to or less than those of typical new conventional generators even

450

when externality (social) costs of the conventional technologies are ignored.

451

Solar power presently is more expensive than is conventional power, but its costs

452

have been declining. Although Washington State receives only ~3.4-4.5 kWh/m2/day of

453

solar (Figure 3), national costs of solar PV are expected to fall to 4.5-10 cents/kWh by 2030,

454

with the low cost for utility-scale solar and the high, for residential. Thus, solar PV should

455

be competitive with other energy sources in Washington State by 2030.

456

Although current wave power-generating technologies appear to be expensive, they

457

might follow a learning curve similar to that of the wind power industry. Industry analyses

458

point toward a target annualized cost of 4-11 U.S. ¢/kWh for wave and 5-7 ¢/kWh for tidal

459

power (Asmus and Gauntlett, 2012), although a greater understanding of costs will become

460

available once systems in the field have been in operation for a few years.

461

The estimates in Table 4 include the cost of local transmission. However, many future

462

wind and solar farms may be far from population centers, requiring long-distance

463

transmission. For long-distance transmission, high-voltage direct-current (HVDC) lines are

464

used because they result in lower transmission line losses per unit distance than alternating-

465

current (AC) lines. The cost of extra-long-distance HVDC transmission on land (1200-2000

466

km) ranges from 0.3-3 U.S. cents/kWh, with a median estimate of ~1 U.S. cent/kWh

467

(Delucchi and Jacobson, 2011). A system with up to 25% undersea transmission would

468

increase the additional long-distance transmission cost by less than 20%. Transmission

469

needs and costs can be reduced by considering that decreasing transmission capacity among
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470

interconnected wind farms by 20% reduces aggregate power by only 1.6% (Archer and

471

Jacobson, 2007).

472
473

8. Air Pollution and Global Warming Damage Costs Eliminated by WWS

474

A conversion to a 100% WWS energy infrastructure in Washington State will eliminate

475

energy-related air pollution mortality and morbidity and the associated health costs in the

476

state. It will also eliminate energy-related climate change costs to the U.S. and the world.

477

This section quantifies these benefits.

478
479

8.A. Air Pollution Cost Reductions due to WWS

480

To estimate air pollution mortality and its costs in Washington State, we use a top-down

481

approach and a bottom-up approach.

482
483

The top-down approach to estimate air-pollution mortality in Washington State. The

484

premature human mortality rate in the U.S. due to cardiovascular disease, respiratory

485

disease, and complications from asthma due to air pollution has been estimated

486

conservatively by several sources to be at least 50,000-100,000 per year. In Braga et al.

487

(2000), the U.S. air pollution mortality rate was estimated as ~3% the all-cause death rate,

488

which is about 833 deaths per 100,000 people. The U.S. population in 2012 was 313.9

489

million. This suggests a present-day air pollution mortality rate in the U.S. of ~78,000/year.

490

Similarly, from Jacobson (2010), the U.S. death rate due to ozone and particulate matter was

491

calculated with a three-dimensional air pollution-weather model to be 50,000-100,000 per

492

year. These results are consistent with those from McCubbin and Delucchi (1999), who
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493

estimated 80,000 to 137,000 due to all anthropogenic air pollution in the U.S. in 1990, when

494

air pollution levels were higher than today.

495

The population of Washington State in 2012 was 6.9 million (Table 5), or 2.2% of

496

the U.S. population. A simple scaling of population to the U.S. premature mortality rate

497

from Jacobson (2010) yields 1,100-2,200 annual premature deaths in Washington State from

498

the top-down approach.

499
500

The bottom-up approach to estimate air-pollution mortality in Washington State. This

501

approach involves combining measured concentrations of particulate matter (PM2.5) and

502

ozone (O3) with a relative risk per unit concentration and with population. From these three

503

pieces of information, estimates of mortality due to PM2.5 and O3 pollution can be calculated

504

with a health-effects equation (e.g., Jacobson, 2010).

505

Table 5 shows the resulting bottom-up low, medium, and high estimates of

506

premature mortality in Washington State due to PM2.5 and ozone for 2010-2012. The values

507

for the state as a whole were ~720 (180-1420) premature mortalities/yr for PM2.5 and ~120

508

(60-180) premature mortalities/yr for O3, giving a total of ~840 (240-1590) premature

509

mortalities/year for PM2.5 plus O3. The top-down estimate (1,100-2,200), determined by

510

scaling the U.S. air pollution premature mortality rate by Washington State population,

511

overlaps but is higher than this range because the top-down approach does not account for

512

the lesser severity of air pollution in Washington State cities per capita than in average U.S.

513

cities.

514
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515

Table 5. Washington State county 2010-2012 annually-averaged, daily-averaged PM2.5 concentration;

516

maximum 8-hour ozone level over the three-year period in the county; 2012 population; and resulting annual

517

number of premature mortalities during 2010-2012.

518
County

PM2.5

O3

(µg/m3)

(ppbv)

Population
(2012)

Annual Premature Mortalities from PM2.5 and Ozone
Low
Estimate

Adams
Asotin
Benton
Chelan
Clallam
Clark
Columbia
Cowlitz
Douglas
Ferry
Franklin
Garfield
Grant
Grays
Harbor
Island
Jefferson
King
Kitsap
Klickitat
Kittitas
Lewis
Lincoln
Mason
Okanogan
Pacific
Pend Oreille
Pierce
San Juan
Skagit
Skamania
Snohomish
Spokane
Stevens
Thurston
Wahkiakum
Walla Walla

Medium
Estimate

High
Estimate

PM2.5

O3

PM2.5

O3

PM2.5

O3

5.0
7.9
6.1
9.6
6.6
7.4
5.2
4.9
n/a
n/a
5.6
n/a
6.0

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
36.3
33.4
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

19,005
21,888
182,398
73,687
71,863
438,287
3,995
101,996
39,350
7,705
85,845
2,228
91,723

0.3
0.6
3.4
3.4
1.4
11.8
0.1
1.4
0.4
0.1
1.4
0.02
1.7

0.1
0.1
0.6
0.2
0.6
3.1
0.01
0.3
0.1
0.02
0.3
0.01
0.3

1.0
2.5
13.4
12.9
5.7
46.5
0.2
5.4
1.5
0.3
5.4
0.1
6.6

0.1
0.1
1.1
0.5
1.3
6.3
0.02
0.6
0.2
0.05
0.5
0.01
0.6

2.0
4.9
26.5
24.5
11.3
91.0
0.4
10.7
3.0
0.6
10.7
0.2
12.9

0.2
0.2
1.7
0.7
1.9
9.4
0.04
0.9
0.4
0.1
0.8
0.02
0.8

4.0

n/a

71,692

0.7

0.2

2.9

0.4

5.7

0.7

n/a
5.0
8.9
6.5
5.7
7.9
5.6
n/a
7.3
9.4
n/a
4.2
7.7
n/a
4.4
n/a
7.2
8.4
8.8
5.8
n/a
5.9

n/a
n/a
35.6
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
40.3
n/a
28.1
n/a
n/a
43.7
n/a
34.9
n/a
n/a

79,177
29,854
2,007,440
254,991
20,699
41,672
75,621
10,437
60,832
41,275
20,575
12,980
811,681
15,824
118,222
11,187
733,036
475,735
43,538
258,332
3,993
59,404

0.8
0.4
62.7
5.6
0.4
1.4
1.1
0.1
1.5
1.6
0.2
0.2
24.2
0.2
1.2
0.1
20.2
13.9
1.5
5.1
0.04
1.1

0.2
0.1
22.7
0.8
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.03
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.04
11.7
0.05
0.4
0.03
2.2
9.7
0.1
2.2
0.01
0.2

3.1
1.4
248.2
22.1
1.5
5.6
4.5
0.4
5.8
6.5
0.8
0.6
95.0
0.6
4.6
0.4
79.3
54.8
6.1
20.0
0.2
4.4

0.5
0.2
45.3
1.6
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.1
23.4
0.1
0.7
0.1
4.5
19.3
0.3
4.4
0.02
0.4

6.1
2.8
489.0
43.5
2.9
10.6
8.8
0.8
11.4
12.6
1.6
1.2
185.4
1.2
9.1
0.9
155.1
107.8
12.0
39.3
0.3
8.6

0.7
0.3
67.8
2.3
0.2
0.4
0.7
0.1
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.1
35.1
0.1
1.1
0.1
6.7
29.0
0.4
6.6
0.04
0.5
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Whatcom
Whitman
Yakima
TOTAL

519

5.2
30.4
205,262
2.6
0.6
10.5
1.3
5.5
n/a
46,606
0.8
0.1
3.0
0.3
9.0
n/a
246,977
9.8
0.8
38.2
1.5
--6,897,012
183
59
722
117
Total PM2.5 + O3
242
839
Premature mortality due to ozone exposure was estimated on the basis of the 8-hr maximum

20.7
1.9
5.8
0.4
74.4
2.3
1,416
176
1,592
ozone each day

520

over the period 2010-2012 (CARB, 2012). Relative risks and the ozone-health-risk equation were as in

521

Jacobson (2010). The low ambient concentration threshold for ozone premature mortality was assumed to be

522

35 ppbv (Jacobson, 2010 and reference therein). Mortality due to PM2.5 exposure was estimated on the basis of

523

daily-averaged PM2.5 over the period 2010-2012 (CARB, 2012) and the relative risks for long-term health

524

impacts PM2.5 (Pope et al., 2002) applied to all ages as in Lepeule et al. (2012) rather than those over 30 years

525

old as in Pope et al. (2002). The threshold for PM2.5 was zero but concentrations below 8 µg/m3 were down-

526

weighted by a factor of four as in Jacobson (2010). For each county in the state, mortality rates were averaged

527

over the three-year period for each station to determine the station with the maximum average mortality rate.

528

Daily air quality data from that station were then used with the 2012 county population and the relative risk in

529

the health effects equation to determine the premature mortality in the county. For the PM2.5 calculations, data

530

were not available for 3% of the population and for the ozone calculations, data were not available for 36% of

531

the population. For these populations, mortality rates were set equal to the minimum county mortality rate

532

within the state, as determined per the method specified above. In cases where 2012 data were unavailable,

533

data from 2013 were used instead. PM2.5 and ozone concentrations shown in the table above reflect the three-

534

year average concentrations at the representative station(s) within each county. Since mortality rates were first

535

calculated for each monitoring site in a county and then averaged over each station in the county, these average

536

concentrations cannot directly be used to reproduce each county’s mortality rate. In cases where “n/a” is

537

shown, data within that county were not available (and the minimum county mortality rate within the state was

538

used in these cases, as specified above).

539
540

Mortality and Nonmortality costs of air pollution. In general, the value of life is determined

541

by economists based on what people are willing to pay to avoid health risks (Roman et al.,

542

2012). USEPA (2006) and Levy et al. (2010) provided a central estimate for the statistical
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543

value of a human life at $7.7 million in 2007 dollars (based on 2000 GDP). Other costs due

544

to air pollution include increased illness (morbidity from chronic bronchitis, heart disease,

545

and asthma), hospitalizations, emergency-room visits, lost school days, lost work days,

546

visibility degradation, agricultural and forest damage, materials damage, and ecological

547

damage. USEPA (2011) estimates that these non-mortality-related costs comprise an

548

additional ~7% of the mortality-related costs. These are broken down into morbidity (3.8%),

549

recreational plus residential visibility loss (2.8%), agricultural plus forest productivity loss

550

(0.45%), and materials plus ecological loss (residual) costs. McCubbin and Delucchi’s

551

(1999) found that the morbidity cost of air pollution (mainly chronic illness from exposure

552

to particulate matter) might be 25% to 30% of the mortality costs. Delucchi and McCubbin

553

(2011) summarize studies that indicate that the cost of visibility and agriculture damages

554

from motor-vehicle air pollution in the U.S. is at least 15% of the cost of health damages

555

(including morbidity damages) from motor-vehicle air pollution. Thus, the total cost of air

556

pollution, including morbidity and non-health damages, is at least ~$8.2 million/mortality,

557

and probably over $10 million/mortality.

558

Given this information, the total social cost due to air pollution mortality, morbidity,

559

lost productivity, and visibility degradation in Washington State today is conservatively

560

estimated from the 840 (240-1590) premature mortalities/yr to be $6.9 (2-15.9) billion/yr

561

(using an average of $8.2 million/mortality for the low and medium numbers of mortalities

562

and $10 million/mortality for the high number). Eliminating these costs today represents a

563

savings equivalent to ~2 (0.6-4.5)% of Washington State’s gross 2012 domestic product of

564

$351 billion. If existing state policies to reduce future air pollution emissions do indeed

565

result in pollution reductions, such policies would be additive to the first-step proposed
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566

polices to implement WWS in Section 12. While such policies may result in emission

567

reductions per source, the number of sources is increasing, pollution is being emitted over

568

larger areas as population spreads, international transport of air pollution is increasing, and a

569

warmer climate is exacerbating remaining pollution, so it is not clear whether existing

570

policies will indeed reduce future Washington State pollution mortalities notably.

571
572

8.B. Global-Warming Damage Costs Eliminated by 100% WWS in Washington State

573

CLI (2009, 2010) suggests Washington State may suffer ~$9.5 billion/yr in climate damage

574

by 2020, $16 billion/yr by 2040, and $28.8 billion/yr by 2080 under a business-as-usual

575

scenario. However, such damage is due to local plus global emissions. This section provides

576

an estimate of the U.S. and global climate damage due to Washington State emissions alone,

577

which a 100% WWS system in Washington State would eliminate.

578

One method of estimating the future climate cost of greenhouse gas emissions is to

579

multiply CO2 or CO2-equivalent emissions by the social cost of carbon (SCC). Table 6 does

580

this to estimate “low” and “best-guess” costs of total and energy-related greenhouse gas

581

emissions in Washington State in 2020 under a business-as-usual scenario. The “best guess”

582

global warming damage due to all and energy-related projected greenhouse gas emissions in

583

Washington State could be ~$9.4 billion/yr and ~8.4 billion/yr, respectively, in 2020.

584
585

Table 6. 2020 global warming costs ($billion/yr) due to Washington State’s own carbon dioxide emissions,

586

estimated by multiplying 2020 projected business-as-usual carbon dioxide equivalent emissions in Washington

587

State by the SCC – Damages resulting from sectoral emissions.
Washington State Emission Sector Low-Estimate Best-Guess
Electricity (net consumption)

0.31

1.66
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Residential/ commercial/ industrial

0.36

1.89

Transportation

0.76

4.04

Fossil fuel industry

0.01

0.06

Industrial processes

0.13

0.70

Waste management

0.09

0.47

Agriculture

0.10

0.54

Total cost all emission sectors

1.77

9.36

Total cost, energy-related sectors

1.58

8.35

588

Note: Global warming costs are equal to CO2-equivalent emissions in each sector in 2020 (Washington State

589

Department of Ecology, 2010) multiplied by a “low” or “best-guess” estimate of the SCC. Krewitt and

590

Schlomann (2006) recommend USD2005 $17/metric-tonne-CO2 as a lower-limit SCC benchmark value for

591

global decision-making. The IPCC SRREN (Fischedick et al, 2011) report gives $90/tonne-CO2 as a “best

592

guess” estimate of the SCC. Energy-related sectors exclude Waste Management and Agriculture.

593
594

An alternative calculation yields a similar result. Ackerman et al. (2008) estimated

595

global-warming damage costs (in 2006 U.S. dollars) to the U.S. alone of $271 billion/yr by

596

2025, $506 billion/yr by 2050, $961 billion/yr by 2075, and $1.9 trillion/yr by 2100. That

597

analysis accounted for severe-storm and hurricane damage, real estate loss, energy-sector

598

costs, and water costs. The largest of these costs was water costs. It did not account for

599

increases in mortality and illness due to increased heat stress, influenza, malaria, and air

600

pollution or increases in forest-fire incidence, and as a result it probably underestimated the

601

true cost.

602

In 2010, Washington State contributed to 1.36% of U.S. and 0.23% of world CO2

603

emissions (EIA, 2011). Since the global warming damage cost to the U.S. is caused by

604

emissions from all states and countries worldwide, Washington State’s contribution to U.S.

605

damages is found by multiplying the cost of global warming to the U.S. by Washington

606

State’s fraction of global CO2 emissions and the fraction of total CO2 emissions that are
29

607

energy-related (~0.85). The resulting costs to the U.S. of Washington State’s energy-related

608

emissions are ~$0.53 billion/yr by 2025, ~$0.99 billion/yr by 2050, ~$1.9 billion/yr by

609

2075, and ~$3.7 billion/yr by 2100. Anthoff et al. (2011) estimated that climate damages to

610

the world are at least an order of magnitude higher than are damages to the U.S. alone. Thus,

611

worldwide global warming damages from Washington State energy-related emissions might

612

be ~$5.3 billion/yr in 2025 (which compares with $8.4 billion/yr in 2020 from Table 6) and

613

$10 billion/yr by 2050.

614

In sum, converting to WWS could avoid ~$6.9 (2-15.9) billion/yr in air pollution

615

health costs to Washington State, ~$1 billion/yr in global-warming damage costs to the U.S.,

616

and ~$10 billion/yr in global-warming damage costs worldwide by 2050. The mean installed

617

capital cost of the electric power system proposed here, weighted by the installed capacity of

618

each generator, is approximately $1.67 million/MW. Thus, for a nameplate capacity

619

summed over all new generators needed of ~121.8 GW (Table 2), the total capital cost for

620

new WWS electric power generation is ~$204 billion. As such, the savings in health cost to

621

Washington State plus climate cost to the world may equal the cost of all WWS generators

622

within 12 (8-17) years.

623
624

9. Impacts of WWS on Jobs and Earnings in the Electric Power Sector.

625

This section provides estimates of the jobs and total earnings created by implementing

626

WWS-based electricity and the jobs and earnings lost in the displaced fossil-fuel electricity

627

and petroleum industries. The analysis does not include the potential job and revenue gains

628

in other affected industries such as the manufacturing of electric vehicles, fuel cells or

629

electricity storage.
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630
631

9.A. JEDI Job Creation Analysis

632

Changes in jobs and total earnings are estimated here first with the Jobs and Economic

633

Development Impact (JEDI) models (DOE, 2012). These are economic input-output models

634

programmed by default for local and state levels. They incorporate three levels of impacts:

635

1) project development and onsite labor impacts; 2) local revenue and supply chain impacts;

636

and 3) induced impacts. Jobs and revenue are reported for two phases of development: 1)

637

the construction period and 2) operating years.

638

Scenarios for wind and solar powered electricity generation were run assuming that

639

the WWS electricity sector is fully developed by 2050. Existing capacities were excluded

640

from the calculations. As construction period jobs are temporary in nature, JEDI models

641

report job creation in this stage as full-time equivalents (FTE, equal to 2,080 hours of work

642

per year). We assume for this calculation that each year from 2010 to 2050 1/40th of the

643

WWS infrastructure is built. All earnings are reported in 2010 real U.S. dollar values.

644

The JEDI models are economic input-output models that have several uncertainties

645

(e.g. Linowes, 2012). To evaluate the robustness of the models, we compared results with

646

calculations derived from an aggregation of 15 different renewable energy job creation

647

models (Wei et al., 2010). These included input/output models such as JEDI, and bottom-up

648

analytical models. The JEDI models estimated 40-year operation jobs of ~38,000 due to

649

WWS (Table 7) falls within the range of 16,000-88,000 jobs derived from the aggregation

650

of models (Table 8).

651
652

Table 7. Summary of job creation and loss and earnings during the construction phase and operations phase of

653

the WWS energy generators, assuming the new installed capacities derived from Table 2.
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New
Capacity
(MW)
42,269

4,227

$267

6,204

$524

Offshore wind

13,136

2,128

$155

7,910

$520

Wave device

963

315

$21

2,230

$149

Geothermal plant

309

67

$4

51

$5

0

0

$0

0

$0

Tidal turbine

524

150

$10

1,162

$78

Res. roof PV

13,909

19,105

$985

6,121

$352

Com/gov/ roof PV

6,985

9,842

$527

2,202

$130

43,750
121,846

35,415

$1,821

12,325

$709

71,249

$3,789

38,205

$2,466

Job or earnings loss

67,603

$4,060

Net 40-y gains WWS

+41,850

+$2,195

Utility PV plant
Total WWS

656
657

Operation period
Earnings
40-yr
(million
Jobsb
$/yr)

Onshore wind

Hydroelectric plant

654
655

Construction period
Earnings
40-yr(million
Jobsa
$/yr)

a

40-year jobs are number of full-time equivalent (FTE) 1-year (2080 hours of work per year) jobs for 40 years.
Earnings are in the form of wages, services, and supply-chain impacts. During the construction period, they

b

are the earnings during all construction. For the operation period, they are the annual earnings.

658
659

9.B. Job loss analysis

660

Table 9 provides estimates of the number of Washington State jobs that will be lost in the

661

oil, gas, and uranium extraction and production industries; petroleum refining industry; coal,

662

gas, and nuclear power plant operation industries; fuel transportation industry, and other

663

fuel-related industries upon a shift to WWS. The table footnote describes how the job loss

664

numbers were calculated.

665
666

Table 8. Estimated number of permanent operation and maintenance jobs per installed MW of energy source

667

(assuming new installed capacities derived from Table 2)

Energy Technology

Low
jobs/Installed
MW

High
jobs/installed MW

Low job #

High job #
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Onshore wind

0.14

0.4

5,918

16,908

Offshore wind

0.14

0.4

1,839

5,254

Wave device

0.14

0.4

135

385

Geothermal plant

1.67

1.78

516

550

Hydroelectric plant

1.14

1.14

0

0

Tidal turbine

0.14

0.4

73

210

Res. roof PV system

0.12

1

1,669

13,909

Com/gov roof PV
system

0.12

1

838

6,985

Solar PV plant

0.12

1

5,250

43,750

CSP plant

0.22

1

0

0

16,238

87,950

Total

668
669
670

9.C. Jobs analysis summary

671

The JEDI models predict the creation of ~71,000 40-year construction jobs and 38,000 40-

672

year operation and maintenance jobs for implementing the WWS generators proposed. The

673

shift to WWS will simultaneously result in the loss of ~67,600 jobs in the oil, gas, and

674

uranium mining and production; petroleum refining; coal, gas, and nuclear power plant

675

operation; and fuel transportation industries in Washington State. Thus, a net of ~42,000 40-

676

year jobs will be created in Washington State. The direct and indirect earnings from WWS

677

amount to $3.8 billion/year during construction and $2.5 billion/yr during operation. The

678

annual earnings lost from fossil-fuel industries (at $60,000 per job) total ~$4.1 billion/yr,

679

giving 40-year construction plus operation earnings minus lost earnings upon converting to

680

WWS of ~$2.2 billion/yr.

681
682

Table 9. Job loss in Washington State upon eliminating energy generation from the fossil fuel and nuclear

683

sectors in the state.

684
Energy Sector
Oil and gas extraction/production

Number of Jobs Lost
3,819a
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Petroleum refining

2,552b

Coal/gas power plant operation

3,882c

Uranium mining
Nuclear power plant operation

1,100e

Coal and oil transportation

54,102f

Other*

3,791g

Less petroleum jobs retained

-1727h

Total
EMSI (2012).

67,603

685

a

686

b

Workers employed in U.S. refineries from EIA (2014a) multiplied by fraction of U.S. barrels of crude oil

687
688

84d

distilled in Washington State from EIA (2014b).
c

Includes coal plant operators, gas plant operators, compressor and gas pumping station operators, pump

689

system operators, refinery operators, stationary engineers and boiler operators, and service unit operators for

690

oil, gas, and mining. Coal data from Sourcewatch (2014). All other data from ONET online (2014).

691

d

Multiply U.S. uranium mining employment across 12 U.S. states that mine uranium from EIA (2014c) by the

692

fraction of Washington State population in those 12 states.

693

e

694

f

NEI (2014).

Multiply the total number of direct U.S. jobs in transportation (11,000,000) from USDOT (2014) by the ratio

695

(0.287 in 2007) of weight of oil and coal shipped in the U.S. relative to the total weight of commodities

696

shipped from USDOT (2012) and by the fraction of transportation jobs that are relevant to oil and coal

697

transportation (0.78) from the USBLS (2014) and by the fraction of the U.S. population in Washington State.

698

g

Other includes accountants, auditors, administrative assistants, chemical engineers, geoscientists, industrial

699

engineers, mechanical engineers, petroleum attorneys, petroleum engineers, and service station attendants

700

associated with oil and gas, Petrostrategies, Inc. (2014).

701

h

Jobs retained are in the production of non-fuel petroleum commodities such as lubricants, asphalt,

702

petrochemical feedstocks, and petroleum coke and the number is calculated as follows: Washington State

703

employs ~3800 workers in oil and gas production and ~2500 workers in oil refineries (Table 9). Nationally,

704

the non-fuel output from oil refineries is ~10% of refinery output (EIA, 2013a). We thus assume that only

705

10% (~630) of petroleum production and refining jobs will remain upon conversion to WWS. We assume

706

another 1070 will remain for transporting this petroleum for a total of ~1700 jobs remaining.
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707

10. State Tax Revenue Consideration

708

The implementation of this plan will likely affect Washington State’s tax revenue and may

709

require tax policy changes to ensure that state revenues remain constant.

710

Revenues directly associated with the sale of petroleum fuels, such as the gasoline

711

and diesel fuel taxes, will diminish as the vehicle fleet is made more efficient and ultimately

712

transitions away from petroleum altogether. In 2012, motor fuel taxes accounted for 7.28%

713

of Washington State’s total tax revenue, about $1.2 billon (Washington State Department of

714

Revenue, 2013). To offset these motor fuel revenue losses, the Washington State legislature

715

enacted RCW 46.17.323, which took effect in February of 2013 and imposes a $100 vehicle

716

registration renewal fee on vehicles propelled solely by electricity. With over 6 million

717

passenger cars and light trucks in operation in the state in 2012, revenue generated through

718

this registration fee once an electric fleet is developed would account for half of the lost

719

revenue, $600 million. Other tax revenues associated with passenger vehicle use, such as

720

motor vehicle fees, taxi surcharge fees, and auto rental taxes, are not expected to decrease

721

significantly upon conversion to WWS.

722

As more of Washington State’s infrastructure is electrified under the present plan,

723

revenues from the utility tax will increase. Property taxes, other sales and use taxes,

724

corporation taxes, private rail car taxes, energy resource surcharges, quarterly public utility

725

commission fees, and penalties on public utility commission fees are unlikely to change

726

much. Environmental and hazardous waste fees and oil and gas lease revenues will likely

727

decrease, but these revenues are small.

728
729

11. Timeline of Implementation of the Plan
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730

Figure 4 shows one timeline scenario for the implementation of this plan in Washington

731

State. Other scenarios are possible.

732

The plan calls for all new electric power generators installed by 2020 to be WWS

733

generators and existing conventional generator to be phased out gradually, such that by

734

2030, 80% of the existing infrastructure is converted and by 2050, 100%. Similarly, all new

735

heating and cooling technologies are proposed to be WWS technologies by 2020 and

736

existing technologies are proposed to be replaced over time, but by no later than 2050.

737

For transportation, the transition to BEVs and HFCVs is expected to occur more

738

rapidly than in the power generation sector due to the rapid turnover time of the vehicle fleet

739

(~15 years) and the efficiency of BEVs and HFCVs over fossil-fuel combustion vehicles.

740

BEVs and HFCVs are anticipated to be the only new vehicles sold by 2020. Freight and

741

passenger rail, freight trucks, tractors, construction machines, ships, and aircraft also will be

742

converted to 100% WWS with a combination of electric and hybrid electric-hydrogen fuel

743

cells or, in the case of aircraft, electric-cryogenic hydrogen energy systems. Some

744

conversion in transportation can be obviated by better transportation planning, including an

745

increased emphasis on transit, biking, and walking. Policy measures to jump start these

746

processes are discussed shortly.

747
748

Figure 4. Change in Washington State all-purpose (electricity, transportation, heating/cooling, industry)

749

energy demand and percent distribution of demand among conventional fuels and WWS energy over time

750

based on the roadmap proposed here. Total power demand decreases over time due to energy reductions due to

751

conversion to WWS and efficiency. The percentages above the fossils plus nuclear curve are of remaining

752

penetration of those energy sources each decade. The percentages next to each WWS source are the 2050

753

estimated percent penetration of the source. The 100% demarcation indicates that 100% of all-purpose power
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754

is provided by WWS technologies by 2050, and the power demand by that time has decreased. Neither the

755

percentages each year nor the final percentages are exact – they are estimates of one possible scenario. Karl

756

Burkart, personal communication.

757

758
759
760
761

12. Recommended First Steps

762

While Washington State has already enacted some legislation to reduce greenhouse gas

763

emissions and convert to renewable energy, deeper changes are needed to reach 100%

764

WWS by 2050. Here, some short-term policy options are listed to help with this goal.

765
766

12.1 State Planning and Incentives
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767

•

Create a green building tax credit program for the corporate sector.

768

•

Create energy performance rating systems with minimum performance requirements

769

to assess energy efficiency levels across the state and pinpoint areas for

770

improvement.

771

•

Lock in the remaining in-state coal-fired power plants to retire under enforceable

772

commitments. At the same time, streamline the permit approval process for WWS

773

power generators and high-capacity transmission lines.

774

•

Within existing regional planning efforts, work with local and regional governments

775

to manage zoning and permitting issues or pre-approve sites to reduce the costs and

776

uncertainty of projects and expedite their physical build-out. In the case of offshore

777

wind, include the federal government in planning and management efforts.

778
779
780

12.2. Energy Efficiency
•

Conservation Initiative No. 937 calls for 17 out of Washington’s 62 electric utilities,

781

representing 84% of Washington State’s load, to undertake all cost effective energy

782

conservation measures. These standards can be expanded to the remaining 16% of

783

the utilities sector and to the industrial and commercial sectors.

784

•

Introduce a Public Benefit Funds (PBF) program for energy efficiency. The program

785

is funded with a non-bypassable charge on consumers’ electricity bills for

786

distribution services. These funds generate capital that sponsor energy efficiency

787

programs, and research and development related to clean energy technologies and

788

training.

789

•

Promote, though municipal financing, incentives, and rebates, energy efficiency
38

790

measures in buildings. Efficiency measures include, but are not limited to, using

791

LED lighting; optimized air conditioning systems; evaporative cooling; ductless air

792

conditioning; water-cooled heat exchangers; night ventilation cooling; heat-pump

793

water heaters; improved data center design; improved air flow management;

794

advanced lighting controls; combined space and water heaters; variable refrigerant

795

flow; and improved wall, floor, ceiling, and pipe insulation (e.g., Navigant

796

Consulting, 2012). Other measures include sealing leaks in windows, doors, and

797

fireplaces, converting to double-paned windows, using more passive solar heating,

798

monitoring building energy use to determine wasteful processes, and performing an

799

energy audit to discover energy waste.

800

•

801
802

Continuously revise building codes for construction of new buildings and renovation
of existing buildings as new technologies become readily available.

•

Incentivize landlords’ investment in efficiency. Allow owners of multi-family

803

buildings to take a property tax exemption for energy efficiency improvements made

804

in their buildings that provide benefits to their tenants.

805

•

Create a rebate program that targets energy efficiency in appliances and processes.

806

Efficiency measures include, but are not limited to, upgrading appliances to those

807

that use less electricity, using hot water circulation pumps on a timer, converting to

808

LED light bulbs, etc.

809

•

Encourage conversion from natural gas water and air heaters to heat pumps (air and

810

ground-source) and rooftop solar thermal hot water pre-heaters. Incentivize more use

811

of efficient lighting in buildings and on city streets. Publicize ground source heat

812

pumps as a key energy efficiency technology for Washington by retrofitting a high-
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813
814

profile state building.
•

Have the top five retailers of electricity in Washington State devise a specific rate

815

schedule to account for a ground source heat pump’s constant low‐level usage of

816

electricity.

817
818
819

12.3. Energy Supply
•

820

Increase Washington State’s Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS). The current 15%
RPS sunsets in 2020. Ramp up the RPS to get to 80% by 2030 and 100% by 2050.

821

•

Extend the state solar production tax credit.

822

•

Encourage the progression toward WWS by implementing a tax on emissions by

823
824

current utilities.
•

825
826

Streamline the small-scale solar and wind installation permitting process. Create
common codes, fee structures, and filing procedures across the state.

•

Encourage

clean-energy

backup

emergency

power

systems

rather

than

827

diesel/gasoline generators at both the household and community levels. Work with

828

industry to implement home or community energy storage (through battery systems,

829

including re-purposed BEV batteries) accompanying rooftop solar to mitigate

830

problems associated with grid power losses.

831
832
833

12.4. Utilities
•

Implement virtual net metering (VNM) for small-scale energy systems. Virtual net

834

metering allows a utility customer to assign the net production from an electrical

835

generator on his or her property (e.g., solar PV) to another metered account that is
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836

not physically connected to that generator. This allows credits from a single solar PV

837

system to be distributed among multiple electric service accounts, such as in low-

838

income residential housing complexes, apartment complexes, school districts, multi-

839

store shopping centers, or a residential neighborhood with multiple residents and one

840

PV system. To that end,

841

1. Remove the necessity for subscribers to have proprietorship in the energy-

842

generating site.

843

2. Expand or eliminate the capacity limit of net-metering for each utility.

844

3. Remove the barrier to inter-load zone transmission of net-metered renewable

845
846

power.
•

Develop peak-load management strategies to account for the variability of renewable

847

energy integration to the grid as California did recently by setting a goal to install 1.3

848

GWh of grid storage by 2020.

849

•

850

Encourage utilities to use demand-response grid management to reduce the need for
short-term energy backup on the grid.

851
852
853

12.5. Transportation
•

854
855
856

Create a governor-appointed EV Advisory Council, as has been done in Illinois and
Connecticut, to recommend strategies for EV infrastructure and policies.

•

Leverage and augment the technical and financial assistance of the U. S. Department
of Energy’s “Clean Cities Program” activities, focusing on the deployment of BEVs.
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857

•

Adopt legislation mandating the transition to plug-in electric vehicles for short- and

858

medium distance government transportation and encouraging the transition for

859

commercial and personal vehicles through purchase incentives and rebates.

860

•

Use incentives or mandates to stimulate the growth of fleets of electric and/or

861

hydrogen fuel cell/electric hybrid buses starting with a few and gradually growing

862

the fleets. Electric or hydrogen fuel cell ferries, riverboats, and other local shipping

863

should be encouraged as well.

864

•

Encourage and ease the permitting process for the installation of electric charging

865

stations in public parking lots, hotels, suburban metro stations, on streets, and in

866

residential and commercial garages.

867

•

Set up time-of-use electricity rates to encourage charging at night.

868

•

Use excess wind and solar produced by WWS electric power generators to produce

869

hydrogen (by electrolysis) for transportation and industry and to provide district heat

870

for water and air (as done in Denmark) instead of curtailing the wind and solar.

871

•

Encourage the electrification of freight rail and shift freight from trucks to rail.

872

•

Encourage more use of public transit by increasing availability and providing

873

incentives. Successful programs have been seen on college or university campuses

874

in which commuters receive compensation for not purchasing a parking pass and

875

opting to use public transportation or personal bicycles for their commute.

876
877

•

Increase safe biking and walking infrastructure, such as dedicated bike lanes,
sidewalks, crosswalks, timed walk signals, etc.

878
879

12.6. Industrial processes
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880

•

Provide tax or other financial incentives for industry to convert to electricity and

881

electrolytic hydrogen for high temperature and manufacturing processes where they

882

are not currently used.

883
884

•

Provide tax or other financial incentives to encourage industries to use WWS electric
power generation for on-site electric power (private) generation.

885
886

13. Summary

887

This study proposes a roadmap for converting Washington State’s energy infrastructure for

888

all purposes into a clean and sustainable one powered by wind, water, and sunlight (WWS)

889

producing electricity and hydrogen. It evaluated Washington State’s WWS resources and

890

proposed a mix of WWS generators that could match projected 2050 demand. It quantified

891

the areas required, direct, air pollution, and climate cost changes, and net jobs created from

892

such a conversion. It also discussed the potential of the generators to match demand (relying

893

on previous optimization model results),

894

The timeline for conversion is proposed as follows: All new installations will be

895

WWS by 2020. Existing infrastructure will gradually be replaced, with about 80-85%

896

replacement by 2030 and 100% replacement by 2050. The conversion from combustion to a

897

completely electrified system for all purposes will reduce Washington State’s end-use power

898

demand ~40% and stabilize energy prices since fuel costs will be zero. About 14% of this

899

reduction is specified as due to end-use energy efficiency measures and the rest due to the

900

efficiency of electricity versus combustion. Additional energy efficiency measures will

901

reduce power demand further and make the implementation of this plan easier. Remaining

902

all-purpose end-use Washington State power demand is proposed to be met with (based on

43

903

2050 energy estimates) 8,450 onshore 5-MW wind turbines (providing 35% of Washington

904

State’s energy for all purposes), 2,630 off-shore 5-MW wind turbines (13%), 875 50-MW

905

solar-PV power plants (18.1%), 2.78 million 5-kW residential rooftop PV systems (4%),

906

69,800 100-kW commercial/government rooftop systems (2.1%), 3.1 100-MW geothermal

907

plants (0.7%), 1,290 0.75-MW wave devices (0.5%), 520 1-MW tidal turbines (0.3%), but

908

no new hydroelectric power plants. Existing hydroelectric plants would supply 26.4% of all-

909

purpose power after their capacity factors have been increased modestly. This is just one

910

plausible mix. Least-cost energy-system optimization studies and practical implementation

911

considerations will determine the actual design and operation of the energy system and may

912

result in technology mixes different than proposed here (e.g., more power plant PV, less

913

rooftop PV). The siting of generating facilities would be governed by environmental and

914

zoning regulations.

915

Several methods exist to match renewable energy supply with demand and to smooth

916

out the variability of WWS resources. These include (A) combining geographically-

917

dispersed WWS resources as a bundled set of resources rather than as separate resources and

918

using hydroelectric power to fill in remaining gaps; (B) using demand-response grid

919

management to shift times of demand to match better with the timing of WWS power

920

supply; (C) over-sizing WWS peak generation capacity to minimize the times when

921

available WWS power is less than demand and to provide power to produce heat for water

922

and air and hydrogen for transportation and heating when WWS power exceeds demand;

923

(D) integrating weather forecasts into system operation to reduce reserve requirements; (E)

924

storing energy in thermal storage media, batteries, soil, or other storage media; and (F)

925

storing energy in electric-vehicle batteries for later extraction (vehicle-to-grid).
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926

The additional footprint on land for WWS devices is equivalent to about 0.19% of

927

Washington State’s land area, mostly for utility scale PV. An additional on-land spacing

928

area of about 2.18% is required for onshore wind, but this area can be used for multiple

929

purposes, such as open space, agricultural land, or grazing land. The land footprint and

930

spacing areas (open space between devices) in the proposed scenario can be reduced by

931

shifting more land based WWS generators to the ocean, lakes, and rooftops.

932

2030 electricity costs are estimated to be 5.3 (4.6-5.9) U.S. ¢/kWh for all WWS

933

technologies (including local transmission and distribution). This compares with ~24.8

934

(24.1-25.5) ¢/kWh for 2030 fossil-fuel generators, of which 5.7 ¢/kWh is air pollution and

935

climate externality cost. Long-distance transmission costs on land for WWS are estimated to

936

be 1 (0.3-3) ¢/kWh for 1200-2000 km high-voltage direct current transmission lines.

937

The plan is anticipated to create ~71,200 40-year construction jobs and 38,200 40-

938

year operation and maintenance jobs for new electric-power generating facilities alone while

939

causing 67,600 job losses in the fossil-fuel and nuclear industries. This will result in net 40-

940

year job creation of ~42,000 jobs. Total earnings during construction of these facilities (in

941

the form of wages, local revenue, and local supply-chain impacts) are estimated to be ~$3.8

942

billion/yr in 2010 dollars and annual earnings during operation of the WWS facilities are

943

estimated at $2.5 billion/yr. Revenue losses in the fossil- industry are estimated to be about

944

$4.1 billion/yr, giving a net gain of $2.2 billion/yr upon converting to WWS.

945

The plan will reduce ~840 (240-1,590) premature air pollution mortalities/yr in

946

Washington State, saving the state $6.9 (2-15.9) billion/yr (~2% of 2012 state GDP) in

947

health costs. Washington State’s own emission decreases will reduce 2050 U.S. global-
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948

warming costs by at least another $1 billion/yr. and worldwide global-warming costs by at

949

least $10 billion/yr.

950

The air-pollution plus climate cost reduction alone obtained upon converting to

951

100% WWS is calculated to offset the cost of all new WWS electric power generation over

952

12 (8-17) years.

953

The plan is expected to increase revenues from current utility taxes due to the

954

increased use of electricity. At the same time, it will reduce fuel-tax revenues. Either utility

955

taxes or mileage-base road fees can compensate for fuel-tax losses.

956

This plan can serve as an additional template for plans in other states and countries.

957

The implementation of a plan such as this in countries worldwide will eliminate energy-

958

related global warming; air, soil, and water pollution; and energy insecurity.

959
960
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